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Semantic Net Based Hypertext 
for Authoring and Reuse 

Weigang Wang 

Abstract 

The study of hypertext covers a multidisciplinary scientific and technological domain, and addresses 

the theories, principles, techniques and tools to structure, manage and use information in electronic 

format. The modularity of information units and the flexibility in organising these units make hyper- 

text also appropriate for document reuse. A conceptual framework developed for software reuse is 

applied to document reuse. The framework describes reuse in terms of the processes involved. The 

focus of the research is hypertext methodologies and tools that support the document reuse processes, 

which include document creation, document management, document retrieval, and document reor- 

ganisation. 

Three prototype hypertext systems have been designed and implemented progressively. In 

each prototype, models were modified and new engineering components were added. In this way a 

novel system was systematically built. For the first prototype, an unstructured semantic net is 

exploited and an authoring tool is provided. The prototype uses a knowledge-based traversal algo- 

rithm to facilitate document reorganisation. The structural and semantic consistency of the semantic 

net is fully left in the users’ hands. The results indicate that the traversal method has not provided a 

practical solution for document reorganisation. The useful output from the traversal method depends 

on meaningful link and node typing. Such typing is hard to achieve with an unstructured semantic 

net. 

Then, a semi-structured semantic net was exploited and a collaborative hypertext system was 

built. A hierarchical view generating method was developed. Although the system suggests a small 

set of link types for different structures, the structural and semantic consistency of the semantic net is 

again left in the users’ hands. The system has proven to be useful for authoring and reusing conven- 

tional documents in a tree structure. Authors, however, were not practically able to produce hyper- 

text that had links other than those in conventional documents in a tree structure. 

Finally, a structured semantic net has been exploited. The requirements for hypertext-based 

document reuse have been elicited and a domain model for structured hypertext has been developed. 

The domain model and requirements have been formalised into a rigorous semantic data model, 

which integrates logical structure and domain semantics into hypertext. A new collaborative hyper- 

text system has been developed with the model. It can define and enforce a set of rules to maintain 

the structural and semantic consistency of the semantic net. Concrete methods have been developed 

to support the life-cycle of document reuse. In the life-cycle, reorganising, the final step in reuse, is 

considered as a process of copying with changes. Multi-hierarchies can be created by using various 

copying operators that allow a mixture of sharing and non-sharing of changes on contents and struc- 

tures. Many examples and case studies have highlighted the value of this approach. 

A structured semantic net can be a unifying representation for some of the important organisa- 

tional features of small- and large-volume hypertext. The capability of representing knowledge about 

a specific domain with the structured semantic net can improve hypertext organisation and reusabil- 

ity. Collaborative hypertext can play an important role in creating an environment where reuse is an 

integral part of the authoring process. The methodology and system produced in this work have 

extended 1) traditional indexing from the document level to the document component level, 2) tradi- 

tional text outlining to hypertext outlining, and 3) simple content cutting-and-pasting to content and 

structure sharing, referring, copying and modifying across a well organised information space. 

Although the research focuses on technical document reuse, the methodology and tools demonstrate 

the potential for application in business, scientific, and personal information management.
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1 

Introduction 

Authoring and reuse are closely related activities, which often occur in a group context. 

Through collaboration, a model of reader is enhanced by the awareness of the existence of 

the collaborators, and good quality is achieved with the multiple criteria applied and the 

expertise pooled together. While working together does not always guarantee advantages, 

good coordination is the key to achieving effectiveness and rapid production. 

Document reuse occurs when information created for one purpose is used for another 

purpose. Document reuse itself is not the end, it is the means to reach the end — producing 

a new document more efficiently. Document reuse is a creative activity. Unplanned reuse 

occurs to everyone, whether he realises it or not. However, the reuse referred to in this the- 

sis is planned reuse and involves information creating, managing, and utilising processes. 

The meaning and contribution of a person’s life in a sense lies in the creation of what 

can be used by others. Opening information for others to use needs common representa- 

tions (common languages or standards) which are acceptable in a certain society. These 

common representations are only needed and made possible in collaboration. Therefore, as 

is authoring, reuse is largely a collaborative activity. Good collaboration, such as the multi- 

ple assurance for high quality reusable components, the allocation of each part of a job to a 

person who is good at it, and the help provided to one another in a team, may secure the 

success of the reuse process. 

Models, methods, and technologies developed in the fields of software reuse, hyper- 

text (hypermedia), computer-supported cooperative work, and information retrieval are most 

relevant to document authoring and reuse. Collaborative hypertext can serve as a frame- 

work to incorporate those models and technologies. All communication channels are avail- 

able as needed and as one wishes. Figure 1.1 depicts a hypermedia dream that all relevant 

information is a ‘click’ away. All tools for information accessing and creating are inte- 

grated in it. It is simple to use and integrates seamlessly into one’s work flow. 

1.1. Motivations 

Document reuse has the potential to improve the productivity and quality of documents. 

Productivity increases as document components written for previous documents can be used 

in current ones, saving authoring time. Quality increases as frequently used document com- 

ponents tend to be of a higher standard. Although document reuse occurs to everyone, its 

effectiveness is not guaranteed with every reuse effort. Before documents can be success- 

fully reused, they must be somehow organised, so that the relevant document components 

can be effectively retrieved. Finally, the found document components must be reorganised 

so as to produce the new document [103].
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Figure 1.1: Hypermedia dream: all-in-one. 

Traditional authoring tools, such as editors and outliners, focus on the manipulation of 

content and structure of a single document. New authoring tools, such as many hypertext 

writing systems, may go beyond editing a single document, but still do not particularly pay 

attention to the document reuse processes. The well organised information sources and the 

tools for information retrieval are usually deemed as things outside an authoring system. 

The reorganising facilities are little beyond the simple cut-and-past of a content block 

within or between editors. The motivation of this research is to improve the productivity 

and quality of document products through developing a document reuse methodology and 

its supporting hypertext environment, in which reuse is accepted as an integral part of the 

authoring process. 

1.2. Research Questions and Hypotheses 

How do people reuse documents? Can a hypertext system help them? Several hypotheses 

were formulated to provide a basis for answering these research questions: 

1. On the technical side, people reuse documents through a series of processes, such as 

document creating, managing, retrieving, and reorganising. 

2. Reorganising, the final step in reuse, can be considered as a process of copying with 

changes. 

3. | Many basic reuse tasks in hypertext can be accomplished by the primitive operators 

that allow a mixture of sharing and non-sharing of changes on contents and structures. 

4. An independent semantic net can be a unifying representation for some of the impor- 

tant organisational features of small- and large-volume hypertext. The capability of 

representing knowledge about a specific domain (provided by the semantic network) 

can improve hypertext organisation and reusability.
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5. Collaborative hypertext can play an important role in creating an environment where 

reuse is an integral part of the authoring process. 

Empirical studies, theoretical arguments and hands-on experience with the prototypes devel- 

oped in the this work have provided supporting evidence for the hypotheses. 

1.3. Research Scope and Methods 

The research scope can be stated as: 

to develop methods and tools for document reuse. Document reuse refers to the 

authoring process with the reuse of existing documents and with future reuse in 

mind. The tools to be exploited are semantic net based collaborative hypertext 

systems. The collaboration support is aimed at small groups. The targeted docu- 

ments are technical documents. 

To test the hypotheses, three research methods — theoretical exploration, engineering 

implementation, and empirical studies, have been used through interaction, in which a main 

link is a series of prototypes. 

The key to the success of a technology is that it fits into the work flow of those who 

are intending to use it. A proper understanding of this work flow is essential to the design 

of a successful system [106]. The initial methods and tools were largely developed from 

observations of traditional authoring and reuse processes and from work models in the liter- 

ature. Through time, the focus has been shifted to observing people doing authoring and 

reuse with the prototypes. The prototypes have been continuously revised, re-modeled, and 

re-tested. This approach contains a continuous thread of objective evaluation and monitor- 

ing. The lessons learned are fed back into the research and development process so that the 

methodologies and tools become something which is dynamic and constantly modified in 

the light of experience. This is one of the ways to ensure that an end-user system actually 

improves human performance [45]. 

This research method is a combination of active research [74], and ‘formative design- 

evaluation’ [43,45,32,108]. It is necessary because in many situations the only way to 

establish the feasibility of a reuse methodology or the extent to which a tool can meet a 

need, is by going ahead and observing what happens. The main advantage of this approach 

is that it is real, concrete and everyone can see what is going on. One aspect of the 

approach is that something exists at the end of the day. In other types of research it is possi- 

ble to establish that something is needed, but then actually bringing it about can take some 

time and considerable effort [74]. For the researcher the approach brings the real world into 

focus and makes the purpose of the activity more apparent, but for ordinary users using pro- 

totypes may cost them extra effort. Fortunately, there are voluntary users — researchers 

who are interested in the experimental studies on authoring and reuse. Moreover, there are 

captive users — authors who have to use the tools for their writing tasks and students who 

have taken the courses that use the prototypes in their classroom setting.
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The theories, models, and methodologies exploited include: 

° knowledge-based traversal algorithms for generating hierarchical views from semantic 

nets, 

° semantic net based hypertext models, 

° a process-oriented reuse methodology, and 

° a collaboration and coordination model for authoring and reuse. 

The document reuse methodology consists of a set of well-defined document reuse pro- 

cesses, a set of hypertext tools (functions), and methods underlying the processes and tools 

for users to reach the goals of the processes. 

Three prototype hypertext systems are developed to provide testbeds for testing the 

hypotheses in general, and for evaluating the models and the reuse methodology in particu- 

lar: 

° an Expertext Tool (ET), an expertext system refers to a hypertext system with some 

expert system feathers, 

° a collaborative hypermedia system named Multiple Users Creating Hypertext 

(MUCH), and 

° a Reusable /ntelligent Collaborative Hypertext system (RICH). 

The methods used in the empirical studies include questionnaires, interviews, experi- 

ments, and observations on the use of the prototypes. Statistical analysis is performed when 

appropriate. The empirical studies performed in this work include: 

. software document reuse, 

° technical document authoring with reuse, and 

° creating multiple views with reuse. 

1.4. Limitations of the Approach 

Document reuse meets many challenges, both technical and non-technical. In this research 

only limited consideration has been given to non-technical factors. The focus is placed on 

technical factors: methodologies and tools. Therefore, the effectiveness of the produced 

methodologies and tools applies most to the work places where non-technical factors, such 

as managerial factors, legal factors, and economic factors, are not so critical or where these 

factors are handled in additional effort. 

Tools exploited in this work are hypertext systems that are based on the independent 

semantic net, in which links are separate from node contents and the target of a link is a 

node as a whole. This type of hypertext may not give users the classical hypertext feel with 

links embedded in node contents. The views generated from the semantic nets are largely 

hierarchical views. The tools and their underlying methods are for technical documents that
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have hierarchy or multi-hierarchy as their primary structure. They can not support those 

hypertext applications that intentionally avoid using hierarchical structures. 

1.5. Definitions of Terms 

Hypertext is multi-dimensional text, or in other words, text not necessarily constrained to be 

linear. The essential components of hypertext are nodes and links. Nodes are containers of 

information chunks, which form the basic content of hypertext. Links connect nodes to 

form a network. Hypermedia is multimedia hypertext whose nodes may contain informa- 

tion chunks in multiple media types, such as plain text, graphics, video, and sound. In the 

context of this thesis, the term hypertext is used generally to refer to both text-only and mul- 

timedia hypertext systems. 

A semantic net is a knowledge representation scheme, which consists of nodes and 

links. Nodes are used for representing concepts (terms) and links are used for representing 

semantic relations between the concepts. A semantic net based hypertext refers to hypertext 

which uses a semantic net as its logical model. In this type of hypertext, nodes and links are 

labeled with semantic meanings. In the context of this thesis, the term semantic net is often 

used to refer to the semantic net based hypertext. 

A document in this thesis refers to an information product that focuses on a certain 

topic and often has at least one overall logical structure. This logical structure defines the 

boundary of a document. A document component is a logical part of a document. Docu- 

ment reuse occurs when information created for one document is used in another document. 

When information produced in hypertext is in a network structure, the term hypertext 

document is used to refer to the product. When a document is in an ordered tree structure 

(or in a linear structure), the term conventional document is used to refer to the product. 

When a document is represented in a computer system, it is called an electronic version of 

the document. When a document is printed on paper, it is called a paper version of the doc- 

ument. 

1.6. Preview of the Topics 

The thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the research questions and 

research methods of the research. Several terms that are fundamental to the research are 

defined. Chapter 2 provides some background information on the research. Various hyper- 

text issues and systems are introduced. A framework for document reuse and a framework 

for semantic net based hypertext are suggested. In chapter 3, an unstructured semantic net 

and a knowledge-based semi-automatic document reuse method are explored. The work on 

an expertext writing tool is reported. Chapter 4 describes a semi-structured semantic net 

model, a collaborative hypertext system, and a hierarchy generating method. Many applica- 

tions of the system are presented. Chapter 5 re-examines the work flow of document reuse. 

A structured semantic net model is defined. A system based on the model is built. A
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comprehensive reuse methodology is developed to support concrete document reuse pro- 

cesses. Examples and case studies are given to highlight the value of the approach. Chapter 

6 summarises the work and gives an overall conclusion. Some direction for future work is 

suggested.



2 
Background and Frameworks 

This chapter first relates the research described in the thesis to the relevant literature. Then 

a review of some hypertext issues and hypertext systems is given. Emphasis is placed on 

the hypertext challenges and the hypertext concepts that relate to the document reuse 

efforts. Finally, the previous work on a collaborative hypertext system is introduced. This 

is the starting point for the systems developed in this research. The results of the back- 

ground literature review are two general frameworks for this research: a framework for 

exploring document reuse and a framework for developing semantic net based hypertext 

systems. 

2.1. Related Research Fields 

There are many research fields which relate to the work. The major ones include software 

reuse, hypertext, artificial intelligence, computer-supported writing, computer-supported 

cooperative work, and information retrieval. In this section, the research on software reuse 

is briefly reviewed and a general framework for software reuse is introduced and applied to 

document reuse. Then, the potential benefits from collaborative hypertext are introduced. 

And then, the characteristic of document reuse in hypertext is presented. Finally, the rela- 

tionship between semantic nets and hypertexts is described, and a design space for semantic 

net based hypertext is outlined. 

2.1.1. Software Reuse and Document Reuse 

Recently, there has been a wide interest in computer software reuse, from the reuse of a 

code fragment, a design, or a requirement, to the reuse of a domain model [30]. There is a 

general belief that reuse can improve the productivity and quality of a creative process. Pro- 

ductivity increases because components developed for previous products can be used for 

new products, saving development time. Quality increases because frequently reused com- 

ponents tend to have been thoroughly tested in a variety of circumstances [39]. Industry 

experiences have shown such improvements [123]. 

Though software reuse research focuses primarily in the context of software engineer- 

ing, many reuse concepts and frameworks should generally be applicable to reuse in other 

information-intensive contexts, such as to reuse technical documents. In fact, a reuse 

framework, CFRP (Conceptual Framework for Reuse Processes), has been developed to be 

generic with respect to domains, organisations, economic sectors, methodologies, and tech- 

nologies [24].
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Based on this, it is natural to assume that the kind of benefits attributable to software 

reuse can also be gained from technical document reuse in general. 

Like software reuse, document reuse faces many challenges, both technical and non- 

technical. Some of the non-technical factors include: 

1) managerial factors, 

2) legal factors, and 

3) economic factors. 

Technical factors include methodologies and tools to support reuse processes. 

The CFRP is a conceptual framework that describes these technical and non-technical 

factors in terms of the processes involved. The CFRP consists of two interconnected "pro- 

cess paradigms" called Reuse Management and Reuse Engineering, as depicted in their 

most basic form in Figure 2.1. The arrows in Figure 2.1 represent, at a high level, the direc- 

tions of information flow, influence, and feedback among the processes. They also, to some 

degree, indicate sequencing among processes, although activities within different process 

families often will operate in parallel. These paradigms describe distinctive patterns of 

activity that are inherent to the organisational and management aspects and the product 

engineering aspects of reuse, respectively. 

  

Figure 2.1: A conceptual framework for reuse processes. 

The reuse management paradigm describes a cyclic pattern of activity addressing the 

establishment and continual improvement of reuse-oriented activities within an organisation 

by emphasising learning as an institutional mechanism for change. The paradigm consists 

of the following three process families:
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° Reuse planning processes establish objectives and strategies for reuse within and 

across selected domains and application product lines; plan an interconnected set of 

reuse projects consistent with the objectives and strategies; and plan infrastructural 

capabilities to facilitate project performance and evolution. 

° Reuse enactment processes manage active reuse projects (e.g., allocate resources to 

them, initiate and retire them, monitor their performance); regulate day-to-day project 

performance; and ensure that a reuse infrastructure sufficient to meet the needs of the 

projects is established and maintained. 

° Reuse learning processes evaluate reuse project performance relative to local and 

global objectives and investigate and recommend approaches to effect evolutionary or 

revolutionary enhancements in reuse capabilities; they can be viewed as an institu- 

tional mechanism for managing improvement and innovation. 

The reuse engineering paradigm describes a chained pattern of activity that addresses 

reuse-related product development. The paradigm consists of the following three process 

families: 

° Asset creation processes produce and evolve domain models and domain assets, 

including requirements and architecture assets, application generators, and software 

components. 

° Asset management processes acquire, describe, evaluate, and organise assets produced 

by Asset Creation processes, make those assets available to utilisers as a managed col- 

lection, and provide services to promote and facilitate reuse of the assets. 

° Asset utilisation processes reuse the assets made available by the asset management 

processes by identifying, selecting, and tailoring desired assets and integrating them to 

construct application systems within target domain(s). 

Assets refer to reusable units of information relevant to a domain or set of domains. 

The CFRP defines a context for considering reuse-related software development pro- 

cesses, how they interrelate, and how they can be composed and integrated with each other 

and with non-reuse-related processes to form reuse-oriented life-cycle process models that 

are tailorable to organisational needs [24]. 

Based on the CFRP and a process-oriented framework developed in our previous pro- 

ject [103], a document reuse framework is derived. This framework as shown in Figure “A 

framework for document reuse" corresponds to the CFRP reuse engineering paradigm. Its 

document retrieving and document reorganising processes correspond to the utilisation pro- 

cesses in CFRP. 

The framework consists of four process families in document reuse engineering. 

These process families are the:
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Figure 2.2: A framework for document reuse. 

1) document creation process family which produces domain models and reusable com- 

ponents, 

2) document management process family which classifies and indexes reusable compo- 

nents into a library and coordinates the whole authoring and reusing processes, 

3) document retrieval process family which finds reusable components from the library, 

and 

4) document reorganisation process family which copies, tailors, modifies, and integrates 

the reusable components into a new document. 

In this work, the focus is placed on the development of methodologies and hypertext tools to 

support the concrete reuse processes in the above process families. 

Reuse methodologies fall into two general categories [37]: 

1) the generative approach, and 

2) _ the building block approach. 

Generally speaking, the generative approach focuses on automating the process of produc- 

tion. It aims at producing documents automatically. The building block approach focuses 

on reusing existing components. This work focuses on the latter. In addition, substantial 

effort has been made to develop a semi-automatic aid for the reorganisation process.
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2.1.2. Groupware and Hypertext 

Hypertext (or hypermedia) is richly linked, document-like information. It allows readers of 

a document to access the information stored in it from many perceived points of view, in 

any order or through different paths. Groupware is software which supports group activity. 

Groupware hypertext or collaborative hypertext is hypertext created or accessed by a group 

of people [93]. 

Collaborative hypertext is a natural domain for document reuse in that it [120]: 

° provides a shared information space as a group memory, 

° supports the creation of modules of information and provides a flexible way to organ- 

ise them, 

¢ provides a joint attentional focus for real-time coordinated work, 

° provides a representation that helps users to understand the things they are working 

on, 

° provides a communication path through which physically or temporally separated peo- 

ple can influence each others’ work, 

° can embed schemas that help designers capture design rationale (e.g. gIBIS [26]), 

° supports asynchronous document reviewing and real-time group editing, 

° can define views for different tasks and users, 

° supports browsing by association and interactive interface, 

° can annotate components, 

° supports the computational assistance in working out the implications of complex 

ideas, and 

° supports the observational study of group work. 

The collaborative support for authoring and reuse will be exploited under the ‘Document 

Reuse Engineering’ framework, particularly under the document management process fam- 

ily. 

2.1.3. Document Reuse and Hypertext 

Document reuse in hypertext can be defined as a practice in which contents and structures 

created for one purpose (in one document) are used for a new purpose (in a new document). 

The modularity of hypertext nodes and the flexibilities to organise (link) the nodes provides 

great potential for document reuse. The repetition of the same contents in different parts of 

a document seems to be redundant and not acceptable for traditional paper-form documents; 

while to be able to visit the same set of contents from multiple paths is a unique characteris- 

tic of document reuse in hypertext. The hypertext concepts related to this kind of document 

reuse include: paths [133], guided tours [70], composite nodes [53], views and collections
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[125], and so on. A path is an ordered traversal of some links in a hypertext. Its initial pur- 

pose is to simplify navigation [133]. A guided tour is one of the forms of paths [70]. A col- 

lection is related to the concept of a subgraph. The main use of collections is to classify 

information, and then access to it on the basis of this classification [125]. A composite node 

is a collection of related nodes and it is treated as a single node. Composite nodes are most 

useful for the situation in which the separate items are distinct nodes and cluster into a 

higher-level structure [25]. 

In most literature, these concepts tend to be general or independent of applications, 

such as the approach purely based on graph theory. However, the general or neutral 

approach is not particularly helpful for supporting reuse, since systems based on the 

approach tend to have no or only very limited understanding of the data they process [34]. 

‘Paths’ and ‘guided tours’ have been used to organise hypertext networks for intelligible 

presentation [70,133]. However, the existing research on paths and guided tours assumes 

that the hypertext network exists before the paths or guided tours are created. The approach 

they take is ‘from hypertext to text’. They often fail to organise information for reuse at the 

stage when the hypertexts are authored. Therefore, in this work it is hypothesised that if the 

consideration of document reuse can be kept in mind when documents are first created, then 

hypertext can offer an environment where reuse is an integral part of the authoring process. 

2.1.4. Semantic Net and Hypertext 

A semantic net or semantic network is a knowledge representation scheme consisting of a 

directed graph in which concepts are represented as nodes, and relations between concepts 

are represented as links. For example, the semantic net in Figure 2.3 gives a simple descrip- 

tion of a ‘cat’ and a ‘mouse’, expressed by the directed links saying that both cats and mice 

are animals; both of them have 4 legs; and cats eat mice. The semantic net also expresses 

the association between the concepts ‘cat’ and ‘chair’ in that they both have ‘4 legs’. The 

semantic net therefore presents a static representation of some knowledge of the world, and 

of the concepts used to describe that knowledge [8]. 

  

Figure 2.3: A semantic net. 

The analogy of a semantic net to hypertext is straightforward and has long been recog- 

nised [25,91]. While most hypertexts can be seen to have a semantic net underlying them,
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the hypertexts explicitly related to semantic nets are the ones with typed or named nodes 

and links. Related to hypertext, semantic nets can be classified into two types — indepen- 

dent semantic nets and embedded semantic nets. In the ‘independent’ case the nodes and 

links are tagged with concepts represented by terms [23]. Each node of the semantic net 

points to a document chunk, but the links between nodes can be seen without necessarily 

seeing the document chunks. In the ‘embedded’ case links are embedded in a document 

chunk. In traversing an embedded semantic net hypertext, users have to visit document 

chunks. 

The general use of a semantic net in information management is to provide consistent 

categories of all concepts represented in the chosen application domain and to provide a set 

of useful relations between these categories of concepts, so as to provide a super- 

organisational structure upon these concepts [65,112]. When used as a logical model of 

hypertext, other potential benefits include: 

° to help people explore semantic relations between ideas by allowing them to express 

their mental model directly in a semantic network, 

° to help people navigate the hyperspace by providing descriptive link types between 

nodes, 

° to enable the system to compose various documents by making use of the knowledge 

embedded in a semantic net, and 

° to enable the system to generate various views of documents. 

A semantic link is often represented as a triple of <source, link type, target>, which can be 

considered as a pair of rules: the first describes the conditions an object must satisfy to be a 

source for the link, the second describes how to find the target(s) from the selected source 

[5]. A typed link carries some semantic information, which provides potential for a system 

to manage data more efficiently on behalf of its user. Many earlier hypertext systems have 

used semantic nets as their hypertext models. Examples are Thoth-II [23], TEXTNET 

[126], and MUCH [104]. However, few semantic net based hypertext systems have fully 

exloited the great potential benefits mentioned above. 

Figure 2.4 defines a design space for semantic net based hypertext systems. The two 

dimensions of the design space represent the degree of structural constraints and semantic 

constraints that can be checked by a hypertext system. The structural constraints concern 

the shape of a subnet, such as a tree or a DAG (directed acyclic graph). The semantic con- 

straints concern the meaning of the semantic net, for example, an ‘issue’ typed node can 

only be linked from a ‘generate’ typed link to a ‘position’ typed node in an issue-based dis- 

cussion system [26]. The more constraints can be checked by a semantic net based hyper- 

text system, the larger is the possibility that the system can manage the semantic net on 

behave of its users. However, too many constraints may also affect the flexibility users may 

like in certain phases in performing certain tasks.
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In the design space, location 1 corresponds to an unstructured semantic net, which 

may have arbitrary link types or have no link type at all. With this kind of semantic net 

users can connect nodes with any links into any structures. The link types and structures 

may be recognisable to its creators, but not to the system. A typical example of the systems 

at this position is WWW (World Wide Web) [84]. Location 2 corresponds to a semantic net 

with strict structural constraints but with no semantic constraints. Outliners that can be 

found in many word processors (such as WordPerfect [28]) are typical examples in this cat- 

egory. Location 3 corresponds to a semantic net with strict semantic constraints but the 

‘shape’ of the semantic net is not constrained. This type of semantic net can be seen in the 

natural language processing field, but it is rare in hypertext systems. Actually it is often the 

case that when strict semantic constraints are applied, they also imply a certain structure. 

Location 4 corresponds to a structured semantic net with both structural and semantic con- 

straints. A typical example of the systems in this category is Sepia [121]. The location at 

the middle of 1 and 4 corresponds to a semi-structured semantic net, which applies a certain 

degree of both structural and semantic constraints. 

The design space defined in this work is similar to the design space for general infor- 

mation structuring systems [48]. The two dimensions in that design space are a) the degree 

to which a user explicitly identifies object types to the system and b) the degree to which the 

system represents object types internally. The difference is that the object types in the 

above definition imply both structural and semantic aspects, while in the design space 

defined in this work these two aspects are different dimensions. 
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Figure 2.4: A design space for semantic net based hypertext systems 

One of the most distinctive advantages of an ‘independent’ semantic net is its intuitive 

appeal (both as a logical model of hypertext or as a hypertext user interface metaphor). By 

looking at paths through an ‘independent’ semantic net, one can come to higher-level 

abstractions, such as those of plots in a novel [93]. The independent semantic net with its 

binary links may be less convenient in representing complex objects, but in principle, it has 

the potential to represent a graph with any degree of complexity. The simple binary-link- 

based semantic net lends itself to the greater possibility of applying various traversals or fil- 

ters to it, to extract real or virtual subnets dynamically. To exploit the ‘independent’
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semantic net based hypertext within the above described design space (especially at the 

position 1, 4, and the middle of 1 and 4) is the hypertext framework of the thesis. In the rest 

of the thesis, if not mentioned otherwise, the term ‘semantic net’ refers to ‘independent’ 

semantic net, and ‘semantic net’ is also used as a synonym of the semantic net based hyper- 

text. 

2.2. Hypertext Issues 

Many issues are related to hypertext. In this section, a few general ones closely related to 

the research have been reviewed. First, an introduction to the well-known Dexter Hypertext 

Reference Model is given, which will be frequently referred to in the thesis. Then, an anal- 

ysis of hypertext user interfaces and an introduction to the Fisheye view theory are pre- 

sented. They provide a basis for the user interface design of the prototypes developed in the 

work. Finally, the problems that may undermine hypertext are briefly described. 

2.2.1. Dexter Model 

The different aspects of hypermedia are addressed by different models. The best-known 

hypertext model is the Dexter hypertext reference model, which captures much of the accu- 

mulated wisdom in the field [53,54]. The Dexter model focuses on the description of the 

network of nodes and links. In the Dexter model, hypermedia systems have a runtime layer, 

a storage layer, and a within-component layer (see Figure 2.5). 

Runtime Layer 

Presentation Specification 

Storage Layer 

Within Component Layer 

      
       

   

Figure 2.5: Dexter model layers. 

The storage layer is composed of nodes and links. Nodes may be composites of other 

nodes. Links may connect any number of nodes. Each node or link may have arbitrarily 

many attribute-value pairs. The description of each node includes pointers to the exact loca- 

tions to which its links connect. The runtime layer describes mechanisms supporting user 

interaction with the hypermedia. The within-component layer covers the content and
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structures within hypermedia nodes. Between the storage and runtime layers is a presenta- 

tion specification mechanism and between the storage and within-component layers is an 

anchoring mechanism. The presentation specification mechanism defines how hypermedia 

is presented to the user, and the anchoring mechanism retrieves components. Figure 2.6 

describes a link connecting two nodes which in turn connecting specific parts of contents 

through anchoring mechanism. The basic storage functions are given in Table 2.1 and the 

run-time functions are listed in Table 2.2. 
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Figure 2.6: Link and node. 

Experiments have demonstrated that users can benefit from paper and computer versions of 

the same document [94]. It is desirable that document structures are explicitly indicated in a 

standard way. The goal of the Dexter model is to provide a principled basis for comparing 

systems as well as for developing interchange and interoperability standards [53]. 

2.2.2. Hypertext Interfaces 

Hypertext user interfaces are closely related to their underlying hypertext models. Since 

there are two kinds of semantic net based hypertext models: the embedded semantic net and 

the independent semantic net, there are two types of interface corresponding to them: 

° The classical hypertext interface reflects an embedded semantic net, in which links are 

embedded in node contents. In this type of interface, a node is presented in a window, 

and links are indicated in the node content. The advantage of this type of interface is 

simplicity. The disadvantage is that when navigating in hypertext users have to visit 

node contents and to learn which links to follow by trial and error. Link embedding 

has two forms. One form directly embeds links within node contents, such as the 

links in Mosaic [84] are presented as highlighted text or embedded images. The other 

form embeds links at the margin of node contents, such as the links in KMS [3] are 

displayed in this form. 

° Another type of interface reflects an independent semantic net, in which links are not 

embedded in node contents, but presented in a semantic net browser. In this type of 

interface, users can navigate in hypertext not necessarily going into node contents.
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Storage Layer Function 

CreateComponent 
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Function Description 

Creates a new component and adds it to the hypertext. 

CreateAtomicComponent 

CreateLinkComponent 

CreateCompositeComponent 

Ensuring that the range of the accesser function is extended 

to include the new component. The resolver function is also 

extended so that there is at least one specifier for the new 

component’s corresponding UID. 

Takes an atom and a presentation specification and uses 

CreateComponent to create a new atomic component. 

Takes a link and a presentation specification and uses 

CreateComponent to create a new link component. 

Takes a collection of base components and presentation 

specification and uses CreateComponent to create a 

new composite component. 

        

CreateNewComponent Invoked from the run-time layer, calls one of 

CreateAtomicComponent, CreateLinkComponent or 

CreateCompositeComponent. 

DeleteComponent Deletes a component, ensuring that any links whose 

specifiers resolves to that component are removed. 

ModifyComponent Modifies a component, ensuring that its associated 

information remains unchanged, that its type (atom, 

link, composite) remains unchanged, and that the 

resulting hypertext remains link consistent. 

GetComponent Takes a UID and uses the accesser function to return a 

component. If the UID represents a link component, returns 

either a source or destination specifier for the component. 

Attribute Value Takes a component UID and an attribute and returns the 

value of the attribute. 

SetAttribute Value Takes a component UID, a value and an attribute, and sets 

the value of the attribute. 

AllAttributes Returns the set of all component attributes. 

LinksToAnchor Takes an anchor and its containing component, and returns 

the set of links that refer to the anchor. 

LinksTo Takes a hypertext and a component UID, and returns the 

UIDs of links resolving to that component. 

Table 2.1: Dexter storage layer functions. UID stands for unique identifier. 

When a node in the semantic net browser is selected, the node content is usually dis- 

played in a separate window. A semantic net browser is usually a kind of graphical 

browser. It presents an overview of the underlying hypertext. Users could easily 

relate any two nodes that are not directly connected with a link. 

Although with an embedded semantic net model, links can also be presented graphically, as 

part of the graphical content of a node, the graphical view differs from that in an indepen- 

dent semantic net. In the latter case, the view is not a part of the content of a single node, 

but it is produced at run-time from a group of links that are separate from the node contents. 

So the latter is more dynamic.
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Run-time Layer Function 

Background and Frameworks 

Function Description 

openSession Creates a session for a given hypertext. A session begins 
with no instantiations. 

openComponent Opens a set of new instantiations on a given set of components. 

followLink Uses openComponents to present any components referred 

to by the "TO" specifiers of the links with anchors 

represented by a given link marker. 

newComponent Opens a new instantiation on a newly created component. 

unPresent Removes an instantiation. 

editInstantiation Edits an instantiation. A call to realiseEdits is 
required to save the changes. 

realiseEdits Saves an instantiation’s editing changes to the corresponding 

component by calling ModifyComponent. 

deleteComponent Deletes the component associated with a given instantiation 
Also removes any other instantiations for the component. 

closeSession Closes a given session. Note that by default, pending changes 

to instantiation are not saved. 

Table 2.2: Dexter run-time layer functions. 

The display of node contents can be achieved in many different ways, such as, 

replacement display in fixed areas (windows), temporal display over the current window, 

and display in a new window. The display of node contents can also be classified into the 

frame-based display and the window-based display. The frame-based display presents the 

whole content of a node in a frame, it requires that the contents of nodes have a fixed size. 

Examples are KMS frames and HyperCard cards. The window-based display requires users 

to use a scrolling mechanism in addition to the mechanisms that get the node content to 

appear in the window. It does not limit the size of node contents, but the scrolling may slow 

down the navigation speed and leaves hypertext authors with little control over what will 

appear when users scroll in different ways [77]. 

One of the psychological theories about how people perceive information is called the 

fisheye view theory [40]. In this theory the world’s knowledge is captured in a semantic net, 

and a person traverses the semantic net by starting at some node and applying a degree of 

interest function to decide which node to visit next. Thus, for instance, a fisheye view of the 

world from the point of view of an inhabitant of London shows the salient landmarks within 

London very clearly but other cities in the world are at best represented fuzzily. 

The work at BellCore with principles of interface design for information systems [32] 

and numerous other experiences with hypermedia [77] suggest interface principles for a 

hypermedia system. Particularly desirable is a split screen with a fisheye view of the con- 

text and the detail of some selected area. Users have their own mental map which corre- 

sponds to a selection of the general map available in the world and stored in the computer. 

According to their particular interests [40], users should be presented with that part of the 

map which is closest in the general map.
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In practice, this is approximated by a folding-unfolding outline. In SuperBook the text 

is presented in one print-like scrollable window, while appearing in an adjacent window is 

an expandable and collapsible table of contents [32]. Initially the table of contents shows 

the top level sections of the document outline, such as the chapter headings. And the begin- 

ning of the document is in the text window (see Figure 2.7). 

Hypertext Hypertext 

Text 

>Small-Volume Hypertext 

Large-Volume Hypertext 

     

    

    

   

    

     

  

     
    

     

Hypertext can be viewed from many perspectives. 

Hypertext originates from text but extends 

   
Collaborative Hypertext into small-volume, large-volume, collaboration, 

Intelligent Hypertext and intelligent contexts. While each of these 

Conclusion aspects interacts with the other, their totality is 

Figure 2.7: SuperBook beginning. The cursor is placed beside the “Small- 

Volume Hypertext’ entry in the outline. 

Users may select a heading in the outline at which point that part of the outline 

expands in the outline window and the relevant text appears in the ‘text window’. For 

example as shown in Figure 2.8, after the heading ‘Small-Volume Hypertext’ is selected, its 

subheadings are presented and the text window adjusts so as to show the beginning of that 

section. 

Hypertext Small-Volume Hypertext 

Text 

>Small-Volume Hypertext | Small-volume hypertext or microtext is a single 

Introduction document with explicit links among its components. 

History One has to examine carefully, microscopically a 

Principles document to construct these links. A small-volume 

Systems hypertext system provides a computer medium for 

Conclusion manipulating the links of microtext. The popular 

Exercises usage of the term hypertext refers largely to 

Large-Volume Hypertext | microtext, and in this document the terms may, 

Collaborative Hypertext 

Intelligent Hypertext 

Conclusion 

  

Figure 2.8: SuperBook expansion. 

2.2.3. Hypertext Challenges 

The promise of hypertext lies in its ability to produce richly linked chunks of information. 

However, the essential nature that gives hypertext promise also brings with it many chal- 

lenges. Disorientation and cognitive overhead are the two most well-known problems 

related to hypertext [25]. The problem of disorientation or getting lost in hyperspace arises 

from the need to know where one is in the network, where one came from, and how to get to 

another place in the network. Cognitive overhead is the additional mental overhead on
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authors to create names, and keep track of nodes and links. For readers, the overhead is due 

to the need for making decisions as to which link to follow among a large number of 

choices. There is also the potential that the non-linear structure of hypertext as being split 

into multitudes of distinct nodes could have the effect of giving people a fragmented view of 

the world [77]. These problems may ultimately limit the usefulness of hypertext [25]. 

Methods to tackle the first problem include the provision of various overviews (which 

provide a map and a here we are metaphor), navigation history (which enables back track- 

ing mechanisms), paths (which provide structural clues), guided tours (which provide a sys- 

tem-controlled navigation), and so on. As the two problems are closely related, these meth- 

ods are also effective to reduce the second problem. Cognitive overhead on authors to name 

links may be reduced by providing a set of link types for users to select and by providing a 

rename function, which reduces the load for users to name a node properly before they 

know what the node will really be about. 

2.3. Hypertext Systems 

In this section some well-known hypertext systems are briefly introduced. They have been 

implemented and widely studied by researchers in understanding various issues related to 

hypertext. At the end of the section, some analyses of the existing systems are given. 

2.3.1. History 

Vannevar Bush is a prophet and pioneer in the development of electronic computing. In 

1945, Bush wrote about his vision of the Memex, a desk-size computer that would help 

users access the growing library of scientific literature. The imaginary system used person- 

ally assigned associative links to retrieve material containing the user-defined information or 

ideas [17]. This vision has been the inspiration for research and development in hyperme- 

dia. 

If anyone is the founder of hypertext, it is Ted Nelson, who coined the term in the 

1960s, from a combination of the Latin roots hyper and text. In explaining his usage, he 

described "hyper" as "extended, generalised, and multidimensional" [75]. He is now work- 

ing on Xanadu, a hypertext system that will give users access to online libraries where they 

can create links and annotate others’ work. The system includes a standardised data struc- 

ture and compatibility with all computers and all forms of electronic information access. In 

Nelson’s vision, computer users could view words and pictures about a topic in a nonlinear 

fashion. He champions the ideas that computer interfaces must be based on the learning 

needs of human beings and must give users decision-making control. 

Douglas Engelbart may be best known for inventing the mouse, the hand-held point- 

ing device used with many of today’s personal computers. Working at Stanford Research 

Institute, he explored ideas for human-computer interfaces and experimented with designs 

for keyboards, mice, light pens, and foot controls. He also led the team that developed the
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NLS/Augment system. The first, but extremely sophisticated, hypertext system, developed 

by Douglas Engelbart in the 1960s. It produces TV images and uses a variety of input 

devices (including Engelbart’s well-known creation, the mouse). The system links docu- 

ments; allows users to expand, shrink, hide, or show portions of data; and allows various 

levels of detail in searches [33]. 

2.3.2. Hypertext Authoring Systems 

A hypertext authoring system supports creating and accessing hypertext documents. 

Authoring systems can further be divided into standalone systems for single users and col- 

laborative systems for multiple authors. 

2.3.2.1. NoteCards 

NoteCards is a hypermedia system for designers, authors, and researchers to analyse infor- 

mation, construct models, formulate arguments, and process ideas [52]. Its basic framework 

is a semantic network composed of notecards that are connected by typed links. It provides 

users with tools for displaying, modifying, manipulating, and navigating through the net- 

work. 

NoteCards contains four basic constructs: notecards, links, browsers, and fileboxes. 

‘Notecards’ is a metaphor for hypertext nodes. Links represent binary relationships 

between cards. Browsers display node-link diagrams of portions of the network. ‘File- 

boxes’ is a metaphor for organising cards into topics or categories. 

2.3.2.2. HyperCard 

HyperCard is one of the most frequently used personal computer products. While it is not 

advertised by Apple Computer Incorporated as a hypertext system, it has many hypertext 

features [44]. 

HyperCard presents information on cards. Each card has a background which 

describes the kind of information which can appear in each part of the card. Cards can be 

logically organised into "stacks". Links in HyperCard are presented as icons or buttons in a 

card. The meaning of a link can be extended beyond ‘goto that card’ by adding a procedure 

to the description of the link. This allows authors to use different visual expressions for 

links, for example, a link may lead to a fade-out from the source card and a fade-in to the 

destination card. The icon images may suggest standards for the association of the meaning 

of links. 

2.3.2.3. KMS 

KMS is a commercial hypermedia system developed by Knowledge Systems for networks 

of heterogeneous workstations. It is designed to support organisation-wide collaboration for 

a broad range of applications, such as electronic publishing, software engineering, project
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management, computer-aided design and on-line documentation [3]. KMS is a successor to 

the ZOG system developed at Carnegie Mellon University from 1972 to 1985. 

A KMS database consists of screen-sized WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) 

workspaces called frames that contain text, graphics and image items. Single items in 

frames can be linked to other frames. They may also be used to invoke programs. The 

database can be distributed across an indefinite number of file servers and be as large as 

available disk space permits. Independently developed KMS databases can be linked 

together. 

The KMS user interface presents two windows, as in an open book with two pages 

viewable. The interface uses an extreme form of direct manipulation. A single 

browser/editor is used to traverse the database and manipulate its contents. Over 85% of 

user interaction is direct — a single point-and-click designates both object and operation. 

Running on Sun and Apollo workstations, KMS accesses and displays frames in less than 

one second, on average. While any kind of link can be used, KMS particularly supports 

hierarchical links. There is no graphical browser. In early versions of KMS graphical 

views were available, but studies showed that the graphical views were rarely used [3]. 

2.3.2.4. Textnet 

Textnet was designed and implemented by Trigg at the University of Maryland. It was 

developed to support the on-line scientific community in text creation, footnoting, annotat- 

ing and critiquing. Textnet is a hypertext system based on a semantic network of nodes and 

labeled links. Nodes can be either primitive pieces of text called chunks or composite hier- 

archies called table of contents (tocs). There are two basic types of link: normal links and 

commentary links. In addition, there are about eighty different types of link with different 

functions [126]. 

2.3.2.5. Intermedia 

The Intermedia system, developed at Brown University’s Institute for Research and Infor- 

mation Scholarship, is an integrated environment that allows different types of application 

(word processors, editors, and other programs) to be linked together [49]. The applications 

that exist within the Intermedia framework include a text editor, a graphics editor, a scanned 

image view, a three-dimensional object viewer and a timeline editor. 

Intermedia facilitates creation of highly graphical hypertext and complex filtering of 

text links. A document is created with Intermedia in a direct manipulation environment. 

Cutting and pasting can be done from one application to another. Links may be created 

between any two blocks. A block is defined as any material which the user selects within a 

document. One selection provides the source of a link and another selection determines the 

destination block.
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The keywords on links can be used to filter searches. Only links with certain 

attributes will subsequently be viewable. Views can be generated at different levels includ- 

ing the document-document level, document-block, and block-block level. Since views 

can be generated dynamically, based on filtering criteria, one user can request different 

views of the same document. 

Intermedia supports the concept of webs, composite entities that have many nodes and 

links. It provides three types of navigation tool: paths, maps, and scope lines. It supports 

shared and concurrent access to documents based on a system of access permissions. 

2.3.2.6. WE 

WE (Writing Environment) is developed by Researchers at the University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill. WE is designed to support the process of writing. It contains two major 

view windows, one graphical and another hierarchical along with commands. The graphical 

windows allow users to loosely structure their ideas in terms of nodes. As some conceptual 

structure begins to emerge, the writer can transfer the nodes into the hierarchy window 

which has specialised commands for tree operations. There are three other windows: an 

editor window, a query window, and a window to control system modes and the current 

working set of nodes. WE can be used both as a hypertext system as well as an authoring 

system with advanced graphical, direct manipulation structure editing capabilities [25]. 

2.3.2.7. SEPIA 

SEPIA stands for Structured Elicitation and Processing of Ideas for Authoring. SEPIA is 

based on the concept of activity spaces and follows the approach of user- and task-oriented 

system design. It consists of a set of tools, which support activities in the four authoring 

"activity spaces" (content space, planning space, argumentation space, and rhetorical space). 

The planning space addresses the planning aspects of authoring. The content space repre- 

sents and stores multimedia information. The argumentation space represents argumenta- 

tive structures. The rhetorical space allows authors to organise and formulate their final 

hyperdocument for specific audiences. Within each activity space there are two levels of 

operation: the network level (navigation in the graphical browser and actively editing the 

network) and the node level (reading and editing content). A lineariser is in development 

for printing the linearised document on paper [121]. Cooperative SEPIA supports coopera- 

tive work by multiple, distributed authors who are connected via a communication network. 

It provides group awareness (who works on which objects) to support spontaneous collabo- 

ration and coordination.
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2.3.2.8. ToolBook 

ToolBook is a scripted software construction set developed by Asymetix Corporation for 

MS-Windows. It has feathers in common with both computer programs and traditional 

books. Its hypermedia feathers are similar to those of HyperCard. ToolBook presents infor- 

mation on electronic pages. Each page has a foreground and a background. A background 

describes the kind of information which can appear in each part of a page, and can be 

shared by many pages; while a foreground is unique to each page. Books created with Tool- 

Book can be read like traditional books, by turning pages. Pages created with ToolBook can 

also be organised as a network of related facts and images, which do not necessarily appear 

like a traditional book. 

2.3.3. Hypertext Browsing Systems 

A hypertext browsing system allows users to browse hypertext documents. The hypertext 

documents used in these systems are created with other tools, such as text editors. These 

hypertext documents are usually first tagged with certain house-style markup languages and 

then formatted into their own internal representations. However, the WWW (World Wide 

Web) uses a simple markup language HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) for both 

authoring and presentation. 

2.3.3.1. Emacs-INFO 

Emacs-INFO is on-line help for the Emacs editing system [119]. The text for the Emacs- 

INFO is stored in nodes which have embedded links to other nodes. Hierarchical links are 

stored within the node. The ‘Prev’ and ‘Next’ link types are used to go to the previous or 

next node at the same level. The ‘Up’ link type is used to go to a node at a higher level. 

Menu items in a node provide means to move to a lower hierarchical level. Referential links 

are provided to make a non-hierarchical jump to any node in the hierarchy. Although 

Emacs-INFO basically has an embedded semantic net, it also makes various explicit 

indexes, such as ‘Command Index’ and ‘Concept Index’. 

2.3.3.2. Guide 

Guide was first developed at the University of Kent in Canterbury, England in 1982. From 

1984, "Office Workstations Limited" implemented Guide as a commercial product on both 

IBM PC and Apple Macintosh [15]. Guide supports four different kinds of link: 

° Replacement buttons when selected with the mouse lead to an in-line replacement 

(or in-line folding and unfolding) of the material linked with that button. 

° Note buttons provide users with some ‘notes’ in a temporary display (an overlay win- 

dow appears when users hold down the buttons) 

° Reference buttons cause a jump to a different point of the document or point to a new 

document.
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° Command buttons when activated execute a script written in Guide’s scripting lan- 

guage. This script may launch an external program. 

Guide uses scrolling text window instead of fixed frames. Links in Guide often just scroll to 

a new position in the document. Guide has full-text search and retrieval capabilities so that 

reader can locate information other than through the links (buttons). 

2.3.3.3. HyperTies 

HyperTies started as TIES (The Interactive Encyclopaedia System) under the direction of 

Shneiderman at the University of Maryland’s Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory. 

The overall model of a HyperTies database is based on the metaphor of an ‘electronic Ency- 

clopaedia’. The database consists of a set of short "articles" (nodes), related to one another 

by links, which are represented by highlighted words or embedded menus [61]. Links can 

be activated using the keyboard or a touchscreen as user-selectable highlighted strings 

within the body of the article. Readers can preview links before actually traversing them. 

The user interface is relatively simple due to the original emphasis on museum information 

systems or kiosks. The commercial version is being used for a much wider spectrum of 

applications such as diagnostic problem solving, self-help manuals, browsers for libraries, 

and on-line help [113]. 

2.3.3.4. SuperBook 

SuperBook is designed to provide improved access, in terms of navigation and search, to 

conventional documents in electronic form. It employs methods arising from research in 

cognitive science and information retrieval [107]. The SuperBook browser provides several 

computer-based enhancements, including full-text indexing, context-guided search, fisheye 

views, and dynamic page composition. It also supports the popup bitmap graphics, user- 

aliasing, and truncated term searching [32]. 

Documents in SuperBook are presented in a print-like, one or more arbitrary-sized, 

scrollable windows. The hierarchy in which the text is embedded appears at the top of each 

window and is updated if the text is scrolled. A Table of Contents appears in a separate win- 

dow, constructed automatically by SuperBook based on the formatting commands in the 

marked-up document. This table of contents provides a fisheye view of the headings of the 

document by using the principle of folding/unfolding. 

2.3.3.5. WWW and Mosaic 

WWW (World Wide Web) is a large-scale networked hypertext information system. In 

WWW, everything is a (possibly) hypertext document that may be searchable. Built on the 

Internet, the approach is simple: one can access the web with a browser program (such as 

Mosaic). The browser reads documents, and can fetch documents from other sources. 

Information providers set up hypermedia servers which browsers can get documents from.
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The browsers can, in addition, access files by FTP (file transfer protocol), NNTP (the Inter- 

net news protocol), gopher and an ever-increasing range of other methods. On top of these, 

if the server has search capabilities, the browsers will permit searches of documents and 

databases [84]. 

In Mosaic, links (pointers) are embedded in nodes as highlighted text. The browser let 

users deal with the links in a transparent way — users could click on the underlined words 

and display a subsequent or subsidiary document. Documents can be exported in several 

formats, such as plain text and HTML. HTML is a SGML DTD (Standard Generalised 

Markup Language, Document Type Definition). In practical terms, HTML is a collection of 

styles used to define the various components of a World Wide Web document. 

The exporting or printing of a group of nodes as a single document is not supported. 

There is no structural overview on either a group of documents or on a single document. 

Before users goe into a node, they do not know what links they can follow from that node. 

The World Wide Web project argues that documents do not necessarily have an overall 

structure. It aims to allow information to be gathered from authors who may be no more 

expert than their readers. The linking within and among WWW documents is totally free. 

2.3.4. Discussion 

How should hypertext be structured? Some of hypertext authoring systems sharply con- 

strain the types of links that can be used, while others impose minimal constraints. KMS, 

Augment, Guide encourage the use of hierarchical link types. Xanadu, NoteCards, Hyper- 

Card, HyperTies, Intermedia, WWW do not favour a constraint towards hierarchies. They 

allow any link types. And these links may go from any node to any other node. However, 

most of these free linking systems provide some constructs for creating hierarchical struc- 

tures. Examples are the filebox of NoteCard, the toc node of Textnet, and the internal /ogi- 

cal structure (indicated by the levels of headings) provided by HTML within a node (or a 

document) of WWW. 

Links can be typed to distinguish different relationships between nodes. Textnet pre- 

sents a very elaborate taxonomy of 75 different link types. WWW does not type link at all. 

Links in most of the above mentioned systems, except for Intermedia, are unidirectional. 

Intermedia supports bi-directional links. In general, links within documents tend to have an 

overall structure which in most case is hierarchical; while links among documents tend to be 

in a tangible network structure. But with hypertext going towards large in volume and 

cooperative in user interaction, the importance of an overall hierarchical indexing structure 

becomes evident, the typical example is the provision of various indexing pages and home 

pages in the WWW hypertext. 

Though composites, collections and paths are well-known concepts in the hypertext 

community, document is still a widely used term for an information object. In Intermedia 

and WWW,, a node is supposed to be a document; while in Textnet and NoteCard, a node is
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often part of a document. The structure of hypertext has a close relation to the way it is pre- 

sented. Hypertexts with an overall hierarchical structure tend to use a hierarchical or graph- 

ical browser; while hypertexts without such an overall structure tend to use a simple 

browser with links embedded in node contents. Hypertexts with typed links or bi- 

directional links tend to support overviews. These overviews provide users with a structural 

clue to overcome the ‘lost in hyperspace’ syndrome. Although hypertext seems promising 

in supporting information reuse, few existing hypertext systems have supported concrete 

document reuse methods and processes in all the four process families outlined in the docu- 

ment reuse framework. 

2.4. Previous MUCH Prototypes 

A sequence of prototype systems have been developed under the name of MUCH (Multiple 

Users Creating Hypertext, or Many Using and Creating Hypertext). Early prototypes have 

used various software and hardware platforms, such as relational database management sys- 

tems on mainframe computers and HyperCard on Macintoshes [88]. During the last four 

years, three newer prototypes of the system have been developed on the networked graphi- 

cal workstations in a UNIX environment. In this section, these newer prototypes of the sys- 

tem are introduced. In these prototypes, different front-ends and back-ends have been used, 

but all of them are based on the same hypertext model — MUCH link object. 

2.4.1. The Link-Object Model 

A link-object consists of a set of two nodes, the link between them and the text block 

attached to the link (see Figure 2.9) [95]. A text block (or information block) is a string of 

visible characters, which can be simple text other information objects, such as pictures and 

tables, in a textual formatting language or in a markup language. There is no restriction on 

the size of of a text block. The links are uni-directional and the direction of the link is 

determined by the author of the link. The text block is attached to the link which means that 

multiple links to a node will lead users to different text blocks. 

Information Block 

Source Frame 

Figure 2.9: The MUCH link-object. 
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Each link-object has a set of attribute-value pairs associated with it. These attributes 

include author, date of creation, link-type, title, caption, deadend, and level. The title and 

the caption are used for printing a document in a linearised form. Deadend and level are 

used in traversing the semantic net. The deadend attribute determines if a link is to be fol- 

lowed in traversing a semantic net. The level attribute is used in determining the position of 

a node in an outline (an indented list of node names). 

2.4.2. MUCH-1 

MUCH-] was developed by a postgraduate student in his Master’s degree programme [16]. 

The user interface consisted of a single Emacs window, divided into many sub-windows to 

display different entities in the MUCH system. A number of Emacs-Lisp programs con- 

trolled the display and information retrieval. This prototype was specifically built to support 

browsing capabilities. 

A link-object in this version is defined as a Lisp list of the following form: 

(node_name (link ) (link>) ... (link, )) 

where each link is a list of the following form: 

(link_type destination_node paragraph_list) 

The contents of the paragraph_list are file names in which paragraphs are stored [16]. A 

paragraph name is a combination of its time of creation and its author’s name. 

UNIX files are used to store the paragraphs and each paragraph is stored in a different 

file. The semantic net is stored in a separate file as a Lisp object. The screen layout for the 

browser and the structure of the information presented in it can be seen in Figure 2.10. 

Information displayed in the Document Outline Window is an outline generated by a depth- 

first traversal program. The Browse History Window keeps a record of all the visited nodes. 

The Book Browser Window contains a currently selected node and its immediate children. 

The nodes can be selected either from the Document Outline Window or from the Book 

Browser Window. In both cases, the retrieved text is appended in the Retrieved Text Window. 

2.4.3. MUCH-2 

This prototype (MUCH-2) was developed by a group of PhD students [132,72,131]. It 

could allow multiple users to browse and create documents collaboratively. Many features 

of the previous prototype were kept. Among the new features were the facilities to annotate 

documents, to have computer-based discussions among the collaborators of the documents, 

and the ability to search documents on author-created index terms. 

MUCH-2 is developed on a network of graphical workstations with public domain 

software tools, such as the windowing system X and the Emacs editor. The back-end of the 

system consists of a relational database INGRES, and a set of C programs with embedded 

SQL commands. These programs communicate with the INGRES database for information 

storage and retrieval. These programs support a multi-user environment. The front-end of
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Figure 2.10: MUCH-1 user interface. 

        

the MUCH system consists of a number of Emacs-Lisp procedures. These procedures con- 

trol the display of the MUCH system and communicate with the back-end procedures to 

manipulate text information. Other activities are dynamic outline generation and printing 

documents in the database. The back-end of the system is run as an asynchronous shell pro- 

cess from within Emacs. 

Unlike the link-object in MUCH-1, the link-object in this version of the MUCH sys- 

tem is associated with only one block of text. Some new entities have been introduced in 

this version of the MUCH system to allow authors to create documents. Main entities in the 

MUCH system are: links, text blocks, frames, notes, and annotations. Nodes, links, and text 

blocks have several attributes, such as, author, date of creation, link type, and index terms. 

Each entity created in the MUCH system is automatically stamped with the name of the 

author and the date of creation. Other attributes are typed in by the author at the time of cre- 

ation of the entities [95]. Notes are unstructured thoughts written down for future consulta- 

tion. These notes can be linked to the existing semantic net. Notes in this case become 

nodes. Index terms are special attributes associated only with the text blocks. 

The user interface is an Emacs window with six split sub-windows. The screen layout 

for this version is very similar to the one in the previous version. The window containing 

the history of browsing has been replaced by a multi-purpose window which changes 

according to the mode of operation. Figure 2.11 shows the screen layout of MUCH-2 at the 

start session of the system.
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Figure 2.11: MUCH-2 user interface. 

The windows on the right-hand side of the screen are used to browse outlines, such as, 

document outlines, note outlines, and index terms. The two windows on the left-hand side 

of the screen are used to read and write information related to the documents. The Retrieved 

Text Window is used to display the text block associated with a node. The other window is 

used to display text blocks for annotations and notes. It is also used in the writing mode to 

write text blocks and fill in information when creating nodes, links, and notes. 

The following conclusions were drawn by the developers of the system [132]: 

Providing an outline of a document in a hypertext system is extremely important. The 

hierarchical structure of outlines helps users find their way efficiently. 

The information presented in the Book Browser Window is helpful in the browsing 

process but it does not provide much help as far as information acquisition is con- 

cerned. 

The index list gives an extra dimension to users in the process of searching informa- 

tion. Users can look for words or terms, not evident in outlines, but indexed by 

authors. 

If the required information is neither reflected in outlines nor indexed by an author. 

Users have to browse the document node by node until the information is found. 

Link types are not constrained in MUCH, but whether or not users find the effort of 

labeling links worthwhile is unclear [72].
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° The role of hierarchy in annotation supports decision making [72]. 

° The outline generation facility of MUCH is used for converting hypertext into linear 

text. The traversal programs take the first and critical step in this direction by provid- 

ing an outline from the semantic net [131]. 

2.4.4. MUCH-3 

MUCH-3 was implemented by an undergraduate student in his honour’s project. The aim of 

the project was to extend and improve the existing MUCH system [122]. Two of the major 

motivations were to add collision control and to improve the system performance. The sys- 

tem is implemented in C. It works in the UNIX environment, using the version of X11 (R3 

or R4). 

The high-level entities used in MUCH-3 include Link, Paragraph (text block), and 

Annotation. The relationship among them were the same as in MUCH-2. Each document 

was placed in a separate directory. The data for each entity was held in a single file for each 

document. The indices are maintained using a B-tree (balanced tree) [127] package 

obtained from the University of California, Berkeley (UCB). 

A lock manager was developed for locking any number of resources. A system moni- 

tor was developed, which operates in the same way as the ‘Conference Engine’ imple- 

mented in the ‘Conference Toolkit’ [12] and used in a hypermedia group authoring environ- 

ment named ‘CoAuthor’ [50]. Each time users perform some action through the interface, 

the interface program notifies the system monitor. The system monitor is able to send mes- 

sages to client programs, requesting that they perform some action. Two utilities were pro- 

vided for importing existing documents into the database. A traversal program was devel- 

oped. It traverses along the edges of a hypertext graph, and produces an outline for a docu- 

ment. 

The interface as shown in Figure 2.12 is divided into 6 areas - the three on the left- 

hand side contain text, and the three on the right-hand side contain outlines. The three text 

areas are for ‘Main Text’, ‘Annotation Text’, and ‘Write Text’. The three outline areas are 

for ‘Text Outline’, ‘Frame Outline’, and ‘Annotation Outline’. 

The ‘Text Outline’ is an outline view (indented list of node names) of the underlying 

hyperdocument. Clicking on a link (actually the target node of the link) in this area causes 

it to become the current frame (node) in the frame window and the text on the link is then 

displayed in the ‘Main Text’ area. The ‘Frame Outline’ contains the name of the current 

frame (link object) and the immediate children of the frame. Clicking on a link in this win- 

dow, displays the text on the link in the ‘Main Text’ area. The ‘Annotation Outline’ area 

displays a list of annotations (represented as author and data) associated with the current 

text in the ‘Main Text’ area. Clicking on an annotation in the outline, causes the annotation 

to be displayed in the ‘Annotation Text’ area.
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Figure 2.12: MUCH-3 user interface. 

The ‘Main Text’ and ‘Annotation Text’ are editable. There is a ‘CREATE-LINK’ but- 

ton for adding a new link to a document. Once a link is created, text can be added to it 

using the “Write Text’ area. To create new text, users should type in the ‘Write Text’ area 

and then click on ‘PARAGRAPH Button’ to specify it is the main text or click on ‘ANNOT 

Button’ to specify it is an annotation. 

Three people (with experience of dealing with hypertext) used the system to exercise 

browsing, annotation and creation functions of the system [122]. They found it easy to 

browse the document. For creating a link, the ability to select the linktype from a standard 

list was thought to be useful. They found the annotation facility simple to use. They 

wanted annotations to be named with a meaningful name (not just the author/date) which 

could appear in the annotation outline. An annotation cannot be linked to another annota- 

tion, so no structured form of discussion could occur. It was found to be very easy to lose 

an annotation in a large document - although the annotation was created, nobody was aware 

of its existence. 

In this version of the MUCH system, there is no user interface for assigning traversal 

options. Since there are too many areas in the user interface, each area becomes a slice of 

screen space. This makes the reading of the text difficult. In addition to the text of a docu- 

ment, the importing program also imports heading markups as parts of text. This seems not 

reasonable. There are no operations to support the deletion and modification of links and
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nodes. The goal for solve text editing collision was largely achieved. However, the 

improvement on the system performance was less successful. With a database that only 

stores a medium-sized document, it takes more than five minutes to start. 

2.4.5. Discussion 

The good results from the previous versions of the MUCH system have been summarised 

and discussed in previous sections. There are also many remaining questions and problems. 

One of the questions is ‘why attach text to a link rather than to a node?’. MUCH-1 is a 

browser. Its underlying semantic net is represented in LISP and has to be created with other 

text editors. MUCH-2 is very slow. Except for its developers, no other users have created 

hypertext documents with the system. MUCH-3 is also very slow. With a database that 

only stores a medium-sized document, it takes more than five minutes to start. There are no 

operations to support the deletion and modification of links and nodes, and thus the system 

can not support authoring and reuse applications. 

2.5. Conclusions 

In this chapter, a general framework for software reuse is introduced and a document reuse 

framework for the research is derived. The document reuse framework consists of four pro- 

cess families: 1) document creating process family, 2) document managing process family, 

3) document retrieval process family, and 4) document reorganising process family. 

Although hypertext seems promising as a means of supporting document reuse, few existing 

hypertext systems have supported concrete document reuse processes in all these four pro- 

cess families. Therefore, the focus of this work on document reuse is placed on the devel- 

opment of methodologies and hypertext tools to support concrete reuse processes in the 

above process families. In the next few chapters, the framework is put into a concrete con- 

text to address practical concerns on hypertext-based document reuse. 

In this chapter, the potential benefits from semantic net based hypertext models are 

outlined and a design space for semantic net based hypertext systems is defined. The two 

dimensions of the design space represent the degree of structural and semantic constraints 

that can be checked by a hypertext system. To exploit semantic net based hypertext systems 

in the design space is the hypertext framework of this research. Particularly, this work 

focuses on semantic net based hypertext systems at the location 1, 4, and the middle of 1 

and 4 in the design space. These correspond to 1) unstructured semantic nets, 2) semi- 

structured semantic nets, and 3) structured semantic nets respectively. The Dexter model is 

by far the best-known hypertext model, which captures much of the accumulated wisdom in 

the field. It is referenced throughout this work. The ‘disorientation’, “cognitive overhead’ 

and ‘fragmented view of the world’ are the best-known problems related to hypertext. 

Incorporating logical structure and domain semantics into hypertext models may help to 

overcome some of the problems.
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The research on the previous MUCH systems provide a basis for exploring semantic 

net based hypertext systems. There are also many remaining questions to be answered and 

many technical problems to be solved. The most important question is ‘why to attach a text 

block to a link rather than to a node?’. The biggest technical problems are the low perfor- 

mance and the lack of hypertext structuring operations for authoring and reuse. These 

remaining questions and problems need to be addressed in order to explore document reuse 

and semantic net based hypertext systems outlined in the above frameworks.
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3 
Unstructured Semantic Net and ET 

This chapter describes the design and implementation of an expertext tool (ET) which facili- 

tates the identification of a logical path through a hypertext network. The emphasis is 

placed on automatic and semi-automatic document reorganisation. The hypertext model of 

the tool is based on the link-object model used in previous prototypes of the MUCH system. 

The extended link-object model specifies source and target nodes, points to information 

blocks, and contains other information about the type of link object and how it should be 

traversed. This model corresponds to an unstructured semantic net with no structural and 

semantic constraints enforced by the system. The description of the network is totally in its 

users’ hands. Additionally, a knowledge base is provided by the system which authors can 

edit and which determines how the hypertext network is edited and how it is traversed in the 

course of generating linear documents. In this way minor modifications to the knowledge 

base can readily lead to significant reorganisations of a document. The tool supports both a 

hypertext browser of the documents and the printing of the documents. 

3.1. Introduction 

Writing is a conceptual activity in which authors can adopt different writing strategies and 

models that depend on different goals and audiences [38]. Hypertext is an attractive mode 

of writing because it allows writers to freely express a network of ideas before those ideas 

are placed in a linear order. On the other hand, if an author has taken great liberty in creat- 

ing the network of ideas, then the ability to convert that network into a sequence for a docu- 

ment requires a special expertise. An expert system can embody some of this expertise, or, 

at least, help writers recognise the kinds of skills which are relevant to the construction of 

hypertext and the transformation of hypertext into linear documents. This combination of 

expert system and hypertext system technology is an example of, what we call, an expertext 

system [92]. 

Expertext technology can be applied to many types of construction tasks. The JANUS 

system supports architects in designing kitchens and includes both a hypertext system com- 

ponent for supporting discussion about kitchen design issues and an expert system compo- 

nent for advising architects of the constraints of good kitchen design [35]. The TableView 

system supports software engineers in manipulating software by dynamically adapting out- 

lines of software documentation so that the outlines best correspond to whatever problem a 

software engineer faces [18]. 

A prototype, expert authoring tool has been developed to support note taking, outlin- 

ing, and revising — the key phases in the authoring process [89]. Rules based on outlines in
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scientific documents have been applied. 

In the next section principles relevant to an expertext writing aid are presented. Then 

the design and implementation of the tool are given. Several examples of the tool’s applica- 

tions are provided to show its support for reorganisation processes. Finally user response is 

interpreted and conclusions are given. 

3.2. Cognitive Models and Hypothesis 

While the writing process has been the subject of informal analysis for thousands of years, 

rigorous, cognitive models have only recently been advanced. Likewise, the representation 

of document outlines as knowledge bases on computers is necessarily a recent development. 

But models of both the writing process and document outlines are critical to the design of 

an expertext authoring tool. 

3.2.1. Writing Models 

Writing is similar to some other problem-solving activities in that it is goal-directed and 

decomposable into subgoals [56]. The writing process uses many representations, including 

lists, notes, networks, and text, and a writing strategy is a sequence of transitions between 

these representations [76]. Although linear documents are popular, a nonlinear organisation 

may serve as an intermediate stage towards a linear text. Hypertext is an attractive mode of 

writing because it allows writers to freely express a network of ideas before those ideas are 

placed in a linear order. 

This work adopts a writing model which consists of three cognitive phases, these are 

the [116]: 

1 exploring phase where knowledge is acquired and unstructured notes are made, 

2. organising phase where the unstructured notes are organised into an outline, and 

3. encoding phase where the prose for the document is written [90]. 

Some writers perform the three phases in sequence, i.e. going from rough notes to outline to 

prose, while others may begin with an outline before making any notes and then proceed to 

achieve a linear document. Authors like to move freely from one phase to another and back 

again. 

3.2.2. Outline 

Each document consists of a number of interrelated elements which form its content and 

structure. The type and the subject of a document suggest its structure and its semantics. 

For example, a research paper structure includes a title, abstract, introduction, body, conclu- 

sion, and references. The semantics concerns the meanful connection between document 

components.
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A long document that is to be read from beginning to end by people usually has a 

table of contents or outline. This table of contents corresponds to the hierarchy of headings 

in the document and helps people to get an overview of the content of the document and to 

find thematically-organised sections in the document. Outlines constitute a special language 

which has its own lexicon, syntax, and semantics. 

3.2.2.1. Lexicon 

The lexicons of outlines are words in headings. Although there are no strict rules for the 

construction of headings, some patterns in headings can be observed. In most cases, head- 

ings are noun phrases, such as ‘Introduction to Database System Concepts’, “Physical Data 

Organisation’, ‘Protecting the Database Against Misuse’, and “The Network Model and the 

DBTG Proposal’. Headings can also be sentences, such as ‘What makes Interlisp unique?’. 

Headings briefly describe the contents of the following paragraphs. Compared with a the- 

saurus (a controlled and classified vocabulary), if the section headings of a large document 

are considered as content index terms, then it is reasonable to consider an outline as the 

microthesaurus of the document, and those content index terms (headings) as descriptors of 

the microthesaurus, especially when some key words (generic concepts) are extracted from 

the headings (see Table 3.1). 

Introduction to Database System Concepts introduction 

Physical Data Organisation organisation 

Protecting the Database Against Misuse security 

     
   
   
   

   
   

  

    

   

        

   

   
   
   

   
The Network Model and the DBTG Proposal | model 

The Relational Model model 

From Networks to Hierarchies evolution    
What makes Interlisp unique? particularity 

Table 3.1: Generic representation of headings. 

Since the descriptors are generated by deleting the modifiers in corresponding headings, 

they are more generic than headings (for example, both “The Network Model and the DBTG 

Proposal’ and ‘The Relational Model’ are represented by the key word ‘model’). Therefore, 

they indicate concept classes, and the headings are instances of the classes, although in 

many cases the difference between the class and the instance is fuzzy. This correspondence 

constitutes a lexical mapping. A classification structure on such key words can be found in 

some thesauri, such as Roget’s Thesaurus. Furthermore, with the support of a thesaurus, the 

key words may be generated by natural language processing tools. 

In some scientific documents, headings (or the key words of headings) repeat, and this 

often happens among nieces or nephews. The diseases at one level are part of a taxonomic 

description, and their attributes manifest the repeating lexical pattern as described by Figure 

3.1. This lexical balance tends to occur when the parent is part of a taxonomic breakdown, 

and the headings are attributes of the parents [102].
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taxonomy 

disease x disease y 

ATT =attributes ATT 

      diagnosis of x treatment of x diagnosis of y treatment of y 

Figure 3.1: Lexical balance and its conditions. 

3.2.2.2. Syntax and Semantics 

The syntax of outlines refers to the organisational structures of headings in the outlines. An 

outline corresponds to headings in an ordered-tree (a hierarchy which is commonly repre- 

sented in an indented or numbered display of a sequence). The tree structures may vary 

greatly, from a simple sequence to balanced or non-balanced trees. In large scientific docu- 

ments, each section usually has about 2 to 20 subsections, and the tree structure is usually 

from 2 to 6 levels deep. 

The semantics of an outline is the meaning conveyed by the relationship among its 

headings. An outline of a document implies a containment relationship and a precedence 

relationship (a linear order) [73]: 

° precedence relations which exist between sections, and 

° containment relations which exist between a section of text and its subsections. 

The precedence relations usually embody one of four ordering relations: incidental, logical, 

spatial, and temporal. In incidental relations, the ordering of subsections within a given 

section is arbitrary, so the subsections can be read in any order. In logical relations, the 

ordering of the subsections within a given section corresponds to the overall scheme of a 

proof procedure. In spatial relations, the ordering of subsections corresponds to the loca- 

tions of associated objects which or whose aspects are described in these subsections, such 

as, from left-to-right, top-down and clockwise. Finally, temporal relations describe the 

time-evolving concepts for the subsections of a given section. 

Containment relations include structural relations, hierarchical relations and attributive 

relations. Structural relations are typical of documents and independent of content, such as 

the containment relation from a document to its ‘introduction’ and ‘conclusion’. Hierarchi- 

cal relations imply some kind of inheritance of attributes. With hierarchical relations, the 

concepts represented by a section and its subsections belong to the same semantic category. 

An attributive relation specifies a particular attribute. With attributive relations, the con- 

cepts represented by subsections and those represented by the section generally belong to 

different semantic categories.
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3.2.2.3. Rules and Templates 

As writing models and styles differ in order to generate different types of document to suit 

different goals and audiences, the precedence and containment relations should change 

when goals change. For example, the goal of ‘system description’ may correspond to the 

ordering of <abstract, introduction, principles, design, implementation, conclusion, refer- 

ences>, while the goal of ‘idea explanation’ might correspond to the ordering <abstract, 

introduction, hypothesis, experiment, results, conclusion, references>. Global rules apply 

to all the levels of an outline unless otherwise specified. Global rules reflect inheritance 

because lower levels as well as upper levels of the outline follow the default global rules. 

For instance, ‘introductory’ sections always precede ‘concluding’ sections. Authors usually 

follow their habit in the whole document, for example, if they prefer to present an “example’ 

section before a ‘definition’ section, they tend to do so throughout the outline. When the 

outline does not satisfy the global rules, local specifications (exception to the global rules) 

may be applied. 

A template is a generic outline or a recommended structure for some kinds of docu- 

ment, and it reflects the global rules. There are some documents whose structures follow a 

format explicitly, such as many software-related documents. Standards have been devel- 

oped for the content of documents in the software life cycle. Table 3.2 shows a standard 

outline for ‘feasibility study reports’. These standards or guidelines correspond to the out- 

line of the documents. Although an institution may not have adopted these guidelines, some 

outline patterns are likely to be associated with certain documents produced by the institu- 

tion. 

project title and contents list 

summary for management 

recommendation for action 
description of system 

implementation requirements 
project organisation 

fallback criteria 

alternate solutions 

cost estimates 

benefits 

glossary 

signature of leader 

  

Table 3.2: Headings of feasibility study reports 

3.2.3. Hypothesis 

The hypothesis underlying the work is that with a knowledge base about different writing 

goals and outlines for different documents, a number of different (outlines of) documents 

can be generated. The key idea is to apply a mapping function which maps each writing 

goal to the most appropriate set of rules to generate the required output.
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3.3. Engineering Models 

The authoring tool supports writers in creating hypertext via a network of ideas. An infor- 

mation structure and a knowledge base have been designed, which allow writers to have 

general goals and which determines how the hypertext is linearised. Alternately, the writer 

can intervene at any place in the network and specify exactly how the links of the hypertext 

should be traversed. 

3.3.1. Information Structure 

The information structure consists of two parts. The first part is a semantic net structure 

which is the basis for the hypertext. The second part is a knowledge base. It is designed to 

facilitate organising, finding, and reorganising existing and new materials. 

3.3.1.1. Semantic Net 

A semantic net is created as a set of link-objects based on triplets of the form <source-node, 

link-type, target-node>. Link objects may also contain other attributes. An example of a 

link-object is: 

<(source "data structure") (linkType "NT") (target "semantic net") 

(deadend "yes") (order "1") (title "Semantic Net and Text Blocks") 

(Class "structure") (text "semantic_net")> 

The value of the "text" attribute is a pointer (a file name in this case) to a text block, and 

"Class" is the node class of a target node. The value of the ‘title’ attribute is the printing 

name of the text block attached to the link-object. A node may be target of multiple link- 

objects. ‘Order’ provides a default order among the targets with the same source. Text 

blocks may contain data of various types such as: words, pictures, and rules. Furthermore, 

text blocks may contain pointers to nodes to affect footnotes, references, indices, and such. 

Node classes are derived from the lexicon described earlier. The major link types for 

document outline are the precedence and containment types. The three containment rela- 

tions are the structural relation ‘NTS’, the hierarchical relation ‘NT’, and the attribute rela- 

tion ‘ATT’: 

° NTS: used when a target node class is independent of the content of nodes, such as 

‘abstract’, ‘introduction’ and ‘conclusion’, they are either at the beginning or at the 

end of a section 

° NT: used when both node classes belong to the same category, i.e., have NT relation in 

the heading classification structure 

° ATT: used in all other cases 

In this way, the correspondence between node classes and containment link types is estab- 

lished. One could add many other link types to build a complex hypertext, but by limiting 

the containment link types to three types, the linearisation of the semantic nets and the navi- 

gation in the semantic nets are easier to handle.
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3.3.1.2. Knowledge Base 

The knowledge base in the system contains several kinds of knowledge about the structure 

of different documents. The knowledge base is organised in a classification structure of 

node classes (heading concepts). The templates and global rules are indexed with the head- 

ing concepts. In this way, the mapping between the goal and the corresponding template 

and global rules is established. 

The heading concepts are derived from the words or terms in the headings. They also 

serve as node classes in the hypertext system. Users can suggest other node classes, but the 

more node classes used the harder it is to handle the precedence relation. A good heading 

concept classification will make the node class categories explicit, and make the global 

precedence rule reasonable, and therefore, provide a good basis for automatically assigning 

node classes. 

3.3.2. Operations on Outlines 

When a writing goal (represented by some descriptors) is given, the mapping process gener- 

ates a structure specification from the knowledge base. This structure specification contains 

global rules (or a template) and can be edited by users. Users can add local specifications 

and the instructions for adding, moving, modifying, and deleting link-objects to change the 

structure of the outline. 

Although the tool works in a hypertext environment to allow for creating a network of 

notes and ideas, the emphasis is placed on the outlining phase. The tool dynamically gener- 

ates different outlines that suit different audiences and different writing goals. The outline 

structure can be changed in various ways: 

° by altering the sequence of the global rules or by defining a new set of local rule. 

° by suppressing some link types or node classes to allow for different kinds of details, 

and 

° by performing four main operations on link-objects, such as add, modify, move and 

delete. These operations allow arbitrary modifications to the hypertext network. 

3.3.3. Traversal Strategies 

The link-objects provide multiple information to guide the knowledge-based traversal of the 

semantic net. The major attributes which would influence the traversal are linkType, node- 

Class, order, level, and deadend. Multiple traversal strategies are adopted in the system as 

options, such as depth-first versus breadth-first. But the main linearising strategy is a 

knowledge-based, level-controlled, depth-first traversal. As illustrated by Figure 3.2, the 

algorithm traverses the net, stopping at stopedge. If the level-control is selected, it will only 

traverse to a specified level. If a stopedge is hit, no more traversals should take place. The 

build-to-visit-list is the knowledge-based part of the algorithm, which uses the ‘structure
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traverse (edge, stopedge, start) 

BEGIN 

IF (start == TRUE) THEN initialise current-level; 

to-visit-list ¢ visit (edge, stopedge) ; 

IF (level control selected AND levels == current -level) 

THEN RETURN; 

mark edge as visited 

WHILE (to-visit-list not empty) DO 

IF (current-edge has not been visited) THEN 

BEGIN 

IF (edge is stopedge) THEN 

BEGIN 

display edge 

finish ¢ true 

END 

IF (finish == false) THEN 

IF (edge is a deadend) 

THEN display edge 

ELSE BEGIN 

increment current-level 

traverse (edge, stopedge, FALSE) 

decrement current-level 

END 

END 

visit(edge, stopedge) 

BEGIN 

display edge 

IF (edge == stopedge) RETURN 

RETURN build-to-visit-list (edge) 

END 

Figure 3.2: ET traversal algorithm. Edge stands for link-object. 

specification’ generated from the mapping process between a writing goal and the knowl- 

edge base. One example of the detailed build-to-visit-list algorithm is given below in Figure 

3.3. According to the structure specification, this algorithm finds all adjacent edges, sup- 

press some linkTypes or nodeClasses, order the adjacent edges (by nodeClass and/or link- 

Type or by the order attribute). 

build-to-visit-list (edge) 

BEGIN 

add-to-list ¢ find all adjacent edges of edge 

IF structured-specification is not given THEN 

BEGIN 

ordered-list ¢ ordering add-to-list by attribute ‘order’ 

to-visit-list < ordered-list 

RETURN to-visit-list 

END 

ELSE IF link-type suppress is required THEN 

BEGIN 

add-to-list ¢< (suppress edges whose link-types are not
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in a wanted link-type list) 

IF local specification for this section is given THEN 

ordered-list ¢« (ordering add-to-list according to 

the sequence of key words in the local 

specification) 

ELSE IF global precedence rule is given THEN 

ordered-list ¢< (ordering add-to-list according to 

the sequence of key words in the 

global precedence rule) 

ELSE BEGIN 

ordered-list ¢< ordering add-to-list by 

attribute ‘order’ 

to-visit-list < ordered-list 

RETURN (to-visit-list) 

END 

BEGIN 

IF node-class suppress option is selected THEN 

BEGIN 

to-visit-list ¢< ordered-list 

RETURN to-visit-list 

END 

ELSE BEGIN 

(append the rest of link-objects from add-to-list 

to ordered-list, the order is determined by the 

value of attribute ‘order’ ) 

RETURN to-visit-list 

END 

BEGIN 

Figure 3.3: The knowledge-based part of the ET traversal algorithm. 

3.4. Implementation 

Based on the principles and the design, a prototype has been built and tested. The prototype 

supports the following steps of authoring: 

creating text blocks (note-taking), 

creating link-objects (forming a network of the notes), 

generating an outline based on default global rules (or template), 

generating alternate outlines by modifying the structure specification, 

editing text blocks into the final form, and 

O
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producing a printed version and an electronic version of the document. 

The system was developed on HP-9000/318 workstations. The extensible editor Emacs, the 

windowing system X and some Unix word processing programs are used as front-ends of 

the system. The system contains four tools: Outliner, hypinfo, text2info, and mktroff.
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3.4.1. Tools for Outlining 

The outliner is the key part of the authoring tool. New link-objects, as well as text blocks, 

can be created with this subsystem. The outliner is responsible for generating different out- 

lines for different writing goals. This can be achieved by applying the four operations (add, 

move, modify, or delete), or through defining or editing the template and global rules Figure 

3.4 presents a screen image taken during use of the expertext authoring system. The win- 

dow in the upper left-hand part shows the Emacs-Info browser and reveals menu and other 

link options. The window downward shows the structure specification, The window on the 

right-hand side shows the operation of the ‘outliner’ program when it interacts with a user 

who has entered details on a new node entitled ‘Hypothesis’. 

Up: Top, Prev: Introduction, Node: Principles, Next: Writing models IH/S_Unix-134 $ outliner -r systen,spec -3 en_expertext_suthoring_tool paper 
[lees information of new node “hypothesis”; 

SSS SSSSS SSS sssS pases Sasemesmesasssmesssscss: 
Principles loss the node have a section title? (yes/no): yes 
ousneseree (Title: Hypothesis 

Inode type: hypothesis 
While the seating process has been the subject of inforsal analysis Iiesier aeong sections In the sane level (1,2,3.. 

for Hil ere years, rigorous, cognitive aodels have only recently ey paragraph directly under above Title? ‘anion: oa 
bean advanced, Likewise, the representation of document outlines as Ifiny subsection under above Title? (yes/no): no 
knowledge bases on computers is pee Aly a recent development, Jmas All above correct? sea (yes/no): yes 
But models of both the writing process and document outlines are | Introduction 
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Figure 3.4: ET user interface. 

3.4.2. Tools for Browsing and Editing 

The Emacs-Info is the "online help" system in Emacs. The text for INFO is stored in nodes 

which also contain links to other nodes. The interface provides a simple set of commands 

(often issued by typing a single letter) to activate a link and retrieve another node. Hypinfo 

is a modified version of Emacs-Info. Two functions have been added: one to display figures
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and the other to edit text blocks on-line. Since the system works in the X window environ- 

ment, many existing tools can be used jointly in the system to facilitate manipulating the 

text. 

3.4.3. Tools for Converting 

The Text2info tool converts text represented in a hierarchical semantic net (which is gener- 

ated by the outliner) into hypertext. The converting tool is composed of several programs 

which process troff markup, figures, footnotes, references, and indices. The output is a tex- 

info file. Texinfo is a documentation system that uses a single source file to produce both 

Emacs-Info on-line information and printed output. 

If the text blocks are prepared with troff markup, the mktroff program can be used to 

generate a file for printing. The generating process is based on an outline prepared by out- 

liner. In each text block, no markup associated with headings or overall document format 

needs to be added. Tools for converting existing documents (with troff markup) to the link 

objects and text blocks are also available to facilitate the reuse of these documents. 

3.5. Reuse Methods and Examples 

Several examples are presented to demonstrate the application of the expertext authoring 

tool. As the outlining utilities described in the previous section are common features 

appearing in many outliners, the focus here is placed on the automatic aid for reorganisa- 

tion. The first example is the application of the template for preparing software-related doc- 

uments. Then a textbook is taken as an example to show how the precedence relation can 

be changed globally. The other two examples demonstrate how to move sections across lev- 

els. 

3.5.1. Using Templates 

Templates facilitate the reuse of the established structures of certain documents. When the 

writing goal is an "installation guide", the corresponding template is invoked by the map- 

ping function of the tool. Table 3.3 is the template, which is a ‘standard’ outline of an 

installation guide. With the template authors have no need to create links and nodes for the 

document. What they need to do is to fill in the content of each section of the template and 

to refine the headings. For instance, if all the appearance of ‘the System’ are changed to 

‘the MUCH System’, then a particular installation guide of the MUCH System is created. 

3.5.2. Changing Order Globally 

A document in ET is represented with a semantic net composed of a set of link-objects. 

Given different global rules, the tool can generate different outlines of the document. A 

textbook was published with an outline similar to that in the left-hand side of Table 3.4, in 

which ‘principles’ appear before ‘examples’. The ordering defined by global precedence 

rules for that outline is <introduction, system, definition, history, principle, example>. An
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. Site Requirements 

1.1. Hardware 

1.2. Software 

. Building the Release 

2.1. Preparation 

2.2. Loading the System 

2.3. Configuration 

2.4. Recompiling and Installing the System 

2.5. Testing the System 

. Changes from Previous Versions 

. Documentation 

. Feedback 

  

Table 3.3: Template for installation guide 

alternate outline based on another ordering (another precedence rule) (<introduction, sys- 

tem, definition, history, example, principle>) is illustrated in the right-hand side of the Table 

3.4. The alternate outline places ‘examples’ before ‘principles’. 

        

    

Principles 
Table 3.4: Outline and alternate outline of a textbook. 

    

3.5.3. Moving Components across Levels 

The paper called ‘The Dexter Hypertext Reference Model’ describes a model [53] and the 

entries in the outline are mainly about the model’s components. This example shows how 

the outline may be changed with the link object edit commands. Table 3.5 shows the out- 

line before and after modification. The precedence rules and editing commands which 

modified the original outline to produce the alternate outline are shown in Table 3.6. The 

first command in the structure specification adds a new link-object from the root node of the 

semantic net representing the paper to a new target. The second command adds two new 

link-objects from the newly added node to two existing nodes. Finally the third command 

removes two original link-objects. The modifications are made to the instantiated semantic 

net only for generating an alternate view. To modify the semantic net permanently, the 

command ‘.save changes’ is needed.
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   oullne 
Introduction 
Overview of the Model 
Simple Storage Layer Model 

Overview of the Storage Layer 

Formalisation of the Storage Layer 

Simple Runtime Layer Model 

Overview of the Runtime Layer 

Formalisation of the Runtime Layer Pe er ed ae 

Table 3.5: Outline and alternate outline of a research paper. The node ‘dexter 

model’ is the root of the research paper. The lines started with a ‘”’ are structur- 

ing commands. 

    

    

    

                                  
                
    
             

   
.add a link-object with a new target node 

dexter model ATT formalisation of the model 

.add a link-object between two existing nodes 

overview of the model NT overview of the storage layer 

overview of the model NT overview of the runtime layer 

formalisation of the model NT formalisation of the storage layer 

formalisation of the model NT formalisation of the runtime layer 

delete a link-object 

dexter model NT simple storage layer model 

dexter model NT simple runtime layer model 

-precedence rules 

abstract 

introduction 

overview 
formalisation 

operation 

application 

conclusion 

reference 

end 

Table 3.6: Structure specification. 

A research paper on the expertext authoring tool has been written with the tool [128]. 

The authoring process of the paper can be used to illustrate how the tool is used and how 

different outline structures are generated by a combination of link type orderings and node 

class suppressing (or link type suppressing). In the first stage, each independent idea or 

concept is created in a separate file using an editor. These ideas are then linked together 

with the link-object representation to form a network. A knowledge base in which a num- 

ber of goals are attached to a number of rules is created, so that for each goal specified by 

the author, a different set of rules is activated to generate a different outline structure (or lin- 

ear document). The writing goal of the paper is to describe a ‘system’ for the experts in the 

field.
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Figure 3.5 shows a possible modification of the outline which corresponds to an out- 

line in the order of <introduction, principle, design, conclusion>, whose goal is to describes 

a ‘system’. The hypertext network underlying it might be modified so that two new sections 

of ‘Outline Tool’ and ‘Knowledge Base Tool’ are added under the title (Authoring Tool) of 

the paper. The node class of the two new sections are in the same category as the title of 

paper (‘system’). Therefore, the type of the two new links from the title to these two sec- 

tions is ‘NT’. Furthermore ‘ATT’ typed links are added from the two sections to the subsec- 

tions on the principle and design of the outline tool and the knowledge base tool. Now by 

saying that ‘principle’ and ‘design’ should be emphasised and ‘system’ suppressed at the 

top level, something close to the current outline results, but by saying the reverse, namely, 

that ‘system’ should be emphasised and ‘principle’ and ‘design’ suppressed at the top level, 

another outline emerges in which the ‘Outline Tool’ and ‘Knowledge Base Tool’ subsys- 

tems are the top-level headings. The same results can also be achieved by suppressing 

‘ATT’ or ‘NT” typed links at the top level. 

Authoring Tool 

    

    

ATT 

Figure Figure 3.5: Semantic net representation of a research paper. 

3.6. Evaluative Studies 

An assignment related to the application of the system was given to a class of computer sci- 

ence students in their third year studies at the Liverpool University. The exercise required 

students to edit a semantic net for a short document and to run two variants of the traversal 

program, one based on link type ordering, the other on node class ordering. Students had 

four weeks in which to complete the exercise and had to do at least two things 1) comment 

on the impact of node class ordering versus link type ordering and 2) edit the link type 

ordering, the node class ordering, or the semantic net. The sample semantic net had four- 

teen link-objects, three link types, and nine node classes. The class contained seventeen
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students. About half the students did more than one exercise. Some of the data from user 

responses is summarised in Table 3.7 and Table 3.8. 

student event number of students 

edited link orderings [edited link orderings | 15 ‘| 

edited node orderings [ere ae 

Table 3.7: Student events. 

student comment number of students 

node classes more meaningful than link types node classes more meaningful thanlinktypes | 7 s=S 

to edit semantic net is too difficult = Pee | 

Table 3.8: Student comments. 

    

    
      

    

    

       

The behaviour of the students shows that editing the link types was the most attractive 

task. This is not, however, because the link types seemed the most meaningful to the stu- 

dents. The most frequent comment about the various approaches to reorganising the outline 

was that the node classes were more meaningful than the link types. Several students com- 

mented on the large number of node classes. Perhaps the large number of node classes 

made manipulation of them seem too cumbersome a task. 

Minor manipulations of the order of the link types led to significantly different out- 

lines when the traversal program was executed. Furthermore, these manipulations quickly 

covered the full range of possible.link type manipulations. On the other hand, comprehend- 

ing the impact of the node classes and variations of their orderings might require careful 

consideration of the meaning of the outline — a chore the students may have wanted to 

avoid. 

Only three students understood the traversal system well enough to appreciate that dif- 

ferent node or link type orderings would only change the order of nodes within a level but 

no nodes would be moved from one level to another. Only two students actually edited the 

semantic net and then generated outlines in which nodes changed level. That so few stu- 

dents would explore this hierarchy-changing opportunity suggests that editing the semantic 

net is a difficult task. This interpretation is supported by the data in Table 3.8 which shows 

that all the three students who edited the semantic net said that the semantic net was too dif- 

ficult to edit. EIVERPOOS 

Based on the response of the students, modifications to the system are proposed. In a 

modified system, a small set of link types is recommended, and users could edit this set or 

suggest other link types. Menus’ or visual editors might be introduced to make editing the 

semantic net easier. New linearising strategies, especially those for automatically reorganis- 

ing containment relations, need to be explored. — 

B
e
s
s
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3.7. Conclusions 

An unstructured semantic net corresponds to a general hypertext system without structural 

and semantic constraints. The description of the network is totally in its users’ hands. Log- 

ically speaking, hypertext can be considered as a kind of semantic net. However, there are 

only a few hypertext systems that directly use an independent semantic net as their hyper- 

text model in their implementation. Among the few, Thoth-II and MUCH are two typical 

examples. They both use the independent semantic net as their data model. In Thoth-II, 

text is attached to nodes. This conforms with the traditional hypertext model. In MUCH, 

text is attached to links. Although all the work reported in the previous versions of the 

MUCH system is based on this model, the pros and cons of the model are still open to ques- 

tion. 

The work in this chapter aims at providing some automatic aid for document reorgani- 

sation. The method is based on applying knowledge-based traversal algorithms to generate 

multiple hierarchical views from the underlying hypertext. The knowledge that guides the 

traversal is embedded in node classes (types), link types, and rules extracted from document 

types and patterns. 

The hypothesis that "with a knowledge base about different writing goals and outlines 

for different documents, a number of different (outlines of) documents can be generated" 

has only been partly supported. It is shown that the method can generate a number of differ- 

ent (outlines of) documents from some simple documents. However, when trying to apply 

the method to the documents of more than a few paragraphs, the inadequacy of the current 

method becomes obvious. The clear models that reflect in different document types are usu- 

ally only explicit at the very top levels in the outlines of the documents. The meaningful- 

ness of the document outlines produced with the method relies on the meaningful mapping 

between the knowledge embedded in the node and link types and the knowledge built in the 

traversal algorithm. However, with an unstructured semantic net, it is difficult to assign link 

types or node types consistently. Although the automatic reorganisation of a document is 

interesting, it has not yet supported a practical result. 

Based on users’ response, the inadequacy of an unstructured semantic net is identified, 

modifications to the system are proposed. In a modified system, a small set of link types 

needs to be recommended. In order to find a proper set of the types, more domain analysis 

is needed. New linearising strategies, especially those for reorganising containment rela- 

tions, need to be explored. On the theoretical side, the question on why to attach informa- 

tion blocks on links needs to be answered. If the disadvantage would outweigh the advan- 

tage of the link-object model, a new model needs to be developed. On the engineering side, 

a basic set of node and link editing functions need to be implemented; menus or visual edi- 

tors might be introduced to make editing the semantic net easier.
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4 

Semi-structured Semantic Net and MUCH 

This chapter presents the current MUCH system and the document reuse methods supported 

with the system. The current MUCH system is mainly developed upon its two immediate 

predecessors — MUCH-3 and ET. One of the major changes is made to its hypertext data 

model. In the revised model the chunks of text are attached to nodes rather than to links. 

The model features a semi-structured semantic net. The current MUCH system provides 

and supports a small number of recommended link types, but allows users to add new types 

if they want. The structural and semantic consistency of the semantic net is still left in the 

users’ hands. Users of the MUCH system are expected to assign names to these nodes and 

links so as to create a semantic net. Documents, thesauri, discussions, and comments may 

all be connected in this semantic net. The various functionalities of the system then exploit 

the knowledge in this semantic net. The standard perspective is a fold-unfold outline that 

represents a fisheye view of the semantic net. Traversals of the net with various filters are 

the bases for the views which users get of the semantic net. 

4.1. Introduction 

An analysis of the MUCH link-object model is performed, which suggests that the model 

should be modified. A revised model has been developed. In this model chucks of informa- 

tion are attached to nodes rather than to links. Two new prototypes of the MUCH system 

have been developed with the revised model. The interface of the first prototype is built on 

Athena Widgets, hereafter it is called ‘the Athena version’ of the MUCH system (or MUCH 

Athena for short). The interface of the second prototype is built with the Andrew multime- 

dia interface toolkit, hereafter it is called ‘the Andrew version’ of the MUCH system (or 

MUCH Andrew for short). When something common to the two versions is described, the 

general term ‘the current MUCH system’ is used. A semi-automatic reorganisation method 

has been derived from the previous work and it is supported with the system. Examples 

related to reuse are given with respect to organising, retrieving, and reorganising. Extensive 

authoring and reusing experiments with the MUCH system have been reported. Several 

people have contributed to the MUCH system. There are more features of the system than 

those described in this chapter, which focuses on the work related to the thesis. 

4.2. Work Models 

Work models are the re-occurring patterns extracted from the work flow. They provide the 

basis for researchers to develop engineering models underlying a functioning system. The 

first model presented in this section concerns information organisation for a library of
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documents. The second is a cognitive authoring model that underlies many hypertext sys- 

tems. The third is a collaborative writing model. Finally, a coordination and communica- 

tion model is given. 

4.2.1. Thesaurus 

In a library, an indexing language plays a key role in organising thousands of documents 

and in facilitating the retrieval of those documents [62]. One of the most popular forms for 

an indexing language is a thesaurus. While a thesaurus in the lay use of the word usually 

suggests an alphabetically sorted list of terms with attached synonyms, this is often 

expanded in the library science field. A thesaurus [29] is a set of concepts. Each concept is 

represented with a preferred term (concept name), a few non-preferred terms (synonyms of 

the preferred term, or UF (Used For terms), and a set of relations to other concepts. Some 

of the relations are defined in international standards [58]. They include narrower than 

relation (NT), and related relation (RT). The NT is hierarchical or multi-hierarchical rela- 

tions; while the RT is a referential relation. A term is a word or sequence of words that 

refers to a concept. Reuse systems that are based on large document collections have been 

particularly carefully studied for software reuse applications. Thesauri have been advanced 

as a major component of such systems [86]. 

4.2.2. Transformation of Author and Reader Models 

In order to understand hypertext, it is essential to understand how people read and write 

documents. Reading and writing models have been developed by cognitive psychologists 

that can be used to understand non-linear thinking by human beings [93,116]. Human intel- 

ligence depends on models with which people communicate. Communicators must be able 

to persuade audience that acceptance of their communicating model is in the best interests 

of the audience. In the process of this communication, the typical media require a sequen- 

tial presentation — non-linear models in the mind of an author is transformed into linear 

forms (see Figure 4.1). Readers, in turn, transform the linear message into non-linear mod- 

els in their mind. 

The logical model of hypermedia is largely that of a semantic net with blobs of media 

attached to the nodes of the network. People have mental models which may be partly cap- 

tured by a semantic net. Hypermedia systems allow people to directly create such networks 

that communicate their mental models. The system may provide various structuring tools, 

such as outliners, so that authors or readers may organise the network into an ordered tree. 

4.2.3. Collaborative Writing Model 

Successful writing is constrained by goal and audience [38]. Authors are guided by a goal 

(a task) but is constrained by what the audience is prepared to accept. Authors must view 

their knowledge from multiple perspectives to find the organisation that best suits the audi- 

ence and the goal [63]. Expert writers have a good reader model and continually adjust
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Linear Message 

  

Author’s Model Reader’s Model 

Figure 4.1: Transformation of author and reader models. 

what they have to say after feeding it through their reader model [109]. After a document is 

written, expert writers feel that they have gained insight about ways to look at the subject of 

the document; their reader model has criticised their thinking and helped them to develop a 

better document. Collaborative writers play a special role because they can contribute 

directly to co-authors’ cognitive process and reader model (see Figure 4.2). 

Cognitive process 

Organizin 
Model of reader | constraints 

Collaborative writer 

  

Figure 4.2: Collaborative authoring model. 

Collaborative authoring raises many issues, such as communication, coordination and 

social relationships which are irrelevant to solo authorship. Within these issues, the key 

ingredient is communication. Collaborative authoring requires communication between 

group members at all stages of the writing process. The stages of the writing process can be 

described as planning, execution, integration, review and revision [41]. It is the most impor- 

tant factor to the success of any collaboration that well defined working procedures are 

agreed by all collaborators. The working procedures for collaborative authoring and reuse 

proposed here are defined by interpreting the above four writing stages in a group context 

and with reuse in mind:
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° The planning stage initiates the writing task by deciding the writing goal and the audi- 

ence, the role configuration of collaborators, and the working procedures. Brain- 

storming starts. Fundamental ideas are formulated. The task is decomposed into sub- 

tasks which are allocated to collaborators. 

° The execution stage leaves group members to work independently on their subtasks. 

° The integration stage brings together individuals’ contributions to form a coherent 

whole. 

° The review and revision stage let group members assess one another’s parts, make 

comments, discuss any conflicting views, and revise the document. Collaborators may 

go back to former stages, until a final version is achieved. This is a stage where mile- 

stones can be set, such as draft one, draft two, and the final document. 

In each of the above stages, authors may move among the three cognitive phases and reuse 

existing materials. Also in each of the above stages, communication may occur to notify 

group members of the progress, to discuss or comment on each others’ work. Effective 

communication needs to follow protocols and schedules, which rely on coordination. How- 

ever communication and may counteract the value of the collaboration. Computer-mediated 

coordination may solve some of the problems that traditional techniques have failed to 

solve. 

4.2.4. Coordination and Communication Model 

Coordination is the act of working together harmoniously. Coordination is a complex pro- 

cess which consists of a number of component processes such as identifying goals, ordering 

activities, assigning activities to actors, allocating resources, and synchronising activities. 

These processes require the support of group decision making and especially, effective com- 

munication [68]. 

In recent years, various group communication models have been developed. Two of 

the notable approaches are: 1) mediator-oriented approach, such as AMIGO Activity Model 

[80] and 2) role-oriented approach, such as AME (Activity Modelling Environment) [115]. 

In mediator-oriented approach, activities are represented by an event script which an 

autonomous agent uses to direct communication, while the main concern of the second 

approach is to vest responsibility for the performance of an activity with roles involved in 

taking part in it. The advantage of the first approach lies in the fact that it is simpler to man- 

age the synchronisation and coordination conditions and to recognise exceptions, errors and 

deadlocks, but the major disadvantage is the lack of individual support for human actors 

playing roles in the activity, the activity can progress only when the individuals do what 

they are requested to do. 

In role-oriented approach the communication among the group members is managed 

by the roles themselves. The power of this approach is that the role specific splitting of 

work is reflected in the regulations of each role. The disadvantage is that detecting error
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situations and deadlocks, and controlling or tracing could be rather difficult because the 

knowledge about the activity and its state are completely distributed among the various 

roles. 

The model described here is a combination of the above two approaches: although it is 

built on a role-oriented approach, a specific role of mediator is added and the role is played 

by the computer and people. In the model, the following components are identified: 

° People: actual individuals that play certain roles, 

. Machine: computers, 

° Roles: superuser, manager, hyper-author, author, librarian, reader, and mediator, 

° Rules: definitions of certain activities and the conditions under which the activities 

take place, 

° Activities: reading, writing, communication, reuse, and decision making, 

° Function: indexing, retrieving, editing, copying, deleting, annotating, sending, talking, 

listening, etc. 

° Messages: messages from machine to people, such as help, feedback and notification 

messages; messages from people to people, such as parts of documents, outline of a 

document, and filled or partly filled templates; messages from machine to machine, 

such as a control message to activate a database backup mechanism; messages from 

people to machine, such as asking to see who is on the system and what they are 

doing. 

° Workspace: conceptual work areas where all the authoring and reuse activities take 

place. It sits on the shared information space, contains the private or shared docu- 

ments and tools for authoring, communication, reuse, and decision making. 

° Shared Information Space: which provides an information repository and basic mech- 

anisms of data manipulation. A document library and information, such as domain 

knowledge, templates, rules, and guidelines are major reusable information in it. 

The key features of the model are that the permanent communication protocols (rules) are 

embedded in the system, while the application dependent parts of the protocols are 

described in the scripts used by the mediator to direct communication. The responsibilities 

of roles and other organisational information are stored in the shared information space 

which can be accessed by all the roles and the tools. Other features are: 

° A mediator makes use of the scripts to assist in the processing of activity-related mes- 

sages and their routing between roles. Other roles can request information from it, 

such as who are on the system, what role they are playing, and what part of the infor- 

mation space they are addressing. When conflicts arise, they will be detected by the 

mediator. Related parties will be notified and social mediation can be initiated. The 

mediator also handles the high level concurrency control of the environment.
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° Roles are distinguished from people, thus allowing a separation of responsibilities 

between a role and a person playing it. 

° Messages provide the basic mechanism for collecting and transferring activity infor- 

mation among roles. 

° The shared information space allows role instances to share access to the reusable 

components, the working documents, and other information. 

  

Figure 4.3: The coordination and communication model. ‘L’ stands for librarian, 

‘m’ for mediator, ‘M’ for manager, ‘A’ for author, and ‘R’ for reader. “W1’ and 

“W2’ are working spaces. 

Figure 4.3 describes the coordination and communication model. The basis of the 

environment is a shared information space along with various tools. With the shared infor- 

mation space, communication does not necessarily mean the real flow of all the related 

information. For instance, some information can stay where it is, while its access permis- 

sion to its receivers is changed, or a electronic mail is sent to the receivers to inform them to 

take over the job. The default communication protocols are embedded in the system, while 

the application dependent parts of the protocols are described in the scripts used by the 

mediator to direct communication. The responsibilities of roles and other organisational 

information are stored in the shared information space accessed by all the roles and tools. 

Activities are performed in the working space which could be private, group shared, or open 

to all. Librarians are responsible for indexing documents and maintaining the thesaurus. 

Managers have more weight in decision making. Coordination is built on the responsibility 

of acting roles and on the predefined communication protocols. A mediator plays a key role 

in the coordination process. The readers also have roles to play in the model, they can read 

and annotate the shared documents. By keeping the readers in mind, the authors may make 

their writing more acceptable to the real world.
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4.3. Engineering Models 

Engineering models guide and constrain the kinds of systems which are built for people. 

The refined engineering models presented in this section are built on the previous work and 

the above work models. Attempt has been made to solve the problems encountered. 

4.3.1. Should Contents be Attached to Links? 

Although the semantic net based hypertext model is simple, different engineering models 

can be derived through defining the relationship among nodes, links, and the node contents. 

In Figure 4.4 (1) and (2) contents are attached to links, while in (3) and (4) contents are 

attached to nodes. In (1) and (3) the attaching is direct, while in (2) and (3) the attaching is 

indirect. The widely accepted interpretation of the semantic net based hypertext models is 

that node names represent concepts and link names depict the relations between the con- 

cepts. Text (contents) can be attached to both links and nodes, but the widely accepted 

approach [126,51] is that the text attached to a node is the node content as shown in Figure 

4.4 (3). The text attached to a link (if any) is used to give a brief description of the target 

node of the link. 

  

@) 4 

Figure 4.4: Relationship among nodes, links, and contents. The circles repre- 

sent nodes. The edges are links. The squares are contents. 

The remarkable difference of the MUCH link-object model from other models is that 

(the main) text is attached to links, not to nodes (see Figure 4.4 (1)) [95]. The nodes and 

links in MUCH are represented as link-objects (frames). A link-object consists of a source 

node name, a target node name, a link type, a pointer to a text block, and some other 

attributes (such as author and date). A text block is supposed to be the content of the target 

node of a link object. A link-object can be seen as a link, because it contains a triple of 

<SourceNodeName, LinkName, TargetNodeName> that connects the source node and the 

target node. This triple is used as the identifier of a link-object. Node names are used as the 

identifiers of the nodes. Nodes in the link-object model are not real entities. Actually there
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does not exist an independent node component. Node name is just one of the attributes of a 

link-object. The semantic net is formed with a network of link-objects. One link-object 

connects to the other through the matching of node names. 

There are some reasons for attaching text blocks to links. Firstly, since a text block 

(content) is related to a triple (source node, link type, and target node), the reference to the 

text block is more specified than it would be when a text block is associated with a single 

node [91]. Secondly, in a graph there could be more edges than nodes. Given a graph, 

more text blocks may be included on links than on nodes. This may imply that more views 

can be produced by traversing the graph. Thirdly, it gives a unique meaning to ‘link follow- 

ing’ in a directed graph, such that following different links to the same node may lead to 

different contents (different interpretations of the node). Forthly, attaching text to a link 

makes it possible to make annotations on headings (node names) alone, while attaching text 

to a node makes it impossible to make annotations on headings and contents separately. 

Finally, ‘a node that is related to more than one node will be created only once’ [72]. 

However, there are many good reasons against attaching text blocks to links. Firstly, it 

does not conform with the widely accepted interpretation of nodes and links. With conven- 

tional interpretation nodes are for concepts and are containers of the detailed contents of the 

concepts. The biggest advantage of a semantic net model is its intuitive appeal. It can pro- 

vide users with a simple logical model of hypertext and a simple user interface metaphor. 

While in the link-object model, a node is not a real entity and from a node (a label, name, or 

identifier) users can not access its content (a text block). This is not intuitive, especially on 

a graphical user interface. 

Secondly, it is impossible to make annotations or cross references to specific node 

contents (text blocks). In the link-object model there is no mapping from a node to a text 

block. Text blocks can only be accessed from links. Since a node may corresponds to mul- 

tiple text blocks, if an annotation is made by creating a link-object from a node, than it is 

not clear which text block the annotation is on if the node has multiple incoming links. Fig- 

ure 4.5 (1) gives such an example, users can not tell whether annotation d is made on text 

block c’ orc”’. 

The same analysis can be made on cross-references. If an annotation link is made on a text 

block, than it violates the link-object model as illustrated in Figure 4.5 (2). In Figure 4.5 

(2), the target of an annotation link is a text block rather than a node. The content (e) of 

node E is an annotation on annotation d of node D. In this case the target of the annotation 

link is anode. Figure 4.5 (2) is the annotation model used in MUCH-2 and MUCH-3. This 

is a hybrid solution that conflicts with the original intention to use the link-object as a unify- 

ing model. 

Finally, since the node name is used as the node identifier, the model requires all node 

names to be different. This requirement is too restrictive and makes it impossible to
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Figure 4.5: Annotation. The circles are for nodes. The solid arrow lines for doc- 

ument links. The broken arrow lines for annotation links. The dotted blocks for 

text blocks. D and E are annotation nodes. d and e are the text blocks of the an- 

notations. 

represent many documents, because duplicated headings may occur in the documents. For 

example, in a document both chapter A and chapter B have introduction sections which 

have different contents. The introduction section in chapter A has two subsections C and D, 

and the introduction section in chapter B has two subsections E and F. As illustrated by 

Figure 4.6), from chapter B, a traversal program can not tell that C D are not subsections of 

the introduction section in chapter B. 

  

     

        
    

Chapter A 

a 

Figure 4.6: Duplicated node names. 

The structure in Figure 4.4 (3) is the widely accepted relationship among links, nodes, 

and contents. In this structure text blocks are attached to nodes. There is a direct matching 

from nodes (node-identifiers) to the node contents. Since the identifiers of the source node 

and the target node are the basic elements of a link, the mapping from a link to its target 

node and consequently to the content of the target node also exists. Therefore, the mapping 

from a link to the content of its target node is not unique to the link-object model. 

In a graph, edges are not necessarily more than nodes. If a graph is composed of 

many disconnected parts, then the number of nodes could be larger than that of links. If a
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graph is restricted to be a tree, then the model that attaches text blocks to links would be 

equivalent to the model that attaches text blocks to nodes. In Figure 4.7, on the left-hand 

side is the schema of a document as headings and text blocks. In the middle is a set of link- 

objects as graph. On the right-hand side is a set links and nodes as a graph. For represent- 

ing hierarchical structures these three representations are equivalent. This is because in a 

tree the number of nodes is just one more than the number of links. And in the link-object 

model, the root node of the tree is a dummy node. There is a one-to-one mapping between 

links and their target nodes. But if non-hierarchical structures are allowed (i.e., more than 

one link can point to a node), the difference of the two models is substantial. Most disad- 

vantages of the link-object model occur with non-hierarchical structures. Given a set of 

nodes, to the extreme, one can have the maximum of N(N-1) links over the number (N) of 

nodes. When text is attached to nodes, there are N contents and N(N-1) links; when text is 

attached to links, there are N(N-1) link-objects and the same number of text blocks. Usu- 

ally the cost of creating a content is much higher than the cost of creating a link. Therefore 

creating a link-object costs more than creating a link. Moreover, when the number of nodes 

is the same, the number of outlines (hierarchical views of nodes) that can be generated by 

traversing is the same. From the information reuse point of view, attaching text to nodes is 

more efficient than attaching text to links. 
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Figure 4.7: Equivalent representations for hierarchies. 

One may argue that in a link-object model if a unique identifier is assigned to each 

node, then the problem with duplicated node names would be solved. But in fact when non- 

hierarchical links are allowed, many the above mentioned problems will be still there. The 

second to the last advantage mentioned above says that attaching text to a link makes it pos- 

sible to make annotations on headings (node names) alone, while attaching text to a node 

makes it impossible to make annotations on headings and contents separately. The first part 

of the statement is true, while the last part is not. When text is attached to a node, one can 

annotate the name of the node or the content of the node. This can be distinguished by the 

content of the annotation. The last mentioned advantage that ‘a node that is related to more 

than one node will be created only once’ makes no sense with the link-object model since 

there is no node to be created.
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Apart from the pros-and-cons, by looking into the history of the MUCH system, one 

may see another reason of the adoption of the link-object model in its relation with its early 

implementation programming language Lisp. In the Lisp language it is easy to represent 

frames in a syntax of nested brackets. The frame structure used in the early version of the 

MUCH system has a slot pointing to a text block and has a triple of source-link-target as its 

major attributes, which makes the frame a link. Hence, the model is named link-object. 

Another reason is because it has been successfully used in some text-to-hypertext conver- 

sion experiments. As shown in Figure 4.7, link-objects can well represent the schema of 

structured documents as headings and text blocks. This explicit hierarchical structure was 

extracted as ‘first order’ hypertext before other relations were computed [99]. Few real 

hypertext authoring experiments were conducted with the previous versions of the MUCH 

system, so that the weaknesses of the model were not spotted. The above analysis suggests 

that the disadvantages outweigh the advantages. Therefore, the conclusion is to revise the 

MUCH model by attaching text to nodes. 

4.3.2. Revised MUCH Model 

Based on the analysis of the MUCH link-object model, a revised semantic net model is pro- 

posed. The major revision is to 

° make a node an independent component, which has a unique identifier, a name, and 

some other attributes. The node identifier consists of the node name and a random 

number. This is a simple approach to make the node identifier meaningful and unique. 

° attach node contents to nodes, 

° provide a smaller set of link types and a default link type, 

° modify the traversal algorithm for generating and filtering hierarchical views, 

° design a set of basic link and node editing functions and their user interface, and 

° rewrite the primitive database routines to support the node and link operations and to 

improve the system performance. 

The model has two abstraction data levels: 

° low level abstraction: attributed nodes, attributed links, and primitive operations on 

them, such as, addition, deletion, modification, and retrieval. 

° high level abstraction: subgraphs and operations on them. A subgraph can be a the- 

saurus, a document and an annotation, or a combination of them (see Figure 4.8). 

Operations include generating hierarchical view, generating graphical view, naviga- 

tion, and deleting hierarchies. 

The high-level objects are generated by an algorithm refined from the ones described in 

Chapter 3.
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Subgraph 

SO <3 
Figure 4.8: The high-level data objects. 

The relation among the above hypertext objects is shown in Figure 4.9. The delta 

notation indicates a one-to-many relationship. 

  

Figure 4.9: MUCH entity/relationship. 

Links are classified into thesaurus links, document links, annotation links, and referential 

links. The ‘D_Document’ is the default link type for creating document outlines. The 

‘T_UF’, ‘T_NT’, ‘T_RT’, and ‘T_DT” are thesaurus link types. The ‘A_comment’ is the 

default annotation link type and the ‘R_refer’ is the default reference link type. The “D_’, 

‘A’, ‘R_’, and ‘T_’ indicate document, annotation, referential, and thesaurus link cate- 

gories respectively. The ‘UF’, ‘NT’, ‘RT’ are standard thesaurus link types, and the ‘DT’ is 

special thesaurus link type for indexing documents under thesaurus preferred terms. In 

addition to select the default and the list of provided link types, when creating a link users 

can enter a new link name by editing the text after the prefixes of ‘D_’, ‘A_’, ‘R_’, and ‘T_’. 

For instance, users can enter a new annotation link type as ‘A_agree’ or ‘A_disagree’. 

In the MUCH system, linking is not constrained. Links of any type can be used to 

form a tree or a network. In the MUCH system, links can be created with two functions: 

“Create Node’ and “Create Link’. The ‘Create Node’ function creates a new node and a 

now link from an existing node to the new node. The ‘Create Link’ function creates a link 

between two existing nodes. If only the former function is used, the structure created would 

be a tree (or a hierarchy). But if the latter function is used, the structure created would be a 

network (or a non-hierarchical structure).
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4.3.3. Traversal Algorithm 

The traversal program sorts and traverses all the links of a hypertext graph, and produces an 

outline for a document. The modified traversal algorithm differs from the one described in 

the previous chapter. In the previous algorithm each link is visited at most once, this does 

not guarantee that each node is also visited only once. When there are multiple links going 

into a node, the node may be visited (displayed) many times. This is not the expected result 

of a depth-first traversal. The major refinements to the previous algorithm are reflected in 

the addition of ‘node visited’ testing and a data structure that enables the various attributes 

for different traversal options be assigned on user interface. 

Traverse(outline, node, link, level) 

BEGIN 

IF the link is filtered out THEN RETURN 

ELSE add the link to the document outline 

IF (the link is not a dead-end) 

BEGIN 

linklist <- all links outgoing from the current node 

sort the linklist according to the ‘order’ field 

END 

WHILE (not the end of the linklist) 

BEGIN 

IF ((the current-link in the linklist has been visited) OR 

(the target node of the current-link has been visited) OR 

(reached cut-off level) ) 

BEGIN 
skip to next link in the linklist 

CONTINUE 

END 
Traverse(outline, target-of-current-link, current-link, level) 

go to next link in the linklist 

END 
END 

Figure 4.10: MUCH traversal algorithm. The ‘node’ in the algorithm is the tar- 

get node of the ‘link’. 

The algorithm supports automatic traversals of the semantic network to build a docu- 

ment outline (a hierarchical view). The default search goes via a depth-first search through- 

out the network. Users may, however, take various steps to modify this default. For one, 

they might modify links so as to make them dead-end links. Dead-end links will not be tra- 

versed as illustrated by Figure 4.11. In Figure 4.11, the graph on upper left-hand side is tra- 

versed to produce the outline on the upper right-hand side. The thick bar on the lower left- 

hand side, indicates a deadend — this leads to the outline shown on the lower right-hand 

side. 

In a more wide-reaching approach, users can specify that certain link types will not be 

traversed. The traversal algorithm acts then as a special filter which only traverses links that 

satisfy the further conditions that users have given. One of the principal attributes on which
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Figure 4.11: Deadend. 

traversals are currently filtered is the link type attribute. Figure 4.12 gives an example on 

how different documents are generated from a semantic net. In Figure 4.12, the solid 

arrows stand for hierarchical document link, the dashed arrows for hierarchical annotation 

links, and the dotted arrows for referential links. 

Directed attributed graph -  Traversed hierarchical view . _ Filtered document for printing 

  

Figure 4.12: Semantic net representation of documents. 

On the left-hand side of Figure 4.12 are two interrelated documents represented as a 

directed graph. In the middle is the hierarchical view of a document rooted from the node 

D. On the right-hand side is a filtered hierarchical view of the document for printing. The 

hierarchical view is generated by switching off referential links and annotation links in the 

document. 

4.3.4. System Architecture 

The architecture of the system is based on the client-server model (see Figure 4.13). All 

access to the repository is controlled by the lock server and the system monitor through a 

local network. One of the advantages of a client-server architecture is that it supports 

shared, concurrent, and distributed access from applications to the centralised database 

[130].
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Storage Layer Interface Storage Layer Interface 

Local network 

Lock Server and System Monitor 

Figure 4.13: Architecture of the MUCH system. The components in the upper 

boxes exist once for each user. Those in the lower box exist once for an installa- 

tion of the system. 

   

    

The main utilities of the MUCH system include a traversal engine, a hypertext 

browser and document importing/exporting utilities. The traversal engine operates on the 

low level abstractions to produce high level abstractions. The importing module can load 

the existing information into the MUCH database. The exporting module handles the print- 

ing of the linearised documents. 

One of the major servers, the system monitor, is running as a demon, keeping the track 

of system functioning history; each time a user performs some action through the interface, 

the system monitor will be notified. The system monitor also sends messages to client pro- 

grams which in turn may invoke certain actions according to predefined rules. For instance, 

upon receiving a message that the current node of information has been updated, the func- 

tions such as ‘redisplay’ will be invoked. 

4.4. Implementation 

There are two versions of the MUCH system developed with the same hypertext model and 

the same storage layer implementation. They are both implemented on networked UNIX 

Workstation and X window system. The earlier version of the two has an Athena Widget 

interface. The latest version has an interface built with the Andrew Toolkit, which provides 

the system with multimedia support. 

4.4.1. System Performance and Net Editing Problems 

In MUCH-3, each entity was held in a single file for each document, i.e., a file of para- 

graphs (text blocks), a file of link-objects and a file of annotations. The indices to these files 

are maintained using B-tree. The data files themselves are in a self-defined record structure 

(see Figure 4.14). The ‘key’ is an index term. The ‘position’ is the physical byte position 

where a record starts. The data part stores the main body of the data items, e.g. text blocks 

for ‘paragraph’ file, and the values of other attributes. The first data entry of the data is the 

its length. Following the first data entry is a series of ‘length-item’ pairs for each data item.
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Key Position Data 

Index in B-tree Data in a self-defined record structure 

Figure 4.14: Index and data in separate files. 

The database keeps track of the size of a data record when it is first created. If it is 

subsequently modified, and the size of the new record is smaller or equal to the original, it is 

stored in the same place. Otherwise it is placed at the end of the file (as a new record), and 

a ‘pointer’ to the new position is placed where the original record was. When a data record 

is to be deleted, it is simply deleted from the indices to make it inaccessible (the data record 

in the data file would be still there). 

Source linktype _ target order author date text 

Hypertext has History 1 rada 11 May 1990 121 

Hypertext contains Text 2 smith 12 May 1990 23 

  

Figure 4.15: Link-objects in a flat file. The numbers of ‘121’ and ‘23’ are sys- 

tem-generated unique file names. 

The poor performance of the system is rooted in the above method which needs to 

access two files and needs extensive calculation to compose each data record. Since the 

system needs to read all the link-objects from the database to a big array, it is particularly 

slow when it starts or when it re-generates an outline. In order to improve the system per- 

formance, the developer of MUCH-3 tried to duplicate the storage of link-objects in a flat 

file, in which each link-object takes a line (see Figure 4.15). Because the sequential reading 

of a flat file is fast, this did make the starting of the system and the re-generating outline 

faster. However, it made the modification process complicated and inefficient. Because 

whenever a link-object was added, deleted, or modified, a new link-object file had to be 

made to replace the old file. This method is not efficient, especially when the link-object 

file grows bigger and when many people access the file at the same time. As a consequence 

functions of link deletion and link modification (uch as changing source or target of a link)
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were not supported. This makes it almost impossible for the system to support any serious 

authoring and reusing experiments. 

Key Data 

ah My Alls eens le 
Figure 4.16: Data in B-tree files. 

Through the above investigation and a thorough study of the B-tree package, a simple 

and effective solution was found. Actually, in addition to a set of basic access functions, the 

B-tree structure has a simple programming interface that consists of a key/data pair. The 

data entry can be a byte string of variable length. Therefore, the simple solution is to put 

the data part directly in the data entry (see Figure 4.16). The sequential reading function in 

the package has a very high performance, so that a fast system is very likely to be built. 

Moreover, in conjunction with the hypertext model revision this modification paves a way 

for implementing a set of node and link editing functions. 

4.4.2. Database in B-tree 

The database system is implemented as a library of subroutines. It provides facilities to 

store and retrieve hypertext objects — links and nodes. As in the revised MUCH model a 

node matches to its contents directly, a node and its content have a single identify. A node 

is divided into two entities: a node ‘blob’ and a node ‘info’. This division is for improving 

access efficiency. Since a node blob is usually much larger in volume than all the node 

attributes and values at a whole, by separating them the operations on the high level hyper- 

text objects can be performed more efficiently. A node ‘blob’ refers to a node content, 

which is a blob of information of any type. The term blob corresponds to the term ‘text 

block’ used in the previous MUCH systems. The node ‘info’ entity contains other attribute 

and value pairs. Therefore, in the MUCH database, there are three main entities: Blob, Info, 

and Link. Others include some special purpose entities. These entities are organised in B- 

tree files. Table 4.1 describes the entities and their attributes. 

[Enties | ‘Key ~=S=«~S*=~“‘*‘~*~éi SSCS 

Ifo 
Credit 

  

     

  

       
    

   

Table 4.1: MUCH database structure. 

The Blob entity matches a unique node identifier with the blob of information of the 

node. The key for this entity is the unique node identifier. A node identifier is formed with 

two parts. One is the name of the node supplied by the author. The other is a random
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number generated by the program. The two parts are joined together with an ‘*’ in between 

them. Only the name of the node (supplied by the author) is visible to the user. In addition 

to having a meaningful node identifier, including a node name as part of a node identifier 

can also improve the system efficiency for generating high-level hypertext objects. As a 

link identifier contains node identifiers, which include node names, the traversal algorithm 

can generate an outline (a list node names) without the need to access the Bolb entity and 

the Info entity (unless other filtering options are chosen). 

The Info entity matches the unique node identifier with the node name and a group of 

node attributes, such as creator, creation time, and updator. The key for this entity is the 

unique node identifier. 

The Link entity matches the link identifier with the source node identifier, the target 

node identifier, and a set of link attributes, such as ‘creator’, ‘date’ of creation, and some 

information, such as the ‘order’ of the target node among its siblings. This additional infor- 

mation can guide the traversal to build the high level hypertext objects. 

The Author Credit entity (CreditA) contains a list of authors with the number of cred- 

its that each author has received. Whenever a node is selected by others, its author and all 

updators of the node gets a credit. The credit reflects authors’ contribution. 

The Node Selection Credit entity (CreditN) shows how often the blobs which one 

author wrote or modified were ‘read’ by others. ‘Read’ means ‘selected’ because the com- 

puter keeps track of every selection but does not know whether or not information is actu- 

ally ‘read’. 

4.4.3. Database Operations 

As the data structures changed, all the database routines have been rewritten. The name of 

each basic database routine and a brief description of its function are given in Table 4.2. 

aes Boe ee | 
DBget 
DBpu 
DBdelet 
DBgewbjes 
DBputObject 
DBdeleteObject 
DBiee_struct 
Table 4.2: Basic MUCH database routines. 

   

  

      

      

    
      

    
      

      

    

The name of each public routine and a brief description of its purpose are given in 

Table 4.3. The ‘write’, ‘read’, ‘delete’, and ‘free’ functions for Link, Node, and Info are 

defined upon the above basic routines.
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DBerror 
DBkerror As above but for kernel errors 

DBNread_LINK 
DBNwrite_LINK 
DBdeleteL INK 
DBNread_BLOB 
DBNwrte_BLOB 
DBdeleteBLOB 
DBNread_INFO 
DBNwrite_INFO 
DBdeleteINFO 
DBfree_LINK 
DBfree_BLOB 
DBiee_INFO 
Bock 
DBunlock 

Table 4.3: Public MUCH database routines. 

Name 

   

4.4.4. Import/Export Utilities 

The importing utility loads structured documents into the MUCH database. The importing 

utility is modified from the two importing programs in MUCH-3. In addition to merging 

the two programs info one program, the major modification is that when importing a struc- 

tured document, the tags for headings are not included in node contents. This makes it pos- 

sible to move a node in the hypertext freely. The exporting utility saves a document gener- 

ated by the traversal algorithm. When exporting, generic heading tags, such as H1 and H2, 

are inserted according to the level of a heading in the generated outline hierarchy. 

4.4.5. Interfaces 

The user interface is first implemented using X11 and Athena Widgets. This interface is 

divided into 2 windows - one for the outline on the left-hand side, and the other for text on 

the right-hand side (see Figure 4.17). The outline operates on the fold-unfold principle. 

The ‘Outline Window’ contains an outline (a hierarchical view) of the information in the 

database. Clicking the right button of a mouse on a heading results in folding/unfolding of 

the heading (making the child nodes of the current node visible/invisible). Clicking the left 

button of a mouse on a heading in this window causes the heading to be highlighted and the 

associated blob to be displayed in the ‘Text Window’. The text can be freely browsed and 

updated. Upon clicking on the ‘INFO’ button in the “Text Window’, users can learn by 

whom and when the blob was created or updated. Upon clicking on the ‘UPDATE’ button 

in the ‘Text Window’, the modified text is saved into the database. An operation menu can
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be popped out when a user clicks the left mouse button on the ‘Operation Menu’ bar as 

shown in Figure 4.17. 

(X] Text Outline See 2) 1X) much 

i Link aod Node Editing i 
Create Link [and Node] 

Modify Link 

Rename Node 
C Lewin used was to create differen 

Delete Link fs, then observe their operation. Differen 

Delete Node and Link les were examined. 
Delete Subtree st about his ow values and how they Seared his 

. He valued 
Wierarchy Yier 

Generate Outline 

Unfold Entire Outline ‘ ‘ 
fhe advancement of science and the liberation of the 

goals. Sraphics Creating complementary 

Save Window 

Save Screen 

Dray Picture 

SSHL InpoxrtbingsExporbing 

View Document 

Save Document 

Quit MUCH   
Figure 4.17: MUCH Athena user interface. 

Operations of the system are classified into five groups: the first group is for ‘Node and Link 

Editing’; the second group is for generating and browsing ‘Hierarchical View’ of the under- 

lying semantic net; the third group is for ‘Graphics Creating’; the fourth group is for Pre- 

viewing, Importing, and Exporting a document that corresponds to a hierarchical view; the 

final group is for viewing the ‘Author Credit’. 

The MUCH Athena system has been used successfully in co-authoring many large 

technical documents with markup languages (troff macros). However, as multimedia tech- 

nology progresses, not only novice users, but also more and more experienced users want 

WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) editors, especially integrated multimedia edi- 

tors. The new version of the MUCH system has a multimedia editor built with Andrew 

Toolkit (ATK), it allows users to edit different types of object in one place. For example, to 

edit a node containing both text and pictures, if users browse the pop-up menus in the text 

region, they will see a full set of menus for editing text. On scanning the menus over the 

picture area, however, they will see a different set of options for editing the picture [79]. 

The interface module of MUCH Athena was converted to the object-oriented exten- 

sion of C used in ATK (by Damon Chaplin with the help of Dr. Martin Beer). The main 

interface layout remained very similar to the Athena widget version — with a outline win- 

dow on the left-hand side and a content window on the right-hand side (see Figure 4.18). 

The menu items in the window on the right-hand side are inherited from the Andrew
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fal mucha Outine Window Ele] mucha Display Wndow 
mucha Document Coordination More... mucha File Search/Spell Font Justify Region Title Page More... 

psi Sontware ee can be joined to the input of another very simply using a simple command 

“The Software Life Cycle called a ‘pipe’. To join two commands together is simply a case of placing the 

“ Software Project Planning ||) pipe command ‘I’ between the two commands (see Figure “UNIX Pipe"). 

* Software Engineering & Management Concerij—] 
* Organising | command1 | command2 
* Retrieving ad 
“ Reorganising 

Retrieved Component Suitability 
Document Reorganizing 

* Program Reorganising 
Specialization 
Composition 
Transformation 

Transformational Systems 
Testing Strategies 
Comments on Reorgainising 

“ Systems 
“ Case Studies 
Discussion 

Figure “UNIX Pipe". The process on the left takes its input, from Std—In and 

produces its output on Std-Out, The ‘pipe’ connects the Std—Out from 

Process One and the Std-In from Process Two. Thus the output from 

Process One becomes the input to Process Two.           
Figure 4.18: MUCH Andrew user interface. 

multimedia editor. The ‘mucha’ menu in the window on the left-hand side includes func- 

tions to create, modify, and delete nodes or links. The ‘Document’ menu includes functions 

to generate outline, activate network browser, and save document. The ‘Coordination’ 

menu includes functions to send email and show current users. The list widget used for the 

folding outline in the Athena version was replaced by an extended version of the ATK panel 

object. The text widget in the Athena version was replaced by the ATK text object, thus 

providing all of the ATK multimedia facilities. Fortunately, no major changes were needed 

in the database code, since the B-tree package used was quite capable of storing the ATK 

‘datastream’ (stored as a byte string of variable length). All that was needed was a simple 

layer between the ATK panel object and the public database routines developed for the 

MUCH Athema version. 

Based on feedback from users, a semantic net view browser was added at a later stage 

(first implemented in the Athena version and then in the Andrew version). This browser 

allows users to navigate bi-directionally (see Figure 4.19). The ‘Relocate’ button is used to 

re-orientate a user to the current node in the outline browser whet he feels lost. The ‘Syn- 

chronise’ button is used to make the semantic net view browser follow the outline browser 

so as to see all the in-coming links that can not be seen in the outline window. The arrow 

line indicates the direction of a link. The link type (and name) is given in brackets.
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Figure 4.19: MUCH semantic net view browser. 

4.5. Reuse Methods and Examples 

In this section the document reuse methods and examples of the MUCH system are pre- 

sented. The document reuse process families described in this section include document 

organisation, document retrieval, and document reorganisation. 

4.5.1. Document Organisation 

In order to find reusable document components effectively, the document components must 

be well organised. The organisational infrastructure of information in the MUCH system is 

the semantic net. When a user selects from a menu the option to create a link and node, a 

dialogue box appears (see Figure 4.20). This dialogue box shows source and target node 

names and a link name. The user may enter a target node name for creating a new node or 

may point to an existing node to create a link to that node. The link name may be typed into 

the slot next to the attribute ‘link type’ or may be selected from a list which appears in in a 

scrolling menu in the dialogue box . Annotation, document, discussion, and thesaurus links 

are created in the same way. 

4.5.1.1. Documents 

The outline or table of contents of a document may be viewed as a simplified semantic net 

all of whose links are of the same ‘document outline’ type and whose node names are the 

headings of the sections of the document. In earlier version of the MUCH system, the link 

types were matched to verbs in Roget’s Thesaurus and had a wide range [91]. In more 

recent authoring experiences, it is found useful to constrain link names to be one of either 

hierarchical or referential.
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Figure 4.20: Dialogue box for creating links and nodes. 

4.5.1.2. Thesauri 

In order to organise existing material, users of the MUCH system are encouraged to develop 

thesauri. A thesaurus may be presented in a hierarchical, ‘table of contents’ form. The cur- 

rent MUCH system suggests three thesaurus link types, called UF (used-for), NT (narrower- 

than), and RT (related). Another link name, called DT (document-term), is suggested to be 

used in connecting a term from a thesaurus to a term in a document outline. Several differ- 

ent thesaurus nodes can point to a single document node. An example of a portion of a the- 

saurus in the MUCH system is shown in Figure 4.21. ‘CSCW’ is a synonym for ‘Computer 

Supported Cooperative Work’. ‘Groupware’ is a narrower-than (NT) ‘Computer Supported 

Cooperative Work’. ‘Human-Computer Interaction’ is a related (RT) to ‘Computer Sup- 

ported Cooperative Work’. ‘Computer Supported Cooperative Work’ points to documents, 

such as the ‘Matching Roles and Technology’, via the DT link. 

Computer Supported Cooperative Work 

[UF] CSCW 
[NT] Groupware 

[RT] Human-Computer Interaction 

[DT] Matching Roles and Technology 

[DT] Working together Efficiently 

  

Figure 4.21: Displaying thesaurus terms in MUCH. 

To build and maintain semantic nets for hypertext, indexing and semantic net con- 

struction go hand-in-hand. Indexing occurs when a document (or a node) is attached to the
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semantic net. The recommended method for constructing a thesaurus is to start with a doc- 

ument collection, to index documents, and to create terms for the thesaurus as needed for 

indexing [117]. 

4.5.1.3. Discussions and Annotations 

Users of a collaborative hypertext system may be expected to first engage in discussions 

about what to do and then later to make revisions based on annotations [41]. The MUCH 

system also encourages this kind of work through link names in the semantic net. Some 

versions of the MUCH system have provided the relations of an issue-based information 

system for the discussion phase of collaboration. Annotations are, in the first instance, sim- 

ply comments on a document. As annotations are added to annotations, they assume a 

structure comparable to that of a discussion. Any document node can have any number of 

annotations attached to it, and each annotation node can mark the beginning of a discussion. 

Figure 4.22 gives an example on how annotation and discussion structures are presented 

with the MUCH system. In Figure 4.22, annotation nodes have bracketed indicator before 

them; while document headings have no bracketed indicator before them. The bracketed 

term ‘comment’ precedes a node which indicated an annotation. The nodes beginning with 

‘[agree]’ are annotations on annotation. They together constitute a discussion. 

New Version 

Structure of the Data Files 

[comment] B tree is better in this case 

[agree] Good Idea 

[agree] Database routine available 

Structure of Indices 

Database Operations Supported 

  

Figure 4.22: Displaying annotation and discussion. 

4.5.1.4. Loading Information 

Given the large investment which groups make in document production, it certainly can not 

expect to have a group to rewrite all its documents into the MUCH System. Instead, the 

MUCH System supports the automatic importation of existing information so long as that 

information is in electronic form and has logical markup. The importation facilities of 

MUCH operate on documents which have SGML-like markup. The importation program 

parses a document and moves the document sections into MUCH node blobs, uses the sec- 

tion headings as node names, and links nodes according to the logical structure reflected in 

the section heading markups.
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4.5.2. Document Retrieval 

Information retrieval is fundamental to computer science and is particularly vital for docu- 

ment reuse. Once documents have been organised, sophisticated strategies can be applied to 

retrieving document components. In addition to providing the traditional functionality of 

any computer-based information retrieval system, a document reuse support system should 

aid in the comprehension process [103]. 

4.5.2.1. Browsing with a Fisheye View 

Simpson and McKnight [114] found that of a range of structural cues, including an alpha- 

betical index, hierarchical contents list, varieties of typography, and current position indica- 

tors, it was the hierarchical contents list that was associated with the most efficient naviga- 

tion through a hypertext document and the subsequent location of information. In the con- 

text of a document, a fisheye view shows full details of the immediate location and outlines 

of other parts of the document. Although the fisheye approach solves some problems, it can 

be disconcerting. As a user moves the focus of attention, the screen changes drastically, and 

the user must reorient [93]. This suggests the need for an evolutionary fisheye view, that is, 

a view that reflects a user’s growing understanding. In MUCH, the folding-unfolding out- 

line provides a version of the fisheye-view with landmarks. Users can find what they want 

by unfolding down to certain levels. Those levels left folded are landmarks telling them 

where they are (see Figure 4.17). The stars on the left of the headings indicate that corre- 

sponding headings have subheadings for unfolding. 

4.5.2.2. Browsing with Attributes 

When browsing, some information associated with the outline headings is helpful. The con- 

ventions of text layout and typography are important aids to effective browsing in paper- 

based systems, and can be applied in computer-based systems. The various link types in 

MUCH provide this kind of meta-information and have been found to be useful aids to 

browsing. 

In MUCH, each time a node is selected so that the associated text is displayed, the 

person who created the node and whoever updated it get one selection credit. This means 

among other things that a complete list of who updated something must be maintained. 

Users can elect to see an alphabetically sorted list of all users with their select credits. They 

can also get a view of the outline with the nodes showing the sum of selection credits. This 

information effectively allows a reader to see how much information is beneath a node. 

The folding-unfolding outline is the basic overview paradigm in MUCH. To exploit it 

and also allow users to get a wide range of informational views, other information can be 

distributed across the outline. Given an outline, information which may appear across it 

includes [103]:
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* word distribution, 

* persons, and 

* dates. 

Thus if a user asks for a view of the outline that includes a distribution of a certain character 

string, a section heading will be annotated with the sum of the string occurrence of in all the 

hierarchically dependent nodes under that section (see Figure 4.23). The same principle 

applies to the distribution of date information; the searcher specifies a date range and the 

fold/unfold outline shows at each heading how often a subordinate heading was created dur- 

ing that date range. 
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Figure 4.23: Browsing with attributes. 

4.5.3. Document Reorganisation 

The information found in the document retrieval process does not by itself constitute a new 

product, as the information must be reorganised [76,103]. Traversals of a semantic network 

create views which on the one hand support an individual in obtaining a particular view of 

the existing information and on the other hand are the basis of reuse strategies. Given that a 

hypermedia library is viewed as one large semantic network, a traversal of it, that selects 

only a small portion of the library and produces a particular subnetwork, has effectively 

reused information. 

MUCH provides primitive operations to support the restructuring of retrieved sections 

of existing documents into new documents. These operations include functions for:
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° adding and editing a node, 

° making links between existing nodes, 

° moving a node from under one section to under the other section, 

° deleting a node, and 

° deleting a hierarchy of nodes. 

4.5.3.1. Filtered Traversal 

The above mentioned restructuring is a labour intensive way to reorganise material, but a 

computer may be used more intensively by calling on it to do reorganisation based on the 

existing network of information. A traversal of the logical network underlying the docu- 

ment material can produce various hierarchical views of the network. By selectively 

retrieving items from the network first and then creating a new document from only those 

items which have been retrieved, a user gains additional flexibility in the retrieval plus reor- 

ganisation effort. 

The method for generating views is similar in many ways to the one presented in the 

previous chapter. But there are also some differences in that: 

° instead of using both link types and node types (node classes), the simplified method 

only uses a limited number of link types, 

° the traversal still goes on links, but it visits a eg at most once (the previous algo- 

rithm visits a link once, but may visit a node more than once. For detail see the algo- 

rithm section of this chapter), and 

° a user interface is provided to assign traversal options (such as link types, the depth, 

and the starting node). 

This method has the following steps: 

° cutting down some links (marking the links as ‘deadend’), 

° selecting a starting a node for the traversal (the default is the root of the hyperspace), 

° selecting link types that the traversal will follow (the default traversal goes along links 

in all types), and 

° specifying how deep the traversal will go (the default is no limit). 

The method can generate one view at a time. The deadend feature can simulate the effect of 

link deletion. And in order not to duplicate information no copying functions are provided. 

Users can specify the kind of traversal which should occur to generate a specific out- 

line. When a user clicks on the ‘Generate Outline’ button in the main menu a dialogue win- 

dow appears for assigning traversal options, which include starting node, depth of traversal, 

types of links to be traversed, and other retrieval criteria (see Figure 4.24). In this way, the 

traversal program exploits the knowledge of the semantic net underlying the library of
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document material and allows users to find and reuse information by generating hierarchical 

views. 
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Figure 4.24: Assigning traversal options. 

4.5.3.2. An Alternate Outline Method 

One particular view of a document is an alternate outline. An alternate outline is a kind of 

hierarchical view, which presents a document from another angle. It usually covers most 

contents of a document rather than a small part of a document. For generating an alternate 

outline, some additional efforts should be made in the document creating process so that the 

produced document components can be presented in another way. In one approach as 

described in Chapter 3, the lexical pattern of outlines has been exploited to facilitate the 

preparation of alternate outlines. The method consists of the following steps: 

° naming outline headings in a way that makes the lexical pattern evident, 

° organising a document with a model that makes the lexical pattern appear across the 

outline of the document, 

° adding some nodes (headings) at the top level for an alternate outline, and 

° adding some links from those added nodes to some existing nodes. 

Then one can use the steps of view generating method to generate an alternate outline. 

The following examples explain how alternate outlines can be generated in various 

ways in the MUCH system. In Figure 4.25, on the upper left-hand side is an outline win- 

dow that presents the original outline of a document on ‘Reuse Process’. The highlighted 

heading ‘Reuse Technology’ is the root node for an alternate outline of the document. 

Although there are links from the node ‘Methodology’ to three method sections in the origi- 

nal outline, these sections can not be seen under the node ‘Methodology’. This is because 

the ‘Method’ sections have been visited by the depth-first traversal in the process of generat- 

ing the original outline on ‘Reuse Process’. In order to see the alternate outline of the
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document, one of the methods is to generate an outline from the root node of the alternate 

outline. At the lower part of the screen is a dialogue box for assigning the traversal options, 

in which the node ‘Reuse Technology’ is assigned as the ‘Start Node’ for the depth-first 

traversal. On the upper right-hand side is another outline window which presents the resul- 

tant alternate outline. 
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Figure 4.25: Generating an alternate outline from a given node. 

Another method to generate the same alternate outline is to set the “deadend’ attribute 

of the link <Alternate Outline Example, D_document, Reuse Process> to be ‘Yes’. This can 

be done by using ‘modify link’ function. In Figure 4.26, on the upper left-hand side outline 

window is original outline. After setting the ‘deadend’ value, the alternate outline appears 

in the upper right-hand side window. 

A third method to generate the same alternate outline is to change the ‘order’ of the 

two links of <Alternate Outline Example, D_document, Reuse Process> and <Alternate 

Outline Example, D_document, Reuse Technology>. When ‘Reuse Technology’ is placed 

before “Reuse Process’, the alternate outline appears. 

If multiple views of a document are prepared, these methods can present one view of 

the document at a time. To appreciate the methods, users have to understand and expect the 

result from the depth-first traversal algorithm. With the methods, a document is a hierarchi- 

cal view of the underlying network. Similar to the Intermedia Web approach, hierarchical 

views can also be generated by traversing only selected types of link. In the MUCH system 

this method is used to separate the three types of information object: thesauri, documents, 

and annotations, rather than to generate different documents. The reason is that it is difficult
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Figure 4.26: Generating an alternate outline by setting deadends. 

for users to remember with what link type or what combination of link types they can gener- 

ate a particular document that authors created previously. 

4.6. Evaluative Studies 

User testing speaks to the validity of the engineering and work models. In many cases the 

relationships between work models and system design can not be adequately pursued with- 

out careful user studies [105]. The MUCH system is being actively used in collaborative 

authoring, collaborative software reusing, and teaching computer science students in 

dynamic, laboratory-based classes. On drinking one’s own medicine, these practices pro- 

vide data and insight into the collaborative writing and reuse process. This wide variety of 

expertise and background knowledge together with lessons learned feeds directly into the 

considerations for its further development. 

4.6.1. Software Document Reuse 

The Practitioner project[27,10] was an EC (European Community) project aimed at explor- 

ing the factors that influence effective software reuse, with an emphasis on technical factors. 

Its partners include Asea Brown & Boveri AG (ABB, Germany), Computer Resources Inter- 

national (CRI, Denmark), PCS Computer Systeme GmbH (PCS, Germany), Brunel Univer- 

sity (Ubr, UK), and Liverpool University (Uli, UK). The research methodology of the Prac- 

titioner project combines theoretical studies and surveys, as well as software tool develop- 

ment. Deliverables include recommendations, standards, as well as PRESS (Practitioner 

REuse Support System) — a tool set supporting some major reuse functionalities.
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Over a period of 5 years of development PRESS [11] underwent numerous changes to 

accommodate the changing constraints of the real world and incorporate the results of new 

research. Basically the PRESS toolkit can help in the following tasks: 

° making thesauri and making glossaries, 

° indexing software-related documents and making them accessible to retrieval, 

° browsing and searching software-related documents, 

° analysing domain-specific texts, 

° reorganising a software-related document set, and 

° designing software by reusing existing software concepts and components. 

Figure 4.27 shows the typical workflow using PRESS’s tool set. The raw material is studied 

by the domain analyst who creates various representations or views of the information in the 

raw material. The development engineer accesses this library in the course of finding mate- 

rial to reuse, and reorganises the reusable information into the new design documents [97]. 
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Figure 4.27: Two smiling faces. 

The PRESS tool set adopts a component-centered description of software, called a 

questionnaire. The form of questionnaires is based on the IEEE Recommended Practice for 

Software Design Descriptions Standards [36]. However, unlike the IEEE standards, ques- 

tionnaires do not prescribe the usage of any particular design notation or language. Ques- 

tionnaires correspond closely to Macro and Buxton’s concept of an archive, that is, a
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structured store of both technical materials pertaining to outputs of the major software life- 

cycle stages, and management control materials [67]. 

Specifically, questionnaires contain some 30 description primitives, that can be 

divided into three major categories: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

administrative information about the questionnaire itself, such as ‘authorising person’, 

‘created by person’, and ‘date of creation’; 

black box description of the component, consisting of: 

a) general properties of the software concept, such as ‘Definition’ and ‘Purpose’ 

b) interfaces with other software components, and 

c) "pointers" to other questionnaires/files, such as ‘code module’, ‘documentation’, 

and ‘test package’. 

clear box description of the internal structure of the component in terms of its sub- 

components and their interrelationships. 

In PRESS each questionnaire represents a ‘software concept’ which is the abstract of the 

software component. 

4.6.1.1. MUCH in PRESS 

The PRESS system contains 3 subsystems, called PRESSTO, PRESTIGE, and MUCH 

(MUCH Athena), which are briefly described below: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

PRESSTO implements an entirely automatic ‘baseline’ method for indexing and 

retrieving software documentation [13]. 

PRESSTIGE uses questionnaires to represent software components, and supports 

keyword based indexing and retrieval of questionnaires [78]. The PRESSTIGE tool 

set includes: a tool for building and maintaining domain thesauri (called “Thesaurus 

Tool’), a tool for editing/viewing questionnaires (called “Questionnaire Tool’), a tool 

for searching questionnaires using keyword indices (called ‘Search Tool’), and a tool 

that imports descriptions of software components from the CASE tool TeamWork™ 

into the questionnaire tool. 

MUCH is a hypertext system. It has functions to import "flat" documents into hierar- 

chical hypertext (using document outlines), to browse questionnaires, and to reorgan- 

ise hierarchical hypertext [96,103]. 

In the PRESS tool set MUCH mainly takes the part as a tool for the writing with reuse task 

[110]. Figure 4.28 shows the data flow diagram of the PRESS Tool set [98]. The tool-to- 

tool connection between MUCH and other PRESS tools has been built on two bases: the 

thesaurus and the the questionnaire. As a questionnaire has a pre-defined structure, it can be 

TM. TeamWork is a trademark of Cadre Technologies Inc.
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Figure 4.28: Data flow diagram of the PRESS tool set. 

considered as a hypertext template. The importing utility of the MUCH system has been 

extended to import questionnaires into MUCH. The PRESSTIGE thesaurus and question- 

naires can be loaded into MUCH as a semantic net. 

In PRESSTIGE, users can display a questionnaire with the QuestionnaireTool and the 

SearchTool. With the QuestionnaireTool, users can select a concept reference from the text 

and obtain its contents in another window. However, users have no convenient way to get 

an overview of a particular questionnaire or a collection of related questionnaires. The 

browsing ability of the MUCH system and its outline processing facilities enable users to 

move freely and seamlessly back and forth between the thesaurus and the questionnaire 

database (see Displaying software concepts by unfolding"). Moreover, users can also 

unfold the sub-questionnaires and related documents (including code) for details. As an 

authoring tool MUCH enables users to prepare new questionnaires and other software- 

related documents by reorganising the relevant information in the retrieved questionnaires. 

The MUCH system has been successfully used in the final demonstration of the Practitioner 

project for writing an offer with the reuse of the existing questionnaires and documents.
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Figure 4.29: Displaying software concepts by unfolding. 

4.6.1.2. Feedback from a Workplace 

The project [100] described in this section is one of the extensions of the Practitioner pro- 

ject between its two former partners, ABB and Liverpool University. It aimed at exploiting 

the requirements and the potential applications of the MUCH-like hypermedia systems in a 

real workplace. 

The work occurred in 4 phases. In the first phase, the MUCH system was refined and 

its application to collaborative authoring and reuse at ABB was further considered. Scenar- 

ios were developed to show how the MUCH system could support writing with reuse. In 

the second phase, there was a workshop at ABB Heidelberg. The MUCH system was 

installed and discussion was made with ABB partners on their needs for collaborative 

authoring and reuse. The potential contribution of a MUCH-like tool to business units 

within ABB was ascertained. In the third phase, a second visit to ABB was made to gauge 

user and research staff feedback. A final report was written to summarise the progress in 

this contract and to propose the next steps which might be taken to exploit a MUCH-like 

tool at a real workplace. 

After the installation of the MUCH system, a sample thesaurus, questionnaires, soft- 

ware documentation, and code were loaded into the MUCH database. ABB Central 

Research made a demonstration of the system to some ABB units. The functions to import 

and export existing documents and the folding-unfolding outline were considered very
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helpful [110]. Problems (or the desired requirements) found were that: 

° since the ‘questionnaires’ have a standard outline, it was easy to feel lost on which 

document was being read, 

° the bi-directional navigation was not supported, which limited the browsing ability 

among related documents, 

° diagrams were not supported, which were important in software documents, 

° the ability to use different commercial databases as back-ends was not supported, 

° the flexibility to incorporate standard text-processing tools as editors was not sup- 

ported, and 

° the portability on different platforms, such as IBM PC or Apple Macintosh based sys- 

tems, was not supported. 

Based on the feedback, the Andrew multimedia editor was incorporated into the MUCH 

system to replace the Athena interface module. A network browser that supports bi- 

directional navigation was added. 

4.6.1.3. Real World Example 

ABB (Asea Brown Boveri) is one of the world’s largest companies and is naturally con- 

cerned about software reuse. A major activity at ABB, as at many other companies, is the 

production of proposals in response to calls for tenders. In one of the ABB business units, a 

standard template is used to prepare offers. The business unit has built a file store of 

reusable textual fragments (such as ‘Introduction to the Unit’ and ‘Equipment Descrip- 

tions’) for filling in the template. A set of rules has been defined to select particular frag- 

ments from a group of alternatives. The following scenario provides an overview of how 

the communication and coordination model might work for implementing this application. 

The ABB collaborative reuse process is largely implemented by people with the sup- 

port of word-processing and information retrieval tools. The offer reuse process is based on 

the following preparatory work: 

° the manager agrees on standards, such as the standard template for offers, and rules 

for coordination, such as communication protocols and regulations on the work pro- 

cess, and 

° the librarian classifies and indexes finished offers, and builds a reusable component 

library by using a standard offer template as a micro-thesaurus and indexing reusable 

fragments under corresponding headings of the template. 

A particular offer-preparing process starts after a call for tender is received: 

(1) The engineer creates a new offer template message. The offer template message is 

created by using the standard offer template. The engineer completes the background 

and project independent entries. Some of the fields are filled automatically, such as
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the time when the message is created. 

(2) The engineer workspace notifies the engineer role instances of the arrival of the offer 

message. When a message arrives in its in-tray, the workspace determines who should 

deal with it by checking the division of responsibilities in the role instance rule sets. 

One engineer is responsible for completing those fields which have reusable fragments 

in the reusable component library, and he or she interacts with the user to decide 

which fragments to use. This can be a semi-automatic process by using the set of 

rules defined in the work unit. Another engineer is responsible for filling out those 

fields which have no fragments to reuse in the library. 

(3) The manager, engineers, and end-users make comments and modify the offer message. 

After the technical fields are completed, the message is made public to all the relevant 

engineers, managers, and end-users for comments. 

(4) The manager fills the administrative entries and approves the offer. 

When an offer is approved and dispatched, the librarian also receives this offer message 

which initiates another process: 

° the librarian assigns a few index terms to the finished offer, 

° particularly indexes the fragments which are evaluated as reusable by the engineers 

and managers and places them into the reusable fragments library, and 

° updates, if necessary, the thesaurus. 

The process occurs repeatedly at ABB. 

4.6.1.4. Discussion 

Most existing software information comes in the form of documents. Thus the Practitioner 

project has provided tools by which users can exploit the organisation in existing software 

documents and tools to manipulate word patterns and outlines. On the other hand, the abil- 

ity to reorganise information is increased as the organisation of that information is extended. 

Accordingly, the Practitioner system also provides tools for creating hypertext-oriented 

descriptions of software information, namely, thesauri and questionnaires. 

Outlines are the pre-eminent organisational structure of documents. Software docu- 

ments of all types may have outlines. These outlines are not, however, as frequently used in 

supporting reuse as they could be. To the extent that outlines are not sufficient to guide 

reuse, additional effort is needed to abstract the contents of existing software documents and 

to represent that information in easily manipulable ways. Thesauri and questionnaires are 

constructed, often at great labour cost, for the purpose of facilitating the recovery of infor- 

mation. But they may also support reorganisation by guiding novel traversals of outlines. 

The different subsystems of the Practitioner project are being integrated in a reuse sys- 

tem that spans the range of organising, retrieving, and reorganising functions. The docu- 

ment-oriented functions are based on word patterns and outlines. Thesauri and
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questionnaires enhanced them to the hypertext-oriented representations. The reorganisation 

facilities can be immediately applied to outlines, but as the descriptions become richer or 

more hypertext-oriented, the reorganisation opportunities increase. 

The main problems encountered in applying the Practitioner methodology are the dif- 

ficulty of creating the vocabulary and of completing the questionnaires. The inconsistent 

and unstable terminology of application domains makes the building and maintaining of the 

thesaurus difficult and costly. Filling in questionnaires is a process of analysing and under- 

standing work processes; it is the most time consuming step in the Practitioner methodology 

and can hardly be automated. Through time users may see that additional investment in the 

organisation of the information will pay dividends in the retrieving and reorganising poten- 

tial of the system. Users may gradually build thesauri and questionnaires and see how such 

investments support reuse. 

The future directions of the former Practitioner partners reflect a concern to deal with 

these problems. Training programs have been initiated for software engineers and managers 

to help them appreciate the importance of developing domain models. Careful work with 

customers is guiding the refinement of the Practitioner methodologies so that the system can 

be modularised and adapted for different business units. A collaborative hypermedia sys- 

tem provides a flexible infrastructure for integration of tools for thesauri, questionnaires, 

documents, and design drawings. A scenario is developed which will further illustrate the 

combination of tools in the collaborative hypermedia environment which best support cer- 

tain groups with certain tasks. 

4.6.2. Collaborative Authoring with Reuse 

In order to see if the MUCH system can help in collaborative authoring with reuse, three 

deliverables and three books were written with the system. The following sections describe 

the deliverable and book authoring experience. 

4.6.2.1. Three Project Deliverables 

The deliverables for the Practitioner project, the ABB and Liverpool University project, and 

the OSCAR (Open Systems for Collaborative Authoring and Reuse) project were prepared 

with MUCH Athena. There were 4 people involved in the writing of the Practitioner deliv- 

erables, 2 people in ABB & Uli deliverables, and 6 people in OSCAR deliverables. The 

collaborative and reuse features of the system have been highlighted in these practices, 

since they heavily relied on coordination and reuse of existing documents prepared during 

the whole periods of the projects [100]. 

As a first step, three databases were set up for each of the tasks and relevant docu- 

ments of the projects were loaded into the databases. As the money which the team receives 

depended on successfully completing the large deliverables within the deadlines, authors 

focused exclusively on document reuse and collaboration. The cohesiveness of the material
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was less critical than the coverage of certain topics, a certain length, and a certain appear- 

ance of the material. The MUCH system proved an helpful tool in the collaborative effort. 

Within two weeks the authors of the deliverables went from having no draft version of the 

deliverables to having two, approximately 100-page deliverables. Observations were made 

throughout the whole writing process. Questionnaires were sent to all members of each 

authoring groups, collected, and analysed. Interviews were made informally. The feedback 

confirmed a certain degree of success. 

Success was reflected in the fact that the tasks were completed with very tight sched- 

ules. Factors that led to the success were: 

e a professor supervised the projects closely. Plans were written, team members’ 

responsibilities were defined, face-to-face meetings were held regularly, email was 

used intensively, 

. the shared documents provided the fundamental support, 

° the hypertext environment helped note taking and outlining, and 

° the system helped monitor the authoring progress. 

There were many lessons learned, to list a few: 

° the system could not tell who was using the system, what parts of the information 

space they were accessing, and where they were. Without such information, it is 

impossible to setup communication properly, 

° it was difficult to find updates or annotations made by others in certain periods, and 

° when retrieving, the writing space is unavailable, when writing the communication g 

space is unavailable. This inconvenienced the authoring and reuse process. 

Another major lesson learned is that after reuse, original documents being reused were 

destroyed. Experience suggested that copy functions are still needed, especially when mate- 

rials are reused from a shared document library. 

4.6.2.2. Software Reuse Book 

This section takes one of the books being written as a case study to see to what extent the 

MUCH system and its underlying reuse method have been used. The book is named ‘Soft- 

ware Reuse’. Considering that the authoring of the book would be mainly a process of 

reusing the deliverables, reports, papers produced and collected in the Practitioner project, 

the goal was to finish the book in two months, from the 20th of July to the end of Septem- 

ber. In the summer of 1992 two students did the authoring with reuse experiment. Weigang 

Wang supervised them. The book was written with the Andrew version of the MUCH sys- 

tem.
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Coordination Protocols 

The lesson learned from the collaborative authoring of the project deliverables is that the 

most important factor to the success of collaborative authoring and reuse is that well-defined 

working procedures are agreed by all collaborators. A coordination protocol was drafted 

and circulated among team members. Figure 4.30 shows the original protocol extracted 

from the database. 

In order to achieve a good coordination, please every one follow the following protocols : 

Stuart takes the major responsibility of the writing and the integration of comments from others. Michelle takes the second 

major responsibility of the writing, takes the major responsibility of coordination, especially initiates and keeps record of 

meetings. Weigang takes responsibility of coordination between Roy team, suggests and comments the contents of the 

book. 

News, ChangLog and Plans: when major changes made please add short notes in the News or ChangeLog, please read 

these nodes the first thing after you start the system. To having people’s fast attention, one can send email as well 

email: email should and only be used as the reminder of the activities happening or happened, and what and where in the 

reuse book the activities involved. The major contents of the message, such as changes or comments made, should be 

directly added in the reuse book database. 

Version Management: Currently, there is no version management support in the MUCH system, when major changes is to 

be made, please down load the parts (subtree) and name the file in the format: ‘topheadingDDMMHH; Please everyone to 

create a directory to maintain these files which can only be deleted after the major phase shift (see bellow) happens 

face-to-face meeting: when major and urgent issues arise the face—to—face meet can be arranged and coordinated and 
recorded by Michelle 

Comments in the Node; please add ‘[**’ and ‘ your name**]’ to quote the comments you made, Stuart is responsible to 

interpret and incorporate them into the draft and remove the annotation marked 

Comments as a separated Node: this comments should have a link—type ‘comment’ 

Telephone: used when immediate feedback is needed 

  

Figure 4.30: Coordination protocols. 

Schedules 

The two-month plan was detailed as five phases (see Figure 4.31). 

Phase one ‘Preparation’ (20, July - 9, Aug): to initiate the task, understand the background, and familiar with materials to 

be reused, please make comments on the materials read, input materials not in electronic format (typing or scanning), 

consider possible structure of the book 

Phase two ‘Rough Draft’ (10, Aug - 23, Aug): this could be a very rough draft, alternate outlines are suggested, a high level 
preferred outline is suggested, contents are put under proper headings 

Phase three ‘First Draft’ (24, Aug - 6, Sept): this is a first real draft, structures and contents of the book should have been 
decided, detailed outline is developed with related contents in it 

Phase four ‘Revised Draft’ (7, Sept - 20, Sept): this is a semi-final draft, outline and contents are revised; figures, 
references, indices are reviewed; a paper version is printed 

Phase five ‘Final Book’ (21, Sept - 30, Sept): polish the contents and format, submit the book 

  

Figure 4.31: Two-month plan. 

In each phase, a detailed weekly plan was prepared (see Figure 4.32).
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week one (20, July - 26, Judy): to initiate the task, identify and allocate personnel to the task (done by Roy), select materials 

and load them into the MUCH system, contact people who may contribute materials for the book, establish protocol for 
coordination (Plans, ChangeLog, Administration)(done by Weigang), establish communication between team members and 

record the communication and collaboration (done by Michelle); a utility for converting documents in MUCH (troff macro 

used in Athena version) to MUCHA (Andrew version) is prepared for continuously importing selected existing materials 
(done by Weigang) 

week two (27, July - 2, Aug): familiar with existing materials and the MUCH system, make comments on materials read 

week three (3, Aug - 9, Aug): investigate the possibility of scanning materials (by Stuart and Michelle), read and comment 

more materials including those from other sources, consider possible structures for the book (all of us) 

week four (10, Aug - 16, Aug): prepare a rough draft, Michelle prepares the introductory parts, and Stuart prepares other 

chapters; 

week five (17, Aug - 23, Aug): arough draft is generated, multiple alternate outlines are suggested, and a preferred outline 

is agreed 

  

Figure 4.32: Weekly plan. 

Observations 

A database was created for the book. The reusable materials were imported into the 

database. For coordinating the team work and monitoring progress, a special document 

(Reuse Book Group) was prepared in the database and updated weekly in the authoring pro- 

cess. This document included the coordination protocol, the schedule, and the weekly 

progress report (see Figure 4.33). 

At the brainstorming stage, all team members were asked to suggest a structure for the 

book. In Figure 4.34, on the left-hand side is the outline of the initial version ([v0]) of the 

book created by Weigang Wang. This was a quick reorganisation of the existing documents. 

On the right-hand side was the outline suggested by Prof. Roy Rada. Stuart MacGlashan 

and Michelle Usher also suggested their outlines (see Figure 4.35). 

After annotation and discussion activities had occurred with the support of the MUCH 

system, a face-to-face meeting was held. It was decided to broaden the coverage of the 

book beyond the scope of the Practitioner project and to use Rada’s balanced outline as the 

main skeleton. A balanced outline is an outline (table of contents) which has syntactic, lex- 

ical and semantic balance [102]. The syntactic balance requires an outline to be in a bal- 

ance tree structure with each sub-tree having a similar size and shape. The lexical balance 

refers to a word pattern (repetition of a certain words) of headings among the subsections of 

sections at the same level. The semantic balance concerns the consistency of the relation 

between two levels. It was recommended to keep the balanced outline principle in mind 

throughout the authoring process. 

The two-month plan had been largely implemented. The first version of the book had 

been produced. The outline in the left-hand side window of Figure 4.36 presents the high- 

level structure of the first version of the book (indicated as [v1]). However, the expectation 

that the book could be readily finished in two months was overly optimistic. The draft was
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Medium Term Plan 
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*“ Software Reuse and Domain Analysis [v2] 
“ Software Reuse [v3] 
[Comment] References 
authors     

23rd Jan 93 

Have been working through corrections suggested by Wade, and have 

been making some of my own. By reading through all of the book in this way I 

am also endeavouring to sort out any problems with zips, and perhaps add 

some more where appropriate, as well as any English problems that I spot as 

I go along. 

Goals for the week :— 

To finish doing this for organisation chapter and progress to the others. 

FStStStStetetatatatatatat=tatatat=tetetatstetatat= 

30th Jan 93 

For this week : I had hoped to “To finish doing this for organisation chapter 

and progress to the others” but I noticed anomolies in the structure of the 

Organization and Retrieval chapters and have extensively reworked them, 

this is not quite finished. I have also added some new material about software 

engineering issues in the introduction.   
Figure 4.33: Shared information space for the book. On the left-hand side is an 

outline of existing documents, which include previous papers, technical reports, 

other reusable materials, and a special document ‘Reuse Book Group’. On the 

right-hand side is the content of the week plans of a student. 
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Figure 4.34: Initial outlines of the book.
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Figure 4.35: Other outlines of the book. 

reviewed by the book authoring team members and other researchers in Prof. Rada’s group. 

The major problem found by these internal reviewers was that the cohesiveness of the book 

was poor. 

Stuart MacGlashan continued to work on the book one day a week from the fall of 

1992 through the summer of 1993. The first two versions ([v1] and [v2]) of the book had 

been finished and sent to publishers. Comments from external reviewers had been incorpo- 

rated into the two versions of the book. The version three was prepared. One of the major 

changes in the third version [v3] was the incorporation of a software engineering section. 

Renata Malinowski, a professional copy editor, worked long hours on the book, particularly 

implementing changes indicated by Roy Rada. Figure 4.36 shows screen dump taken from 

three instances of the MUCH system. From left-hand side to right-hand side are three out- 

line windows (content windows are omitted). On the left-hand side is the outline of the first 

version of the book. In the middle is the outline of the second version. On the right-hand 

side is the outline of the final version of the book. 

Success was reflected in the fact that the book was finished before the other two books 

(which were started earlier than the software reuse book) and that the book was conse- 

quently published. The ability to visualise the structures of the documents being written 

and being reused was considered helpful for authoring such a large document. Also the 

explicit hierarchical structures helped to divide the work among team members. 

Many lessons have been learned from book authoring:
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Figure 4.36: Versions of the book. 

° It was hypothesised that with reusable materials ready and through collaborative 

effort, the book authoring would be a simpler task. The experiment suggested that 

document reuse, especially book authoring, is not a simple editing process. Document 

reuse needs innovation. To produce a cohesive document is a hard and time consum- 

ing task. A team of people involved in reuse must communicate extensively to pro- 

duce one seamless product and this is more easily achieved by one person working for 

a long time than by many people working for a short time. 

° It was hypothesised that a balanced outline would guide the collaborative reuse and 

the production of a cohesive book. However, in practice students felt the balanced 

outline principle, especially the lexical balance [102], was difficult to follow. They 

felt that it was not easy to divide a topic into non-duplicated pieces so as to fit in the 

different occurrences of the lexical pattern. In the end, only a small portion of the 

book (parts of the second section) actually reflected this balanced outline. 

° It was hypothesised that a balanced outline could help authors to produce an alternate 

outline of the document. And it was anticipated that the book authoring itself could 

serve as an example of the reuse method. As a balanced outline had not been created 

across the whole document, the alternate outline did not come as a by-product. If the 

goal had been to produce a hypertext document with multiple alternate outlines, then 

from the experience gained in the book authoring much more effort would have been 

required than that was put into the book production.
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° In the deliverable authoring experiments all the original documents disappeared after 

reusing and no versions of the deliverables were kept. This greatly inconvenienced 

later reuse. In the reuse book database some original documents were still there and 

four versions of the reuse book were kept. As no copying function is provided with 

the system, these versions of the book were made by first exporting an earlier version 

of the book, and then importing it into the database. This highlighted the need for 

copying functions. 

° It was hypothesised that many components (sections and subsections) of the reused 

documents could remain unchanged in the new book, however, when the book was 

finished almost all nodes had been edited. This highlighted the difference between 

conventional document reuse and hypertext document reuse, as the latter places its’ 

emphasis on creating views to share existing information. 

Though the system supports partial WYS7WIS (What You See Is What I See) editing, the co- 

editing was hardly used. The book authoring was mainly an distributed asynchronous 

authoring process. Comments were made either as an annotation node or on paper. The 

former was used much less often than the latter. 

4.6.3. Survey with Questionnaires 

Two questionnaire surveys on the use of the MUCH system were conducted in the middle of 

1992 and in the middle of 1993. The questionnaires were designed after the questionnaire 

used in the usability study on a well-known groupware system named Lotus Notes [69]. In 

the following two sections, the interpretations of them are provided. The questionnaires 

with aggregated answers are given in appendix A and B. 

4.6.3.1. Interpretation of Questionnaire I 

The questionnaire survey was conducted in the July and August of 1992. At the time, 

MUCH Athena was in daily use and a preliminary Andrew version of the MUCH system 

was just put on trial. Questionnaires were sent to a sample of subjects who were researchers 

and students working in the research organisation. The number of people in the organisa- 

tion was 25, and 18 of them were sent questionnaires. These 18 people were selected 

because they were the users of the Athena version of the MUCH system. Eleven question- 

naires were returned. The questionnaire with aggregated answers is given in Appendix A. 

Only two subjects tried the Andrew version of the MUCH system, their answers particular 

to that version were marked with ‘Andrew version’ in Appendix A. Data from the collected 

answers suggested that: 

° almost all users who answered the questionnaire used the system at least once a day 

and half of them had used the system more than six months. So as a prototype the 

system can be considered to be heavily used.
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° monitoring projects is one of the highest ranking uses of the system. It can provide 

managers with high level managerial views and can provide co-authors with collabo- 

ration views of the authoring and reuse process. 

° the most heavily used functions of the system are co-authoring, browsing, generating 

hierarchical views, annotating, and document importing/exporting. 

° users consider that the system improves group working efficiency more than it 

improves individual working efficiency. 

° high ranking ‘the likes’ are 

° easy to share information, 

e easy to store and organise information, and 

° easy to find out what is happening in the research group. 

° high ranking ‘the dislikes’ are 

° communication less personal, 

° hard to find out which database might be useful, and 

e slow (Andrew version). 

° most users of the system communicate with people they currently work with, their 

superiors, and people in other office locations. 

° users consider MUCH special in its hierarchical views, explicit semantic net hypertext 

model, outline-based support, information distributed on outline, collaborative hyper- 

media, annotation and discussion, and text to and from hypertext conversion 

° the highest ranking facilities users like to see in the next version of the system are: 

° full-text indexing, 

° embedded buttons for browsing from blob to blob, 

° version management, 

° string search throughout the entire document, 

° list of current active users and the part of hyperspace they are located, 

° easy to find changes/annotations made by other people, and 

° context-sensitive help for ease of use. 

4.6.3.2. Interpretation of Questionnaire II 

This survey was performed from the end of April to the middle of June 1993, when MUCH 

Andrew had been put into use for more than half a year. MUCH Athena had not been used 

since MUCH Andrew was put into service. Questionnaires were sent to 10 randomly 

selected persons in Prof. Roy Rada’s research group. At the time there were around 32 peo- 

ple in the group. Seven questionnaires were returned. The questionnaire filled with
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aggregated answers is given in Appendix B. Data from the collected answers suggested 

that: 

° six out of seven persons in the sample used the MUCH system for more than half a 

year, and most of them used the system more than a few times a week. 

° for training to use the system, most users received help from others, and read the 

MUCH system user guide. Most users took less than an hour before they could start 

to use it. 

° the most intensive application of the system is to write documents. To accomplish 

administrative tasks ranks second. 

° most users regularly accessed only one database. 

° the most heavily used functions of the system are co-authoring, browsing, editing, and 

searching for information. 

° most users consider the system ‘somewhat useful’ for improving individual and group 

efficiency. 

° most users made copies from the original documents when the document was reused. 

As the system does not support copying. A node content is copied with the cut-and- 

paste function of the X window system. A document is copied by down-loading a 

document and then reloading it. 

. many users want a way to have two nodes open simultaneously for content cut-and- 

paste. 

° many users want to have a graphical browser in addition to the outline browser. 

° few users had used referential links as the system was largely used for authoring con- 

ventional documents. 

° people like the unfolding outline, the Andrew multimedia WYSIWYG (What You See 

Is What You Get) editor, and the shared documents. 

° people do not like the slowness, the lack of privacy, and the lack of hypertext feature 

of the system. 

4.6.4. Data Analysis 

The MUCH Athena and MUCH Andrew versions of the MUCH system have been used for 

three years by over 200 people. Eleven databases were created for different tasks and users. 

These tasks can be generally classified into conventional document authoring (the final 

product is expected to be presented on paper) and hypertext document authoring (the final 

product is expected to be more than simply in a tree structure and will be presented in the 

MUCH system). The users are mainly computer science students and researchers. In con- 

ventional document authoring, three books and two project deliverables were written by 

researchers and essays were written by students. In hypertext document authoring, an
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organisational manual was created by researchers. The system provides a testbed for gener- 

ating interesting questions and for seeking answers to these questions. The following are 

the three categories of these questions: 

1) questions on simple facts: 

How many people used the system? How many MUCH databases have been created? 

How big is each database? How many links and nodes are there in each database? 

How many links are there in each link type? Which functions are used most often? 

Which functions are not often used? 

2) questions on more than simple facts: 

Are any links and/or nodes inaccessible in the databases? Is there a need or benefit to 

have a big database rather than a set of small ones? Have the link types been used as 

the developer of the system expected? Are materials duplicated in different 

databases? 

3) questions on the hypotheses of the research: 

Has the alternate outline method been used? Is a network a necessary intermediate 

structure toward a hierarchical structure? Will people appreciate the possibility to 

express their mental model directly in a semantic net? Can a semi-structured semantic 

net help people to assign link types consistently? Can people appreciate the document 

composing method of the MUCH system? 

The purpose of this study is to get an overview of the general use of the system rather than 

the behaviours of individual users. Users were involved anonymously and were not explic- 

itly informed of their participation. Programs were written to extract statistical data from 

the databases and from the system logs. These data were grouped into three tables for easy 

comparison and contrast. Table 4.4 provides general information on the use of the system. 

Table 4.5 is on the use of link types. Table 4.6 summarises the use of the system functions. 

The data in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 were extracted on the 28th of May in 1994. The data in 

Table 4.6 were collected from the MUCH system log in a randomly selected 40 days. and 

some The data not listed in the three tables were collected from the MUCH system monitor 

log in the same randomly selected 40 days. Close observation and informal interview with 

users had been done throughout the period of the experiment with the system. The data col- 

lected and users’ feedback provide answers to many questions asked above. In the follow- 

ing sections, together with each table, the analysis and interpretation are provided. Finally, 

a general discussion is given. 

4.6.4.1. The General Use of the System 

In order to answer the question on the document composing method of the MUCH system, 

the following hypothesis is formulated: 

people would make use of the hierarchical view generating method to explore the 

potential structures for the document they are creating.
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The hypothesis has two bases: one is the cognitive model adopted in the MUCH system and 

the other is the assumption that the depth-first traversal method is easy to understand. 

Base on the document composing (hierarchical generating) method of the MUCH sys- 

tem, if the hypothesis is true, than the following should occur: 

° a significant number of deadend links, 

° a significant number of links created between existing nodes, and 

° a significant number of invocations of the ‘generating outline’ function. 

A significant number corresponds to a non-trivial percentage of the occurrence of a specific 

event to the occurrence of all the events in a more general category. 

In Table 4.4, eleven databases and their general usage are listed. These databases have 

been created since 1992. Most databases have been accessed by more than 20 users during 

the two and a half years. The GeneralDB1, GeneralDB2, and ManagementDB databases 

are used for managing organisation. The OscarBook, ReuseBook, and GroupwareBook 

databases are for book authoring. The EheDb and GalenDB databases are for project deliv- 

erable authoring. The StudentDBs are for collaborative authoring in a classroom setting. In 

the above databases, only the ManagementDB is used explicitly for a hypertext authoring 

task, all the rest are for conventional document authoring. 
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Table 4.4: MUCH database statistics. DB stands for database. The size of Link 

DB and Info DB is given in Kilo bytes, while the size of Blob DB is given in 

Mega bytes. The ‘User’ column indicates the number of users of a database 

throughout the duration of its use given in the column ‘Duration’. The ‘Dend’ 

column is the number of links whose ‘Deadend’ value is ‘yes’. 

    

1) Deadends: 

There are over 300 deadend links in three of the databases. It seems that the deadend 

attribute has been extensively used. However, by examining the databases one finds that 

most of these deadend links were not assigned manually by users, rather they were assigned 

by the system automatically when existing documents were loaded into the databases. The
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reason behind this is that in the 1992 versions of the MUCH system the importing utility 

assigned the deadend value to all the leaf nodes of structured documents when they were 

imported. Another reason is that in the ‘Creating Link’ dialogue box, if a user sets the 

deadend to be true, then the deadend value becomes the default. Some users set the dead- 

end attribute by mistake, and then all the links they created afterwards were deadend links. 

This was confirmed by the users complaints that they could not create nodes under a certain 

nodes (which are actually created with ‘deadend’ links). The ‘link deadend’ attribute was 

rarely used intentionally as the builders of the system expected. Most users did not under- 

stand the deadend attribute. 

2) Links Created Between Existing Nodes: 

The system log indicated that among 225 links created only 10 links were created between 

existing nodes. 

3) Generate Outline: 

The system user log indicated that among 1000 user sessions the generating outline func- 

tion was activated only 23 times. Since the generate outline function is also used for search- 

ing tasks, its use for creating multiple views or alternate outlines of a document would be 

less than 23 times. However, within the same period, the ‘Unfolding’ function was used 

10,284 times. Users expected that the outlines they were able to see by unfolding gave all 

the document structures. 

The alternate outline generating method was rarely used, and the hypothesis that peo- 

ple would make use of the alternate outline generating method to explore the potential struc- 

tures for the document they are creating was not supported. 

In addition to the information related to the above hypothesis, Table 4.4 also gives 

much other useful information on the use of the system. The databases range from small to 

medium in size. Among the databases the number of nodes ranges from 228 to 1971 and 

the number of links ranges from 238 to 2124. The biggest tree structure generated from the 

databases has 1464 links. The node content (node blob) database ranges from 2 MB to 21 

MB. The disk space taken by node contents takes 74 MB. Both the total number of links 

and the total number of nodes are over 10,000. As a 200 page book (the software reuse 

book) in the system consists of 102 nodes, the 10,000 nodes printed on paper could be about 

100 books. 

In two of the databases the number of nodes is more than the number of links. This 

indicates that many nodes became isolated. Since in the system the node identifier is invisi- 

ble to users, these isolated nodes or disconnected sub-graphs become inaccessible. The rea- 

son is that when all the links to a node are deleted the node stays. 

Most of the databases are created for a single task and for a particular group of users. 

This seems to work well in most of the cases. However, there are needs for a large database 

which can hold a library of reusable materials for many tasks. For instance, many materials 

are duplicated in the groupware book database (GroupwareBook) and in the reuse book
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database (ReuseBook). If the two databases could be merged, the reusable materials would 

not be duplicated and the unwanted duplication of the contents in the two books could be 

detected more easily. 

Although access control was not used (except for very limited control applied to stu- 

dents), malicious deletion of others’ work had never happened. There were a few times that 

some work had been deleted by accident. The deleted work was recovered by manually 

retrieving the information in the database or from the daily backups of the databases. There 

are more databases than the ones listed in the above table. Those are the ones for private 

use, since in many occasions users want their work to be private. This indicates that if the 

system is extended to handle a large database, then different levels of access control will be 

needed. 

4.6.4.2. The Use of Link Types 

In order to see if people appreciate the opportunity to express their mental model directly in 

a semantic net and if a semi-structured semantic net help people to assign link types consis- 

tently, three hypotheses were formulated: 

Hypothesis - user named link type: 

in addition to using the provided link types, users will often assign their own descrip- 

tive link names. For instance, ‘comment’ is the provided annotation link type. Users 

may assign an annotation link ‘agree’ which is different from the link name ‘com- 

ment’ in the provided annotation link type. 

Hypothesis - default link type: 

in addition to using the default link types (i.e. the ‘document’ link), users will often 

select other provided link types (such as ‘comment’, ‘NT’, or ‘refer’). 

Hypothesis - typing link consistently: 

provided with a small set of well selected link types, users will be able to assign link 

types consistently. 

To ‘type link consistently’ means 1) the provided link types are used conformant to the 

expectation of the system developers, and 2) different users would use the same link types 

for the same purposes. For instance, given a document node and an annotation node, it is 

expected that an annotation link will be used from the document node to the annotation 

node, rather than in converse direction, so that by filtering out the annotation links the users 

can print a document without annotations. 

Table 4.5 shows that link types other than the default ‘document’ links were seldom 

selected (only 3.2% of the total number of links). Users rarely assigned link names to the 

four basic link types other than just selecting the provided ones (the sum of all the above 

‘others’ takes only 0.12% of the total number of links). Reference links were hardly used.
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Table 4.5: MUCH link type statistics. The top lines from left to right (from 

‘Gel’ to ‘St3’) are the abbreviations for the 11 databases listed top down in pre- 

vious table. The ‘D_’, ‘A_’, ‘R_’, and ‘T_’ indicate document, annotation, ref- 

erence, and thesaurus link categories respectively. D_Document is the default 

link type of the system. 

In three databases where the thesaurus links were used, they were used by the system 

developers to create examples. The database St3 (StudentDB3) is the only database where 

they were used by people other than the system developers. However, in that instance, they 

were used as a means for generating documents, rather than as a means to classify docu- 

ments as the system developers expected. 

The reference links take only 0.05% of the total number of links. In Stl (Stu- 

dentDB1), the reference links were also used as a means for generating documents, rather 

than as a means to refer to related information. Annotation links take 2.39% of the total 

number of links and they are used in all the databases. It was expected that users may like 

to have discussions in the MUCH system by creating annotation nodes from annotation 

nodes. However, across all these databases, annotation on annotation rarely appeared. 

The hypotheses on user named and default link types were not supported. Users 

rarely bothered to select link types or assign link names other than to use the default ones. 

Observation also indicated that the hypothesis on typing links consistently was not sup- 

ported. When a link type other than the default type was chosen, that choice was often 

inconsistent with the way another user would label a similar link. As only a small number 

of provided and user-named links were used, a semantic net with richly typed or named 

links was not created. The interpretation could be that the users had no real need for such 

complex semantic typing. The interpretation could also be that system had not well sup- 

ported the users to exploit the typing of links. The rareness of the thesaurus links might be
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because the databases were all relatively small in size. The need for a well-developed clas- 

sification structure was not obvious. 

4.6.4.3. The Use of Functions 

Table 4.6 lists the functions of the MUCH system and the statistics of their use. In the 

MUCH system, the ‘Lock node’ function is activated when users start to write anything in 

the content window. The ‘Update node’ function is activated when users save the changes. 

The ‘Create node’ function creates a node and a link from an existing node. The ‘Rename 

node’ function changes the name of a node. The ‘Save document’ function is used for pro- 

ducing a structured document from the underlying hypertext. The ‘Show work index’ pre- 

sents a window with a list of word in the content (blob) database. When users select a word 

in the list the frequency of the word will be distributed at the side of the headings in the out- 

line window. The ‘Send mail’ function can send the content of a node via email. The ‘Cre- 

ate link’ function creates a link between two existing nodes. During the 40 days there were 

51 users of the system. Thirty three of them were third-year computer science students in a 

class. The rest were the researchers in Prof. Roy Rada’s research group. 
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Table 4.6: MUCH function statistics. 

      

The most often used functions are the functions for browsing. The ‘Unfold section of 

outline’ function was used most often (10284 times). The ‘Reading node’ function ranked 

second (8681 times). The difference of the above two functions (10284 - 8681 = 1603) 

indicates that users browsed the outline (or semantic net) of the underlying hypertext more 

often than they read the contents of the nodes. The ‘Update node’ function ranked just after
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the browsing functions. This indicates that the node contents were modified very frequently 

(2688 times in 40 days). 

The ‘Quit’ function were used 717 times. If a user quits the system normally the func- 

tion should be called. However, the number of ‘Quits’ is not equal to the time that the sys- 

tem is used. Based on the log of the system monitor, the system was called 1012 times. 

The difference (1012 - 717 = 295) indicates that many users did not quit the system ‘nor- 

mally’ by click on the ‘Quit’ button in the outline window. The major reason behind this is 

that there are many other ways to quit the system. Inherited from the Andrew interface 

environment in every window and dialogue box there are two functions: ‘quit window’ and 

‘quit’. The former closes a window or a dialogue box, while the later quits the system. The 

second reason is that some occasions users failed to run the system because the two MUCH 

servers: the system monitor and the system lock demon were down. In those occasions the 

system would fail to start (these happened 12 times). Therefore the system was used 1000 

times. 

The ‘Save document’ function was used very frequently (257 times). This highlights the 

need for the co-existence of the online version and the paper version of the documents. The 

next highly used functions are the semantic net editing functions. The ‘Create node’, 

‘Rename node’ and ‘Modify link’ functions were used 215, 153, and 158 times, respec- 

tively. The ‘Send mail’ function was frequently used to notify collaborators of changes to 

their work. The ‘Generate outline’ function and the ‘Show Browser’ function were used but 

with a low frequency (23 times). The ‘Show word index’ function was used twice as much 

as the ‘Generate outline’ function. 

The ‘Create link’ function was not frequently used. This is consistent with the result 

from the analysis of the data from the databases — the non-hierarchical and referential links 

were rarely used. The ‘Delete link’ function was rarely used. One reason is that the per- 

mission for deletion has been restricted (most students do not have permission to delete 

links created by others). Another reason is that this function may cause the target node or 

hierarchy of the link to be inaccessible. The ‘Delete sub-tree’ function was not used. Actu- 

ally it was suspended because of the problems it caused. If the structure created is restricted 

to be a tree, then the function works as expected. But if the structure of the underlying 

hypertext is not restricted to be a tree, then the function will delete a tree generated from the 

underlying hypertext. This may cause unexpected deletions and cause some nodes and links 

to be inaccessible. 

The analysis of the data demonstrates that the system has been intensively used. The 

highest ranking functions used with the system are functions for hypertext browsing and 

hypertext editing. The exporting document function (‘Save document’) is the third most 

often used function, and this highlights the importance of a representation that can go 

between the worlds of paper and hypertext.
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4.6.4.4. Discussion 

In conventional document authoring, all books and project deliverables were successively 

written by researchers. And collaborative essays were successively written by students. 

Users learned to use the system mainly by reading the user’s guide of the system and by 

helping each other. Few users had difficulty with the system. 

However, in hypertext document authoring, researchers were frustrated with the sys- 

tem. They found the alternate outline generating method difficult to use, especially in a col- 

laborative authoring environment. They realised that creating or deleting a link between 

two existing nodes or setting link deadend might lead to radical consequences (different out- 

lines or views). One of the researchers said that ‘I want a node to be shared as the target of 

multiple links and to be displayed in many places in the outline window, but the system 

does not support that’. Although after the researchers were instructed about the principle 

and the steps of the method they finally could create such a hypertext document, they still 

considered the method not easy to use. 

One could argue that if users had understood the ‘simple’ depth-first traversal and 

were well instructed, then the problems with document composition and semantic consis- 

tency would disappear. Experience, however, suggested that users did not appreciate the 

effects of the traversal algorithm. The users wanted stable documents. Other views upon 

the same document can be appreciated only after the stable view exists. Documents in 

hypertext should be both fixed (stable) and fluid (changeable), rather than fluid only [64]. 

The problems with document composition and linking inconsistency may be rooted in 

the data model. The model is more or less a directed graph without structural or semantic 

constraints. The absence of constraints may not be a problem for those systems that do not 

recognise structure or semantics, such as the World Wide Web. However, a problem 

occurred to the MUCH system, as the MUCH system provides four link types, but does not 

check that users follow any constraints on the use of these link types. 

4.7. Conclusions 

In this chapter, the link-object model has been re-assessed. It has been claimed that to 

attach the main body of text to a link rather than to a node has disadvantages that outweigh 

its advantages. A modified model has been proposed, in which the main body of text is 

attached to a node. Two new versions of the MUCH system have been implemented with 

the modified models. The former has an interface built on the X Athena widget set, and the 

latter has a WYSIWYG interface built with the Andrew multimedia interface toolkit. 

These two versions of the MUCH system have been used for more than two years by 

over 200 people. Most use of the system is for authoring conventional documents. The 

functions to import/export existing documents and to fold/unfold outlines are considered 

helpful. The ability to visualise the structures (outlines) of documents helps authors of large 

documents. Also the explicit hierarchical structures help in dividing the work among team
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members. The multimedia editor from the Andrew toolkit is also liked by most of its users. 

The storage layer of the current MUCH system is based on a semi-structured semantic 

net which provides a number of recommended link types for representing application 

domain concepts, such as thesauri, documents, and annotations. Users of the system are 

expected to use those link types in the course of authoring meaningful hypermedia. How- 

ever, contrary to the expectations of the builders of the MUCH system, the users did not 

exploit the ability to type semantic links. Typically authors used the default link type 

regardless of their semantic intentions. When a link type other than the default type was 

chosen, that choice was often inconsistent with the way another user would label a similar 

link. The system has proven to be useful for authoring and reusing conventional documents 

in a tree structure. Authors, however, were not practically able to produce hypertext that 

had links other than those in conventional documents in a tree structure. The experiences 

with the system suggest that a rigorous data model is needed, which can enforce and main- 

tain the structural and semantic consistency of the semantic net. 

In the work reported in this chapter, a semi-automatic document reorganising method 

has been developed and supported by the new versions of the MUCH system. The method 

was deemed as a unique feature and the hypothesis was made that it could provide users 

with some useful aid for document reorganisation. However, the hypothesis has not been 

supported. There were only a few users who tried to use it, and few of them successfully 

used it. 

Interpretations could be: 

° people do not want to create alternate outlines, when their task is to produce conven- 

tional documents, which is the major application of the system. 

° people may want to create alternate outlines or views, when their task is to produce a 

hypertext document, but the method is difficult to use. 

The alternate outline method requires users to understand the depth-first traversal, and the 

consequences (changes on hierarchical views) caused by adding, deleting, or ‘deadending’ a 

link between two existing nodes. Many users may not understand the algorithm, but even 

those who understand the algorithm may not appreciate its use for composing documents. 

For those who may be able to predict the outline traversed from a small network, they might 

fail to do so when the numbers of nodes increases and when multiple users are modifying 

the network at the same time. 

The same interpretation can also explain the successful creation of the conventional 

documents with the system. Because when users only link nodes in a tree structure, the out- 

line produced with the traversal algorithm always matches to the normal table of contents 

that they created during their authoring process. This again indicates the need for a hyper- 

text data model that can enforce some structural constraints, with which a system can not 

only compose stable conventional documents, but also stable hypertext documents.
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The hypothesis that the network structure is an intermediate stage toward linear text 

has not been supported in the usability studies of the system. In the early stage of the 

authoring process, the collaboratively created dynamic network could be a maze to people 

other than its author. The hierarchical views generated from it tend to be neither stable nor 

coherent. In the experiments, few people linked their materials into a network before they 

structured the materials into hierarchical text. People usually put their unstructured materi- 

als under a hierarchy rooted from a node named ‘notes’ or ‘unstructured materials’, and 

then built the hierarchical structure (outline) of the new document by moving the materials 

among the hierarchies. 

From the experiments, especially the work on software document reuse, the impact of 

the initial information organisation on the later reuse is highlighted. The most heavily used 

document structure is the hierarchical structure. Hierarchical structures are particularly cru- 

cial in the process of the collaborative hypertext authoring and reuse. In addition to helping 

users overcome the common hypertext problems of ‘disorientation’ and ‘cognitive over- 

head’, they also support group understanding. Hierarchies should be treated created when 

hypertexts are first authored, rather than at the end of the authoring process to help the pre- 

sentation of the unstructured hypertexts. 

Although automatic and semi-automatic reorganisation methods are interesting, the 

most frequently used reorganisation operators are primitive modification operations, such as 

content cutting-and-pasting and structure outlining operations. The MUCH system lacks 

many primitive reorganisation functions, such as copying a node, copying a structure, and 

sharing the content of an existing node. 

As far as document reuse is concerned, the major weaknesses of the current MUCH 

system include: 

° on document creation: its node identifier directly matches with the node content, this 

makes the content sharing impossible. There is no composition schema that can con- 

struct stable documents. Everything presented with the MUCH system is a view 

which is vulnerable to change when anyone creates or deletes a link of any type. This 

made people feel that they had lost their work. Also, the semantic consistency of the 

underlying semantic net is hard to maintain. 

° on document management: it can not handle large volumes of hypertext. its traversal 

program reads the whole link database when the system starts and whenever the 

underlying hypertext is modified. Its synchronised communication channel is weak. 

It has no access control and no version control. Its concurrency control only applies to 

individual nodes. 

° on document retrieval: its interface can not zoom-in and zoom-out. This makes it diffi- 

cult to handle large numbers of documents or documents with deep levels. Its network 

browser can not trace back when a user feels lost. Its hierarchical filtering function 

can not apply to the contents of nodes.
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° on information reorganisation: its alternate outline method is difficult to use. It lacks 

primitive operators for reorganising documents. 

The system has no context sensitive help, which many users want. These weaknesses are 

the major concern of the work presented in the next chapter.
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5 
Structured Semantic Net and RICH 

The information organisation model for technical documents presented in this chapter fea- 

tures a kind of structured hypertext, which integrates logical structure and domain semantics 

into hypertext. The capability of representing the domain model by a semantic net can 

improve hypertext organisation and reusability. The key to achieving this is to apply a set of 

rules encapsulating the description of the semantic net. The structured hypertext data model 

has been formalised, which provides a rigorous foundation underlying the engineering 

design. The hypertext system based on this model has been developed and can 1) define 

and enforce a set of domain-specific rules to maintain the integrity of the semantic net, 2) 

provide a set of operators to support concrete document reuse processes, and 3) provide par- 

ticular support for creating multi-hierarchies with the reuse of existing contents and struc- 

tures. Based on the experiences gained and lessons learned with the prototype systems 

described in Chapter 3 and 4, fundamental changes have been made to the three most 

important components of a hypertext system: interface, hypertext data model, and database. 

These changes make the hypertext more reusable, more intelligent, and more collaborative. 

Hence, the system is called the Reusable /ntelligent Collaborative Hypertext (RICH) sys- 

tem. 

5.1. Introduction 

An unstructured semantic net can have arbitrary link types, and the use of which is free 

from constraints. The consistency and integrity of the semantic net is left in the users’ 

hands. A semi-structured semantic net provides limited link types, while how to use them is 

again left in the users’ hands. With these two types of semantic net, the hope for the consis- 

tency and integrity of the underlying semantic net is built on the expectation that users will 

understand the semantic meaning of the given link types and use them reasonably. With the 

MUCH system, it is also expected that users can appreciate the depth-first traversal. How- 

ever, the results from the previous chapter demonstrated that these expectations were not 

realistic. The consistency and integrity could easily go wrong in either the creation process 

or the modification process. As consequences, a document was not a stable composite but 

was always a changeable view; many nodes and links became inaccessible; and link types 

were used inconsistently. These problems are rooted in the data model underlying the 

semantic net. This model is more or less a general directed graph without structural and 

semantical constraints. This chapter tackles these problems through domain modelling so 

as to develop a rigorous data model encapsulating the common structural and semantic char- 

acteristics of technical documents.
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Domain analysis is a method for analysing a domain by studying and characterising 

existing systems, underlying theory, domain expertise, emerging technology, and develop- 

ment histories within a domain of interest [66]. In domain analysis common characteristics 

from similar systems are generalised, objects and operations common to all systems within 

the same domain are identified, and a domain model is defined to describe the relationships 

between the objects [86]. 

Data models define the formal structure of advanced information systems. Traditional 

data models were computer oriented; more recent user-oriented approaches capture inferen- 

tial relationships among real-world concepts [85]. Semantic data models are designed to 

allow data to be modelled in a manner that is analogous to users’ view of the application. 

Users are free of the requirement to model a variety of different situations with just one set 

of modelling constructs. 

Semantic data models are classified into three general categories: relational, func- 

tional, and semantic network. Models in the first category are basically extensions to the 

relational data model. The functional models have an equally strong mathematical influ- 

ence. In these models, the function is the primary notation used to represent objects and 

relationships. The semantic-network type models have a close relationship to the semantic 

network knowledge representation formalism. These models emphasise a minimum amount 

of data redundancy and alternate views of the data. 

The method for creating such a semantic network typed semantic data model has the 

following four components [81]: 

° domain analysis to produce a domain model which depicts the domain concepts and 

relations among those concepts, 

° semantic net representation of the domain model, 

° rules to govern the description of the semantic net, and 

° operators for manipulating the semantic net. 

In section 5.2, requirements for hypertext-based document reuse have been documented and 

a domain model for organising technical documents has been developed. In section 5.3, a 

semantic data model is formalised in graph theory. This model captures and specifies the 

requirements. Based on the formal model, section 5.4 presents a concrete engineering 

design. Section 5.5 provides details on the implementation of the model in the RICH sys- 

tem. Section 5.6 describes the reuse methods and examples supported by the RICH system. 

After so many formalisms and technical details, this section reveals a flavour of what the 

system is supposed to do from users’ point of view. It is recommended that the interface 

subsection in section 5.5 and the whole section 5.6 are glanced before section 5.3 so as to 

get an idea of the motivation behind the work. In Section 5.7, three case studies are pre- 

sented. Section 5.8 gives a comparison of the engineering model to the Dexter model and 

contrasts this work to related work. Section 5.9 concludes the chapter.
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5.2. Domain Models and Requirements 

Domain analysis is a process of identifying, collecting, analysing, abstracting, and mod- 

elling domain information. A primary goal of domain analysis is to produce domain models 

that define the characteristics of existing and envisioned systems within a domain in terms 

of what the systems have in common and how they may vary. The application domain for 

this work is technical document authoring with intensive reuse of existing documents. The 

most important characteristics related to this domain include a set of domain requirements 

and a model that captures, organises, and represents knowledge about a domain. 

5.2.1. Document Reuse Patterns and Requirements 

Any serious system development begins with a careful exploration of the requirements of 

the users of the eventual system. From the evaluation studies on the previous prototypes, 

especially from the questionnaires and the authoring-with-reuse experiences, some patterns 

of hypertext-based document reuse have been identified and some requirements for hyper- 

text-based document reuse have been elicited. 

The document reorganisation in hypertext often happens in the following patterns: 

° copying without modification: an existing document component or a part of an exist- 

ing document component is used in a new document without modification, or 

° copying with modification: an existing document component or a part of an existing 

document component is used in a new document with changes, or 

° referring: an existing document component is referenced in a new document, but not 

included as a document component of the new document, or 

° sharing: an existing document component is included as a shared part of the existing 

document and a new document, or 

° cutting-and-pasting: an existing document component or a part of an existing docu- 

ment component is ‘moved’ (deleted after being copied) into a new document. 

Reuse through copying and limited referring is common. Reuse with flexible and rich refer- 

ring is a feature of hypertext. Reuse through sharing is something new with hypertext. In 

practice, these patterns are often combined to suit particular situations. 

The requirements for hypertext-based document reuse can be classified into four cate- 

gories that correspond to the four process families in the process-oriented document reuse 

framework: 

1) On document creation, a rigorous hypertext data model for representing and manipu- 

lating documents should be provided, in which: 

1.1) content should be separate from structure (to make information modules 

reusable in more than one context),
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2) 

3) 

4) 
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1.2) constructs for hierarchical/multi-hierarchical structures should be provided (for 

creating logical structures of documents and for creating classification structures 

of a document library), 

1.3) cross-referencing should be supported (for creating associative relations within a 

document, among different documents or classification structures), 

1.4) aset of primitive operators for manipulating the data of the data model should be 

provided, 

1.5) the data structure defined in the data model should be maintained after any oper- 

ator is performed, and 

1.6) the semantics in the information organising structure should be maintained after 

any operator is performed. 

On document management, an information organising model should be provided, in 

which: 

2.1) a document library should be provided, which has a_hierarchical/multi- 

hierarchical classification structure. After being used or reused, the documents 

in the library should be kept intact, 

2.2) a working document space for unfinished documents should be provided, 

2.3) collaboration and coordination mechanisms should be provided for collaborative 

authoring and reuse, 

2.4) guidelines for evaluating reusable documents should be provided. 

On document retrieval, an information retrieving mechanism should be provided, and 

3.1) users should be able to read logically structured parts of a document in conjunc- 

tion with the reading of related information, 

3.2) searching should be provided to reduce the browsing range so as to help users 

pinpoint the materials they want, and 

3.3) searching results should be indicated in their original structure or presented in a 

filtered structure that respects their original relations. 

On document reorganisation, in order to facilitate different reorganisation patterns, a 

mixture of sharing and non-sharing of changes on content and structure should be 

allowed: 

4.1) sharing changes on content and structure (this allows users to share a document 

component or refer to a document component), 

4.2) sharing changes on content but not on structure (this allows users to create multi- 

ple views or perspectives on the same set of contents), 

4.3) sharing changes on structure but not on content (this corresponds to a kind of 

template, which allows users to propagate structural changes to all instances),
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4.4) not sharing changes on content and structure (this produces a hard copy of the 

whole content of a node, a part content of a node, or a composite of nodes and 

their contents), 

4.5) retrieved contents and structures should be able to be copied into a new docu- 

ment, and 

4.6) content and structure modification should be supported with the primitive opera- 

tors required in 1.4. 

As writing, retrieving, and communicating may happen in any order or in parallel, separate 

spaces should be provided for them. Information found in retrieving and communicating 

spaces should be easily incorporated into the writing space. 

5.2.2. Structured Hypertext 

A high-level organisation of an information space may be reflected in a model of that space. 

Given that the information space addresses a particular domain, the model could be called a 

domain model. A domain model should identify the objects and operations on those objects 

that are common to an application domain. Also important are relationships and constraints 

between the objects and their corresponding properties or attributes, that are likely to be 

used by developers in the process of searching for reusable components. One part of a 

domain model may be a classification. A classification groups together like things [86]. 

In the technical document application domain, hierarchical structures are widely 

accepted logical structures for documents. Many authoring systems provide constructs and 

functions to support the hierarchical structures. Hypertext can interrelate various docu- 

ments (or document components). But one person’s associative model may not be easily 

appreciated by another person. The hierarchical structure as demonstrated in the classifica- 

tion scheme of a document library and in the outline of a single document is a well- 

established model for common understanding. 

In a thesaurus, the ‘narrower than’ (NT) relation forms a hierarchical classification 

structure, and the ‘related’ (RT) relations are attached to the hierarchical structure to form a 

referential indexing structure upon a library of documents. In a document, a table of con- 

tents (or an outline) helps readers and writers to visualise the structure of the document. 

The levels of headings in the table of contents reflect the logical document structure. Anal- 

ogous to a thesaurus, the headings in a document can be seen as concepts. The relation 

between sections and subsections is a kind of ‘NT’ relation, and the relation of cross- 

referencing is a kind of ‘RT’ relation. 

The comparison between thesauri and documents highlights the similarity in the world 

of a library and the world of a document. On the basis of this similarity, a hypertext organi- 

sation model (a structured hypertext model) is derived. In the model, the hierarchical (or 

multi-hierarchical) relation of the thesaurus and the table of contents constitutes a backbone 

of the whole hyperspace, while other non-hierarchical (or referential) relations are attached
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to the backbone to form a network. 

The model as described in Figure 5.1 has three layers. The top layer is a concept 

layer, it provides a high-level knowledge structure and concept entries to detailed informa- 

tion. It can help users organise, find and relate documents on high level topics. The the- 

saurus is an important part of this layer. In the middle layer are reusable components which 

can be either documents or relatively independent document components. The components 

are indexed under certain thesaurus terms or grouped under a certain topics. The bottom 

layer depicts structures within documents. The headings of outlines constitute a granular 

indexing of the contents under them, thus helping users to pinpoint the relevant document 

sections. The referential relations within or between these layers can help users find related 

materials associatively. Annotations can be added at any level to make a comment, or to 

initiate a discussion. 

Concepts 

(Thesaurus) 

(indices) 

  

Figure 5.1: A hypertext organisation model. The straight arrows are organisa- 

tional links (hierarchical or multi-hierarchical links). Dotted arrows are referen- 

tial links (such as cross-reference and other semantic links). The small circles 

are nodes, The two documents on the same topic in the middle layer are indexed 

with the same concepts in the top layer. The structure within the two documents 

can be seen in the bottom layer. 

A concrete example of the above model is given in Figure 5.2. It is fairly similar to 

the file (and directory) organisation structure in a computer file system, something more 

than which is the multi-hierarchical structure and the referential links among the nodes in 

the multi-hierarchy. 

In Figure 5.2, the organisational links (such as the thesaurus ‘NT’ links, and document 

outline links) form a multi-hierarchy skeleton (one-root directed ordered acyclic graph). 

While the referential links have no structural constraints, they can link any two existing 

nodes. This multi-hierarchy together with the referential links attached to it is a kind of
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1 2 
d 

sée also 

  

Annotation1 
comments 

Annotation2 

Figure 5.2: Structured hypertext. Solid arrows are organisational links (hierar- 

chical or multi-hierarchical links). Dotted arrows are referential links (such as 

cross-references and other semantic links). The numbers on the links indicate 

the order among siblings. 

structured hypertext. Figure 5.2 also shows the linking semantics among different nodes. 

For instance, it is reasonable to create a workspace (a ‘directory’) under another workspace, 

while it is not reasonable to create a workspace under a document. The structural and 

semantic knowledge defines a domain model for organising information in an understand- 

able and meaningful way. 

5.3. Formal Data Models 

There is a reasonable body of work dealing with formal mechanisms to capture structure 

and modification of hypertext. One approach is based on set theory [82]. Another approach 

is based on formal specification languages [53, 22, 124]. A third approach is based on 

graph theory [42,60,7,1]. In the set-based approach, taxonomical reasoning is the founda- 

tion for describing functions of hypertext. In the graph-based approach, nodes and links are 

used extensively in the description of functions of hypertext. Formal specification lan- 

guages, such as Z [118] and VDM [57] are often used to describe what a system must do 

without saying how it is to be done. 

In this work the graph-based approach is adopted. Because in this work hypertext is 

considered as a ‘directed graph’ or ‘semantic net’, and an emphasis is placed on various 

structures that are formed with nodes and links. These structures can be readily described 

with existing graph notations, such as ‘tree’ and ‘acyclic graph’. The graph notations not 

only can define a model that specifies what a hypertext system must do, but also can be fur- 

ther developed into graph algorithms that specifies how it is to be done.
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The focus of this section is to formalise the domain model into a rigorous data model 

so as to provide a solid basis for the RICH system. In the following subsections, first, a 

brief introduction to graph notations is given. Then the data model is defined. In conjunc- 

tion with the formal definitions natural language explanations are provided. Finally, the 

integrity of the structured hypertext is defined and proof is given on the integrity preserva- 

tion of the structured hypertext. 

5.3.1. Graph Notation 

A directed graph (or digraph) G = (V, E) consists of 

1) a finite nonempty set of elements called nodes (or vertices) V = {v,,V2,--:,V,} and, 

2) asubset E of the Cartesian product V x V, the elements of which are called links (or 

edges). 

A link from node v; to node v; is denoted as <v; v;>. 

A path is a finite sequence of links of the form: 

H= <Vins Vis >> SViy > Vig>s «++ <Vi_y> Vi,> 

or denoted as a sequence of the endpoints of the links: 

B= VigsVi Vins 5 Vigo Mi, 

A path whose endpoints are distinct is said to be open; whereas a path whose endpoints 

coincide is called a closed path, or a cycle. 

In a graph G = (V, B), a node v; is called a successor of node v; if <v;,vj> € E; the set 

of all successors of v; is denoted by '*(v;). Similarly, a node vj is called a predecessor of v; 

if <vj,vj> € E, and the set of all predecessors of v; is denoted by I (v;). Given vj, vj € V, if 

there is a path from vy; to v;, then v; is called a descendant of v;; while if there is a path from 

vj to v;, then v; is called an ascendant of v;. A node v; is said to be accessible from a node 

Vy; if vj is a descendant of v; or vj = vj; similarly, v; is said to be converse-accessible from v; 

if v; is an ascendant of v; or v; = vj. The set of nodes which are accessible and converse- 

accessible from v; are denoted by I’"*(v;) and I’~(x;), respectively. The number of links 

going out from node vy; is called out-degree of v;, and it is denoted by p*(v;); while the 

number of links coming into node vy; is called in-degree of v;, and it is denoted by p (vj). 

An acyclic graph is a graph which does not contain any cycles. Any acyclic graph 

contains at least one node which has no successors, and at least one node which has no pre- 

decessors. A necessary and sufficient condition for a graph G = (V, E) to be acyclic is that 

its nodes v; V2,---,V, can be numbered (i.e., assigned their indices) in such a way that if 

<vji,vj> € E then i<j [19]. 

A semantic net is a type of directed graph, in which nodes and links are labelled with 

semantic meanings. A link in a semantic net is typically represented as a triple of <source 

node, link type, target node>. For example, between two nodes labelled as Birds and
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Animals, a link could be <Birds, are, Animals>. Therefore, a semantic net can be denoted 

as G =(N, T, L), where N for nodes, T for link types, and L c V x T x V for links consist- 

ing of the triples. 

5.3.2. Data Model Definition 

A data model consists of two elements [127]: 

1) amathematical notation for expressing data and relationships, and 

2) operations on the data that serve to express queries and other manipulations of the 

data. 

In addition to these two elements, a semantic net typed semantic data model has constructs 

for high-level application domain concepts, and rules that govern the description of the 

domain concepts [85,81,111]. 

The semantic data model of the structured hypertext H, is defined as: 

H, = (G, May, Rs, O), where 

1) Gisa directed graph representing the structured hypertext. It is defined as a 5-tuple: 

G=\(N,T,L,C, P), where 

1.1) N is a finite set of nodes. T is a non-empty finite set of link types. L is a finite 

set of links. C is a finite set of Contents. Nodes, Links, and Contents are data 

objects which may have some attributes, denoted as dataobject.attribute. P 

mapps a node to the node content. The © stands for an empty set. 

N#2, 

C#Q, 

T#2Q, 

LCNXxTxXN, 

P:N > C,VceC,dueN such that P(u) =c, 

1.2) There are two basic link types: organisational (T,) and referential (T,). Based 

on the two types, links are partitioned into two sets: a set of organisational links 

L, and a set of referential links L,. 

To. CT, 

T, CT, 
T=1, UT; 

TT, O1,=9, 

L,> GN XT >xN; 

L, CN XT, XN.
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1.3) Consequently, the graph G can be divided into two sub-graphs G, and G,. Gy is 

formed with the organisational links. G, is formed with the referential links. G, 

is a special rooted ordered DAG, which contains only one node that has no pre- 

decessor. The special node is called the virtual root node (y). There is another 

special node named top root node (@) which is the only successor of the ‘virtual 

root node’. In G,, all nodes except for the ‘virtual root node’ are accessible 

from the ‘top root node’ and all nodes except for the two special nodes may have 

common predecessors or common successors, but no node can be a descendant 

or ascendant of itself. 

G, =(N, Ty, L,, C, P), where 

JvEN, VmeEN, VteE Ty, <m,t, > é Ly, 

J @eéEN,4 TE Tog, such that <y, 7, a € Lo, 

Vs,teNands#y,t#7z,<s,t, om € Ly, 

VueN, there does not exist a path from u to u, 

VueN andu #y, there exists a path from ato u, 

VueNandu#y, 4 <s, t, u> € L, wheres € N andt € T,. 

G, = (N, Tis L C, P) 

M,w is a composition schema which maps from a given node to a composite (named 

NodeWeb) of nodes and links. Nodewebs provide several types of structural con- 

structs. A NodeWeb (NW) consists of a DAG (NW ) as its backbone together with 

other links attached to the backbone. NW has a ‘root node’, all other nodes are 

accessible form the ‘root node’. The reason to define a ‘virtual root node’ is to put all 

the other nodes in an equal condition for generating a composite (a NodeWeb), so that 

each NodeWeb is indexed with at least one organisational link. For instance, a 

NodeWeb composed from the ‘top root node’ will be the whole user accessible hyper- 

space; the NodeWeb generated from a node at a lower level could be a document or a 

part of a document. The reason to define the ‘virtual root node’, the ‘top root node’ 

and the link between them is to have an initial graph which confirms to the model. By 

attaching links that have one or both end points in NWo (see definitions of L;, i= 1, 2, 

3, 4), four other types of NodeWebs (NW;(d), i = 1, 2, 3, 4) can be defined. 

Maw: (d, i, G) - NW; (d) =(N’, T, Lj, C’, P), where 

deN’, 

ie {0, 1,2, 3, 4}, 

N’ CN, 

C*e6,
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3) 

Vie {0, 1, 2, 3,4}, L; cL, where 

Lo CN’ XT, XN’, 

VueN’, there exists a path from d to u, 

ds e€(N-N’) and Jt € T, such that <s, t, d> € (L, - Lo), 

L; CLp UWN’ XT, XN’), 

L, CL; U(N’ XT, xX (N-N’)), 

L3 CL, U((N-N’) XT, XN’), 
L4 CL3 U((N-N’) XT, XN’). 

In words, Lg contains the organisation links whose both end points are in the 

NodeWeb NW ; L; contains the referential links with both end points in the node- 

web; L, includes the referential links whose target node is outside the NodeWeb; L3 

contains referential links whose source node is outside of the node-web; and Ly 

includes organisational links whose source node is outside of the NodeWeb. With 

these options, when a node is included in a NodeWeb, whether or not to transfer the 

links of the node to the node-web can be determined by users according to their needs. 

R, is a set of domain-specific linking rules. A linking rule specifies whether a link of 

a certain type is allowed between two typed nodes. A linking rule is defined, similarly 

to a link, as a triple of <node type, link type, node type>. For example, the linking 

rule of <issue, generate, position> specifies that an ‘issue’ typed node can only be link 

with ‘generate’ typed link to ‘position’ typed node. In this model, the type of a node 

is implied by the type of an organisational link pointing to the node. 

In addition to being partitioned into organisational and referential types, links can also 

be partitioned into several semantic types based on the application domain concepts. 

m 

T = U Ti; 
i=1 

Tj AT; = ©, where i #j, and i,j=1, ... m. 

by combining the above two link type partitions, a more detailed link type partition is given: 

Wr = Wr, U Wr,, where 

Wr, = {To,, for i=1, ..., m}, 

Wr, = {T,,, for i=1, ..., m}. 

In turn, a link partition is derived: 

YWL=YVL, U WL» where 

VL, = {Lo,; fOri=l5 2, mi}, 

Wi, = {L,, for i=1, ..., m}. 

A node partition is derived based on the organisational link partition y, :
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Wn, = {{x}} U {Np,, for i=1, ... ,m}, where 

No, = {n|n € Nandn# y, 4 <s, t,,, n> € Lo, where s € N andt,, € T,, }. 

Based on the above partitions, the rule set is defined as: 

Rg € {<No,, Tj, No,>! No,, No, € Wn,» and T; € T, where i, j,k = 1, 2, ... m}, 

any link must conform to a semantic linking rule: 

V <s,t d> € L, 4 <N,,, Tj, No,> € Rs, where s € No,,d € No, andt € Tj. 

4) Ojsaset of operators that manipulate the graph G. 

O = {create-node-and-O-link, create-O-link, modify-O-link, 

remove-nodeweb, delete-nodeweb, 

create-R-link, delete-R-link, rename-node, 

copy — nodeg,, copy — nodejs, 

copy — nodeweb,,, copy — nodeweb,, } 

Let G =(N, T, L, C, P) the graph to be manipulated and 

G’ =(N’, T, L’, C’, P) the graph after manipulation. 

4.1) A new node is created together with the creation of a new organisational link. 

Linking rules will be checked before the creation is granted. 

create-node-and-O-link: (<s, t, d>,G) — G’, where 

sEN,teT,,déN,c’ EC, 

4<N,,; To; No> € R,, where s € N,,, andt € To, 

N’ = {d} UN, VL = {<s, t, d>} UL, C’ = {c’} UC. 

4.2) An organisational link can be created to share the structure rooted from the target 

node of the new link. Linking rules and loop detection will be checked before the cre- 

ation is granted. 

create-O-link: (<s, t,d>,G) — G’, where 

s EN,t € Ty, d € N and <s, t, d> € Ly, 

J <N5; To, No,> € Rs, where s € N,,,d € No, andt€ To,» 

d éI(s) in G, (i.e., d is not converse-accessible from s in G,), 

EE ={<s)t, d=) oO L, 

4.3) A Nodeweb can be ‘removed’ by deleting the organisational link that points to its 

root node. Any node (together with the links attached to the node) that become inac- 

cessible from win G, after the deletion will also be deleted.
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remove-nodeweb: (<s, t, d>,G) — G’, where 

s,deN,d#oa,teT,<s,t,d>eL, 

fnw(d, 0, G) = NWo(d), 

NWo(d) = {N”, T, Lp”, C”, P}, 
N’ =N- {nln € N”, and74u € (N- N’”) such that n is a descendant of u in G,}, 

C’ =C- {clc € C”, and74u € (N-N’”) such that P(u) =c}, 

L’ = (L- {<s, t, d>}) - {<n, t’, d’> and <s”, t”,n>IneN”,t’,t”? € T,s” EN 

and = Ju € (N- N’”’) such that n is a descendant of u in Go}. 

4.4) A node (and the structure rooted from the node) can be ‘moved’ by changing the 

source of the organisational link pointing to it (actually by deleting the old organisa- 

tional link and then creating a new one). Linking rules and loop detection will be 

checked before the creation is granted. 

modify-O-link: (<s, t,d>,s’,G) — G’, where 

s,s’ €N,t € T,,d € N,d#a@, and <s, t, d> € Ly, <s’, t, d> € Ly, 

d éI*(s’) in G, (i.e., d is not converse-accessible from s’ in Gg), 

J <No,; To,, No,> € Rs, where s’ € No, de N,,, andt € Ty, 

Ll =(L - {<s, t, d>}) Oixs, ty >}; 

4.5) An organisational link and its nodeweb (i.e., the target node of the link is the root 

of the nodeweb) can be deleted. 

delete-nodeweb: (d, G) — G’, where 

deN,d#a, 

Mpw(d, 4, G) = NW4(d), 
NW,(d) =(N”, T, L’, C’, P), 

N’=N-N”, 

B=LbeL; 

C’ =C-(C” - {clc € C” and dn € (N -N”) such that p(n) = c}). 

4.6) A referential link can be created between two existing nodes as long as the link 

conforms with the linking rules. 

create-R-link: (<s, t,d>,G) — G’, where 

sEN,teT,deNand<s,t,d>éL, 

4<N,,, Ty,» No,> € Rs; where s € No, d € No,, andt € T,,, 

LA =t<sotrd> yi 1; 

4.7) A referential link can be deleted. 

delete-R-link: (<s, t,d>,G) — G’, where 

séEN,t eT,d € Nand<s,t,d>eL, 

Lo =(L = 4<s; t; dS}:
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4.8) A node can be renamed, consequently all the links attached to the node will also 

be updated. 

rename-node: (d,d’,G) — G’, where 

deN,d#oa,d EN, 

N’ =(N - {d}) U {d’}, where P(d’) = P(d), 

L =(L- {<s, t, d>, <d, t, u>1s, u € N and <s, t, d>, <d, t, u> € L}) 

U {<s, t, d’>, <d’, t, u>1s, u € N and <s, t, d>, <d, t, u> € L}. 

4.9) A copy of a node can be made to share the content of the node. An organisa- 

tional link is created to link the copy from a given node. The "ds" refers to ‘duplex 

sharing’ which means that the change to the node content of will be shared by the 

original node and the copy of node. 

copy-node,,: (<s, t, d>, s’,G) — G’, where 

s,s’ € N,t € T,d € Nand<s,t,d>e€ L,, 

N’ =N U {d’}, where d’.copy = "ds", P(d’) = P(d), 

J <No,, To, No,> € Rs, where s’ € Ny, andt € T,,, 

Doel o{<s’4, d's}, 

C’ =C. 

4.10) A copy of a node can be made that holds a duplicated content of the original 

node. An organisational link is created to link the copy from a given node. The "ns" 

refers to ‘non-sharing’ which means that the contents of the copy and the original 

node are different and not shared. 

copy-node,,: (<s, t, d>, s’,G) — G’, where 

s,s’ € N,t e T,d € Nand<s,t,d>eL,, 

N’ =N vu {d’}, where d’.copy = "ns", 

J <No;; To,» No,> € Rs, where s’ € No,, and t € Ty, 

= Liwi<s tf di>}; 

C’ =C vu {c’}, where c = P(d), c’ = P(d’) and c’.blob = c.blob. 

4.11) A copy of a nodeweb can be made to share the contents of the original 

nodeweb. An organisational link is created to link the copy from a given node. 

copy-nodeweb,;: (<s, t, d>, i, s’, G) — G’, where 

s,s,deN,teT, 

M,w(d, i, G) = NW;(d),
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NW;(d) = (N”, T, L”, C”, P), 
NW;j(d) = (N’”, T, LV”, C””’, P), 

N’” = {n’” |n’” #N,n” € N”, P(n’”) = P(n”), n’””’ copy = "ds"}, 

L’” = {<n’”’, t’, d’’>, <s’, t”, n’’>In’” € N’’,n” EN”, p(n’””) =p(n”), 

<n’, t’, d”> and <s’,t’”,n”’>eL’}, 

N’=NUN’”’, 

J <N,,; To,» No,> € Rs; where s’ € No,, andt € Ty, 

L=LUL” vu {<s’, t, d’>}, p(d’) = pd), 

ere C: 

4.12) A copy of a nodeweb can be made that holds duplicated contents of the original 

nodeweb. An organisational link is created to link the copy from a given node. 

copy-nodeweb,,;: (<s, t, d>, i, s’,G) — G’, where 

s,s,deN,teT, 

Maw(d, i, G) = NW;(d), 

NW;(d) = (N”, T, L’, C’’, P), 

NWj(d) = (N’”, T, L”, C’”, P), 

C’” ={c’’ lc” € C”,c’” blob =c”’.blob}, 

N’” = {n’” |[n’” #N,n” € N”, P(n””) =c’””, n’”” copy = "ns"}, 

L” = {<n’”,t’,d”>, <s’, t”, n’’>In’” € N’”’,n” € N”, p(n’””).blob = p(n’”’).blob, 

<n’, t’, d’> and <s’,t”,n”’>eL’}, 

N’=NUN’”, 

J<Ns,3 To, No,> € R,, where s’ € N,,, andt € To, 

L=LUL” vu {<s’, t, d’>}, p(d’).blob = p(d).blob, 

C=Cuc”. 

5.3.3. User Interface Model 

Since the whole graph of a structured hypertext is normally too large to be displayed on the 

limited space of the user interface, a method to display portions of the graph and to move, 

zoom in and zoom out is needed. Also structural clues are needed to help people avoid get- 

ting lost especially in the case that only portions of the whole graph are presented to them. 

A fisheye view shows great detail for those parts of the information that are close to a 

user’s current location of interest and gradually diminishing amounts of detail for those 

parts that are progressively farther away. The use of a fisheye view therefore requires two 

properties of the information space: it should be possible to estimate the distance between a 

given location and a user’s current focus of interest, and it should be possible to display the 

information at several levels of detail [77]. Both these conditions can be met with struc- 

tured hypertext. This is achieved by mapping the DAG skeleton of the structured hypertext 

into a virtual spanning tree to provide a hierarchical overview. In order to amplify the local
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view associated with the current focus of the hierarchical overview, a mapping from a single 

node to a spider (a node plus all its links) is defined. 

In the following subsections, the hierarchical overview and the local view are defined. 

These two complementary structures are produced with functions of f,, and f,. A third func- 

tion f, produces a strict tree rooted from a given node, since sometimes the duplication of 

contents is not desired (for example, when a paper copy of a document is to be produced). 

Based on the data structures produced by these functions, the fisheye model is defined. 

5.3.3.1. Hierarchy and Spider 

The function f,, as formally defined below maps NW (d) to a virtual tree. The generated 

tree is said to be virtual since it may contain duplicated nodes or hierarchies (see Figure 

5.3). This function unfolds all the nodes that are accessible from a given node. A node can 

be unfolded multiple times, if it has multiple predecessors and has successors. The order of 

the successors of a node is decided by the ‘order’ attribute values of the links that go from 

the node. The unfolding action ends only when leaf nodes (i.e., nodes whose out-degree is 

zero) or a given depth (a given control level) is reached. The one-root DAG structure of 

NW, (d) ensures that the unfolding action will terminate. 

fy: (NWo(d), 1) — NWo,(d) = (N”, Ty, Lo,, C’, P), where 

NW (d) = (N’, To, Lo, C’, P), 
NWo,(d) is an ordered (virtual) tree rooted from node d, 

1 specifies a control level or depth of the virtual tree, 

N” =N’ XQ, where Q is a finite set of unique labels which indicate the 

position of a node in the tree, 

Lo, = {<(s, q), t (d, p)>I<s, t, p> € Lo, p and q € Q}. 

This mapping is independent of sequence in which nodes are unfolded, for instance, in a 

depth-first or in a breadth-first sequence. 

     
(1) One-root-ordered DAG (2) Virtual Tree 

Figure 5.3: DAG to virtual tree. The part on the left-hand side presents a skele- 

ton (i.e., the one-root ordered directed graph) of the structured hypertext. The 

part on the right-hand side is the hierarchical view of the DAG. View1 and 

view2 share a sub-tree consist of nodes C, D, E. The numbers indicate the ‘or- 

der’ of the links.
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The depth-first traversal function f, maps NWo(d) to a spanning tree [19] in which 

each node appears at most once. 

f,: NWo(d) — NW ,(d) =(N’, To, Lo,, C’, P), where 

NWo(d) = (N’, To, Lo, C’, P), 
NW ,(d) is an ordered spanning tree rooted from node d, 

Lo, S Lo. 

The node-visited status of this traversal is independent of the previous traversals made on 

the predecessors of the given node d. 

The functions f, generates a structure around a given node. This structure includes the 

node and all the in-coming links and all the out-going links attached to the node. The struc- 

ture is similar to a spider in shape. 

f,: (d, G) — NW,(d) =(N’”, T, L’”, C, P), where 

G='Q, T,L/C,P); 

deN, 

N’” = (d), 
LVL” c(N’’ x Tx(N-N’”)) U(N-N’”’)XTXN”) OL. 

5.3.3.2. Fisheye View Model 

There have been attempts to formalise the fisheye view model by using a Degree of Interest 

(DOJ) function to determine whether or not a particular node should be shown in the current 

fisheye view [40]. One method is to divide the DOJ into two components, one representing 

a priori interest (API) of a node, the other representing the distance D(x, y) of node y from 

the current viewpoint x: 

DOI(x, y) = API(y) - D(x, y) 

D(x, y) can be defined as the shortest path between the two nodes and API(y) = -D(root, y), 

which reflects the common sense that a node at a higher level in the hierarchy attracts higher 

interest [40]. 

The above definition of DOI applies to the ‘one root DAG’ (i.e., G.) of the structured 

hypertext. However, as in G, a node can be a descendant of more than one node (i.e., a 

node can belong to more than one document or perspective), it is reasonable to define the 

API of the node relative to the concerned document or perspective. On the other hand, 

when a view becomes too large to handle, the ability to zoom in and zoom out is desirable. 

This can be achieved by moving up and down the hierarchical skeleton through changing 

the ‘current-root’. As G, is presented to users as NWo,, the DOI is defined on the hierarchi- 

cal structure of NWo,. Because NWo, is an ordered hierarchy, another factor affecting the 

API of a node is its order among its siblings. Therefore the DOI for the interface (NWo, ) of 

the structured hypertext can be defined as:
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DOI(viewpoint, y) = [-D(current-root, y) - Order(y)/50000] - D(viewpoint, y), where 

y € I*(current-root), the ‘order’ is given a weight of 1/50000 

so as to keep the ‘order’ as a smaller factor than the distance. 

In using the fisheye view model to reduce disorientation in hypertext, one suggestion is to 

designate certain nodes in the hypertext as landmarks, because of their familiarity, memora- 

bility, or salience. These would give users the chance to orient themselves around the 

objects that have known locations. The folding-unfolding functions upon NWo, can provide 

a fisheye-view with landmarks. Users can find what they want by unfolding to certain lev- 

els. Those levels left folded are landmarks telling them where they are. 

Based on the above fisheye view formula, a set of operators are defined upon the multi- 

hierarchical structure NWo,. Three of them are defined for changing the current root: 

° Root resets the ‘top root node’ as the root, 

° Top sets the current highlighted node as the root so as to zoom into a hierarchy of the 

current concern, and 

° Upper sets the predecessor of the current root as the new current root so as to zoom to 

a higher level in the structured hypertext. 

Two unfolding functions allow users to look into different levels of detail (by setting D(x, y) 

to be the levels of detail asked by users): 

° Unfold Node function details the current viewpoint one level deep (i.e., display all suc- 

cessors of a node at the viewpoint, in this case D(viewpoint, y) = 1. 

° Unfold Document displays nodes at all levels of the document (i.e., display all nodes 

accessible from the viewpoint, in this case D(viewpoint, y) 2 1). Users can also ask 

to unfold a document to a given level. (i.e., display all nodes accessible from the 

viewpoint, in this case 1 < D(viewpoint, y) < the given level). 

The Folding Node function hides the details (hierarchy) of a node. The Next function navi- 

gates NWo, by taking all the three factors of the DOI into account (and the navigation actu- 

ally is in the depth-first order on the weighted tree structure). 

By default the f, is set to synchronise with the fisheye view navigation functions, so 

that the above zoomable folding-unfolding fisheye view is complemented by a more detailed 

local semantic net view. The Display Node Content function provides a means to review the 

detailed contents of a document. Display Node Content is also automatically activated by 

the Next function to allow the sequential reading of the logically structured document. 

Users’ interests may depend on many factors. An additional factor is added in the 

DOI formula to reflect a user’s current interest (Cl): 

DOI(viewpoint, y) = CI(y) + [-D(current-root, y) - Order(y)/50000] - D(viewpoint, y), 

where y € I’*(current-root).
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With the RICH system users can specify some attribute values relevant to their current 

interest in a dialogue box. The search results can be integrated with the folding/unfolding 

fisheye view by annotating the node names with the number of ‘hits’, which can tell users 

not just where there is something of interest but also how much there is [77]. After a search 

is performed, there will be two numbers associated with each node u. One is the number of 

the ‘hits’ to the node itself, denoted by F(u). The other is the sum of the number of ‘hits’ in 

the hierarchy rooted from the node u, denoted by F;,(u). 

n 

F,(u) = DF(vj), 
i=l 

where {vV}, V>,.--, Va} =I *(u). 

In this way, a combination of searching and browsing can be supported, through which the 

browsing space can be reduced to a range that is relevant to the users’ current interest. 

Some of a user’s C/ (current interest) can be quantified, such as, the occurrence of a 

word or a string in a node, the times that a node was read by others, the number of links 

attached to a node, and the date of creation or modification. Some of a user’s current inter- 

est may not have a direct numerical expression, such as authors and updators. The search 

results can be provided in two ways: one is to distribute the numerical and symbolic infor- 

mation on the folding-unfolding hierarchical view and let users interpret them based on the 

current interest in their minds. The other is to produce a filtered view in which the ‘unhits’ 

are removed, and the hierarchical relation among the ‘hits’ are respected. The filter function 

ff, is defined as: 

f,: NWo,(u) — NWo,(u), where 

NW, (u) = (N’”, T, L’”’, C’”, P) is the original hierarchy rooted from node u, and 

NW, (u) =(N””, T, L”’”, C””, P) is the filtered hierarchy of NWo, (u), 

N”” ={vlv € N””, and F,(v) > O}, 

L”” = {<u, t, v>lu, v Ee N’”’”’, t € To, and <u, t, v> € L” 

or 5 vj, V2, -.-, Vr € N””’, such that u,vj,V9, ...,V;,V is a shortest path in NWo,(u)}. . 

For example, given three nodes with the relation of father, son, and grandson, if a search is 

performed from the father node and the son does not satisfy the search criteria, then the son 

is removed in the new virtual tree and the grandson is promoted to the son’s position. The 

filtered view is ‘read only’. When it is copied into stable (static) document component, 

users can specify an organisational link type for this hierarchical structure. Therefore, the 

integrity of the structured hypertext model will not be violated by incorporating the filtered 

view function.
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5.3.4. Integrity Preservation 

Integrity is a concept for certain kinds of consistency constraints (i.e., required properties of 

the data) that can be checked by a data management system, if it is told to do so [127]. 

There are two types of constraint the RICH system is to enforce. One type is structural 

constraints, concerning the maintenance of the data structure defined in the data model. 

The second type is semantic constraints, concerning the maintenance of the semantics 

derived from a specific application domain. 

Definition 1: Given H, =(G, May, Rs, O), the structural constraints are: 

A. G, isa DAG rooted from y. G, contains all the nodes, node contents, and organi- 

sational links in G. 

4 <y, t w € L, where y, a€ Nand te T, 

VueN, there does not exist a path from u to u in Go, 

Vue Nand u # x, there exists a path from wto u in Go, 

N of G, =N of G, 

C of G, =C of G, 

L of G, =L of G, 

B. no dangling links are allowed (i.e., when a node is deleted, all links (including 

all referential links) attached to the node must also be deleted). 

VleL,du,s € Nandteé T such that | = <s, t, u>, 

C. no inaccessible contents are allowed (a content should be deleted, if the final ref- 

erence to it is removed). 

VeceC,du eN such that P(u) =c, 

Definition 2: Given H, = (G, Maw, Rg, O), the semantic constraint is: 

any link must be in conformance with a semantic linking rule: 

V <s,t > € L, 4 <N,,, Tj, No,> € Rs, where s € No,, d € No,, andt € T; 

Definition 3: H, has structural integrity if and only if the structural constraints are main- 

tained. 

Definition 4: H, has semantic integrity if and only if the semantic constraints are main- 

tained. 

Definition 5: H, has integrity if and only if both the structural integrity and semantic 

integrity are preserved.
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Theorem I: The structural integrity of H, is maintained. 

Proof: 

Given the definition of G = (N, T, L, C, P) in H,, there exists <y, z, @ € L, where y, w€ 

N, 7 € Ty, P(y) and P(@) € C. Obviously all the structural constraints are preserved with 

the initial state. 

Let G’ be the result of applying an operator in O to G. Assume that G’ meets all the 

structural constraints. G’’ results by applying an operator in O to G’. 

Given G’, the effect of create-node-and-O-link, copy—nodeg,, copy —nodep,, 

copy — nodeweb,,, or copy — nodeweb,, is to link (say with link type d) a new node or hier- . 

archy of new nodes from a given node in G’. Therefore these operators will not violate the 

constraint A. The copying operators may create new contents or add new references to the 

existing contents, but they do not reduce the references to the existing contents. So the con- 

straint B will not be violated either. The constraint C is not relevant to these operators. 

The operators of create-R-link, delete-R-link, and rename-node do not make any 

structural change to Gj. Also the constraints B and C are not relevant to these operators. 

Therefore, these operators will not break the constraints. 

The create-O-link operator creates an organisational link between two existing nodes. 

Obviously this operator will not violate constraints B and C. The only potential danger is 

that the new link may cause a cycle which will violate the constraint A. Since this operator 

will not create a link that participates in cycle, constraint A is maintained. 

The modify-O-link operator deletes an organisational link and creates a new one 

whose source node differs from that of the old one. If the old link is the only organisational 

link pointing to the NodeWeb and the source node of the new link is within the NodeWeb, 

then the NodeWeb would be inaccessible from @ and violates constraint A. However, this 

will not happen because the modify-O-link operator performs a cycle detection before the 

link deletion and the link creation are performed. 

The delete-nodeweb operator deletes an organisational link and its nodeweb. As the 

operator deletes all the nodes and links attached to the NW rooted from the target of the 

organisational link, the constraint B is enforced. In the definition of the operator, a content 

will be deleted, if the final reference to it is removed. This meets constraint C. Because all 

the nodes that are out of NWo and all the organisational links that are not attached to NWo 

are not affected by the deletion (the set of these links and nodes is not empty, since the @ 

and the organisational link from the y to the w are not allowed to be deleted), the constraint 

A is preserved. 

The remove-nodeweb operator deletes the given organisational link. And any node 

(together with the links attached to the node) that become inaccessible from the @ after the 

deletion will also be deleted (this meets constraint B). As the deletion will not create any 

cycle, the constraint A is not violated. In the definition of the operator, a content will be
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deleted, if the final reference to it is removed — this meets constraint C. 

As the graph constraints of A, B and C are not violated after any of the operators in O 

are applied to G’, the structural integrity of the graph G” is preserved. O 

Theorem 2: The semantic integrity of H, is maintained. 

Proof: 

Semantic linking rules are defined as a triple <source node type, link type, target node 

type>, which specifies the allowable typed link between typed nodes. The node types in the 

model are implied by the types of the organisational links pointing to the nodes. The 

uniqueness of the implied node type is ensured by the two restrictions defined in the model: 

1) the creation of a node is accompanied by the creation of an organisational link, and the 

type of the new node is implied by the type of the organisational link (see the definition of 

the create-node-and-O-link operator), and 2) no two organisational links of different types 

are allowed to point to the same node (see definition of R,, where the node partition is 

derived from the partition of organisational links). In any of the operators that involve the 

creation of a link, the linking rules are checked before the creation is allowed (these opera- 

tors are create-node-and-O-link, create-O-link, modify-O-link, create-R-link, and all the 

copying operators). Therefore, the semantic integrity of H, is preserved. O 

5.4. Design 

The formal model provides a solid basis for the design of the RICH system. This section 

develops the formal model into a concrete design. The well-known Dexter kodel [53] is ref- 

erenced throughout the work. Also relevant are the collaborative authoring model and the 

coordination model presented in the previous chapter. 

5.4.1. Semantic Net Representation 

The structured hypertext model has provided constructs for different structures. To make 

the structures more meaningful within a particular application domain, the linking seman- 

tics embedded in the high-level domain concepts, such as thesauri, documents and annota- 

tions, have to be incorporated into the structures. Logically, the semantic net can be a unify- 

ing representation for the structured hypertext with semantics, while to serve as an engineer- 

ing model its internal representation needs to be extended beyond its simplest form that con- 

sists of named links and nodes. 

5.4.1.1. Link, Node, and Content 

Nodes can be classified according to the three high-level semantic concepts they represent: 

° thesaurus node type: sub-types are ‘preferred term’, ‘non-preferred term’ and 

‘workspace’,
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° document node type: the sub-types can be defined by users, the default is ‘document’, 

° annotation node type: the sub-types can be defined by users, the default is ‘comment’. 

After the node types are defined, the allowable link types between these node types can be 

also defined: 

° hierarchical/multi-hierarchical thesaurus link type: sub-type names are ‘UF’ (used 

from preferred terms to non-preferred terms), ‘NT’ (used between preferred terms), 

and ‘WS’ (used between workspaces). 

° hierarchical/multi-hierarchical document link type: sub-type names ‘document’ (used 

between document nodes) and ‘DT’ (used from preferred terms to document nodes), 

the default is ‘document’. 

° hierarchical/multi-hierarchical annotation link type: sub-type names are given by 

users, the default is ‘comment’ (used from document nodes or annotation nodes to 

annotation nodes). 

° referential link type: sub-type names include thesaurus ‘RT’, other sub-type names 

can be assigned by users, the default is ‘see also’. 

For guiding the traversal in the semantic net, the above link types are classified into the fol- 

lowing two categories: 

° organisational links: hierarchical/multi-hierarchical document, annotation, thesaurus 

links, and 

° referential links: ‘RT’ thesaurus links, ‘see also’ cross-reference links, and any other 

referential links among thesaurus, document, and annotation nodes. 

In the above design, the link types and the labels used for these types are similar to those 

described in the previous chapter, the major difference lies in the explicit classification of 

links into organisational and referential categories. 

In the above design, the correspondence between link types and node types is evident. 

In this work, the node and link types are decided in two stages. The first is an analysis stage 

when node types are defined and the allowable typed links between these typed nodes are 

defined. The second stage is an implementation stage when a node type is inferred from the 

type of the organisational link pointing to the node. 

Based on the Dexter model, the above semantic net concepts and relations can be rep- 

resented in detail with the following hypertext components: 

° Nodes: a node includes a ‘node name’ that depicts a concept in the semantic net, a 

‘node identifier’, a ‘content identifier’ that matches to the content of the node, and 

other node attributes. Inherited from the semantic net model, the node identifier is 

defined as the concatenation of the node name and a random number. 

° Contents: a content includes detailed information depicted by the corresponding node 

names, and other content attributes, such as ‘author’, ‘date’, and ‘updator’.
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° Links: a link is directional and binary. The ‘link identifier’ is a triple of the source 

node identifier, link type, and the target node identifier. There are also many other link 

attributes, one of which is the ‘order’ of a link. The ‘order’ gives a default position for 

the target node among its siblings (i.e. the order of subsections under a section). 

° Composites (NodeWebs): a NodeWeb consists of a group of links and nodes (see next 

section). 

A semantic net can be formed with only links and nodes (node names) as shown in Figure 

5.4. The ‘Content’ is not a direct part of a node, but an independent component with its 

own attributes. A pair of ‘node identifier’ and its ‘content identifier’ corresponds to a pair 

of ‘anchor identifier’ and ‘anchor value’ as defined in the Dexter model. The ‘content iden- 

tifier’ is globally unique. This enables the same content to be shared by multiple nodes. 

Node #14 Node #25 

Link #6 

Content #12 Content #18 

Mother node info From: node #14 | 

    

  

     

       

      

   

    

    

     

    

  

       

      

      
       

To: node #25 pereie 
ayer Content #12 other link info Content #18 y 

Blob of Blob of Within 

information information Component 
Layer 

Figure 5.4: Depiction of a link connecting two nodes. 

5.4.1.2. NodeWeb Composition Schema 

In recent years, there has been a growth of interest in hypertext composition schemas. The 

well-known ones include the ‘context’ [31] of HAM and the ‘web’ [49] of Intermedia. A 

composition schema should allow users to represent and deal with groups of nodes and links 

as unique entities separate from their components. It should also allow users to access 

nodes independently. A composition schema is critical for implementing high-level hyper- 

text objects for versioning and for partitioning work. The ideal composition schema should 

support not only the creation of static composites, but also dynamic ones. When a docu- 

ment is composed of fragments of non-independent contents, as is the case with most tech- 

nical documents, a composition schema based on the conventional logical document struc- 

tures is particularly useful. The basis of the composition schema of this work is the separa- 

tion of the nodes from their contents and the classification of links into two categories: 

organisational links and referential links. The constraints on the organisational links is that 

they should form a one-root ordered DAG. The referential links have no graph-based con- 

straints.
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A NodeWeb is composed of a one-root DAG on which referential links may be 

attached. The DAG is presented to users as a virtual tree, which is constructed by means of 

computation. The constructing method is based on a variant of the depth-first traversal 

algorithm as shown in Figure 5.5. This algorithm implements the function f,, defined in the 

user interface model. The traversal program starts with a certain node. From the node it 

goes along organisational links (by default) to produce a hierarchical backbone. The traver- 

sal algorithm differs from a standard depth-first traversal, in that a node is allowed to be 

visited more than once as long as no recursive hierarchies are produced. The reason is that 

in the application domain of technical document preparation, non-hierarchical organisa- 

tional links are used for reusing existing sub-hierarchies (or creating multi-hierarchies). 

traverse (outline, node, start, level, index) 

BEGIN 

IF start = true 

THEN BEGIN 

current-level = level 

IF level > 1 THEN insert-flag = true 

END 

IF current-level = level-control THEN RETURN 

link-list = LinksFrom(node) ; 

WHILE link-list not empty DO 

BEGIN 

IF no recursive hierarchy in the outline THEN 

BEGIN 

IF insert-flag = true 

THEN insert current link to outline 

ELSE build outline from root 

increment current-level 

traverse(outline, tnode, false, 0, index) 

decrement current-level; 

END 

END 

END 

Figure 5.5: RICH traversal algorithm. The ‘outline’ is a node name list (repre- 

senting a hierarchical structure) that the algorithm expands on; the ‘node’ speci- 

fies a starting point of the traversal. The ‘tnode’ is the target node of the ‘cur- 

rent-link’ element. The ‘start’ is a flag set to be true if the traversal is called 

from outside. The ‘level’ specifies the level in the existing outline at which the 

traversal starts. The ‘level-control’ is used to control how many level would be 

expanded from the ‘node’. The ‘index’ specifies the position in the outline list 

where the traversal starts. The ‘LinksFrom(node)’ returns the outgoing links of 

selected types (organisational links by default). 

Figure 5.6 presents some examples of NodeWebs. The structure in Figure 5.6(3) is a 

NodeWeb generated from the graph in Figure 5.6(1) by specifying N4 as the starting node. 

The structure in Figure 5.6(4) is a NodeWeb starting with node N5. The structure in Figure 

5.6(5) is a NodeWeb starting with node N5 with the non-hierarchical links filtered. The 

structure in Figure 5.6(2) is a copy of the NodeWeb in Figure 5.6(3), in the copy, the node 

identifiers for all the nodes in the hierarchical backbone of the NodeWeb are new, while the
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identifiers for nodes outside the hierarchy remain unchanged. This new NodeWeb shares 

the same set of node contents with the original NodeWeb. 

  

Figure 5.6: NodeWebs. The solid arrows stand for organisational links, the dot- 

ted arrows for referential links, the solid circles for nodes, and the dotted circles 

not for nodes but for the ends of the links attached to a hierarchical backbone. 

The schema by default provides users with stable composites which have the same 

effect as static composites (or composite nodes). The operators in the RICH system will 

only bring easily predictable local changes. For example, in Figure 5.7, the graph on the 

upper left-hand side is traversed to produce the outline on the upper right-hand side. In the 

graph on the lower left-hand side, the thick bar indicates a deletion which removes the links 

and nodes in the dotted circle — this leads to the traversal shown on the lower right-hand 

side. Comparing Figure 5.7 with Figure 4.11, one can see that in the MUCH system the 

deletion, deadend or creation of a link may dramatically change the produced outline, while 

in the RICH system these operations will only bring local changes. 

  

   
Figure 5.7: Deletion of an organisation link. The straight arrows stand for or- 

ganisational links and the curved arrows stand for referential links. 

There are traversal options (or filters) for generating dynamic composites. One of the
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options is ‘visit node once’, which switches back to the normal depth-first traversal that 

removes duplicated hierarchies for exporting and printing documents. 

5.4.1.3. Integration with Markup Languages 

The hierarchies in the structured hypertext match closely with the high level logical struc- 

ture (the containment structures among document sections) in conventional structured docu- 

ments (documents with markup languages). But this match is not a static one. A document 

in the structured hypertext is a NodeWeb that consists of a hierarchy of nodes (and con- 

tents). As contents can be shared by multiple nodes in different documents and as nodes 

may be moved during the reorganisation process, a node name may correspond to a section 

heading in one document, while it may correspond to a sub-section heading in another doc- 

ument. This requires that markups be used in a flexible way to facilitate the composition 

and the decomposition of a structured document. For this purpose, markups are classified 

into the following two categories: 

° markups not included in the headings and the contents of a structured hypertext docu- 

ment: 

- tag macros (collections of commands): for a class of document, for instance, the 

definitions of the generic markups for headings, figure captions, and references. 

- generic heading markups: such as ‘H1’, “H2’, ... , “H9’, where the number corre- 

sponds to the level in a hierarchy. 

° markups used in the node contents: 

- generic global markups: such as markups for bibliography references and figure 

captions. 

- generic local markups: such as markups for lists and paragraphs. 

The markup rules that are common across the application domain are reflected in the 

semantic linking rules (see previous Formal Data Model section and the next section on 

linking rules). Definitions of the generic heading markups may vary in different tag macros. 

These markups are automatically tagged on headings when a document is exported from the 

structured hypertext (for previewing, printing, or down-loading). Relative markups will be 

processed after a document is composed, for instance, to number the figures and bibliogra- 

phy references. 

The presentation and editing environment for node contents can be a flat text editor or 

a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) environment. A default macro can be used 

for rough document previewing and printing. For camera-ready copies, specific macros 

may be used. When in a WYSIWYG environment, the menu options to markup headings 

need to be removed, and alternative menu options for the markups used in the node contents 

may be added, e.g. for bibliography and figure captions.
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5.4.2. Rules and Constraints 

To maintain the integrity of the structured hypertext, rules are needed to govern the descrip- 

tion of the semantic net. Based on the degree that the rules effect users, the rules are classi- 

fied into graph-based rules and domain linking rules. The graph-based rules enforce the 

structural constraints and the domain linking rules enforce the semantic constraints. The 

graph-based rules are hard-coded in the system. The domain linking rules are defined in 

applications. 

5.4.2.1. Rules from General Domain Knowledge 

General rules are applicable to all applications in the target domain. Examples of such rules 

from the domain of technical document organisation are: 

° the nodes of the preferred term type can only be linked with thesaurus NT links from 

the root node of a hyperspace or from other nodes of the ‘preferred term’ type, 

° the thesaurus UF link can only link from a node of the ‘preferred term’ type to a node 

of the non-preferred term type, 

° the RT thesaurus link can only be used from a node of the ‘preferred term’ type to a 

node of the same type, 

° the document nodes can be linked with document links from the root node, workspace 

node, or other document node, 

° the document DT link can only link from a node of the ‘preferred term’ type to a doc- 

ument node, 

° the annotation nodes can be linked from nodes of any type with annotation links, 

unless new rules for the new sub-types of annotation links are defined, and 

° the referential links can link two existing nodes in any node types, unless new rules for 

the new sub-types of the referential links are defined. 

5.4.2.2. Rules from Specific Domain Knowledge 

These rules are defined for specific applications. In the same way as the general rules are 

derived, domain analysis is needed on the specific tasks. These rules can be added to the 

existing rule set. For example a model of software-related documents can be derived for 

software reuse. In the model all the software related information is expressed as a hypertext 

template [103] (see Figure 5.8). Relations among software concepts imply a semantic net. 

For instance, one software concept ‘is derived from’ another software concept. In this 

example, the ‘software concept’ is a new node sub-type under the document node type. The 

new relation of ‘has subconcept of’ is an organisational link, while the new relation of ‘is 

derived from’ is a referential link. These two links are allowable between the ‘software 

concept’ nodes.
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software-concept 

[is derived from] software-concept 

[has subconcept of] software-concept 

[see also] software-concept 

function 

input 

output 

documentation 

Figure 5.8: A high-level domain concept. 

5.4.2.3. Hypertext Invariants 

As required in the Dexter model, a hypertext system needs to maintain the invariants of 

hypertext (e.g., the fact that composition hierarchy of component/subcomponents is acyclic) 

[53]. The composition hierarchy in structured hypertext is built of organisational links. For 

maintaining the invariants, the following structural constraints are enforced: 

The creation of a new node accompanies the creation of an organisational link. 

When an organisational link between two existing nodes is to be created and when a 

node-web is to be moved under another node, a detection is performed to check 

whether any cycle would occur (see algorithm “Cycle Detection"in Appendix D. 

Given the data structure defined in the formal model, the sufficiency of the algorithm 

is obvious). 

In deleting a node, all links to and from that node will be deleted. If the final refer- 

ence to a node content is removed, the content should be deleted (see algorithm 

“Deleting a Node and All its Links" in appendix D). 

In deleting a node-web, if there is more than one organisational link to the root of the 

node-web, then only an organisational link is deleted; if there is only one organisa- 

tional link to the root of the node-web, then the root node will be deleted. The same 

procedure will apply to the nodes linked with the root node (see algorithm “Deleting a 

node-web" in appendix D). 

5.4.3. Operators 

The operators on the semantic net can be generally classified into two categories: the 

semantic net manipulation operators and semantic net presentation operators. The semantic 

net manipulation operators include: 

Create Node (with an organisational link) 

Create Organisational Link (sharing structure and content) 

Create Referential Link (referring to a document component) 

Copy Node (hard copy)
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° Copy Node (sharing content) 

° Copy NodeWeb (hard copy, non-sharing) 

° Copy NodeWeb (sharing contents) 

° Rename Node 

° Move Node (or Node Web) 

° Delete Node (see remove-nodeweb in the formal model) 

° Delete NodeWeb (see remove-nodeweb in the formal model) 

° Delete Referential Link 

° Edit Content 

. Save Content 

The semantic net presentation operators include: 

° Fold/Unfold Node in Hierarchical Browser 

° Unfold Document (NodeWeb) in Hierarchical Browser 

° Display Content in Hierarchical Browser 

° Generate Marked or Filtered Hierarchical View 

° Refresh Document (NodeWeb) 

° Fold/Unfold Node in Network Browser 

° Display Content in Network Browser 

The correspondence of these operators to those defined in the formal model is evident. The 

functions of these operators are described in Appendix C (RICH User’s Guide), which 

includes more utilities not listed in this section. The lower level routines that implement 

these operators are provided in the next section. 

5.5. Implementation 

The system runs on Unix workstations. Its interface is built on X11 Athena Widget Sets 

and its database is built on the same B-tree package as the one used in the MUCH system. 

The section describes how the structured hypertext data model is implemented at the 

database level and how the model is reflected on the interface of the RICH system. 

5.5.1. Database Structures and Functions 

The low level hypertext objects in the above design are Link, Node, Content, and Info. Oth- 

ers include two index files and some special purpose files. These hypertext objects are 

maintained as a set of B-tree files. Table 5.1 describes these entities and their attributes. 

The Link object matches the link identifier (the triple of source node identifier, link 

type, and target node identifier) with a set of link attributes, such as creator, creation time, 

and some information to guide the traversal to build the high-level hypertext objects, such as
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Table 5.1: RICH database structure. 

the order of the target node among its siblings. The Node object matches a unique node 

identifier with a content identifier. The Content object matches a unique content identifier 

with an information chunk, i.e, the detailed content itself. The Info object matches the 

unique content identifier with a group attributes, such as creator, creation time, and updator. 

The Author Credit (CreditA) contains a list of authors and the number of credits that each 

author has received. Whenever a node is selected by others, the author and all updators of 

the node gets a credit. The credit reflects an author’s contribution. The Content Selection 

Credit (CreditN) shows how often the content which one author wrote or modified were 

‘read’ by others. 

The major database changes from the MUCH system described in the last chapter are 

the separation of the node from its content and the provision of the indexes from a node to
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all the links going from the node and coming into the node. These make it possible to have 

a content shared by multiple nodes and to traverse the semantic net from any given node in 

either direction without the need to read the whole link database. 

To support the new hypertext model and the new traversal method the database routine 

library has been rebuilt. The name of each basic database routine and a brief description of 

its function are given in Table 5.2. 

[Functions SSCSC~S 
DBget 
DBput 
DBdelee 
DBget_objen 
DBput_object 
DBdelete_objet 
DBget index 
DBput index 

       
        

    

   

  

   

   

Name 

   

  

   

    
     

DBdelete_index 
DB get_out_link index 
DBput_out_link index 

DBdelete_out_ink index 
DBget in_link index 
DBput-in_link index 
DBdelete_in fink index 
DBget_linklist gets a list of links with a node UID 

DBfree_struct free a structure for Link, Node, Content, Info 

Table 5.2: Basic RICH database routines. 

The functions for accessing and manipulating the low level hypertext objects are 

defined upon the above basic routines. The name of each public routine and a brief descrip- 

tion of its purpose are given in Table 5.3. 

The high-level functions provided on user interface are built on these public database 

routines. A description of these high-level functions is given in Appendix C. 

5.5.2. Accessing Large Database 

In the MUCH system, to generate a hierarchical view, the system reads all links from its 

database into a big array and then traverses the links into a tree. This process happens 

when the system starts and whenever the underlying hypertext is modified. This implemen- 

tation makes it impossible to handle large volume hypertext and lowers the performance of 

the system. Another problem with MUCH is that its hierarchical view interface does not 

support zooming upon the hyperspace. This makes it difficult to present large numbers of 

documents organised in deep levels. Because when a large number of documents are 

unfolded, in order to browse the indented outline, users have to to scroll a long distance on
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Table 5.3: Public RICH database routines. 

the vertical dimension and they may not able to read some deep level headings on the hori- 

zontal dimension when the headings are indented too far right to be visible on the screen. 

As the hierarchical view defined in the RICH model allows duplicated hierarchies, the prob- 

lem of the memory space handling become even more critical. 

To tackle these problems, a method is developed which can support quick operations 

with arbitrary sized databases based on reading or updating from the database only what is 

displayed on the user interface. This method divides the run-time layer into two sub-layers 

(see Figure 5.9). In Figure 5.9 at the bottom is the storage layer which describes the whole 

semantic network. In the middle is an intermediate run-time layer which instantiates a tree 

structure from the bottom layer. The top layer holds a sub-tree of the tree structure in the
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middle layer. This sub-tree has a one-to-one mapping to the hierarchical view (the indented 

node list) on the user interface. 

  

     

    

     

  

   

Outline as indented list 
on User Interface 

   
Instantiated Tree 
Cached in Short 

  

    
ie des” “hos, Semantic Net 

5 Stored in Long Memory : 

Figure 5.9: Accessing large database. Node b is expanded at the middle layer 

and unfolded at the top layer. Node d is expanded at the middle layer and folded 

at the top layer. Node e is not expanded nor unfolded. 

Whenever an operation that will alter the view on the screen is performed, necessary 

updates are made first to the middle layer and then to the top layer. For instance, when a 

user clicks the right-hand side mouse button to unfold a node, the node in the middle layer 

is expanded (the tree grows one level deeper at this node by reading from the database), and 

then the node on the top layer is unfolded (i.e. the child nodes of the node are displayed). 

The tree in the middle layer is represented with an array named ‘outline’. The sub-tree in 

the top layer is also represented with an array named ‘display_outline’. The ‘dis- 

play_outline’ is formatted from the ‘outline’ for display on the screen. The format is an 

indented heading list which may contain some extra information, such as link type, author, 

and date when required. The changes to the ‘display_outline’ do not necessarily require 

changes to the ‘outline’. For example, when a node is unfolded again, there is no need to 

expand the node in the ‘outline’ since the node has been expanded. 

When the tree in the middle layer has reached a given size, a pruning process will be 

activated which will shuffle the ‘outline’ array from an expanded and folded node. This 

process will continue until the size of the array is under a given size. This pruning method 

is based on the observation that few users will only perform unfolding operations without a 

folding operation throughout their interaction with the system. Appendix D presents some 

algorithms implementing the above three layered model. Those are high-level algorithms 

that integrate the operations for manipulating (writing) and presenting (reading) the seman- 

tic net on user interface.
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5.5.3. Rule Net 

In the current implementation, link types are represented as a string with two parts. The 

first part (the prefix) consists of two characters that represent the basic semantic categories. 

For example, the characters “T_’, ‘D_’, ‘A_’, or ‘R_’ are used for representing the thesaurus 

document, annotation, and reference link categories, respectively. The second part is the 

name of the link. For instance, the default annotation link is represented as ‘A_comment’, 

in which ‘A_’ indicates the annotation link category and ‘comment’ is the default link name 

in the link type. The format of a linking rule is a triple (see definition of R, in the formal 

model section): 

<source node type, link type, target node type> 

It specifies the allowable typed links between the two typed nodes. As in this work a node 

type is implied by the organisational link pointing to it, a node type is actually represented 

with the organisational link type. For example, a rule that specifies two document nodes 

can be linked with a document link in the form: 

<document node type, document link type, document node type> 

Because the document node type is implied by the document link ‘D_#’ pointing to it (here 

‘# is a wildcard for any document link name), the general document node type is also rep- 

resented as ‘D_#’. The default document type ‘D_document’ is an instance of the general 

type. Therefore, the linking rule in this case is: 

<D_#, D_#, D_#> 

Using link types to imply node types may backfire if the rules are defined recklessly or if 

there are multiple links pointing to a node. For instance, if two different organisational 

links are allowed to point to a node, then a conflict occurs. This is why in the formal model 

two organisational links of different types are not allowed to target the same node. 

These linking rules can be represented with a state diagram. In order to make the link- 

ing rules easy to understand and easy to manipulate, the state diagram is implemented in the 

RICH system as a rule net. From a node of type A, a type B link to another node of type C 

is allowed, only if in the diagram (or rule net) there is a type B link from the node type A to 

the node type C. Figure 5.10 gives such an example. The rule net specifies that 

‘D_document’ links are allowed between document nodes, while ‘A_comment’ links are 

allowed to link document nodes to other document nodes, or annotation nodes to annotation 

nodes. 

The virtual root node (“RICH SYSTEM’), top root node (‘root’), and the link between 

them (‘__include) are embedded in the system as the initial graph of the structured hyper- 

text. The following three linking rules are embedded in the system to allow users to build 

the structured hypertext graph upon the initial graph:
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D_document 

(om) A_comment (om) 

Figure 5.10: Rule net — a state diagram. The ‘D’ represents the ‘document’ 

node category and the ‘A’ represents the ‘annotation’ node category. The ‘# 

represents a wildcard for any names. To distinguish the nodes in the rule net 

from other nodes, the identifier of a rule node includes a special string ‘*0’. 

A_comment 

<__include, D_document, D_document>, 

<D_document, D_document, D_document>, and 

<#_#, R_#,# +, 

where ‘#’ is a wildcard that represents any link category. 

The rule links are represented with referential links. The link name part of the refer- 

ential link presents the link type element in a linking rule. For example, Figure 5.2 presents 

a pattern of the document organisation in structured hypertext. In the design section of the 

chapter, the node types and the allowable typed links between these typed nodes are defined. 

Figure 5.11 shows how those rules are represented as a ‘rule net’. 

    Workspace 
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D_execute 4 
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Figure 5.11: Presenting linking schema with a rule net. In the ellipses, at the 

bottom is the node name which implies the type of the node. Above the node 

name is a natural language description of the node type. The ‘include’ is a 

special organisational link type that is only used for the root node of the whole 

hyperspace. The “T_WS’ is a thesaurus link type that indicates its target node is 

a ‘workspace’ (similar to a directory). ‘D_execute’ link indicates its target node 

is an executable program.
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Algorithm for checking linking rules" is the algorithm that checks if a link is allowed 

by the linking rules: 

linking-allowed(source-type, link-type, target-type) 

BEGIN 

get the rule list related to the current source node type 

IF the rule list is not empty 

THEN IF the triple of <source-type, link-type, target-type> 

matches a triple in the rule list 

THEN RETURN (true) ; 

ELSE RETURN (false) ; 

ELSE BEGIN get the rule list related to general node type 

of the current node type from the rule net; 

IF the rule list is not empty AND the triple of 

<source-type, link-type, target-type> 

matches a triple in the rule list 

THEN RETURN (true) ; 

ELSE (false); 

END 

END 

Figure 5.12: Algorithm for checking linking rules. 

The general type of a given type refers to the type representation with a wildcard in it. 

A rule link with wildcard can represent several rules. This representation reduces the num- 

ber of rule links to be created in the rule net and allows a node type to be sub-typed at a 

later stage. But the progressive definition or the modification of the linking scheme may 

still cause a limited degree of semantic inconsistency. For those applications requiring strict 

semantic consistency, the wildcards should not be used. 

5.5.4. RICH Mediator 

An informative mediator or information agent can be a metaphor that helps people to help 

each other. Collaboration in structured hypertext can be based on shared hypertext informa- 

tion storage, computer mediated communication, and concurrency control and access con- 

trol on the contents and structures of structured hypertext. 

In the RICH system, concurrency control is provided at two levels. At the low level is 

the traditional concurrency control. The high level concurrency control relates to some spe- 

cial issues raised in the CSCW field. It requires to give some control to users to let them 

solve certain conflicts by social mediations. This feature is implemented with a server — 

the ‘mediator’. The ‘mediator’ is running as a demon, keeping track of who is using the 

system, and what they are doing. Each time a user performs some action through the inter- 

face, the system mediator will be notified. The system mediator also sends messages to 

client programs which in turn may invoke certain actions according to predefined rules. 

The global unique identifier of node ‘Content’ and the composition schema make it 

possible to have a simple and effective concurrency control on contents and structures. 

When a user wants to edit a ‘Content’, a request will be sent to the mediator. The mediator
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will check if the ‘Content’ is already being edited. If not, the request will be granted. If 

yes, a notification will be sent to the requester telling him or her the user identifier of the 

person who is editing the content at the moment. When a user wants to edit a structure 

(such as deleting or moving a node in it), he or she can check out or lock the structure by 

selecting the root node of the structure and sending a request to the mediator. The mediator 

will check if the root node is already checked out (or locked). If not, the request will be 

granted. If yes, a notification will be sent to the requester telling him or her the user identi- 

fier of the person who checked out (or locked) the structure at the moment. The notification 

can help users to initiate other social mediations, such as to send a message or to initiate an 

on-line talk with the persons in question. 

5.5.5. Interface 

The separation of contents and structures, and the categories of organisational links and ref- 

erential links should also be reflected on the user interface. This requires: 

e separate areas for structures and contents, 

° separate areas for logically structured materials and referential materials, and 

° to relate the area for logically structured materials with the area for referential materi- 

als. 

The interface metaphors of the RICH system are two ‘open books’. One is for the logically 

structured information. The other is for the referential information that relates to the current 

viewpoint of the structured information. Each ‘open book’ has two areas: the structural 

overview on the left and the detailed content of a selected node on the right. The overview 

for the logically structured ‘book’ is the hierarchical structure (outline) derived from the 

organisational links. The overview for the reference ‘book’ is a structure with a node and 

all links attached to it. The separation of these two ‘books’ allows users to concentrate on 

the logically structured materials, and to read the referential materials jointly when needed. 

In addition to the above two books, a third information space is the communication space. 

The communication space is for human-human and human-computer communication. 

Figure 5.13 presents the implemented user interface. The upper part is the hierarchi- 

cal browser for the logically structured ‘book’. The lower part is the semantic net browser 

for the reference ‘book’. In the semantic net browser, the symbols of are used to indicate 

the type and the direction of the links: 

-[ ] -> for thesaurus link type, 

- ( ) -> for document link type, 

=< >-> for annotation link type, and 

-{ }-> for reference link type. 

In the hierarchical browser, the organisational links are indicated by indentation. The Root, 

Upper, Top, Prev, and Next buttons allow the user to move up and down the hierarchical
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backbone of the structured hypertext. 

* RICH User Guide 
* Semantic Linking Scheme (Rule Net) 

* CNT] Document Library 

* CWS] Tools 
* CWS] PhD Administration 
* CWS] Thesis Drafts 
* CWS] Research Paper Drafts 

ent)—> RICH User Guide 
—<document.)-> Semantic Linking Scheme (Rule Net 

-CNTI-> Document Library 
-CWS1-> Tools 
-CWS1-> PhD Administration 
-C{WSJ-> Thesis Drafts 
-CWS3-> Research Paper Drafts   

Figure 5.13: RICH user interface for structured hypertext. 

The next section gives many examples on the use of the system in various authoring 

tasks. The user’s guide in Appendix C prevides detailed information on the menus and the 

buttons in the user interface. The next section gives many examples on the use of the sys- 

tem in various authoring and reuse processes. 

5.6. Reuse Methods and Examples 

In this section the document reuse methods are presented under a document reuse frame- 

work that describes reuse in terms of the processes involved. This framework describes a 

pattern of activity that addresses the creation, management, retrieval, and reorganisation of 

reusable documents in support of domain-specific document authoring and reuse. Being 

domain-specific means that the reusable documents, the authoring processes, and the sup- 

porting tools are appropriate to the application domain for which the documents are being 

authored. Domain analysis and its resultant models are critical to the success of a domain- 

specific reuse programme. In the following sections, the definitions of the above mentioned 

document reuse processes are given, reuse methods that support these processes are 

described. The powerful feature of the structured hypertext based document reuse lies in its 

particular support for creating multi-hierarchies, which are the bases of multiple classifica- 

tion schemes of a document library and multiple logical structures of a document. The mul- 

tiple classification schemes provide users with alternative taxonomic views of the domain 

and thus provide alternative browsing and querying strategies for locating documents. The 

multiple logical structures provide alternative hierarchical views of a document and thus
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help users to understand the document from different perspectives. 

5.6.1. Document Creation 

The goals of the document creation process are to (a) capture, organise, and represent 

knowledge about a domain, and (b) use that knowledge to develop reusable components that 

can be used to produce new documents within the domain. 

The key to the first goal is to perform domain analysis and modelling, which has been 

addressed in previous sections on domain models. In the RICH system, the domain knowl- 

edge can be defined with the ‘rule net’ method. The method for approaching the second 

goal is to make proper use of the structured hypertext constructs. Central to this is a struc- 

tured hypertext authoring method and a set of guidelines for the structured hypertext. The 

guidelines justify the rules which are incorporated into the hypertext system, and serve as 

‘soft rules’ which are not embedded in the hypertext system, but act as guides to people for 

good practice. These rules and guidelines are derived from domain analysis, task analysis 

and usability studies. 

5.6.1.1. Defining Domain Semantics 

With the RICH system, the first step to initiate a reuse programme (or to set up a system for 

authoring and reuse in a specific domain) is to perform domain analysis in the specific 

domain, so as to work out a set of node types and the allowable typed links between the 

typed nodes. After this is done, a rule net can be created to define the domain semantics. 

Figure 5.14 presents an example on how the rule net in Figure 5.11 is represented in 

the RICH system. At the upper left-hand side of the screen (in the hierarchical browser) 

there is a list of node types (indicated by the organisational link types) under the node name 

‘Semantic Linking Scheme (Rule Net)’. The highlighted node ‘D_#’ is the current node in 

the hierarchical view browser. At the lower left-hand side of the screen (in the network 

browser), all the linking rules related to the document node type ‘D_#’ can be seen. The 

content of node ‘D_#’ (displayed in the content window at upper right-hand side) is the help 

message related to the node type ‘D_#’. This message will be activated if a linking rule 

related to the type is violated. 

In the rule net, the linking rules are represented with referential links, and the nodes 

for new node types are created with an organisational document link. In the creating link 

dialogue box, a user is creating a linking rule <D_#, A_#, A_#>, which means annotation 

nodes can be linked with annotation links from any document nodes to any annotation 

nodes.
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otation nodes can only be linked to other     
Figure 5.14: Defining linking rules. 

5.6.1.2. Authoring with Indexing 

In the RICH system, the creation of a new node accompanies the creation of an organisa- 

tional link. In this way a strategy of authoring with indexing is enforced. Because in most 

cases only the default link types are used, the cognitive overhead caused by the strategy is 

somewhat reduced, and organisational support for information reuse is achieved. When cre- 

ating a new node or creating a link between two existing nodes, the general graph-based 

rules will be checked and then the domain linking rules will be checked. If a violation is 

detected, then a warning message will be displayed. 

A new node with an organisational link can be created with a dialogue box shown in 

Figure 5.15. After a link type is selected with the toggle buttons at the bottom (the default 

is ‘document’ type), the default link name is displayed in the ‘link name’ field. Users can 

enter a node name in the ‘target’ field, and click on a heading in the main interface to indi- 

cate a position (a node) after which the new node will be placed. In the dialogue box there 

is a list of link names. If users do not want the default link name, they can select one in the 

list or enter a new name in the link name field. 

As shown in Figure 5.15, a user intends to create an annotation node under the exist- 

ing annotation node named "It is a Dept. Report". However, the user selected the ‘Docu- 

ment’ type by mistake. This violates the rules concerning annotation node types and a 

warning is given. After the user changed the link type to ‘comment’, the node was created 

successfully.
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Figure 5.15: Creating a new node with an organisational link. 

To create a link from the current node (the source node) to an existing node (the target 

node), users can select the target node in the hierarchical browser by first clicking on the 

‘Target’ area within the link creation dialog box shown in Figure 5.16, and then clicking on 

a target node name (the heading) in the hierarchical browser. The method for assigning a 

link type (and name) is the same as that in creating a node. 

As shown in Figure 5.16, a user intends to create a document type organisational link 

from the node ‘Database’ to the node ‘Collaborative Expertext System’. As the node ‘Col- 

laborative Expertext System’ is an ancestor of the node “Database’, a potential loop is 

detected. As a consequence the link creation is aborted and and a warning is given. 

5.6.1.3. Authoring from Tree to Network 

People develop new cognitive models by metaphorically extending old ones. Users of a 

new computer system can master it, if they can metaphorically relate it to some real world 

entities or processes A good metaphor not only helps hypertext readers, but also provides a 

framework within which hypertext authors work to maintain consistency [6]. Unlike many 

hypertext systems whose authoring method is ‘from hypertext to text/hypertext’, the hyper- 

text authoring method supported in this work is from text to hypertext. To many people, out- 

lining is still the better known authoring method: they create headings for their key ideas 

and moves the headings until they have a satisfied document structure. The structured 

hypertext outlining method extends outlining text to outlining hypertext. With this method, 

authors have no need to be re-trained for writing hypertext — they can outline conventional 

hierarchical documents first, and then ‘hyperise’ the documents by adding multi-
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Figure 5.16: Creating a link between two existing nodes. 

hierarchical organisational links and referential links. This simple approach can also help to 

generate hierarchies from hypertext, in that the existence of many meaningful hierarchies 

within the information space makes it possible to generate meaningful hierarchies by select- 

ing, filtering, and merging the existing hierarchies. 

5.6.2. Document Management 

Document management processes acquire, describe, evaluate, and organise the documents 

produced by document creation processes, make those documents available to users as a 

managed collection so as to promote and facilitate reuse of the documents. Central to the 

document management is a document library. The library is built on a library data model, 

which filters and synthesises the domain models produced by document creation to capture 

the structure of the information needed specifically to support document retrieval. 

One basic element of a library data model is a classification scheme, or taxonomy, that 

is used to partition documents into different categories. Classification scheme can be repre- 

sented in a variety of ways, such as indexing schemes, simple hierarchies, faceted schemes, 

object-oriented class hierarchies, and semantic networks [37,24]. In this work the classifi- 

cation scheme is represented with a semantic net. The structured hypertext model is also 

used as the library data model. It provides a unifying representation for some of the impor- 

tant organisational feature in large-volume and small-volume hypertext. One powerful tech- 

nique provided by the library data model is the concept of multiple classification schemes 

that provide users with alternative taxonomic views of the domain and thus provide alterna- 

tive browsing and querying strategies for locating documents.
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5.6.2.1. Organising Hyperspace 

Figure 5.17 shows how thesauri, documents, and annotations are represented and presented 

in the RICH system hyperspace. The hyperspace organisation structure in this example 

corresponds to the document organisation pattern depicted in Figure 5.2. In the hyperspace, 

the thesaurus of a reuse library is divided into high level topics: Document reuse, CSCW, 

Hypertext, and Multimedia. Working documents are kept in workspaces (which correspond 

to directories in a file system). Annotations can be added to provide some guide for other 

reusers or to suggest changes to authors. 

Figure 5.17 shows that the semantic type of the node is implied by the organisational 

link type placed before the node name. Link types are represented with different brackets, 

i.e., [], 0, <>, and {} for thesaurus, document, annotation, and referential link type respec- 

tively. The words in the brackets are link names. In the hierarchical browser (the upper 

part), a link is indicated by indentation and the brackets for document type are omitted. 

Only organisational links are visible in the hierarchical browser. In the network browser, all 

link types are presented and the direction of a link is indicated with an arrow line. 
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Figure 5.17: Hyperspace organisation. 

5.6.2.2. Ensuring Quality 

The greatest need in hypertext today is to enable authors to exploit the medium successfully. 

This requires that the structure of a hyperdocument is ‘correct’ according to certain rules 

[14]. The goal of balancing content and structure can guide the assessment of structured 

hypertexts. The content balance requires that the amount of content in each node falls into 

a reasonable range (for instance, 2 to 6 paragraphs), and each paragraph is neither too short 

nor too long (for instance, 3 to 10 sentences). The structural balance requires that the
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number of out-going organisational links falls into a reasonable range (say 2 to 20 [102]), 

and the number of out-going referential links is not too big (say less than 5 [21]). The quan- 

titative measure may vary from task to task. Special care should be taken when using 

organisational links to share existing structures and contents, for instance, by consulting the 

original authors and by using them in a planned way. 

5.6.2.3. Collaborating 

With collaborative hypermedia, general support for collaboration can be provided by author 

and data stamping and by the provision of the right information to the right people at the 

right time. Automatic author and data stamping maintains a history of what was created, 

updated or copied by whom. In the RICH system, users can get this information by setting 

the ‘who’ and ‘when’ criteria in the hierarchy filter or by selecting the ‘Attrib’ button in the 

content window (see Figure 5.18). 

Name: Experiences with Semantic Net 

Author: wang 

Date: 95/01/03 

Select Credits 4 

Updated By: |hypbook (Fri Jan 27 22:22:37 1995> 
wang «Wed Jan 18 22:52:57 1995) 
Copied from node made by wang at 94/11/13 

| ee ee | 

  

Figure 5.18: Node and content attributes. This information box tells users that 

the named node is copied from a node made by wang, and then modified by 

wang and hypbook (wang and hypbook are user identifiers). 

In the RICH system, users can ask the system mediator "Who is doing what?" by 

selecting the corresponding menu item in the ‘Coordination’ menu (see Figure 5.19). 

RICH Mediator Report: Fri Jan 27 22:34:32 1995 

User: hypbook 
Login Time: Fri Jan 27 22:10:40 1995 
Reading Node: Experiences_with_Semantic_Net*1895, ContentId: 320716530 

User: wang 
Login Time: Fri Jan 27 21:50:43 1995 
Editing Node: Experiences_with_Semantic_Net*1895, ContentId: 320716530 

Figure 5.19: Who is doing what. This information box tells users that the 

named node is reading by hypook and is editing by wang. 

  

Concurrency control is also handled by the system mediator. If a conflict occurs, con- 

cerned users will be notified. Then they need to decide how to resolve the conflict. For 

example, after receiving a message telling on who was editing the node, a user decided to 

talk with the person directly (see Figure 5.20).
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This text is currently being 

edited by: 

hypbook 

Please try again later, 

  

Figure 5.20: Concurrency control and social mediation. In the box on the left- 

hand side is a notification message telling a user who was editing the node he or 

she wants to edit. The user then activated the ‘talk’ function and selected the 

person he or she wanted to talk with. Then the system would connect the two 

users with a talking utility automatically. 

With shared information space, the sending or receiving information dose not neces- 

sarily mean the real flow of the whole piece of information. For instance, a document can 

stay where it is, while a message is sent to inform the receiver to take his or her turn on the 

document revision. 

5.6.3. Document Retrieval 

Document retrieval processes browse and search the library and the working space to find 

reusable components. Searching criteria can be applied directly by browsing or querying 

the library data model. The specific techniques used to browse and query the data model 

are highly dependent on the structure and representation of the model and the support tools 

that are provided to access the model. The approaches adopted in this work are free-text- 

based and keyword-based queries, hierarchical and hypertext-style browsing, and dialog- 

based browsing wherein users can make choices or assign values to a set of attributes to 

specify the searching criteria. 

After candidate reusable components are found, they need to be further evaluated so as 

to select those which best meet the needs of the new document and should thus be reorgan- 

ised into the new document. Central to the evaluation and selection process is comprehen- 

sion. An effective reuse support system should help users in the comprehension process 

with the least cognitive load. This would also help users to express the specification of a 

demanded component explicitly [103].
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5.6.3.1. Finding from Concept Entries 

Current research suggests that hypertext systems utilising relatively flat semantic networks 

or systems using small-sized displays are not conducive to browsing activity [71]. The flat 

semantic network of hypertext needs augmenting with a conceptual superstructure to make 

effective browsing possible. 

Thesaurus, is comparatively unknown to many readers, since few document retrieval 

services provide users with the possibility to see the structure of the index language [2]. 

However, some research efforts have been made towards making the structure of the index- 

ing terms more explicit to users [2,103]. The explicit thesaurus structure provides a concept 

entry for users to find what they want by looking into related topics. For example, if users 

want to find some documents on CSCW, they can unfold the classification structure of the 

document Library and look into the thesaurus term ‘CSCW’ (see Figure 5.17). Under the 

term ‘CSCW’, they find a paper titled ‘Matching Roles and Technology for CSCW’. 

5.6.3.2. Combining Hierarchical View and Network View 

The hierarchical or multi-hierarchical skeleton of structured hypertext is presented in the 

hierarchical browser. The semantic net view around a single node can be seen in the Net- 

work Browser. The network browser by default is set to ‘synchronise’ with the hierarchical 

browser, so that clicking a mouse button on a heading in the hierarchical browser will also 

make the node current in the network browser. In this way, users can get a fisheye view of 

the structured hypertext. The network browser can also be used independently to navigate 

the hyperspace (by switching off the ‘sync’ button). When users feel lost in hyperspace, 

they can push the ‘sync’ button to re-orientate themselves to the current node in the hierar- 

chical view browser. 

For example, as shown in Figure 5.21, a user is reading the abstract of ‘2nd Year 

Report’ with the hierarchical browser. From the network browser he or she notices a related 

document ‘Ist Year Report’. The ‘Ist Year Report’ is linked from the ‘2nd Year Report’ 

with a referential link, which can not be seen in the hierarchical browser. Then he or she 

clicks the left mouse button on the node ‘1st Year Report’ in the network browser and sees 

the related information in conjunction with the reading of the ‘2nd Year Report’ in the hier- 

archical browser. 

The two screen dumps in Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22 together give another example 

on how an associative browsing is performed with the two browsers. A user is browsing the 

abstract of the document ‘2nd Year Report’ with the hierarchical browser. From the syn- 

chronised network browser, he or she notices that the ‘2nd Year Report’ is indexed under 

the thesaurus term ‘Reusable Intelligent Collaborative Hypertext’. In order to see other 

documents on the topic of ‘Reusable Intelligent Collaborative Hypertext’, he or she clicks 

the right-hand side mouse button on the node ‘Reusable Intelligent Collaborative Hypertext’ 

in the network browser and finds three more documents. He or she then clicks the left-hand
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underpinnings and to demonstrate utility in practical situations, 

ist Year Report 

Authoring and reuse are closely related activities, which often occur 
in a group context. Collaborative hypermedia can play an important 
role in creating an envirorment where reuse is accepted as an integral 
part of the authoring process, Requirements and models for such a 

« Two latest versions of the MUCH (Many 

  

tbhed 
(document )-> Results and Interpretations rebttedin nodels Ee in this paper. The hypermedia information 
= dors mn retrieval model along with its close matching to the user interface 

i ee ne 5 hoe tae thesis Se makes the information retrieval capabilities embed in a hypermedia   
Figure 5.21: Associative browsing (1). Related information can be browsed 

with the network browser. 

side mouse button to read the document “Hypertext for Document Reuse’. This example 

also indicates the value of a thesaurus in the hyperspace. The thesaurus can link documents 

in meaningful ways which could not otherwise be easily supported among documents with- 

out a thesaurus. 

5.6.3.3. Combining Browsing with Searching 

The ability to browse is generally regarded as one of the most important reasons for using 

hypertext, however, searching facilities should also be supported in modern hypertext envi- 

ronments [52]. By combining browsing with searching, the browsing space can be reduced. 

The hierarchical backbone of structured hypertext provides a structural clue to combining 

browsing with searching. 

The traversal option dialogue box, as shown in Figure 5.23, allows users to specify 

their current interest. The specification can be any combination of the attributes in the dia- 

logue box. A user is searching for the nodes whose contents relate to ‘Dexter model’. The 

‘Filter’ attribute is set to ‘No’, so no nodes will be filtered out. The searching results are 

‘marked’ (with numbers of ‘hits’) in the original context of the document. Marking the 

nodes hit the searching specification presenting the marked nodes in their original context 

may help users understand the relation among the found nodes. When the node is folded, 

the number at its side is the sum of ‘hits’ in the hierarchies rooted from the node. When the 

hit node is unfolded, the number at its side is the number of ‘hits’ to the node itself. By 

unfolding the hit node, the number may ‘move’ or ‘reduce’ (if there are other hits under the
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Figure 5.22: Associative browsing (2). Thesaurus terms can serve as a bridge 

for associative browsing. 
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Figure 5.23: Searching to mark the nodes hit. The document shown in the hier- 

archical browser is a draft of the thesis. By doing a free-text search, one can see 

that in the ‘Background’ chapter, the term ‘Dexter model’ has occurred six 

times.
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hierarchy). The numerical distribution on the outline (in this case, the occurrence of a free- 

text string in the node contents) can lead users to find the nodes they want by unfolding the 

number-annotated nodes in the hierarchical browser (see Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25). 

Right mouse button for folding/unfolding, left for displaying contents f 

| File | Edit | View [Cirdinate| Help [[ Ts Hwertext 

* Semi-structured Semantic Net and MUCH 
17 * Structured Semantic Net and RICH 

Appendix A: Questionnaire I 
Appendix Bz Questionnaire II 

* Appendix D: RICH Algorithms 
* Appendix C: RICH User’”s Guide 

  

-<{Document)-> Hypertext Issues 
—<(Document)-> Hypertext Systems 
-{(Document)-> Previous MUCH Prototypes   

Figure 5.24: Browsing marked nodes in original context (1). By unfolding the 

node ‘Background’, one can see that the number ‘moves’ to ‘Hypertext Issues’ 

The performance of free-text search across all the contents of a large set of documents 

could be low. Outline headings are parts of a document. As the occurrence of words or 

terms in a document can be a useful indication of the document contents [32]. The occur- 

rence of words or terms in the headings of a document outline can also be a useful indica- 

tion of the document content. Free-text searching across the classification structure of a set 

of documents and the outlines of individual documents may have a better chance to find rel- 

evant documents than searching only through the titles of the documents. Since the search- 

ing space for headings is much smaller than that for the whole document contents, it can 

offer a faster search performance. Figure 5.26 and Figure 5.27 present an example on a 

heading retrieval across the hierarchical structures. 

If a user just wants the ‘hit’ nodes, he or she can set the ‘Filter’ attribute to ‘Yes’. The 

“Visit Node Once’ attribute can also be set to ‘Yes’, if the user does not want the same node 

to repeat in the search result (see Figure 5.28). 

In the filtered view, only those nodes with the term ‘semantic net’ are selected and the 

original hierarchical relation is respected (see Figure 5.29). This is indicated by indenta- 

tion. The ‘.’ before a heading indicates the node belongs to a filtered view. It can be seen 

from the hierarchical browser that ‘Semantic Net Representation’ is a grandson of ‘Struc- 

tured Semantic Net and RICH’, while in Figure 5.28 the node ‘Semantic Net
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Figure 5.25: Browsing marked nodes in original context (2). By unfolding the 

hit node step by step, all the hit nodes can be found. In this example, all six oc- 

currences of the term ‘Dexter model’ in the ‘Background’ chapter are in the 

same section ‘Hypertext Models’. 

Representation’ is ‘promoted’ to be a son of ‘Structured Semantic Net and RICH’. 
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Figure 5.29: Original document before filtering.
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5.6.4. Document Reorganisation 

Document reorganisation processes tailor the document components found by retrieving 

processes and then integrate them into a new document. Tailoring is a modification process. 

Reusable components typically require at least some modification during reuse. Integration 

processes ensure that reusable components that have been selected and tailored to are prop- 

erly integrated with other components of the document. While tailoring focuses more on 

the adaptation issues local to a particular component, integration addresses adaptation and 

consistency issues (for documents these issues are reflected as the cohesiveness of a docu- 

ment) global to the new document as a whole. In this view, the tailoring process can be sub- 

servient to the integration process in the sense that integration may require several iterative 

refinements of tailoring to ensure that the cohesiveness of a document is achieved. 

One of the basic requirement of a reusable component library is that the reused com- 

ponents should be left intact. The relationships between retrieving processes and modifica- 

tion processes can be bridged with copying processes. Previous connections among compo- 

nents can be exploited in this reorganisation process. 

5.6.4.1. Copying with Changes 

Document reuse in general can be considered as a gradual information evolution process in 

which the document reorganisation phase is mainly a process of copying with changes. A 

system for document reuse should not only support representing, organising, and retrieving 

reusable materials, but also support various copying and modification mechanisms. The 

reorganisation processes of reuse can be supported by copying parts of the found documents 

or copying the filtered views into a document, and then modifying the document with the 

primitive manipulating operations. 

Copying functions duplicate a document or a set of documents composed of pre- 

linked nodes. They automate what can be a laborious task — creating nodes, forging links, 

and pasting contents. The copying functions in the RICH system include sharing-content 

copying and hard copying. The sharing-content copying produces a copy which shares the 

contents of the original document. The contents can then be modified in both documents to 

make them meaningful in both contexts. 

Importing, exporting, previewing, and printing functions often contain or relate to 

converting functions, which are kinds of ‘copying with changes’ processes. One useful 

function is camera-ready printing which converts structured hypertext into a formatted lin- 

ear form on paper. Other such functions are importing/exporting functions for SGML-like 

documents, such as documents in Troff, LaTex, and HTML. The printing of the thesis gives 

a good example of such an application. During the authoring of the thesis, multiple Troff 

macros were prepared. These macros give different definition to the same set of tags and 

provide multiple presentation styles or layouts, such as single sided, double sided, single 

line spacing and double line spacing. Simply by clicking on the exporting function in the
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Figure 5.26: Searching across high level structures (1). A user is performing 

heading retrieval for documents related to the hypertext system named ‘RICH’. 

The search results indicate that the word ‘RICH’ occurs within the documents 

indexed under the thesaurus term ‘Hypertext’. 

‘File’ menu to generate a structured document (markup with the generic tags) and then 

clicking on one of the ‘program’ nodes (written in shell script and indicated by the ‘execute’ 

link type) in the network browser, a ready-for-binding copy of the thesis can be previewed 

and printed. 

The RICH copying functions have gone beyond duplicating a set of linked nodes and 

contents automatically. The novelty lies in their support for creating various multi- 

hierarchies that allow a mixture of sharing and non-sharing changes on content and struc- 

ture. 

5.6.4.2. Sharing and Non-sharing Changes on Contents and Structures 

A copy that shares changes on both content and structure of a document can be created by 

creating an organisational link from where the copy is supposed to be placed to the root 

node of the document to be copied. The shared structure in this situation includes all the 

nodes and links of the document. Although in the database, the document is not duplicated, 

in the hierarchical view browser the document will be duplicated at the place where the 

source node of the new organisational link locates. As illustrated by Figure 5.3, by creating 

an organisational link from node G to node C, the sub-tree rooted from node C becomes a 

sub-tree of the View2 rooted from node G. This kind of copying can be used to create mul- 

tiple classification structures of the document library and thus provide alternative browsing
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Figure 5.27: Searching across high level structures (2). By unfolding the 

marked nodes, the user finds a document ‘Hypertext for Document Reuse’ in 

which the RICH system is described, although the word ‘RICH’ does not occur 

in the title of the document. 
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Figure 5.28: Searching for a filtered view.
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and querying strategies for locating documents. It can also be used to create higher level 

alternative views on shared document components. 

A copy that shares changes on contents, but does not share changes on structure can 

be supported by the sharing-content copying function (see Figure 5.30). This kind of copy- 

ing enables creating different structures (multiple high level views or perspectives) on the 

same set of contents. This is achieved by doing the copy first, then renaming the nodes in 

the copy and reorganising links in the copy into a new structure, and finally modifying the 

shared contents from multiple perspectives to make them coherent to all these perspectives. 

  

Figure 5.30: Share change on contents. The nodes C, D, E and C*, D*, E* 

share the same set of contents which can be edited from both contexts. 

The copy that does not share changes on contents and structure can be made by the 

ordinary hard copying function. This copying function is used when many content and 

structure changes are needed to. tailor and integrate the copied components into the new 

document. The changes made in the copy will not affect the original document. In addition 

to copying existing documents, the copying functions can also ‘copy’ filtered views into a 

new document. 

In practice people may often need to use a combination of the above described mecha- 

nisms. For example, in order to prepare a department prospectus more efficiently, a 

reusable component library can be built which contains a set of reusable document compo- 

nents, such as department descriptions, staff curriculum vitae, course descriptions, course 

programmes, and equipment descriptions. The document components are continually being 

updated to reflect lastest changes. To ensure a user viewing the most current information, 

the department prospectus can be created with a combination of the above described mecha- 

nisms. For instance, a course programme can be prepared by using the content-sharing 

copying function to copy a similar course programme, and then modify it into a new course 

programme (such as by renaming some courses, changing the order of some courses, 

removing some courses, and copying some courses from other course programmes). In this 

case, the content changes made on the course descriptions in the library are reflected in the 

new course programme, while the local structural changes made on the new course pro- 

gramme will not affect the reusable components in the library. Suppose that the curriculum 

vitae of staff in the reusable component library are divided into several sub-sections, such as 

‘personal data’, ‘education’, and ‘publication’. In this case, the curriculum vitae entry in
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the prospectus can be created by simply creating organisational links to the curriculum 

vitaes in the library, so that both content and structure changes of curriculum vitae in the 

library will be reflected in the prospectus. 

A user manual is a guide for helping users to complete specific tasks efficiently. A 

task as defined in human factors engineering is a series of steps that a user must perform in 

order to achieve an independently meaningful goal in a particular context. In a traditional 

manual in paper-form, the repetition of task descriptions in different task paths seems 

redundant; while in hypertext, the same primitive tasks can be visited by different paths 

without the need to repeat the description of a particular primitive task in every task 

sequence that includes it. Take an operating system manual as an example, the basic 

reusable components are concepts (such as ‘File’) and primitive tasks (such as ‘Deleting a 

File’). Concepts and primitive task descriptions can be initially organised into a hierarchy 

with two categories: ‘Glossary’, and ‘Primitive Tasks’. In order to help users to perform 

specific tasks, a set of task-specific paths (or ordered hierarchies) can be added upon these 

basic information units. For example, a higher level task ‘Creating a New Logon’ in the 

MPE/iX operating system contains four primitive tasks: ‘Creating a New Account’, ‘Creat- 

ing a New User’, ‘Creating a Home Group’, and ‘Assigning Access Rights’ [21]. To facili- 

tate the creation of the higher level task paths, a template can be defined, for instance, with 

the following high-level headings: 

Description of Goal 

Concepts Arising from the Task 

Primitive Tasks Involved 

Steps and Examples 

Related Tasks 

To create such a path, users can create a template with the hard copying function and 

rename the template to “Creating a new logon’, and then create organisational links from the 

node ‘Primitive Tasks Involved’ in the template to the nodes on the four primitive tasks in 

the component library. Links can also be made from ‘Concepts Arising from the Task’ to 

the corresponding concepts in the ‘Glossary’. The primitive tasks and the higher level tasks 

can also be organised into several categories, such as ‘Administration Tasks’ and ‘Applica- 

tion Tasks’. The resulting network is a kind of glossary, but it is more systematic and its 

content is more detailed than that of a glossary. After the manual is created, users can 

browse the multi-hierarchical structures with the hierarchical view browser to find the task 

they want to perform, read the ‘Steps and Examples’, and in the meantime refer to involved 

primitive tasks or concepts with the network browser.
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5.7. Evaluative Studies 

The RICH system and its underlying reuse methodology have been used in several author- 

ing and reuse applications. It has been used to write this thesis. It has also been used in 

three studies that compare and contrast the MUCH system and the RICH system. The first 

study was on creating a multi-perspective hypertext document for managing the publica- 

tions of a research group. This task was performed by three small groups of users. The sec- 

ond study was on creating views on an existing document (a textbook). The third study was 

on an editorial-type document reuse task. These studies have highlighted the strengths and 

the weaknesses of the RICH approach and directly fed back to the development of the RICH 

system. 

5.7.1. Creating a Hypertext Document for Research Management 

MUCH and RICH have been implemented with similar domain models. MUCH is based on 

the semi-structured semantic net. Linking constraints are not enforced by the system. The 

integrity of its semantic net is left to users. There is no distinction between organisational 

links and referential links. The system uses a depth-first traversal algorithm to generate 

hierarchical views from the underlying network. The default traversal goes along links of 

any type. Nodes match directly with node contents. No copying functions are provided. 

RICH is based on the structured semantic net model described in this chapter. The integrity 

of the semantic net is maintained by the system. It uses the node-web composition schema 

to generate various documents in different structures. 

The experience of preparing a hypertext document has highlighted the advantages of 

the RICH approach. Three groups of people were asked to prepare a hypertext document as 

an organisation manual for a research group. Two groups used the MUCH system and one 

group used the RICH system. The requirements for the document were that it should be 

able to present users with multiple perspectives. Each perspective emphasised one view of 

the research group, such as ‘People’ or ‘Activities’. 

The first two people who used MUCH failed to produce such a document. They found 

the MUCH generating outline method difficult to use, especially in collaborative authoring. 

They realised that creating a new link between two existing nodes or modifying a link might 

lead to radical consequences (different outlines or views). Also the link types might lead to 

different traversals, if the traversal that got invoked was the last one used and had filtered 

certain link types. Since there is no constraint on linking, these problems could be quite 

serious. For example, one person created a node with a referential link, and then another 

person created a new node from that node with a document link. The document they finally 

created had only one hierarchy. 

The second two people who used MUCH met the same problems, but with the help of 

the system developers, they were able to create such a document. However, the follow-up 

observations and the system log showed that only a few users generated views of the
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document as the authors and the system developers expected. Most users did not realise 

that if they activate the ‘generate outline’ menu and select a node in the document, they 

could get a view that was currently not there. One argument could be that if the users had 

understood the ‘simple’ depth-first traversal, such ‘problems’ would not be problems. How- 

ever, the lessons learned suggested that to assume that users could appreciate the depth-first 

traversal algorithms was wrong. It also suggested that a more rigorous semantic net model 

and a composition schema for stable documents were needed. This schema should be able 

to present users with a stable structure of a document, rather than a changeable structure. 

The two people who used RICH successfully produced such a document illustrated by 

Figure 5.31. With the hierarchical browser, some node in the document can appear in dif- 

ferent hierarchies, for example the "Software Reuse" paper appears under both "Software 

Engineering Journal" and "Wang’s papers". Users can unfold different headings at the top 

level for different perspectives. From the semantic net browser, users can see that the "Soft- 

ware Reuse" paper has multiple in-coming links, which tell users that the paper was co- 

authored by Rada and Wang, published in Software Engineering Journal, and related to a 

hypothesis on software reuse and hypertext. 

Cl ich (ii SiS ees 

| File | Edit | View [Cxrdinate | Help | 
| Root | Upper | Top | Previous [Next || Save [Search | [ Paste | Help | 

Research Paper Management oy 
* Hypotheses and Papers 
* Publications and Papers 

7 ACM Trans, Information Systems 

+ Communication of the ACM 
+ Computers and Education 

: Computers and Learning 
3 CSCW Journal 
+ Electronic Publishing 

support this wide range of approaches to software reuse. 
the phases all of reuse, namely organizing. retrieving, and 

reorganizing. have been applied to documents from throughout 
software life cycle, 

  

[Hy Software Reuse and Hypertext ™~—~s@YS 
|Rada”s papers -<document )-> | text. can support a wide range of software descriptions and oe 
J: Software Engeering Journal —(document.)-> RUC all the phases of reuse, namely organizing, retrieving, 

Na: Software Reuse and Hypertext —(document )-> reorganizing, from throughout the software life cycle.   
Figure 5.31: A hypertext document for research management. 

Following the ‘from text to hypertext’ approach, they 

1. created top level hierarchical structures with the default organisational document 

links; 

2. used organisational document links to create the multi-hierarchy structures which 

share both contents and structures of the reused hierarchies;
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3. used the content-sharing copy function to reuse the contents in the existing hierar- 

chies; while the copied structures and some node names were changed to fit into a new 

context. 

They confirmed that the ‘hypertext outlining’ authoring method and the structured hypertext 

metaphor (i.e., hierarchy plus cross-reference) were easy to understand, and they could 

achieve what was expected. Although this small scale evaluation provides some positive 

feedback on the RICH approach, more rigorous experimental studies with more users are 

needed. 

5.7.2. Creating Views on a Book 

The MUCH system and the RICH system were used in a 5-week course on ‘interactive 

media’ for computer science students. A document reuse task was assigned to the class. 

The aim of this exercise was to compare the two systems in general, and to see which view 

creating method users would prefer to use. A hypothesis was made that with the RICH sys- 

tem students might be able to create better hierarchical views than with the MUCH system, 

since the RICH system has more functionalities to support the reuse task. The second 

hypothesis was that most students would prefer the view creating method of the RICH sys- 

tem than that of the MUCH system. The third hypothesis was that most students would pre- 

fer the MUCH system to the RICH system in general, since the MUCH system has a very 

attractive multimedia content editor. 

5.7.2.1. Methods 

The course lasted for five weeks with three lectures in each week. In the first week, an over- 

all introduction to the course and groupware hypermedia was given. Then, in the second 

week, the hypermedia principles and systems were discussed. In each of the following 

weeks, the main chapters of the course text were addressed. The authoring task discussed in 

this section was directly related to the lectures given in the first two weeks. 

The textbook was available on-line in both the MUCH system and the RICH system. 

Students also had access to a paper version of the book. A lecture hall and a computer labo- 

ratory were used alternately during the course. In the laboratory session, fifty-nine students, 

a computer science professor (Roy Rada), and two teaching assistants met in a computer 

laboratory. Students sat at Unix workstations and would access the two systems. The pro- 

fessor led the class by transforming the key points of the content of the book into simple 

examples, stimulating discussions, and using the two systems to help illustrate points. Fur- 

thermore, the exercise was to be performed using the two systems. 

After the first week, students were asked to undertake an assignment related to the 

contents of the chapter on hypertext. The exercise was to create a document about hyper- 

text, multimedia, or hypermedia with the MUCH system and the RICH system. Students 

were not asked to write any new text for the document. The task was to create a view upon
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professor Rada’s newly drafted textbook ‘Interactive Media’ by creating links to relevant 

parts. 

Each student used both the MUCH system and the RICH system but the students were 

divided into two groups randomly. One group used first the MUCH system, and then the 

RICH system, while the other group used first the RICH system and then the MUCH sys- 

tem. In addition to the two documents created with the two systems, each student was 

asked to submit a report to describe, compare and contrast the two systems used. 

The documents and the reports were assessed by the professor and his teaching assis- 

tants. The marks were given based on both the quality of the resulting documents and the 

insightfulness of the reports. The data collected from the course was analysed with mean 

comparison (t-test) and Pearson correlation methods. 

5.7.2.2. Results 

There were 59 students in the class. Fifty-eight of them completed the exercise. The data 

collected from the assignment has five parts: 

° marks for documents created in MUCH, 

° marks for documents created in RICH, 

° number of students who prefer MUCH in general, 

° number of students who prefer RICH in general, and 

° number of students who prefer the method supported with RICH in particular. 

There were no statistically significant quality differences between the documents created 

with the two systems (T=1.64, df=57, p =0.11, see Table 5.4). The two standard deviation 

indicate that the mark ranges of documents created with the MUCH system were larger 

among students than those created with the RICH system . 

Marks of documents 

  

with MUCH 58 10.01 3.17 

with RICH 58 9.35 1.94 

Table 5.4: Comparison between documents created with MUCH and RICH. 

T=1.64, df=57, p=0.11. r=0.335 

In comparing the two systems in general, 12% of the students preferred the MUCH 

system, 66% of the students preferred the RICH system, and 22% students did not give a 

preference. The percentage of students who preferred the RICH system had no significant 

difference among the two groups of students who used the two systems in different 

sequence. In the group that used MUCH first, 67% of the students preferred the RICH sys- 

tem, and in the group that used RICH first, 65% of the students preferred the RICH system.
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In comparing the view creating methods underlying the two systems, 81% students 

preferred the method supported with the RICH system. In both the groups, students who 

preferred the RICH method took the majority. In the group that used MUCH first 74% of 

students preferred the RICH method, and in the group that used RICH first 90% of students 

preferred to the RICH method. 

There was a positive correlation between the preference to RICH in general and the 

preference to the method used in RICH (r=0.44, p=0.001). Another positive correlation was 

found between the marks of the documents created with the MUCH system and the marks 

of the documents created with the RICH system (r=0.335, p=0.01). 

5.7.2.3. Discussion 

The hypothesis that students might be able to create better hypertext documents (hierarchi- 

cal views) with the RICH system than with the MUCH system was not supported in this 

instance. There was no statistically significant quality difference between the documents 

created with the two systems. On the one hand, it could be argued that this was due to the 

minimum requirement for the authoring task. Most students used the creating link function 

only and few of them created more than five links. Only a few students (3 out of 59) used 

the copying functions of the RICH system and only one student noticed that with the 

MUCH system the content of a node can be shared without sharing the sub-hierarchy rooted 

from the node. Only a few students noticed that with the MUCH system they could not 

refer to a document component without including it as part of the new document. On the 

other hand, the tendency that those students who created the better documents with one sys- 

tem were also created better documents with another system reminded us that the quality of 

the documents created might be more related to the individual authoring abilities than to the 

functionalities of tools. 

The hypothesis that most students would prefer the view creating method of the RICH 

system was supported. Over eighty percent of students preferred the method underlying the 

RICH system. This preference was not affected by the sequence in which the two systems 

were used. 

The hypothesis that in general students would prefer the MUCH system to the RICH 

system was not supported in this instance. Two thirds of students preferred the RICH sys- 

tem to the MUCH system. The reason might be that they preferred the view creating 

method used in RICH, although they were encouraged to exploit and compare the two sys- 

tems in general. In their reports, several students commented that with the MUCH system 

‘the missing’ of some parts of the original document (caused by the creation of new links) 

was confusing. Students liked RICH for its content-sensitive help mechanism, interface lay- 

out, and immediately visibility of the views created.
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5.7.3. Editorial-type Document Reuse 

A lecturer in computer science of a university is an expert in the fields of hypertext and 

human-computer interaction. This expert has planned to write a book on hypertext by 

merging and editing his previous papers. The expert performed this sort of editorial task 

previously by using a large wooden table and cutting papers into pieces before rearranging 

the order of the pieces on the table. The method allows him to get a look-and-feel of the 

final document, but is time consuming and not practical for completing the whole task [4]. 

In order to see whether the RICH system can help to get the work done, this expert carried 

out a one-hour session with the system. Various steps in a normal editorial task was per- 

formed. The developer of the system and a student who had used the system attended the 

session to provide help and to observe user interaction. During the working session, the 

expert communicated what was going to happen, what was satisfactory, and what was not 

satisfactory through a thinking aloud methodology [55]. The following presents the 

description of the working session (the headings were added to interpret the working ses- 

sion. They were not named by the expert explicitly during his interaction with the system): 

Step 1: Creating and Organising Document Library. 

The first thing the expert wanted was to put at least two existing documents into the 

system. Two documents were loaded with the importing utility of the system. The 

documents were automatically decomposed into sections according to the logical 

structures (indicated by markups) in the original documents and organised under a 

hierarchy named ‘Document Library’. This was satisfactory. 

Step 2: Browing Document in the Library. 

Then, existing documents were browsed. The ‘View Document’ function was used to 

read the documents in a formatted linear form. The hierarchical browser and the net- 

work browser were used simultaneously to read and compare parts of different docu- 

ments. The ability to allow a user to read more than one document simultaneously 

was what the expert wanted. 

Step 3: Creating New Document. 

Then, the expert started to compose a new document. A node for the introduction 

chapter of the document was created. 

Step 4: Browsing and Copying. 

Then, an existing document was read with the network browser and a paragraph from 

the content window of the network browser was pasted into the node for the introduc- 

tion chapter. 

Step 5: Previewing the New Document in Linear Form. 

The ‘View Document’ function was used to preview the new document. 

Step 6: Searching + Browsing. 

A free-text search with the ‘Hierarchy filter’ function was performed to retrieve the
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nodes that contain a particular character string and a wanted node was found by 

unfolding the hierarchies annotated with the number of hits. 

Step 7: Copying Part Content of a Node. 

Then, a node for the sub-section of the introduction was created, and the part content 

of the found node was pasted into the new node. This was felt troublesome, what the 

expert expected was to split the node into two or three nodes. One of the nodes would 

contain the wanted content, and the other two nodes (or node) would contain the rest 

content of the original node. 

Step 8: Copying Whole Content of a Node. 

The whole content of another found node was copied into a new node with the ‘Node 

Copying’ function. 

Step 9: Adding a Node with New text. 

A new node was created with ‘Create Node’ function and some text was entered. 

Step 10: Modifying the New Document. 

Some nodes were moved within the new document. One node was deleted. 

The expert repeated Step 5 frequently to preview the new document so as to get a look-and- 

feel of the ‘new book’. When creating new nodes, the expert named them without much 

thought (with abbreviations). Contents were added through copying and cutting-and- 

pasting, with an intention to rename the headings, modify the contents, or merge some of 

the nodes in a later stage. 

It is clear that the steps the expert performed in doing such a task match well to the 

processes defined in the document reuse framework. The above Step 1 matches to the 

organisation process in the document management process family. Step 2, 4, 5 and 6 match 

to the browsing and searching processes in the document retrieving process family. Step 3 

and 9 match to the authoring with indexing process in the document creation process family. 

Step 7, 8, and 10 match to the copying and modifying processes in the document reorganis- 

ing process family. 

The expert liked the distribution of the number of ‘hits’ upon hierarchies, as this helps 

users to find hit nodes. It was also noticed that to find the exact position of a character 

string within a node, users had to browse the content of the node. What the expert wanted 

was that the system locates and highlights the found string automatically. 

The expert commented that the system seems to be able to do the document re- 

engineering job in which only parts of existing materials will be reused into a new docu- 

ment. The system can help users to do the editorial type reuse, which is mainly a cutting- 

and-pasting process. But for getting the job done more effectively, the searching function 

and the cutting-and-pasting functions of the system need to improve. Also it is desirable for 

the system to help users keep track of what has been reused and what has not, because in an 

editorial task, almost all collected documents will be cut-and-pasted into a new document.
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It was noticed that the authoring space should be separated from the searching space, so as 

to avoid mental memory loss caused by switching back and forth with the same 

browser/editor for both searching and authoring. 

A computer science postgraduate student had attempted the similar task with the 

MUCH system [4]. The student noticed that the MUCH system was short of copying func- 

tions to support such tasks. The student then extended the MUCH system with two copying 

functions used when a node was moved or edited [4]. In order to compare different tools 

for such a task, with the modified MUCH system the same task scenario was carried out by 

a computer science undergraduate student [9]. The original MUCH system was used when 

problems occurred with the modified MUCH system. The undergraduate student com- 

mented that in Step 2 two sections of different documents could not be viewed simultane- 

ously. In Step 6, there was no function to do free-text search on a document hierarchy. 

There was no complete copying functions for Step 4 and 7. Of the two systems (RICH and 

the modified MUCH), the undergraduate student commented that the RICH system had far 

more properties and extra functions [9]. 

With the above feedback, user requirements and then the RICH system itself were 

modified. After the modification, in addition to the copying functions for a node and a hier- 

archy of nodes, a copying function for the selected content of a node has been implemented. 

The requirement for an operation to split a node has been considered. The same effect can 

be achieved with the newly implemented copying function. The cutting-and-pasting of a 

node or a hierarchy of nodes can be done with the Move Node (or Hierarchy) function. A 

search function within a node has been incorporated which can search and highlight each 

occurrence of a free-text string. The workspace for editing and searching can be separated 

by instantiating two or more interfaces of the system. The mental memory loss caused by 

switching between searching and editing activities may also be reduced by selecting a hier- 

archy (a source node) in the writing space as default and then doing a series of copying or 

cutting-and-pasting (i.e., note-taking or material collecting) during the searching process. 

This will put all the collected materials in a default hierarchy. Users (editors) can then 

restructure the materials at a later stage. 

For keeping track of what has been reused and what has not, a user can first use the 

Copy Hierarchy function to duplicate the collection of documents to be edited from the doc- 

ument library into a working space, and then use the various cutting-and-pasting functions 

to cut materials from the document collection into the new document to be created. The 

cutting-and-pasting functions in the RICH system now include 1) content cutting-and- 

pasting supported by X windows, 2) selected content cutting-and-pasting (pasting the cut 

content into a new node), 3) node cutting-and-pasting (moving a node), 3) hierarchy cutting- 

and-pasting (moving a hierarchy of nodes). As the cut materials will not be in the dupli- 

cated document collection any more, users can easily identify what has been reused and 

what has not. The original documents in the library will be kept intact for users to consult.
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Users now can visualise the structure of the collected original documents, the dupli- 

cated documents being cut, and the new document being pasted. They can locate a piece of 

information quickly, and they can cut-and-paste materials with different granularity. They 

can also preview and print the well-formatted new document at any time. Though the qual- 

ity of the new document still depends on users’ authoring ability, the efficiency of the edito- 

rial work will be improved by extending the large wooden table and cut-and-paste metaphor 

in terms of the structured hypertext tools. 

5.8. Related Work 

In this section, the RICH approach is compared and contrasted with related approaches. 

First, the RICH hypertext data model is compared with the well-known Dexter model. 

Then, the RICH system is compared with other hypertext systems. 

5.8.1. RICH and Dexter 

In order to see to what degree the RICH hypertext model is conformant with the Dexter 

model, one might [53,59]: 

° match the actual types and functions of RICH to those in Dexter, demonstrate ade- 

quacy — that there is at least one actual representation for each abstract value and 

function, and, 

° check if the RICH functions satisfy the invariants of the corresponding types and func- 

tions defined in Dexter model. 

After a careful examination, the conclusion is that the RICH system is highly conformant 

with the Dexter Model. The following two sections provide detailed evidence for the con- 

clusion. 

5.8.1.1. Abstract Type and Function Mapping 

First the mappings from the Dexter given sets (base types) and abstract types to their reali- 

sations in the RICH system are given. Then the function mappings are presented in the 

sequence of the three Dexter model layers. 

1) Given Sets of Base Types: 

In Table 5.5 the column on the left-hand side lists the base types in the Dexter Model and 

the column on the right-hand side lists their realisation in the RICH system. 

2) Abstract Types: 

In Table 5.6 the column on the left-hand side lists a set of abstract types in the Dexter 

Model and the column on the right-hand side lists the representation of the types in the 

RICH hypertext model. In RICH, links represent binary relationship. This is weaker than 

the n-array links in Dexter. Due to the nature of an independent semantic net, an anchor in 

the RICH system is the whole node. Span-to-span links embedded in the content of a node
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Dexter Base Types 

UID 

COMPONENT_SPEC 

PRESENT_SPEC 

ANCHOR_ID 

ANCHOR_VALUE 

ATOM 

ATTRIBUTE 

VALUE 

IID 

BASE_INSTANTIATION 

LINK_MARKER 

Structured Semantic Net and RICH 

RICH Representations 

nodeUID, linkUID, and contentUID 

UIDs 

link types 

nodeUID 

ContentUID 

Content 

attribute name 

attribute value 

pointers to current link, node, content, outline, and spider 

current link, node, and content 

link type with source or target node name 

Table 5.5: Base type mapping between Dexter and RICH. 

Dexter Abstract Types 

DIRECTION 

ANCHOR 

SPECIFIER 

LINK 

COMP_INFO 

BASE_COMPONENT 

COMPONENT 

HYPERTEXT 

INSTANTIATION 

OPERATION 

SESSION 

RICH Representations 

source and target 

node as a whole 

a triple of source nodeUID, link type, target nodeUID 

Link 

node attributes, link attributes, and contentInfo 

link, node, content, and composite (node Web) 

link, node, content, nodeWeb, and their associated information 

One-Root-DAG plus referential links and semantic rules 

cached current link, node, content, outline, and spider 

instantiate, free, create, edit, save, delete 

session 

Table 5.6: Abstract type mapping between Dexter and RICH. 

are not supported. This is the simplest case of the anchor in the Dexter model. 

3) Storage Layer Functions: 

In Table 5.7, the column on the left-hand side lists the storage layer functions defined in the 

Dexter Model (see Table 2.1) and the column on the right-hand side lists the representation 

of these functions in the RICH system (see Table 5.3). 

4) Run-time layer operations: 

In Table 5.8 the column on the left-hand side lists the run-time layer functions defined in the 

Dexter Model (see Table 2.2) and the column on the right-hand side lists the representation 

of these functions in the RICH system. 

5) | Within Component Layer: 

The Dexter Model does not define any functions in this layer.
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Dexter Storage Layer Functions RICH Representations 

CreateComponent DBputObject 

CreateAtomicComponent DBput_node, DBput_content 

CreateLinkComponent DBput_link 

CreateCompositeComponent generate_outline, generate_spider 

CreateNewComponent DBlink_new, DBnode_new, DBcontent_new 

new_outline, new_spider 

DeleteComponent DBdeleteObject 

DBdelete_link, DBdelete_node 

DBdelete_content, delete_node_web 

ModifyComponent DBputObject 

DBput_node, DBput_content, DBput_link 

rename_node, move_node, update_content 

              

GetComponent DBgetObject 

DBget_link, DBget_node, DBget_content 

Attribute Value DBget_key, attribute_value 

SetAttribute Value DBstore_field 

AllAttributes DBget_index, attributes 

LinksToAnchor DBget_links_to, DBget_links_from, links_from 

LinksTo DBget_links_to, DBget_links_from, links_from 

  

Table 5.7: Storage Layer function mapping between Dexter and RICH 

Run-time Layer Functions RICH Representations 

      

openSession identify the ‘root’, registering with Mediator 

openComponent instantiating current link, node, content, outline, and spider 

followLink display_content, execute_script, make_spider 

newComponent call DBxxx_new, DBstore_field, DBput_xxx 

unPresent free the initialising instances 

editInstantiation rename_node, move_node, update_content 

realiseEdits call DBput_xxx, notify and update corresponding instants 

deleteComponent call DBdelete_xxx, notify and delete corresponding instants 

closeSession free and notify Mediator 

Table 5.8: Run-time Layer function mapping between Dexter and RICH. 

5.8.1.2. Satisfying Hypertext Invariants 

As defined in the Dexter model a hypertext system has three parts [54]: 

1. The set of components represents the traditional ‘nodes’ and ‘links’ of a hypertext sys- 

tem. 

2. A partial function termed the resolver returns the UID (unique identifier) for a given 

component specifier. Note that more than one specifier may return the same UID. 

3. To actually get hold of a component, an accessor function takes a UID and returns a 

component. Note that this function while partial, is invertible.
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There are four constraints which must be satisfied before a system that has the above three 

parts can be called hypertext: 

° The accessor function must yield a value for every component. Because this function 

is invertible, every component must then have a UID. 

° The resolver function must be able to produce all possible valid UIDs. 

° There are no cycles in the component-subcomponent relationship, that is no compo- 

nent may be a subcomponent (directly or transitively) of itself. 

° The anchor ids (anchor identifiers) of a component must be the same as the anchor ids 

of the component specifiers of the links resolving to the component. 

In the RICH system the ‘link’ corresponds to the traditional ‘link’ of a hypertext system, 

and the ‘node’ and ‘content’ are the components that represent the traditional ‘nodes’. The 

simplest component specifiers for nodes, links, and contents are the UIDs of these compo- 

nents. As the result of the enforcement of the structural constraints in the RICH data model 

there are no dangling components and there is no cycle in the component-subcomponent 

relationship (i.e., the relationship built with organisational links). Therefore, the resolver 

function always produces valid UIDs and no component is a subcomponent (directly or 

transitively) of itself. In the RICH system the anchor ID is simply the Nodeld. The source 

and target Nodelds are included in the component specifiers of the links. 

Other restrictions and invariants of the Dexter model include: 

° When adding a new component to the hypertext, there must be at least one specifier 

for the new component’s corresponding UID (no dangling components). 

° In creating a link all its component specifiers must be able to resolve to the existing 

components. 

° In creating a composite any subcomponents of the new composite must be already in 

the hypertext. 

° In deleting a component any links whose specifiers resolve to that component must be 

removed. 

° In modifying a component some associated information must remain unchanged, that 

is its type (atom, link, or composite) must remain unchanged, and the resulting hyper- 

texts remain link consistent. 

° Editing an instantiation does not cause a change in its corresponding components. An 

explicit save operation is required to save the result of an edit (or many edits). 

° Since a component is identified by its instantiation, the component to be deleted must 

have been instantiated. Any other instantiations for the component must be removed. 

e When a session ends, the default is not to save the results of any changes. 

The data model and the design of the RICH system have paid attention to these restrictions. 

Corresponding details on how these restrictions are enforced in the data model are given in
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section 5.3.2 and section 5.3.4. Section 5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5.5.2, 5.5.3 and Appendix D demon- 

strate that the restrictions defined in the model are reflected in the algorithms of the RICH 

system. 

5.8.2. RICH and Other Systems 

Several researchers have combined the features of hypertext and structured documents. The 

approach of Grif [87] is to add hypertext features into structured documents by integrating 

typed links into a structured document model, while the RICH approach is to enforce logi- 

cal structures upon hypertext. RICH incorporates SGML-like markups into the contents of 

nodes in a controlled fashion, in that no markups for the high-level logical structures of doc- 

uments are embedded in node contents. The tag macros and tags on headings are inserted 

into a document at run-time when a document is exported. The markup rules that are com- 

mon across the application domain are reflected in the semantic linking rules. The HTML 

(Hypertext Markup Language) documents used in the World Wide Web and the structured 

documents used in the Andrew multimedia editor [46] are other examples of incorporating 

hypertext links into structured documents. Like Grif, the atom component (node) is the 

whole document or a part of the document that includes section headings. Their drawback 

is the lack of granularity of information units and the lack of separation between structure 

and content. 

The structured hypertext model presented in this paper is mainly based on the com- 

posite component defined in the Dexter model. The Dexter model requires the containment 

relationship in a composite component to be a DAG (directed acyclic graph), but the model 

does not describe any operators to handle the DAG. In this work, such a specific DAG and 

its operators have been formally defined. 

Unlike many other schemas which construct a composite by grouping links and/or 

nodes into a physical storage or a logical collection with a single identifier, the NodeWeb 

schema constructs a composite from a universe of nodes and binary links at run time. In 

HAM [31], a context is grouped together by assigning a unique context identifier to all the 

nodes in it. It contains all the nodes along with all the links attached to them. In Intermedia 

[49], a web is a set of links with a unique web identifier on all of the links. The drawback of 

‘context’ and ‘web’ is that in a sense they make the linking across ‘contexts’ or ‘webs’ com- 

plicated. Since there is no need to assign a unique identifier to all the links or all the nodes 

in a NodeWeb, a NodeWeb can be easily linked with or contained within other NodeWebs. 

In addition to using links to separate documents, The NodeWeb schema can also separate 

documents with nodes. For instance, when users want to reuse the content of a node but do 

not want some of the links from that node, they can use the ‘content sharing copy’ function 

to create a new node that shares the content of that node. This is why the schema is named 

NodeWeb. In Intermedia, a user can only open one ‘web’ at a time. In RICH, a user can 

open many NodeWebs at a time. Actually the whole hyperspace is a big NodeWeb whose 

nodes can be unfolded to see smaller Node Webs.
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A composite node is a real entity that captures the non-linking-based organisation of 

information [47]. The NodeWeb schema can provide users with an illusion of a composite, 

which is not a composite node, but it is equivalent to the effect of a composite node. The 

methods of building hierarchies in KMS and Augment [33] are similar to the NodeWeb 

schema. The differences lie in that the hierarchies and multi-hierarchies in RICH are gener- 

ated along organisational links, which are explicit links, separated from node contents, and 

not necessarily in a tree structure. The structure underlying the hierarchies is a rooted 

ordered DAG. This structure can meet the needs for representing multi-hierarchical classifi- 

cations and for multiple perspectives (or hierarchical views) of a document. In the hyper- 

cube system [83], a DAG structure is used to represent a classification hierarchy for taxo- 

nomic reasoning. In [60,7], a DAG structure and a set of constraints are used to model elec- 

tronic documents. In the model links are not typed and only represent containment relation- 

ship. The non-containment relationship is not captured as links. The formal hypertext 

model described in [124] paid attention to the formal integration of structural concepts. 

However, the model does not deal with typed nodes and links, and it does not have mecha- 

nisms to define the structural and the semantic constraints upon hypertexts. Chua [22] has 

defined several kinds of composite structure. However, those structures are either too spe- 

cific, such as an ordered set, or too general, such as a network. The uniqueness of the RICH 

approach from the above efforts is that a semantic data model has been developed, which 

handles not only the DAG formed by the organisational links, but also the referential links 

attached to the DAG. 

Bench-Capon and Dunne [7] and Koo [60] present a general framework for specifying 

and checking graph constraints in documents. In addition to handling graph constraints, the 

RICH system handles semantic constraints. In the RICH system, the structural constraints 

are embedded in the system, and the semantic constraints are defined by users. Through 

defining and enforcing the graph and semantic constraints issue-based discussions, thesauri, 

and technical documents can be modeled. 

The RICH copying functions are similar to the hypertext templates described in [20]. 

They allow duplicating pre-linked documents in one step so as to facilitate the creation of 

consistent hypertext collections. For manipulating the hypertext templates, a special set of 

operators is needed. The duplicated templates are hard copies. In RICH documents and 

templates are presented with the same structural concept (NodeWeb). They can be copied 

with the same copying functions. Moreover, by allowing a mixture of sharing and non- 

sharing of changes on content and structure, the RICH copying has gone beyond a means 

for duplicating hard copies into a method for creating multi-hierarchies. 

The RICH user interface is derived from the book metaphor [32]. It presents users 

with two ‘books’, one for the main logically structured materials and the other for the freely 

structured referential materials that relate to the logically structured materials. This combi- 

nation matches closely to the data model of the structured hypertext and provides users with 

a simple metaphor of the structured hypertext — hierarchy + cross-references.
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Although many hypertext systems have various functions that in one way or another 

supports some document reuse processes. So far no other hypertext systems have been sup- 

ported the whole life cycle of document reuse processes. The RICH approach might be the 

first effort to put a conceptual framework for reuse into a concrete context to address practi- 

cal concerns on hypertext-based document reuse. 

5.9. Conclusions 

Unstructured or semi-structured semantic nets have been widely used as a general model for 

hypertext systems [71]. Hypertext systems developed with the model give users ultimate 

authority to structure information. However, they are inadequate when used to represent 

stable documents and to maintain semantic consistency. Moreover, unstructured or semi- 

structured semantic nets have been found to be seriously deficient in fostering comprehen- 

sion [71]. An arbitrary web tends to lack significance since it is likely to be devoid of con- 

text and relevance to individuals other than its creator [129]. The simple view of memory as 

a network of associated ideas has been superseded by a more sophisticated understanding, 

involving a model of memory as a more or less intricate network of associations between 

established or nascent hierarchal patterns [101]. Given the dominant model of the compre- 

hension process and the practical guidance commonly addressed to technical authors, it 

seems a brave stance to advocate a structured semantic net as the hypertext model for 

authoring and reusing technical documents. 

The capability of representing a domain model by a structured semantic net can 

improve hypertext organisation and reusability. The key is to apply a set of rules to govern 

the creation and manipulation of the semantic net. In this chapter, a method to construct 

such a structured semantic net has been introduced. By incorporating the rules (i.e., the 

structural constraints and the semantic constraints), an unstructured or semi-structured 

semantic net can be turned into a structured semantic net. In this way, the flexibility of an 

unstructured semantic-net-based system and the intelligent aid of a structured semantic-net- 

based system can be bridged. 

In this chapter, the structured hypertext data model has been formalised. The precise 

definitions for structural integrity and semantic integrity are provided. And it is proven that 

with the model both the structural integrity and the semantic integrity of the structured 

semantic net can be preserved. A hypertext system based on this model is developed. A 

comparison between the Dexter model and the system (RICH) suggests that the RICH sys- 

tem is quite highly conformant with the Dexter model. The RICH system can represent 

both stable documents and generate dynamic views of documents. It can define and enforce 

a set of domain-specific rules to maintain the integrity of the semantic net. The linking 

rules are presented with a special state diagram: the rule net, which can define a linking 

scheme. The linking scheme is similar in some sense to the scheme of a database system, 

but the rule net method is more flexible and intuitive than the formal scheme languages used 

in many database systems and some hypertext systems. In addition, the system can handle
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fairly large databases in both the storage layer and the run-time layer. 

Concrete document reuse processes and the methods supporting these processes are 

described. The RICH system provides a set of operators to support these methods. Reuse 

needs a domain model, the ‘rule net’ method can define such a model; reuse requires organi- 

sation; the structured semantic net can be a unifying representation for some of the impor- 

tant organisational features of small-volume and large-volume hypertext. Reuse requires 

effective retrieval; the well-organised structure can provide useful help for searching and 

browsing. Finally, reorganisation completes the reuse cycle; and the copying with changes 

method can help to create documents from existing reusable components. Authoring and 

reusing are often collaborative activities, some computer-mediated communicating mecha- 

nisms and concurrency control mechanisms are provided to support the collaborative activi- 

ties. 

The system and its underlying methodology have 1) extended the indexing from docu- 

ment level to document component level, 2) extended text outlining to hypertext outlining, 

and 3) extended the simple cut-and-paste reuse operation to moving, copying, and sharing 

contents and structures across a whole document library. It provides particular support for 

creating multi-hierarchies with the reuse of existing contents and structures. The three case 

studies and many examples created with the system have provided some positive feedback 

on the value of the RICH approach.
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6 
Conclusions 

The authoring of large technical documents is typically a collaborative process and often 

involves the reuse of existing documents. Effective collaborative authoring needs to estab- 

lish shared information organisation models, and needs to reuse existing information effec- 

tively. Authoring systems, available today on the market, have neither provided simple 

methods to define domain-specific information organisation models, nor provided compre- 

hensive support for document reuse processes. The final prototype developed in this work 

has shed promising light on the problems. It supports collaborative authoring through a 

shared hypertext database, communication facilities, and especially the facilities to define 

domain-specific information structures and to support concrete document reuse processes. 

In conclusion, this work offers a promising approach to solve the above problems, in terms 

of tools and its underlying methodology to facilitate the production of large technical docu- 

ments. 

In the following sections, first, the research results on document reuse and hypertext 

technology are summarised. Then, some directions for future work are proposed. Finally, 

implications of the research results are provided. 

6.1. Document Reuse 

The conceptual framework for document reuse adopted in this work describes reuse in terms 

of the processes involved. These processes can be classified into two process paradigms 

called Reuse Management and Reuse Engineering, as depicted in their most basic form in 

Figure 2.1. This work focuses on the reuse engineering paradigm. The paradigm is further 

decomposed into four "process families" (shown in Figure 2.2) and these in turn are decom- 

posed into "process categories". The paradigms, families, and categories form a hierarchi- 

cal classification scheme for reuse-oriented processes. In addition, the conceptual frame- 

work describes how those processes can interrelate and interact. The framework can thus be 

viewed as a domain model in the reuse process domain. 

In this work, the conceptual framework has been put into a concrete context to address 

practical concerns on hypertext-based document reuse. Concrete engineering processes in 

authoring and reuse are defined and integrated under the framework, and thus an engineer- 

ing life cycle model for document reuse has been derived. Methods underlying these pro- 

cesses have been developed and supported with the RICH system. The concrete processes 

and the methodology exploited in this work can be summarised under the four process fami- 

lies:
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° Document Creation process family that involves 

- domain modelling, 

- authoring with indexing, 

- outlining structured hypertext, and 

° Document Management process family that involves 

- organising hyperspace, and 

- collaborating and coordinating. 

° Information Retrieval process family that involves 

- logical browsing + associative browsing, and 

- searching + browsing. 

° Document Reorganisation process family that involves 

- sharing, referring, and copying, and 

- tailoring, modifying, and integrating. 

The subsections that follow summarise the processes in the framework and the methods to 

bring about the desired results of the processes in more detail. 

6.1.1. Document Creation 

Document creation processes are to capture, organise, and represent knowledge about a 

domain, and use that knowledge to develop reusable document components that can be used 

to produce new documents within the domain. Domain modelling has been accepted as a 

key to reuse. In the technical document authoring domain, hierarchical structure is a widely 

accepted logical structure for documents. Hierarchical structure as demonstrated in the doc- 

ument classification of a library and in the outline of a single document is a well-established 

model for document organising. In the expertext authoring tool and the MUCH system, no 

constructs for hierarchy are provided, but hierarchical views can be generated with a depth- 

first traversal algorithm. These hierarchical views are not stable, they may change dramati- 

cally whenever a single link is added or removed between existing nodes in the underlying 

network. As the link and node typing are not constrained in those two systems, the linking 

consistency and integrity are vulnerable to be destroied. To address the problems, in the 

RICH system the logical structure of the documents is incorporated into the data model of 

the system, and the linking consistency and integrity is enforced with a domain model. 

The processes and methods for defining a domain model and creating documents in 

the structured hypertext are as follows: 

° Defining Linking Scheme: In RICH there are two types of linking rules: the general 

graph-based linking rules and the semantic linking rules. The graph-based linking 

rules are embedded in the system. The semantic linking rules are domain-specific. 

They can be defined with the rule net method. A linking rule specifies allowable
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typed links between typed nodes. Users can create and modify the rule net by adding 

or removing the nodes representing node types and the links representing the rules. 

The linking scheme (a domain information organising model) defined with the rule net 

method is similar in some sense to the database scheme of a database management 

system, however it is more flexible and intuitive than a database scheme defined with a 

formal scheme language. 

° Authoring with Indexing: In the RICH system, hierarchical indexing is enforced by the 

system. The creation of a new node is accompanied with the creation of an organisa- 

tional link that connects the new target node with an existing source node. Therefore 

all nodes are classified into least one hierarchy. Multiple organisational links without 

semantic conflict can point to a node to form multi-hierarchical indexing. As a con- 

tent can be shared by more than one node, the conflicting classifications upon a node 

can be solved by creating another node sharing the same content. This provides a 

flexible method for creating multi-hierarchies (multiple classification scheme, views, 

paths, and guided tours). Links for associative indexing can be added between exist- 

ing nodes. 

° Outlining Structured Hypertext: Unlike many hypertext systems whose authoring 

method is ‘from network to tree/network’, the hypertext authoring method supported 

in the RICH system is ‘from hierarchy to network’. The metaphor for the structured 

hypertext authoring is ‘outlining’. It extends ‘outlining text’ to ‘outlining hypertext’. 

With it, authors have no need to be re-trained for writing hypertext — all they need to 

do is to outline the conventional hierarchical documents, and then to ‘hyperise’ the 

documents by adding organisational links and referential links between existing nodes 

when these multi-hierarchical or richly cross-referenced structures are needed. 

The popular hypothesis that a network structure is an intermediate stage toward linear text 

has not been supported in the empirical studies of this work. In these studies, few people 

linked their materials into a network before structuring them into hierarchies. People usu- 

ally put their unstructured materials under an ‘everything-goes-in’ hierarchy (named as 

‘unstructured materials’ or ‘notes’), and then to structure the document by moving the mate- 

rials among hierarchies (the nascent hierarchy for a new document, the unstructured mate- 

rial hierarchy, and the classification hierarchy of existing documents). These experiences 

highlighted the value of the outlining hypertext method. 

6.1.2. Document Management 

Document management processes acquire, describe, evaluate, and organise the documents 

produced by document creation processes, and make them available to users as a managed 

collection so as to promote and facilitate reuse of the documents. Central to the document 

management is a document library. Also relevant are the collaboration and coordination 

processes.
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Reuse requires organisation and structured semantic net is a unifying representation 

for some of the important organisational features of small- and large-volume hypertext. 

Thesauri, documents, annotations (i.e., comments and discussions) can all be represented 

and connected in this semantic net stably and consistently. The thesaurus can link docu- 

ments in ways not otherwise easily supported without a thesaurus. The explicit presentation 

of the thesaurus structure provides users with a concept entry to browse documents on a 

topic or related topics. It is a super-infrastructure that gives an abstract view of a document 

library. Annotations can be added to make comments on what should or should not be 

reused or to suggest changes for reorganisation. Because of the existence of many meaning- 

ful and ‘persistent’ hierarchies in the semantic net it is possible to generate other meaning- 

ful hierarchical views through selecting, filtering, and merging the existing hierarchies. 

More importantly, structured hypertext is a promising approach to the disorientation and 

cognitive overhead problems in general. 

The general support for collaboration and coordination can be provided by "author 

and data stamping" and by "providing the right information to the right people at the right 

time". The former can be done automatically with the system. The latter can be done by 

using a variant AME model [115] which can be implemented with the basic collaboration 

support mechanisms and the shared hypermedia space. In this approach the communication 

among group members is managed by the roles themselves. The power of this approach is 

that role specific splitting of work is reflected in the regulations of each role. A special role 

— mediator is played by both machine (software) and people that handle all the issues 

which need centralised mediation. Collaborative hypermedia is a good communication 

channel in that it can communicate information in either a synchronous or an asynchronous 

mode. More importantly, it can communicate the contents, the structure, and the history of 

the information. In the document authoring domain, both the activity related messages and 

the products of the activities are information objects, this kind of communication channel is 

particularly useful. 

6.1.3. Document Retrieval 

Document retrieval processes browse and search a document library or a working space to 

find reusable document components. The hierarchical/multi-hierarchical backbone of struc- 

tured hypertext provides a structural clue to combining the browsing of logically structured 

materials with the browsing of the related referential materials. This allows users to con- 

centrate on logically structured materials, and to read referential information jointly when 

needed. 

Again with the hierarchical/multi-hierarchical backbone, users can assign searching 

criteria to generate marked or filtered hierarchies which reduce the range of browsing. The 

marked hierarchical views put hit nodes in the original context. This helps for the under- 

standing of the retrieved document components. Filtered hierarchical views respect the
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original hierarchical relations (directly or transitively), which provide a way to connect the 

retrieved components. 

6.1.4. Document Reorganisation 

Document reorganising processes tailor the document components found by retrieving pro- 

cesses and integrate them into a new document. Document reorganising can be considered 

as a copying with changes process. The found reusable components or filtered views of 

existing documents can be first copied into a new document, and then if needed, be changed 

to serve the new context. The RICH copying functions go beyond the benefits from the 

hard copies. The novelty lies in their support for creating multi-hierarchies upon a set of 

contents. 

Various copying functions allow a mixture of sharing and non-sharing changes on 

content and structure. In the RICH system, sharing changes on content (but not on struc- 

ture) is achieved with the content sharing copying function. Non-sharing of changes on 

content and structure is achieved with the hard copying function, which can copy selected 

content of a node, the whole content of a node, and a hierarchy of nodes and their contents. 

Sharing changes on both content and structure is achieved by creating an organisational 

link from the new document to an existing document component. Referring to an existing 

document component is made by creating a referential link to the components. All these 

functions in the RICH system can be considered as copying functions, since they duplicate 

the presentation of the reused component on the user interface. 

Tailoring is a modification process. Reusable components typically require at least 

some modification during reuse. While tailoring focuses more on the adaptation issues 

local to a particular component, integration addresses adaptation and consistency issues 

(i.e., the cohesiveness of a document) global to the new document as a whole. Changes 

needed for tailoring and integrating can be made with a combination of all the primitive 

editing functions of the RICH system. 

In MUCH and RICH, existing structured documents can be imported into the hyper- 

text database, and documents in the hypertext database can be exported as a kind of struc- 

tured document. From the document reuse point of view, importing, exporting, and conver- 

sion are also a kind of ‘copying with changes’ process. 

6.2. Hypertext Technology 

In order to support document reuse, requirements have been elicited and models have been 

developed. Three prototype systems have been designed and implemented progressively. In 

each prototype models were modified and new engineering components were added. In this 

way a novel system has been built systematically. The three hypertext systems developed in 

this work include:
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° ET: a prototype expertext system, which is based on an unstructured semantic net 

model. 

° Two versions of the MUCH system: which is a collaborative hypermedia authoring 

system. They are based on a semi-structured semantic net model. 

° RICH: a collaborative hypertext system for structured hypertext authoring and reuse. 

It is based on a structured semantic net model. 

Table 6.1 gives a summary of the development of the three systems in comparison with the 

previous MUCH systems (MUCH-1, MUCH-2, and MUCH-3). 

[System | Model | Interface [DB __| Developed by | Key Feature & Evaluation 
MUCH-1 | link-object | Emacs File Burgoine | browser only, — only, 

text block in 1989 text on link 

MUCH-2 | as above as above Zeb, You, editor and browser, 

Mhashi for single document, 

from 1990-91 | slow 

as above Athena B-tree, | Strickland Athena interface, 

File in 1991 B-tree indices to files, 

monitoring and locking, 

slow 

   
     
      

     

     
   

      

    

as above Emacs, File knowledge-based traversal, 

Info in 1991 hypertext-based outliner, 

editing interface poor 

link, node 

text block 

    

     

        
        

      

     
      
    
      

      

   

  

text on node, 

B-tree database, 

folding outline view, 

multimedia editor, 

full-text indexing’, 

small database 

shared documents 

unstable hypertexts 

link, node - Wang structured hypertext, 

content, from 1993-94 | rigorous data model, 

NodeWeb rule net domain scheme, 

stable shared documents, 

B-tree database and indices 

hierarchical + network view, 

browsing + searching, 

copying functions, 

large database 

     
Chaplin 

from 1991-94 
    

        

Table 6.1: Summary of system development. DB stands for database. ATK 

stands for Andrew Toolkit. 

All the prototypes are based on the same logical model — independent semantic net, while 

their hypertext data models, interfaces, databases, and features have evolved according to 

* The full-text indexing is developed by Akmal Zeb.
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the insight gained from the state-of-the-art in general and the experience from the previous 

prototypes in particular. The link-object model has been used in MUCH-I, MUCH-2, 

MUCH-3, and ET. The distinctive characteristic of the model is that the main body of infor- 

mation is attached to links rather than to nodes. However, after careful re-assessment (see 

Chapter 4), it has been concluded that for the independent semantic net based hypertext, the 

disadvantages for indexing the main body of information to link outweigh the advantages 

for doing so. Therefore, in the new MUCH system the model was revised. Further, a rigor- 

ous data model conformant with the well-known Dexter model is developed and imple- 

mented with the RICH system. The following subsections present the detailed engineering 

results of the work. 

6.2.1. Unstructured Semantic Net 

For the first prototype, an unstructured semantic net model is exploited and an authoring 

tool based on the model is developed. The prototype uses a knowledge-based traversal 

algorithm to facilitate document reorganisation. The consistency and integrity of the 

semantic net is fully left in the users’ hands. 

The hypothesis that ‘with a knowledge base about different writing goals and outlines 

for different documents, a number of different (outlines of) documents can be generated’ 

has only been partly supported. Although the method can generate a number of different 

outlines of a document, when trying to apply the method to real documents other than the 

simple examples, the inadequacy of the method becomes obvious. The results indicate that 

the traversal method has not provided a practical solution for document reorganisation. The 

useful output from the traversal method depends on meaningful link and node typing. Such 

typing is hard to achieve with an unstructured semantic net. 

6.2.2. Semi-structured Semantic Net 

For the second prototype, a semi-structured semantic net has been built. Although the sys- 

tem suggests a small set of link types for different structures, the consistency and integrity 

of the semantic net is again left in the users’ hands. It was expected that with fewer well- 

selected link types, users may understand the meaning of these links and use them consis- 

tently. However, user studies suggested that it was not always the case. 

A hierarchical view generating method has developed. This method is based on a 

depth-first traversal algorithm and its filtering options. It can generate hierarchies which 

have a certain cohesion as coherent documents when the underlying semantic net is in a tree 

structure representing document outlines. But when multi-hierarchical and/or referential 

links are added to the semantic net the cohesiveness of the hierarchies generated with the 

traversal become vulnerable to lose. The weakness was not very obvious when it was used 

to write conventional documents, such as books and scientific papers. But when some 

hypertext document authoring was attempted, the weakness became evident. For instance, 

when users tried to create or delete a link between two existing nodes, they experienced
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radical consequences — the original hierarchical views deemed as documents were 

changed dramatically and some parts seemed lost or became inaccessible. The lessons 

learned suggested that the assumption that ordinary users could appreciate the result pro- 

duced by a ‘simple’ depth-first traversal algorithm was wrong. 

A method for generating a special hierarchical view, an alternate outline of a docu- 

ment, has been developed. A hypothesis was made that it could provide users with some 

useful aid for document reorganisation. However, the hypothesis has not been supported 

with the MUCH system. It has been found that there were only a few users who tried to use 

it, and few of them successfully used it. 

6.2.3. Structured Semantic Net 

For the third prototype, a structured semantic net has been used. The method for creating 

such a structured semantic net has the following components: 

° domain analysis to produce a domain model which depicts the domain concepts and 

relations between these concepts, 

° semantic net representation of the domain model (defining node types and link types), 

° rules to govern the description (creation and manipulation) of the semantic net, and 

° operators for manipulating the semantic net. 

The domain model and requirements have been formalised into a rigorous semantic data 

model, which integrates logical structure and domain semantics into hypertext. 

6.2.3.1. Data Model 

The basic components of the structured semantic net model are link, node, content, and 

node-web. In the model, nodes are separated from contents to allow content sharing. Links 

are classified into two categories: organisational links and referential links. Organisational 

links are constrained to form a rooted ordered DAG, while referential links have no graph- 

based constraints. Organisational links are used for: 

. creating hierarchical structures between components of a document, 

° creating multi-hierarchical links to include (reuse) existing document components into 

new documents, and 

° creating multi-hierarchical classification structures to organise documents. 

Referential links are used to make association (or cross-reference) between two nodes 

within a document or in different documents. Links can be further classified into several 

semantic types to suit the needs of a targeted application domain. Rules can be defined as a 

rule net to maintain the semantic integrity of the semantic net. Operators are defined to 

manipulate the semantic net. All these operators comply with the graph constraints and 

semantic linking rules so that at any moment the resultant semantic net conforms with the 

structured hypertext data model. This model has been formalised with graph theory, which
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provides a rigorous basis for the design and implementation of the RICH system. 

The connection between the RICH system and publishing is built on a dynamic map- 

ping from its hierarchical structures to the logical structures described with markup lan- 

guages. As a content can be shared by multiple nodes and these nodes may correspond to 

headings at different levels in different documents, to facilitate the document composition 

and decomposition, the generic markups for logical structures should not be hard-coded in 

the structured hypertext. They are automatically tagged on headings (node names) when a 

structured document is generated (exported) from the structured hypertext (as a starting 

node is specified, the levels of headings in the document hierarchy are fixed). The markup 

rules that are common across an application domain can be reflected in the semantic linking 

rules. Different macros can be defined for printing the exported documents in different for- 

mats or for converting the exported documents into other text or hypertext formats. 

6.2.3.2. Interface 

When users move around a large hypertext space, there is a risk that they may become dis- 

oriented [77]. One approach to the problem is to provide both a global and a local 

overview. An alternative is to use a zoom facility. A third alternative is to use a fisheye 

view to show a single global overview but in varying levels of detail. 

This work takes a combination of the above approaches. In the MUCH system, the 

fisheye interface was implemented as a folding-unfolding outline. In the RICH system, the 

fisheye interface was implemented as a zoomable folding/unfolding hierarchical view plus a 

local network view. In the RICH database, a NodeWeb (a composite of the structured 

hypertext) is represented as the ‘rooted ordered DAG’ plus the referential links attached to 

the DAG. On the user interface, the NodeWeb is presented as a hierarchical or multi- 

hierarchical backbone plus the referential links attached to the backbone. 

The meta-information distribution (such as symbol and sign) on user interface, espe- 

cially the numerical distribution on the folding hierarchical view enhances the fisheye view. 

Because the hierarchy in the RICH system is an outline of a document, a classification 

structure of documents, or a filtered hierarchical view, the numerical distribution on folded 

nodes indicates where and how many the wanted document components are. A DOI 

(degree of interest) is defined upon the hierarchies and a C/ (current interest) is incorporated 

into the DOI definition to combine searching with browsing. This DOI formalism provides 

a cognitive underpining for the interface design. 

The folding/unfolding outline has proven to be very useful. But its implementation in 

the MUCH system does not support accessing large databases. The RICH system supports 

quick operations with large databases based on reading or updating from the database only 

what is displayed on the user interface. The RICH system method divides the run-time 

layer into two sub-layers: an intermediate run-time layer which instantiates a tree structure 

from the database and the top run-time layer that holds a sub-tree of the tree structure in the
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intermediate layer. This sub-tree has a one-to-one mapping to the hierarchical view (the 

indented node list) on the user interface. Whenever an operation that will alter the sub-tree 

(the indented node list on the screen is performed, necessary updates are made first to the 

intermediate layer and then to the top layer. When the tree in the intermediate layer has 

reached a given size, a pruning process will be activated to cut out some branches that have 

been expanded in the intermediate layer and unfolded in the top layer (i.e., not displayed on 

the screen). 

6.3. Future Work 

One direction for future work is to incorporate a coordination model into the structured 

hypertext model so as to create a model that not only defines the document structure, but 

also addresses how to create such a structure collaboratively. Based on this, more collabora- 

tion support mechanisms for the structured hypertext can be added into the RICH system to 

support a well-coordinated authoring and reuse process. 

The RICH system is most suitable for writing documents with markup languages. As 

the World Wide Web (WWW) becomes more and more popular, one of the future applica- 

tions of the RICH system is to create documents in HTML. One of the problems of the cur- 

rent WWW is lack of structure. With the RICH hypertext outlining method, the hierarchical 

structures of a document can be created with various functions of the system, and the refer- 

ential links to other WWW documents can be added in the node contents as reference point- 

ers, similar to a bibliography reference item. A utility similar to the ‘refer’ program can be 

developed to find the reference pointers and format them into the WWW URLs (Uniform 

Resource Locators). To support this application, more utilities can be developed, for exam- 

ple, to develop an utility that converts the produced documents into a set of HTML docu- 

ment components that are linked in a way that suits presentation on the WWW but also has 

a clear document structure and boundary. The document reuse and collaboration mecha- 

nisms of the system can be further tested and developed in this application. 

For those users who like WYSIWYG interfaces, one future step is to develop another 

version of the RICH system by incorporating a multimedia editor as its content editor. 

6.4. Epilogue 

One purpose of a person’s life is to build on the past to benefit the future — to reuse what 

has been created but to add something to it. Document reuse occurs when information cre- 

ated for one document is used for another. In general document reuse can be considered as 

an information evolution process. Document reuse itself is not the end, it is the means to 

reach the end — producing a new document more efficiently. Unplanned reuse occurs to 

everyone, as one develops on the previous work done by oneself or others. However, the 

more productive reuse referred to in this thesis is planned reuse — authoring with reuse and 

with future reuse in mind.
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On the technical side, people reuse documents through a series of processes, such as 

creating, managing, retrieving, and reorganising process. Each of the process can be further 

broken into more concrete sub-processes. Reorganising, the final step in reuse, can be con- 

sidered as a process of copying with changes. In hypertext many basic document reuse 

tasks can be accomplished by the primitive operators that allow a mixture of sharing and 

non-sharing of changes on contents and structures. Collaborative hypertext can play an 

important role in creating an environment where reuse is an integral part of the authoring 

process. 

Unstructured or semi-structured semantic nets have been widely used as a logical 

model for hypertext systems. Hypertext systems developed with the model give users ulti- 

mate authority to structure information. However, unstructured or semi-structured semantic 

nets have been found to be seriously deficient in fostering comprehension and in supporting 

document reuse. The simple view of memory as a network of associated ideas has been 

superseded by a more sophisticated understanding, involving a model of memory as a more 

or less intricate network of associations between established or nascent hierarchical pat- 

terns. 

Domain modelling has been accepted as a key to reuse. Within a particular applica- 

tion area one should build a domain model and use that to support reuse. To attempt reuse 

on a broader scale is considered unlikely to succeed. The capability of representing a 

domain model by a semantic net can improve hypertext organisation and reusability. The 

key to achieve this is to apply a set of rules to govern the creation and manipulation of the 

semantic net. A semantic net is a reasonably straightforward knowledge representation 

scheme with limited logical expressiveness but substantial intuitive appeal. While other 

representations might be more flexible, they may be not as readily created and manipulated 

on the surface by naive users. So until they can hide the complexity, the semantic net based 

systems have some advantages. 

To fit into work flow is the key to the success of a technology. This often implies a 

tool and its underlying methodology should be simple and practical. In Chapter 3 and 4, 

some automatic and semi-automatic document reuse methods have been explored. 

Although these reorganisation methods are interesting, they have not yet been employed in 

practical situations. Experience suggests that the most frequently used reorganisation oper- 

ators are those primitive manipulation operations. In Chapter 5, more concrete reuse pro- 

cesses were identified, more primitive operators supporting the reuse processes were imple- 

mented, and a manual reuse methodology was presented. These fit into the work flow more 

easily and provide a solid foundation for document reuse. Many examples and case studies 

have highlighted the value of the approach. 

The methodology and system produced in this work have extended 1) traditional 

indexing from the document level to the document component level, 2) traditional text out- 

lining to hypertext outlining, and 3) simple content cutting-and-pasting to content and
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structure sharing, referring, copying and modifying across a well organised information 

space. Although the research focused on technical document reuse, the methodology and 

tools demonstrate potential for application in business, scientific, and personal information 

management.
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Appendix A: Questionnaire | 

Note: the survey was performed from the beginning of July to the middle of August 1992. 

Eighteen questionnaires were sent, and eleven were returned. The following is the question- 

naire with aggregated answers. 

We have invested years of effort to develop the MUCH system, and we have used the 

system heavily for some authoring, teaching and reuse tasks. In order to get new ideas and 

new requirements on what to do next, we are studying how the system is used by users. We 

would appreciate your participation in filling in the following questionnaire. Please be 

assured that your participation is voluntary and you may decline to answer any question at 

any time. It should only take a few minutes to complete the first group of the multiple 

choice questions. We would appreciate it greatly, if you could also fill in the second group 

of questions which are more specific and require more effort to fill in. We are especially 

interested in your suggestions on the problems encountered and the descriptions of what 

you deem proper, new or important to the next generation of the MUCH system. All 

answers will be confidential and only analysed by the MUCH researchers. Only aggregate 

results will be reported. 

Please direct any questions and your completed questionnaire to Weigang Wang; Tel 3704; 

Office 605. 

This questionnaire will be most useful for us if completed by the end of July 1992. 

Instructions: Tick all those answers that apply for the multiple choice questions, and if 

there is any answer of yours not included in the listed answers, please write it/them down 

after ‘other’. If the space given is not enough, please attach extra papers and give a question 

number before each of your answers. 

Thank you for your participation! 

1. How long have you used MUCH? 

choice sum of answer 

less than 1 month 

1 month - 6 month 

6 month - 1 year 

over | year 

    
     
    
    

    

2. How much formal training have you had (such as one to one, class, seminar, demonstra- 
tion)?
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choice sum of answer 

none 9 

1 

1 

less than 1 hour 

3. If you had formal MUCH training (one to one, class, seminar, demonstration), how useful 

1 hour 

did you find it? 

more than 1 but less than 2 hours 

= 

       
          

      

      
   
     

more than 2 but less than 4 hours 

more than 4 hours 

somewhat useful 

not particularly useful 

not at all useful 

  

      
4. How many other hypertext systems have you used? 

choice | sum of answer 

  

none 4 

1 

2 2: 

3 

over 3 5 

5. How many other groupware systems have you used? 

choice | sum of answer 

none 6 

1 1 

2 1 

3 2 

over 3 1 

6. What type(s) of informal MUCH training have you had? (Tick all those that apply) 

sum of answer 

      

  

     

   
choice      

    

none 
read MUCH System User Guide 

read MUCH System Installation Guide 

received help from others 

read on-line help 

read other documentation about MUCH (if so, refer to some of them) 

       

      

7. How many times a day on average have you used MUCH? 

choice sum of answer 

more than once a day 6 

once a day 

     
a few times a week 

a few times a month
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8. How do you usually use MUCH? (Tick all those that apply) 

choice sum “ answer 

to accomplish administrative tasks 

to deposit information 

to get information 

to monitor projects 

to participate in discussions 

to seek group resources and expertise 

other (as listed below) Pe | 

9. For which of the following activities have you ever used MUCH? (Tick all those that 
apply. Note any more uses after ‘other’ ) 

choice sum of answer 

created a new database for the use of a group 

created a new database for private use 

organised workspace (outline) 

used for text to hypertext conversion 

used for hypertext to text conversion 

browsed the hypertext 

annotated or commented on the existing information 

talked with co-authors 
put on broadcast messages 

searched for information 

generated hierarchical views of the hypertext 

desktop publishing for preparing paper or book 

single-writing 

co-authoring 

editing 

other (as listed below) 

monitored contributions to book 

hypertext to hypertext conversion 

10. How many group wide databases do you regularly access? 

soe sum “ answer 

    

      

—
 

[
e
e
e
 

—
 

—
 

  

  

; 

3 

over 3 1 

11. How useful do you find MUCH in improving your work effectiveness? 

choice sum “ answer 

very useful 

somewhat useful 

     
not particularly useful 

not at all useful 

12. How important do you think MUCH is to increasing the group’s efficiency?
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choice sum of answer 

very important 

somewhat important 

not particularly important 

not at all important 
I don’t have enough information to form an opinion 

  

13. What do you like about MUCH? (Tick on all that apply. Note any more likes after 
‘other’) 

easy to find out what is going on in my group 

easy to pool human expertise 

easy to share information 

easy to store and organise information 

easy to use 
makes it easier to do my job 

other (as listed below) 

14. What do you dislike about MUCH? (Tick on all that apply. Note any more dislikes after 
‘other’) 

       

           

  

   

        

  

   

  

     
      

    
       

  

hard to use 

hard to remember how to do things with it 

makes it harder to get my job done 

makes communication more difficult 

makes communication less personal 

hard to organise information into its structure 

turnaround time on information is too slow 

hard to find out what database might be useful to me 

other (as listed below) S- & 
crashes a bit, can be slow 3 

too slow (Andrew version) 3 

15. With whom do you communicate (or co-author) using MUCH? (Tick all that apply. 
Note any more people after ‘other’) 

choice sum of answer 

my superiors 

people who report to me 

people I currently work with 

people I have worked with 

       
    

    
people I have not worked with 

people in the same office location 
people in other office location 

other 

16. Which of the following facilities would you like to be included in future versions of 
MUCH (Tick all that apply. Add more after ‘other’)
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version management 
access control 

ability to export document which stores all information from database, 

including author, date, link types 

ability to import document which has been exported previously 

from MUCH system and have the system recognise what changes to make 

to the database and what to flag for social mediation 

index 

string search throughout the entire document 

string search with word distribution on outline 

search on author with distribution across outline 

search on date with distribution across outline 

explicit connection to email 

notification of incoming annotations 

different types of annotations (private, public, directed) 

annotation at different levels (such as, sentence or paragraph level) 

WYSIWIS (what you see is what I see) window 

list of current active users and where in the database they are located 

information about roles of individuals 

embedded buttons as way of browsing from blob to blob 

modeless window for current outline (can edit without needing pull down menus) 

visual presentation of all graphical structure edges from a node and ability 

to edit directly as WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) 

printing alphabetical list of thesaurus terms 

more support for thesauri 

      
     

   

   

  

   

    

    
   

   

     

  

    

  

     

   

     

support for video 

support for audio 

facilities for automatically numbering figures 

facilities for generating bibliographic references as ‘refer’ 

other book publishing features 

: 

Other facilities people mentioned in their completed questionnaires include: 

ability to expand outline at a point 

initial new databases on system 

comments should not put by default 

‘switch database’ option 

incorporate ‘web’, i.e. each document is a web 

add more maintenance utilities for database, servers & support 

search on ‘last update’ times 

make it run faster 

separate outline & text windows and allow user to open more than 1 of each 

put the ‘import’ function into MUCH with dialog box 

copy nodes/subtrees 

207
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° make it more reliable 

° dynamically update outline (if it is fast enough) 

° more node manipulation functions, such as copy, also a facility to read two nodes at a 

time (to keep ‘previous’ in one node whilest working on another 

° decision making 

° span to span link 

17. What makes (or should make) MUCH special? (Tick all that apply. Note any more after 
‘other’) 

choiee 
hypertext model — explicit semantic net 

hierarchical views 

outline-based navigation support 

information distributed on outline 

collaborative model 

collaboration assessment (based on credit record) 

text to hypertext generation 

hypertext to text generation 

hypertext to hypertext conversion 

information retrieval in hypertext 

collaborative hypermedia 

interface style 

modularised open architecture 

real time collaborative editing 

annotation and discussion 

system monitor mediates the collaboration 

desktop publishing 

other 

6 

9 

6 

5 

2 
4 

5 
4 

1 

2 

5 

2 

3 

3 

5 

2 

3   
18. If you were briefly describing MUCH, what would you say or emphasise? 

° a multiple user collapsible outliner 

° MUCH is a fairly simple collaborative hypermedia system with a folding outline 

° MUCH is basically an outliner in which text is stored in a database to which all have 

access. It can be used to generate alternative outlines and thus encourages the reuse of 

existing materials 

e hierarchical view, different types of nodes 

° the multi-userness 

° a collaborative writing system that supports loosely coupled distributed group writing, 

reuse and individual writing by providing a seamless shared workspace 

e outline-driven 

° shared document
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° hypertext-based outliner for collaborative authoring and reuse 

° groupware, fisheye view, hierarchical views, outline-based navigation 

19. What other aspects of group work would you like MUCH to support? 

° notify a user if his or her mail box has been updated, also add more structure to mail 

boxes 

° project management 

° an interactive node/window to communication immediately 

° specific support for courseware and teaching system development 

° roles 

° scheduling of work patterns 

° connect with calendars 

° protect 

® management 

° individual work - seamless space 

° coordination 

° awareness 

e WYSIWIS 

° co-decision 

20. What features of the current MUCH system would you like to see changed and in what 

way? 

° outline display & a hypertextual linkage display 

° version management is needed. We need to know not just that a change has been 

made, but what the changes was. Also, we need a clear explanation of exactly what 

the credits refer to (they are presently confusing) 

° all ‘text’ functions on one button, such as ‘plainest’ being made fonts rather than 

‘much’ menu (on Andrew version) 

° fix the click on an inset actually locks the node bug (on Andrew version) 

° hot keys listed on menu options for easier learning (on Andrew version) 

° better interrelated drawing packages (on Andrew version) 

° much better animation facilities (on Andrew version) 

° grammar checkers 

° templates for different writing schemas 

* courseware development
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annotation at different level of text 

being able to see two different segments of text at the same time 

indexing 

search throughout the entire document 

a single database 

easy to incorporate non-textual data 

easy printing 

word search distributed on outline 

window with list of current active users, where + role 

waive the restriction on node name, i.e. any printable characters should be allowed 

21. How do you find changes/annotations made by other people? 

no set method 

by generating the outline so that only material that has been contributed by a certain 

author and/or on a certain data 

I like knowing who has updated the node (using info), but sometimes would like to 

know what they’ve done 

by suppressing a certain types of link 

it is hard without versioning 

can not find 

activate annotation link type and display author and date on outline, not well sup- 

ported 

from outline (when structure is changed) and info button 

22. What would make MUCH easier to use? 

speed [as usual] 

WYSIWYG interface 

short-cut keys preferably user defined macros also 

faster response time & less errors 

it gets very slow and frustrating sometimes, so speeding it up would be good (on 

Andrew version) 

maybe being able to import other picture types rather just xbm or using zip. zip’s 

okay, but there are lots of things it can’t do, splines, dotted lines, good arrow heads 

etc. ... (on Andrew version) 

more information at the top level interface
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° modeless user interface - no need for pull down menus 

° being able to see both annotation and text at the same time or any text nodes 

° WYSIWYG and notify the user more appropriately 

° context-sensitive on-line help message in a fixed location on interface 

° improve response time 

° make link/node creating/editing easier 

23. Please add any other comments you have about the role of MUCH and your use of it: 

° it is a good idea and mostly it works very well 

° it impressed me, but could see a lot more could be done to make it better then just 

sending electronic drafts by file transfer 

° research platform for CSCW and hypertext 

24. Please give detailed descriptions on some new features (or fundamental changes) you 

would like to see in the next generation of the MUCH system: 

° better use a hypertext as opposed to a collapsible outline, the visual structure is closer 

to 2d text rather than 3d hypertext. 

° add webs, these would correspond roughly to documents and would provide con- 

venient structures for version control & protection 

° change the outline window’s functionalities - the top level would display all webs but 

if the user selects a web then only that web appears unfolded, this allows author to 

focus on a particular web and doesn’t clutter the outline window 

° dynamically generated webs - would be automatically generated when the user selects 

then - similar to using ‘generate outline’ function, could show, for example, all nodes 

updated since I last logged on. 

° copy node facilities 

° unfolding a node (not just whose outline) 

° know who’s using the system and which node they’re editing 

° templates for writing schemas 

° better drawing/animation 

° hot keys 

° WYSIWIS editor 

° private/public view 

° support for flow diagram between nodes 

° assessment templates
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a survey should be done to establish what could be done to make the thing support 

collaborative courseware development 

private workspace 

feedback changes using changebars 

integration of email into MUCH 

audio 

word, author, date algebraic distribution on outline 

modeless outline window that allows ready view of all edges from node 

window that lists users, their roles, + current nodes 

connection to email 

context-sensitive on-line help (when cursor points to a button or menu item, helping 

information displayed at fixed place) 

a fixed area for short news (broadcast) 

more information distributed on outline 

more use of thesaurus, IR in hypertext 

import/export without loss of information such author and date 

paste view for reuse 

see who is on and what are they doing 

annotation and changes relate to email sending 

partial WYSIWIS outline 

local graph navigation 

25. If you would like the survey results and/or would be interested in participating in a fol- 

low-up interview and/or a collaborative requirement engineering activity, please type your 
name and which you would like here. 

choice sum of answer 

please send me the survey results 

I would like to participate in a short followingup interview 

I would like to get the results and be interviewed 

I would like to join in a collaborative requirement elicitation 
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Appendix B: Questionnaire II 

Note: the survey was performed from the end of April to the middle of June 1993. Ten ques- 

tionnaires were sent, and seven were returned. The following is the questionnaire with 

aggregated answers. 

We have invested years of effort to develop the MUCH system, and we have used the 

system heavily for some authoring, teaching and reuse tasks. In order to get new ideas and 

new requirements on what to do next, we are studying how the system is used by users. We 

would appreciate your participation in filling in the following questionnaire. Please be 

assured that your participation is voluntary and you may decline to answer any question at 

any time. It should only take a few minutes to complete the first group of the multiple 

choice questions. We would appreciate it greatly, if you could also fill in the second group 

of questions which are more specific and require more effort to fill in. We are especially 

interested in your suggestions on the problems encountered and the descriptions of what 

you deem proper, new or important to the next generation of the MUCH system. All 

answers will be confidential and only analysed by the MUCH researchers. Only aggregate 

results will be reported. 

Please direct any questions and your completed questionnaire to Weigang Wang; Tel 3773; 

Office 601. 

This questionnaire will be most useful for us if completed by the end of May 1993. 

Instructions: Tick all those answers that apply for the multiple choice questions, and if there 

is any answer of yours not included in the listed answers, please write it/them down after 

‘other’. If the space given is not enough, please attach extra papers and give a question 

number before each of your answers. 

Thank you for your participation! 

Please answer the following questions about your personal use of MUCH. 

1. How long have you used MUCH? 

choice sum of answer 

less than 1 month 

1 month - 6 month 

6 month - 1 year 

over 1 year 

never 
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2. What type(s) of MUCH user training have you had? (Tick all those that apply) 

choice sum of answer 

none 

read MUCH System User Guide 
read MUCH System Installation Guide 

read other documentation about MUCH 

read on-line help 

received help from others (one on one) 

received help from others (class or seminar) 

demonstration 

    
        
    
        

less than ten minutes 

ten minutes - half an hour 

half an hour - 1 hour 

1 hour - several hours 

one day - one week 

more then one week 

  

4, How many times a day on average have you used MUCH? 

choice sum of answer 

more than once a day 

once a day 

a few times a week 

a few times a month 

      

      

       
   

      
      

      

       

1 

1 

3 

1 

5. How do you usually use MUCH? (Tick all those that apply.) 

choice sum of answer 

to accomplish administrative tasks 

to monitor projects 

to participate in discussions 

to seek group resources and expertise 

to teach classes 

to write documents 

other 

   
3 
1 
2 
1 

    

4 

1 (research) 
   

6. How many group wide databases do you regularly access? 

choice | sum of answer 

  

none 

1 4 

2 1 

3 

over 3 

7. For which of the following activities have you used MUCH? (Tick all those that apply. 
Note any more uses after ‘other’)
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choice sum of answer 

created a new database for the use of a group 

created a new database for private use 

organised workspace (outline) 

used for text to hypertext conversion 

used for hypertext to text conversion 

browsed the hypertext 

annotated or commented on the existing information 

talked with co-authors 

put on broadcast messages 

searched for information 
generated hierarchical views of the hypertext 

desktop publishing for preparing paper or book 

single-writing 

co-authoring 

editing 

other 

N
N
R
 

P
A
N
N
 
W
A
N
N
 

W
H
S
 

  

8. How useful do you find MUCH in improving your work effectiveness? 

choice sum of answer 

very useful 

somewhat useful 
not particularly useful 

not at all useful 

     
  

  

      

  

      

      

        
    

1 

3 

1 

1 

9. How important do you think MUCH is to increasing the group’s efficiency? 

choice sum of answer 

very important 1 

somewhat important 

not particularly important 

not at all important 

I don’t have enough information to form an opinion 

10. When you reuse existing documents in MUCH have you (Tick all those that apply. Note 
any more uses after ‘other’) 

choice 

made copies from existing documents in the MUCH database 

restructured the nodes reused 

renamed some of the nodes reused 

modified contents of the nodes reused 

imported the documents from outside of MUCH 

made conversion to the format of the documents reused 

shared the existing contents without destroying existing documents 
used any semi-automatic reuse methods (describe them in a few words if any) 
used any automatic reuse methods (describe them in a few words if any) 

other 

  

11. What kinds of support do you consider important but not support by the system?
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full-text searching 

a next node button 

a way to have two nodes open simultaneously 

a page, word count 

an idea of where page breaks will occur on print out 

a visual cut buffer where you could store cut or copied material, and select which 

piece to paste back (so the ez editor does not have to be run separately) 

ability to import different documents 

choice of printer 

incorporating email 

links from words, hotwords 

the ability to extract a usage report for a specifiable document number of nodes over a 

specifiable period; the number of credits and the number of updates, and their earliest 

and latest dates 

the ability to enter a date for a specifiable document or number of nodes and see in the 

outline an identification of whether there has been an update since then 

the ability to use the hypertext link to link to an existing node as well as to another file 

the ability to search for text strings through a document rather than just through a sin- 

gle node 

a graphical browser 

a proper drawing tool (perhaps we will get it from Andrew) not having to update a 

node if there are no real changes 

consistent positions for buttons 

consistent styles for buttons 

an interactive help system 

12. What is the average ratio of the hierarchical links to the non-hierarchical links (referen- 

tial links or document links to existing nodes) you used when authoring with the system? 

I only use hierarchical links 

50 hierarchical to 1 non-hierarchical approximately 

Sorry, I do not quite understand the question. When creating a document I always use 

document links and very rarely any other (would use others if they were easier and 

more transparent 

13. What do you like about MUCH?
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good outline tool 

nice to (nearly) have WYSIWYG 

well integrated editing of figures and tables 

it uses Andrew (and shows styles) 

unfolding outline 

it is an excellent tool for single or collaborative authoring and for administration and 

group communications, easy to use and with many facilities 

14. What do you dislike about MUCH? 

long time taken to generate previews 

lack of privacy 

lack of hypertext 

slowness 

difficulty in finding a node 

if an outline is generated do not know where the nodes given originated 

nothing except that we might keep backups for longer 

15. If you were briefly describing MUCH to user, what would you say or emphasise? 

the ease of using the outline and editing; probably not a good idea to use the Zip draw- 

ing package 

MUCH consists of a series of databases each possessing a main window on the left 

and an outline window on the right 

that it supports collaboration 

the fold/unfold outline, the flexibility to structure documents, the ease of creating 

nodes 

16. What facilities would you like to be included in future versions of MUCH ? 

separate comment windows 

next/previous node buttons 

links from places inside nodes 

ability to support wider range of graphic and multimedia formats 

possibly allow creator of a node to control access to it, maybe weekly reports could be 

only viewed by management, papers being written only read by the co authors. Also 

have some form of write protection available on certain nodes 

a PC version
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17. What features of the current MUCH system would you like to see changed and in what 

way? 

° user interface needs improving 

° show full "path" of objects in a generated outline 

° as above no. 11 

18. How do you find changes/annotations made by other people? 

° by accident! An annotation system that did not mark the actual document, or a ver- 

sioning system that maintained the last say 3 versions of a node would be useful 

° word index facility looks useful 

° sorry, the question is not quite clear. How do we find changes physically? - by brows- 

ing and consulting with others (see also no. 11 for some measure of automated notifi- 

cation). Or, what is our opinion of others’ changes? - Part of collaboration 

19. What would make MUCH easier to use? 

° a faster system so that users do not have to wait so long for clicking on a node to show 

° See no. 11 

20. Please give detailed descriptions on a few (at least one) new features (or fundamental 

changes) you would like to see in the next generation of the MUCH system: 

° the ability to have two windows open at once, (on the same database would be okay 

for a start) without having to run two versions of MUCH Andrew. This would make 

reuse of documents in a database much easier than at present, where you must cut- 

and-paste between MUCH Andrew’s or to an ‘ez’ window 

° allow "hotwords" in text. Clicking on these would move you to another place in the 

hierarchy and bring a new node up in the right hand window 

e see no. 11. Version control would be nice 

21. Please add any other comments you have about the role of MUCH and your use of it: 

° It is not that bad really 

° I think much is being used as a management tool more and more and to me this does 

not seem to its ideal role. It works better when it is used for its authoring tasks 

° I can not imagine working in a group without the support of MUCH
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Appendix C: RICH User’s Guide 

RICH stands for Reusable Intelligent Collaborative Hypertext. It is a collaborative hyper- 

text system dedicated to support the authoring and reuse of structured hypertext. 

10.1. Introduction to RICH 

People develop new cognitive models by metaphorically extending old ones. Users of a 

new computer system can master it if they can metaphorically relate it to some real world 

entities or processes. A good metaphor not only helps hypertext readers, but also provides a 

rigid framework within which hypertext authors work to maintain consistency. The cogni- 

tive basis of the RICH system is a set of simple metaphors to some real world entities or 

processes. 

10.1.1. Structured Hypertext: Hierarchy plus Cross-references 

A simple metaphor for structured hypertext is a structured document with cross-reference 

links. The classical definition of hypertext is ‘non-linear text’, while a more recently widely 

accepted definition extends it to ‘text not necessarily linear’. Behind this is the real need 

from the work flow and the real power that makes hypertext appeal. From pure linear text 

to pure non-linear text, there is a wide range of mixture. Reality tells us that the widely 

used hypertext is a certain kind of mixture. Among this mixture, the most widely used 

hypertext is Structured Hypertext - hypertext with overall hierarchical or multi-hierarchical 

structures and with referential links attached to the overall structures to form a hypertext 

network. 

To impose structural restrictions on hypertext seems contradicting with the very pur- 

pose of the ‘true’ and ‘pure’ hypertext - a free tangible web that allows individuals to jump 

from one piece of information to another, ‘as he or she may think’. However, the feedback 

from the work flow also tells us that the real power that makes hypertext appeal is not only 

the ‘jump’, but more importantly is the versatile computer power. The arbitrary ‘jump’ 

itself does not offer well organised information. It is a well-organised information structure 

that makes the ‘jump’ in it ‘as more one person may think’. RICH is a collaborative hyper- 

text system dedicated to support the structured hypertext. 

10.1.2. Collaboration Support: Mediator 

Communication is the basis for collaboration and coordination. An informative mediator or 

information agent can help people to help each other. Collaboration in RICH is based on 

computer-mediated communication and coordination upon shared hypertext information 

storage.
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10.1.3. Intelligent Aid: a Semantic Net 

Intelligent aid lies on the unifying semantic net representation of the structured hypertext at 

both macro- and micro-level. Documents in the representation are ensured to be ‘persistent’ 

by using a knowledge-based traversal algorithm that composes them and by applying a set 

of semantic integrity rules that govern the creation and manipulation of the semantic net. 

While the semantic net of the hypertext networks are not designed to support logical infer- 

encing in the same sense that logical rules are intended to support such inferencing, with its 

intuitive appeal, it may support a kind of reasoning which is more typical of that occurring 

in people’s minds. 

10.1.4. Reuse: Copying with Changes 

The successful reuse requires a well organised repository of quality ‘reusable components’. 

Reuse in RICH is based on a library of well organised ‘persistent’ documents in structured 

hypertext. By merging or filtering on the existing hierarchies, users can produce many 

meaningful hierarchies which then pick up attached referential links to form a new network 

for adaptation. Information reuse in general can be considered as a “copying with changes’ 

process. RICH provides various copying functions which are not for duplicating informa- 

tion, instead, they are used for creating multi-hierarchies with the reuse of existing contents 

and structures. 

10.1.5. User Interface: Two Open Books 

The interface metaphors of the RICH system are two open books: one contains conceptual 

materials that you are reading or writing, and the other contains all the related referential 

materials that you put at hand to reference, recall, or add in the newly found associations. 

The RICH interface is divided into 3 spaces. One is logically structured information 

space. The other is referential information space. The third is communication space. All 

the three spaces use replacement display in their own space to avoid cluttering the screen. 

Even when a referential link is activated in the logically structured information space, the 

referential information will still be displayed in the referential information space. The sepa- 

ration of the spaces allows users to concentrate on the logically structured materials, and to 

read the referential information jointly when needed, instead of switching back and forth 

with one window and getting lost in it. The first two spaces can also be related so that when 

the logically structured information changing, the referential information follows; or when 

you feel lost in the referential information space, you can relocate yourself to the current 

focus of the logically structured information. The communication space is for human- 

human and human-computer communication. The communication is critical for making the 

system easy to use and for supporting collaborative work. 

In the logically structured information space, the hierarchical backbone is presented as 

a folding outline which can be used to show a classification structure (or a thesaurus) of all
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the documents, a table of contents of a single document, or any list of nodes (or composites) 

meeting a certain criterion. 

10.1.6. Authoring: Outlining Hypertext 

The RICH metaphor for hypertext authoring is outlining. Unlike many hypertext writing 

systems whose authoring method is ‘from hypertext to text/hypertext’, the hypertext author- 

ing method supported in RICH is ‘from text to hypertext’. To many people, outlining is still 

the better known authoring method: you create headings for your key ideas and moves the 

headings until you have a satisfied document structure. The structured hypertext outlining 

method extends ‘outlining text’ to ‘outlining hypertext’. With this method, you have no 

need to be re-trained for writing hypertext — you can outline conventional hierarchical doc- 

uments first, and then ‘hyperise’ the documents by adding multi-hierarchical organisational 

links and referential links. 

10.1.7. Authoring with Markup Languages 

The current version of the RICH system is most suitable for writing documents with 

markup languages, such LaTeX and Troff. As logical structure is handled by the system, 

there is no need for authors to add ‘tag’ on headings. This enables headings (nodes) to be 

moved (or copied) freely within or among documents in the authoring process. Tags will be 

automatically added when a tree of nodes is exported as a document. The system can han- 

dle the whole process of formatting (such as figure numbering and bibliography referring). 

Document printing is only is click away. You can modify the micro definitions of the 

generic tags to get different appearance of documents. 

10.1.8. Authoring with WYSIWYG Editors 

As multimedia technology progresses, not only novice users but also more and more experi- 

enced users desire WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) editors, especially those 

integrated multimedia editors. After X11R6 is released, there will another version of RICH 

system with a FRESCO content editor, which is a WYSIWYG edit-in-place multimedia edi- 

tor, similar to the Andrew multimedia editor. It will allow you to edit different types of 

object in one place. For example, to edit a node containing both text and pictures, if you 

browse the pop-up menus in the text region, you will see a full set of menus for editing text. 

On scanning the menus over the picture area, however, you will see a different set of options 

for editing the picture. 

10.1.9. Context Sensitive Help 

Ease of use is one of the most important usability goals. In the RICH system, context sensi- 

tive help is provided from all menus, buttons, and editors in the major interface. Help is 

also available from all dialog boxes. A simple and short help message is automatically acti- 

vated when you move the mouse cursor to a certain area in the main interface; while more
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detailed help information is given when you select a help button from the main interface or 

a dialog box. In the latter case, the help information is displayed in the referential informa- 

tion space. Although in most cases the information given would be enough to carry on the 

task for which you ask for help, you can follow links in the referential information space 

(the Semantic Net Browser) to read related information. 

Most help information comes from a user guide built in the system. The user guide 

has a multi-hierarchical structure and rich referential links. Different hierarchies are for dif- 

ferent tasks or for different levels of user. The document itself is an example of structured 

hypertext and information reuse that the system aims to support. 

10.2. Getting Started 

Welcome to RICH. 

RICH should be installed as described in the Installation Guide, and X11 must be running 

on your workstation. Before running the system, you need to do some of the following: 

1) Set RICH_MEDIATOR_HOST to the name of the machine where the 

RICH system mediator demon is running. 

2) Set RICH_DATABASE_ROOT to the full path to the database you 

will access. 

3) Add the path to the RICH executables to your PATH. 

4) Export these public variables. 

For example, if ‘bollin’ is the machine where the system mediator is running, and you want 

to access a database named RichDB whose full path is /cs/formby/hypbook/Rich/RichDB. 

Suppose that the RICH system executables are in /cs/formby/hypbook/Rich/bin, and sup- 

pose that you use Unix korn shell. Then the above four steps correspond to the following 

four shell commends: 

RICH_MEDIATOR_HOST>=bollin 

RICH_DATABASE_ROOT=/cs/formby/hypbook/Rich/RichDB 

PATH=/cs/formby/hypbook/Rich/bin:$PATH 

export PATH RICH_DATABASE_ROOT RICH_MEDIATOR_HOST 

A shell script for setting these variables is provided along with the system. You can copy 

and modify it to suit your need and add it to your ~/.kshre file (for korn shell) or ~/.cshre (for 

c-shell). 

Now you can start the RICH system by typing ‘rich’ at your terminal. If this doesn’t 

work, or you have problems setting up your environment, consult a system administrator.
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10.3. RICH User Interface Layout 

The RICH interface is divided into three parts. One is for logically structured information. 

The other is for referential information. The third is for communication. The part for logi- 

cally structured information is presented to user as two areas: on the left-hand side is a hier- 

archical browser/editor, and one the right-hand side is a content browser/editor associated 

with the hierarchical browser/editor. The part for referential information is also presented 

as two areas: on the left-hand side is a network browser/editor, and on the right-hand side is 

a content browser associated with the network browser. One part of the communication 

space is an information bar located at the top the user interface. 

10.4. On-Line Information Bar 

The information bar provides you with context-sensitive help, warning, and notification. 

Whenever you position the mouse over a certain area in the main window of the user inter- 

face, relevant help information will be displayed in this area. 

10.5. Open Book for Conceptual Materials 

The interface metaphor for reading and writing the structured conceptual materials is an 

‘open book’ with two ‘pages’. The ‘page’ on the left-hand side is the outline (or the tables 

of content) of the book; and the ‘page’ on the right-hand side is the content related to a 

heading in the outline. This ‘book’ as is also called an Outline Browser. 

10.5.1. Hierarchy Browser 

This area contains an ‘outline’ or a hierarchical view of thesaurus, documents, and annota- 

tions in the database. The symbol [ ] indicates a thesaurus term. The symbol < > indicates 

an annotation. By default, no symbol is placed before document headings and references 

with symbol { } are not displayed in the area. 

Clicking the left-hand side mouse button on a heading makes the heading highlighted 

and its associated content displayed in the content area on the right-hand side. Clicking the 

right-hand side mouse button on a heading make it folded (hide the underneath headings) or 

unfolded (display the underneath headings). Five buttons (Root, Upper, Top, Previous, and 

Next) are provided to help you navigate with the outline browser. 

10.5.1.1. Root Button 

This displays a list of headings under the root of the database, or a home page in other 

words.
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10.5.1.2. Upper Button 

This button zooms the outline view to a higher level. 

10.5.1.3. Top Button 

This button zooms the outline view into a lower level. It makes the current (highlighted) 

heading the top heading in the display. 

10.5.1.4. Previous Button 

This button allows you to browse a previous heading in display. 

10.5.1.5. Next Button 

This allows you to browse sequentially. It will unfold folded headings and display their 

contents. 

10.5.2. Content Browser 

The content associated with a heading in the outline area will be displayed here. It can be 

scrolled and modified. The cursor can be moved and positioned to any point, simply by 

clicking the left mouse button. Then, text can be entered. And you can cut-and-paste text 

within or between windows, link you do in an xterm window. After modifying text in the 

window, click the ‘Save’ button, which will record the changes. The edit command key 

bindings in this window follow those used in Emacs editor, such as: 

CTRL-D: delete a character 

CTRL-A: move the cursor to the beginning of line 

CTRL-E: move the cursor to the end of line 

CTRL-K: kill to end of line 

Meta-<: move the cursor to the beginning of the node 

Meta->: move the cursor to the end of the node 

Meta-q: __ refill a paragraph 

Note that the "Meta" key may be different on different keyboards (for instance, maybe 

"Extend char" key). A list of buttons (Save, Attrib, Search, Insert, Cut, Paste, and Help but- 

tons) are provided for the users who are not familiar with the Emacs key bindings. 

10.5.2.1. Save Button 

Once a content is modified, clicking the Save Button will store the changes back in the 

database.
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10.5.2.2. Attrib Button 

This activates a dialogue box that displays attribute values of the node content being dis- 

played, including the author and the date of creation. In the dialog box, you can also 

change the access-mode of the node within you access permission (not supported in this 

version). 

10.5.2.3. Search Button 

Press the button, a search dialogue box will pop-up, which allows you to type in a string for 

searching it (forward or backward) in the current node. 

10.5.2.4. Insert Button 

Press the button, a dialogue box will pop-up. This allows you to insert text from an external 

file into the current node. 

10.5.2.5. Cut Button 

This cuts the highlighted text in the current node into a buffer. The text can be pasted to any 

place later with the Paste Button. 

10.5.2.6. Paste Button 

This button pastes the Cut text into the content window. 

10.5.2.7. Help Button of the Content Editor 

This button activates help information on the content editor. The information will be dis- 

played in the referential information area (in the Semantic Net Browser). You can trace into 

related references when needed. 

10.6. Open Book for Referential Materials 

The interface metaphor for the referential materials is an ‘open reference book’ or a “man- 

ual’ lying at the side of the ‘book for the conceptual materials’. On the left-hand side of the 

book, all available referential entries that related to the current heading are provided; one 

the right-hand side is the content of a selected entry. This is a simple hypertext interface 

that has a local map window and a content window. The difference is that it can relate to 

the ‘Outline’ browser and provide referential information accordingly. All referential infor- 

mation will be displayed in the content window of this ‘book’, no matter it is activated in 

the reference book or in the book for the conceptual materials. This “book’ is also called a 

Semantic Net Browser.
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10.6.1. Network Browser 

This area provides users with a semantic net view around the current node (heading). 

According to their functionality, links in the system fall into two categories: organisational 

and referential. According to semantic roles they are further classified into four types: the- 

saurus links, document links, annotation links and reference links. The hierarchical or 

multi-hierarchical thesaurus links, document links, and annotation links are organisational. 

All other links are reference links which are referential links mainly for cross-reference pur- 

pose. 

In the semantic net browser, four symbols are used to indicate the type and the direc- 

tion of the links. 

-[ ]> for thesaurus link type 

-( )> for document link type 

-< >> for annotation link type 

i 5-3 for reference link type 

Within the brackets are the link names that indicate semantic relations between two nodes. 

To reduce some cognitive overhead with the naming of links, for each type of the links, a 

default link name is provided by the system. The corresponding symbols are 

-[NT]->, -(document)->, -<comment>->, -{see also}->. 

However, for those applications that need particular link names, you can assign a name 

when the link is created. There are a set of link names built in the system that you can 

select from. These link names include organisational thesaurus link names of ‘UF’ (used 

for or synonyms), ‘DT’ (indexing to documents); and referential thesaurus link name ‘RT’ 

(for related terms). You can also enter a name given by themselves within the above four 

link types. 

There is a special document link name ‘execute’, which indicates that the link has dif- 

ferent behaviours when it is followed from the outline browser and from the semantic net 

browser. In the former case, a shell script in the target node will be displayed and editable. 

In the latter case, the shell script will be executed. These shell scripts can be used to do 

anything users want, such as displaying a graphic or running a list of document processing 

commands. 

Although links are directional, you can navigate forward or backward by clicking the 

right-hand side mouse button on a node (heading). To display the content of node, you can 

click the left-hand mouse button on it. Five buttons (Root, Back, Sync, Delete, and Help) 

are provided for helping navigation and manipulation of the underlying semantic net.
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10.6.1.1. Root Button 

This displays a list of headings under the root of the database, or a home page in other 

words. 

10.6.1.2. Back Button 

This makes the browser trace back to a visited (navigated) node. 

10.6.1.3. Sync Button 

This button is a switch. When it is on, it is related to (or synchronised with) the outline 

browser. When you select a heading in the outline browser, the heading (node) will also be 

set to be current in the semantic net browser. When the button is switched off, the browser 

is independent of the outline browser. 

10.6.1.4. Delete Button 

This button allows you to delete the current referential link (indicated with symbol -{ }->) 

in the semantic net browser. 

10.6.1.5. Help Button 

This will display help information on how to use the semantic net browser (in the semantic 

net browser). 

10.6.2. Referential Content Browser 

The content associated with a heading in the referential area or the help information acti- 

vated with a ‘help’ button will be displayed here (currently this area is read-only). 

10.7. Operation Menus 

Under the on-line information bar, there are five operation menus: File, Edit, View, Coordi- 

nate, and Help. These operations are mainly for creating and manipulating the structured 

hypertext and for communicating with the system and with other users. 

10.7.1. File Menu 

The operations under this menu include importing/exporting documents into/from RICH 

and quitting the system. 

10.7.1.1. Exporting a Document 

This operator exports a document with the current heading (node) as its root. By default, it 

exports a ‘persistent’ document, i.e. a document as being created. The operator can also 

export a filtered view.
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10.7.1.2. Importing a Document 

This operator imports an external document into the RICH hypertext database. The external 

document could be in one of the following markup languages: Troff macros of ms, me, and 

a generic macro for the rich system; LaTeX; Texinfo; and HTML. The operator can also 

import document in flat text with numbered headings. 

10.7.1.3. Quitting the System 

You can quit the system properly by clicking this button. 

10.7.2. Edit Menu 

The editing operations in this menu make structure changes on both the outline in the Out- 

line Browser and the semantic net view in the Semantic Net Browser. Outlining is used as a 

metaphor for you to author structured hypertext. In order to reduce the learning curve, all 

these operations use a similar dialogue box. 

10.7.2.1. Creating a Node 

To create a node, first select a node under which you want the new node to be placed (by 

clicking left mouse button on the ‘parent node’ in the Outline Browser, then choose ‘Create 

Node’ in the ‘Edit’ menu. A dialog box will be displayed, where you can specify the fol- 

lowing information: 

Source: 

This shows a node under which the new node will be placed. This will automatically be the 

current node (heading) in the Outline Browser, but you can change it if you wish. To change 

it, first click in the ‘Source’ area within the dialog box, highlighting it. Then click on a 

heading you want in the Outline Browser. 

Target: 

This is the area you can type in the new heading (node name). 

Place After: 

This allows you to specify the position of the new node with respect to its ‘siblings’. The 

default is to place the node after all the other ‘siblings’. To set the position, click in the 

‘Place After’ area within the dialog box, highlighting it. Then click on a heading in the Out- 

line Browser that you want the new node to be placed after. 

Link Type (and Name): 

This shows the type of the link to be created. The default is the document link type with a 

link name ‘document’. A list of available link types appears on the right-hand side of the 

dialog box. You can select one of these, or alternatively you can enter your own link name.
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Once you have specified the node you want to create, click on ‘Ok’. If you wish to 

abort the operation click on ‘Cancel’. 

Nodes for annotations, discussion and thesaurus terms are created the same as docu- 

ment nodes, you can select a proper link type for your purpose. You can click ‘HELP’ but- 

ton in the dialogue box to view this information. 

10.7.2.2. Creating an Organisational Link 

To share both contents and structures of a hierarchy, first select a node under which the 

shared hierarchy will be placed (by clicking the left mouse button on the node in the Outline 

Browser, then choose ‘Create Organisational Link’ in the Edit menu. A dialog box will be 

displayed, where you can assign a value for the ‘Target’ field by selecting the root node of 

the hierarchy to be shared in the Outline Browser (See “Creating a Node’ for more informa- 

tion on the dialogue box). 

10.7.2.3. Creating a Referential Link 

To add a referential link between two existing nodes, choose ‘Create Referential Link’ in 

the Edit menu. A dialog box will be displayed, where you can specify the following infor- 

mation: 

Source: 

This shows the ‘source node’ of the link to be created. By default this will be the current 

node in the Outline Browser, but you can change it if you wish. To change it, first click in 

the ’Source’ area within the dialog box, highlighting it. Then click on a heading you want in 

the Outline Browser. 

Target: 

This shows the ‘target node’ of the link. To assign it click in the ‘Target’ area within the dia- 

log box, highlighting it. Then click on a node you want in the Outline Browser. 

Link Type: 

This shows the type of link to be created. The default referential link type is the ‘see also’. 

A list of available link types appears on the right of the dialog box. You can select one of 

these, or alternatively you can enter your own link name. 

For creating a referential link, you can ignore the fields of “Place After’. Once you 

have specified the heading you want to create, click on ‘Ok’. If you wish to abort the opera- 

tion click on ‘Cancel’.
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10.7.2.4. Copying a Node 

To copy a node, first select the node which you want to copy, then choose ‘Copy Node’ in 

the Edit menu. A dialog box will be displayed. You can now copy the node by changing 

the ‘Source’ to the node under which the copy will be placed and specifying the ‘Place 

After’ field in the dialog box (See ‘Creating a Node’ for more information on the dialog 

box). 

10.7.2.5. Copying a Node (with selected content) 

To copy selected content of a node, first select the node which you want to copy and select 

the content, then choose ‘Copy Node (with selected content)’ in the Edit menu. A dialog 

box will be displayed. You can now copy the node by changing the ‘Source’ to the node 

under which the copy will be placed and specifying the ‘Place After’ field in the dialog box 

(See ‘Creating a Node’ for more information on the dialog box). 

10.7.2.6. Copying a Node (sharing content) 

To copy an existing node and share its content, first select a node which you want to copy, 

then choose “Copy Node (share content)’ in the Edit menu. A dialog box will be displayed. 

You can now copy the node by changing the ‘Source’ to the node under which the copy will 

be placed and specifying the ‘Place After’ field in the dialog box (See ‘Creating a Node’ for 

more information on the dialog box). 

10.7.2.7. Copying a Hierarchy 

To copy a hierarchy, first select the root node of the hierarchy, then choose ‘Copy Hierar- 

chy’ in the Edit menu. A dialog box will be displayed. You can now copy the hierarchy by 

changing the ‘Source’ to the node under which the copy will be placed and specifying the 

‘Place After’ field in the dialog box (See ‘Creating a Node’ for more information on the dia- 

log box). 

10.7.2.8. Copying a Hierarchy (sharing content) 

To copy a hierarchy and share the contents, first select the root node of the original hierar- 

chy, then choose ‘Copy Hierarchy (share content)’ in the Edit menu. A dialog box will be 

displayed. You can now copy the hierarchy by changing the ‘Source’ to the node under 

which the copy will be placed and specifying the ‘Place After’ field in the dialog box (See 

“Creating a Node’ for more information on the dialog box).
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10.7.2.9. Renaming a Node 

Select the node (heading) to be renamed in the Outline Browser, then choose ‘Rename 

Heading’ in the Edit menu. A dialog box will appear showing the old node name which you 

can edit. When you are done, select ‘Ok’ to rename the node, or ’Cancel’ to abort. 

10.7.2.10. Moving a Node (or Hierarchy) 

To move a node (and the hierarchy rooted from it), first select it in the Outline Browser, then 

choose ‘Move Node (or Hierarchy)’ in the Edit menu. A dialog box will appear, which is 

almost exactly the same as the ‘Create Node’ dialogue box. You can now move the node by 

changing the ‘Source’ to the node under which the node will go and specifying the “Place 

After’ field (See ‘Creating a Node’ for more information on the dialogue box). 

10.7.2.11. Deleting a Node 

Make the node to be deleted current, then choose "Delete Node (here only)’ in the Edit 

menu. A dialog box will appear asking you to confirm the operation. This operation will 

remove ‘one occurrence’ of the node, the node may still appear in other places if there is 

more then one organisational link pointing to it. 

10.7.2.12. Deleting a Node (everywhere) 

Make the node to be deleted current, then choose "Delete Node (everywhere)’ in the Edit 

menu. A dialog box will appear asking you to confirm the operation. This operation will 

remove the node from its every appearances in the Outline Browser, i.e., to remove the node 

and all its links. 

10.7.2.13. Deleting a Hierarchy 

In the Outline Browser, select the root node of the Hierarchy, then choose ’Delete Hierar- 

chy’ in the Edit menu. A dialog box will appear asking you to confirm the operation. The 

hierarchy will be removed from the place where operation is performed, while if the nodes 

in the deleted hierarchy are shared by other hierarchies rooted from the nodes outside of the 

deleted hierarchy, then these nodes will still remain in those hierarchies. 

10.7.3. View Menu 

The operations under this menu include hierarchical view and network view filters for 

searching and a document previewer for previewing formatted linear document. There are 

functions for users to see the selection credits of authors. There are also functions to refresh 

and unfolding the whole document rooted from the current node.
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10.7.3.1. Hierarchy Filter 

To generate a new outline, choose ‘Generate Outline’ in the View menu. A dialog box will 

be displayed, allowing you to specify the following options for the traversal: 

Start Node: 

This specifies the root node of the traversal. By default, this will the current node in the Out- 

line Browser. To set this first click in the ‘Start Node’ area within the dialog box, highlight- 

ing it. Then click on the node you want in the Outline Window. 

End Node: 

This specifies the last node to appear on the outline. Select this in the same way as the Start 

Node. 

Depth: 

This sets the depth of the traversal. The default is to traverse all levels. Enter the number of 

levels you want it to traverse. For example entering two will generate an outline with a root 

and two lower levels. 

Link Types: 

These specify the types of link to traverse. 

Filter?: This is a filter flag. The default is set to ‘No’, the hit heading will be marked. If it 

is set to ‘Yes’, the headings that are not hit will be filtered out. 

Visit Node Once?: 

The default of this is ‘No’, which means nodes can be visited more than once, so that multi- 

hierarchical structures are visible. If this is set to “Yes’, nodes will be visited only once. 

This is useful when you want to export and print a document without duplicated informa- 

tion. 

Author (uid): 

This allows you to show only the nodes created by a certain author. To set this type in the 

username(s) of the author(s) you are interested in. 

Date (YY/MM/DD - [YY/MM/DD)): 

Here you can specify a date or range of dates, so that only those nodes with matching cre- 

ation dates are shown. Each number must be two digits, so 92/5/4 will not work (though it 

will not complain). It should be 92/05/04. 

Key Words in Headings: 

Here you can specify a string which is compared with each node name and only those that 

include the string appear on the outline. 

Information on nodes: 

This sets the information that will appear within the outline. The ‘Author’ and ‘Date’
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options make the author and date of creation of each node appear. 

Words in contents: 

This option is to show the distribution of a certain string across the Outline. 

When you have set your desired options, select ‘Generate Outline’ to generate the out- 

line, or ‘Cancel’ to abort. 

10.7.3.2. Refreshing Hierarchy 

Clicking on the button in the View menu, you can refresh the outline under the current head- 

ing (to reload it from the RICH database). 

10.7.3.3. Unfolding Hierarchy 

Clicking on the button in the View menu, the entire outline from the current heading will be 

unfolded (or visible). This gives you a detailed overview. 

10.7.3.4. Network Filter 

This resets the network filter. 

10.7.3.5. Viewing Document 

To preview a formatted document, select a heading where the document (or parts of a docu- 

ment) start, then choose ’View Document’ in the View menu. 

10.7.3.6. Viewing Author Credit 

To view the Author Credit Table choose ’View Author Credit’ in the View menu. The 

Author Credit Table contains a list of authors with the number of credits that each author 

has received. 

Whenever a node is selected by others, the author and all updators of the node gets a 

credit. The credit reflects authors’ contribution and may correspond to some award to 

encourage collaborative (or reuse) activities. 

10.7.4. Coordinate Menu 

Functions under this menu help you to find out who is doing what, to send messages or doc- 

uments to collaborators, and to set up channels to communicate with collaborators. You can 

also lock a document and edit it for a while, or to check out a document and edit it for a 

longer time.
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10.7.4.1. Asking Who Is Doing What? 

By selecting the button, you can ask the RICH mediator who are ‘on-line’ with the system, 

which nodes they are reading, and which nodes they are editing. 

10.7.4.2. Talking with On-line Cooperators 

By selecting this button, you can ask the RICH mediator who is on-line and select one (or 

more) people to talk with. 

10.7.4.3. Sending a Node 

By selecting this button, you can send the content of the current node to others through 

email. 

10.7.4.4. Sending a Document 

By selecting this button, you can send a document rooted from the current heading to others 

through email. 

10.7.4.5. Locking/Unlocking Hierarchy 

By selecting this button, you can lock or unlock the document rooted from the current head- 

ing. 

10.7.4.6. Checking Out/In Hierarchy 

By selecting this button, you can check in or check out the document rooted from the cur- 

rent heading (long transaction). 

10.7.5. Help Menu 

This menu provides pointers to the on-line user guide.
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Appendix D: RICH Algorithms 

In this appendix first the algorithms for maintaining hypertext invariants are provided. Then 

the algorithms for handling the user interface space that reads and writes a large database 

are listed. 

11.1. Algorithms for Maintaining Hypertext Invariants 

Algorithm “Cycle Detection". Checking if any cycle would occur when creating an organi- 

sational link between two existing nodes. 
Boolean has-cycle(source-node, target-node) 

BEGIN 

IF source-node equals to target-node 

THEN RETURN true 

link-list = LinksTo(source-node) ; 

While (link-list not empty) DO 
IF has-cycle(snode, source-node) = true 

THEN RETURN true 

RETURN false; 
BEGIN 

In the above algorithm, the ‘source-node’ is the node from which the traversal starts (in con- 

verse direction of the links); target-node is the node to which a new organisational link to be 

created; ‘LinksTo(source-node)’ function in this case returns all organisational links go into 

the ‘source-node’. ‘snode’ is the source node of the current link element in the ‘link-list’. 

Algorithm “Deleting a Node and All its Links". Here a leaf node refers to a node without 

any outing organisational link. 
BEGIN 

IF NOT leaf node OR NOT in deleting node-web RETURN 

delete all out-going links; 

delete all incoming links; 
IF content-reference-degree - 1 > 0 

THEN content reference degree reduce by 1; 
ELSE delete the node content; 

delete the node; 
END 

Algorithm ‘Deleting a node-web". 
BEGIN 

IF the start node is a filtered view 

THEN warning RETURN; 

refresh the subtree to make sure that it is expanded; 

WHILE depth-first go down the subtree DO 

IF incoming organisational links to the node > 1 

THEN delete an organisational link, stop going deeper 

ELSE delete the node and all its links
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11.2. Algorithms for Reading Functions 

Algorithm “Fold/Unfold a Node". 
BEGIN 

IF the node in the middle layer is Expandable AND NOT Expanded 
THEN BEGIN 

Expand the node in the middle layer 
Unfold the node in the top layer 
Set Unfolded flag 
Set Expanded flag 

END 

ELSE IF the node in the middle layer is Expanded AND NOT Unfolded 
THEN BEGIN 

Unfold the node in the top layer 
Set Unfolded flag 

END 

ELSE IF the node in the middle layer is Unfolded 
THEN BEGIN 

Fold the node in the top layer 
Unset Unfolded flag 

END 

Display Outline on Screen 
Highlight the node 

END 

Algorithm “Unfold a Tree from a Node". 
BEGIN 

IF the node is Unfolded THEN Fold the node 
Unfold all the nodes in the tree starting from the node 
Display Outline on Screen 
Highlight the node 

END 

Algorithm “Refresh a Tree from a Node". 
BEGIN 

Log unfolded nodes in the top layer 
Collapse the tree in the middle layer 
Expand the tree from the node in the middle layer 
Collapse the sub-tree in the top layer 
Unfold the nodes originally unfolded in the top layer 
Display Outline on Screen 
Highlight the node 

END 

Algorithm “Root". The ‘root’ node refers to the root node of the whole hyperspace. 
BEGIN 

Collapse the tree in the middle layer 
Expand one level from the ‘root’ node in the middle layer 
Unfold the ‘root’ node in the top layer 
Display Outline on Screen 
Highlight the ‘root’ node 

END 

Algorithm “Upper”. The ‘top node’ refers to the current root node of the sub-tree in the top 
layer. 
BEGIN 

Log unfolded nodes 
Collapse the tree in the top layer 
Make the parent node of the current top node the new top node 
Unfold the originally unfolded nodes 
Display Outline on Screen 
Highlight the new top node 

END 

Algorithm “Top". 
BEGIN 

Log unfolded nodes 
Collapse the tree in the top layer 
Make the current node the new top node in the middle layer 
Unfold the originally unfolded nodes 
Display Outline on Screen
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Highlight the new top node 
END 

Algorithm “Previous”. 
BEGIN 

make the previous node of the current node the new current node 

Highlight the new current node 

Display the content of the new current node 

END 

Algorithm ‘“‘Next". 
BEGIN 

IF the current node is Folded THEN Unfold the node 

make the node next to the current node the new current node 

Highlight the new current node 

Display the content of the new current node 

END 

11.3. Algorithms for Writing Functions 

Algorithm “‘Creating a node/Copying a node". 
BEGIN 

Store the new node and link into the storage layer 

Insert the new node (and link) into the tree in the middle layer 

Insert the new node (and link) into the tree in the top layer 

Unfold and Highlight the source node of the new node 

END 

Algorithm “Creating a referential link". 
BEGIN 

Store the new link into the storage layer 

Make semantic net view around the source node of the new link 

Highlight the the source node of the new link 

END 

Algorithm ‘Creating an organisational link". 
BEGIN 

Store the new link into the storage layer 

RefreshTree (one level deep) at the source node of the new link 

END 

Algorithm “Rename a node”. 
BEGIN 

Update the name on all related nodes and links in storage layer 

Update the name on all related nodes and links in the middle layer 

Update the name on all related nodes and links in the top layer 

Display Outline 
Highlight the renamed node 

END 

Algorithm “Moving a node". 
BEGIN 

Update the link with a new source in the storage layer 

Collapse the tree at the old source node in the middle layer 

RefreshTree (one level deep) at the new source node 

END 

Algorithm ‘Deleting a node and all its links". (see also algorithm “Deleting a Node and 

All its Links" in §11.1). 
BEGIN 

Delete the node, its content, and all its links from storage layer 
Remove the node and its links on the tree in the middle layer 
RefreshTree (one level deep) at the parent node of the node 

END 

Algorithm ‘“‘Deleting document". (see also algorithm “Deleting a node-web" in §11.1). 
BEGIN 

IF the start node is in a filtered view 
THEN warning RETURN; 

Refresh the subtree to make sure that it is expanded; 
delete the subtree from the storage layer 
remove the subtree from the tree in the middle layer
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RefreshTree (one level deep) at the parent node of the current node 
END 

Algorithm “Copying document". 
BEGIN 

copy the selected subtree from the middle layer into storage layer 
RefreshTree at the node under which the copy goes 

END
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